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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention (NIP). has been prepared
under Project No. GF/POLIOll004 entitled: "Enabling activities to facilitate early action on
the implementation of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs)",
hereinafter referred to as 'the GEF Project' or 'the Project', and executed under Contract No.
2001/369 concluded between the United NationS Industrial Development Organization
(ONIDO) and the Institute of Environmental Protection (IOS). The Global Environment
Facility (GEF), acting as the Stockholm Convention financial mechanism, funded the whole
Project. . .. .

The provisions of the Convention cover the following substances classified as particularly
.persistent organic compOunds: aldrin, chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor,
hexachlorobenzene, mirex, toxaphene, PCBs, DDT, PCDDs and PCDFs. Persistent orgariic
pollutants (POPs) are very toxic, highly soluble in fats and they undergo bioconc~ntration and
biomagnification~ POPs rimy have an adverse impact on huniail health. even in very smail
concentrations by disrupting. biological. functions, hormone activity and other information
transmitters. ConseqiIently, this may lead to: undesirable reproductive effects, malfunction of
different body organs (e.g. thyroid), development of tumours and inborn defects; immunity.
deCrease of living organisms and developmental disorders in children. Therefore, POPs pose a
major threat to the futUre generations. For this reason it is very important and worthy to
undeitake steps to preserve the prohibition för their use and placing on the market, to provide
safe treatment of their stockpiles and wastes, to reduce their emissions/releases from
unintentional production and ensure environmental monitoring and control.

The NIP includes a list of activities presenting the means by which POPs problems can be
solved in Poland in an integrated manner, as well as an estimation of costs for the necessary
action to be. taken. This will provide de~ision makers with further fuformation required to start
the ratification process for the Stockholm Convention, which entered into force on 17 May
2004, and to implement its provisions; The main task of the NIP is to define activities drawn
from the goals of the "National Strategy. for EnviroDmental Protection against Persistent
Organic Pollutants", which focuses on two issues:

• Reduction~f quantities ofPOfs pr~sent in the environment, foll9wed by their elimination,
and

• Minimisation of impacts O:f those substances on human health through reduction of their
presence in food.

The NIP; which has been elaborated in line with the "Interim Guidance for Developing a
National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention" prepared and revised in
Decem~er 2003 by UNEP ,and. the .World Bank, consists of two parts: an assessment of the
current situation regarding POPs in Poland. and action plans to fulfil. the obligations of the
Convention, .The Plan has. been prepared as of 31 December 2003. Only Chapter 2 with
Poland's baseline and the Polish profile, providing background information relevant to POPs,
has been generally based on data of the year 2000. It has been assumed that the year 2000 will
be considered as reference year to demonstrate progress in the implementation of the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention in Poland.
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Country baseline

This part of the NIP presents general information on Poland with 'particular-emphasis on
environmental aspects, especially POPs-related issues including, inter alia, an inventory of
4azards caused by,the ~e (at present and in the past) of hazardous substances, subject to the
siüdiliöliri' CbnventidD: arid' 'aSsessmerit ()f the .natioTIal' iiifr3striictureand itS. capability for
llüpl~#ientiiig the,P!oVision~ oftJ1e Convention. '"" '.,' , ' " , '

• ,: ti,. I, . :'.:. . ,',' ':-',\\ ;.," f' ,','. " ",', •••• • .",' •• ,', •

Ap,alys,yS,<;>fth~ gat4ere~I' inforrnatio9-.indicate that ~ong ,the"~ubst,ances. c~>vered,,by: the
StocJd1oIm Convention",9nly DDT,<lieldrin, hexac1.ll.()robeI¥ene~d ,'t9xaP9-en~were used for
gr0411ction of pesticide preparations in .P91~d;W4~r~" in~gricuIture" aPart from the, above
m~Iltioned s~bstances,)~lso. a}drin,ßllqnn;and heptachlor preparatipns w~:reused. Among ~l
these preparations, DDT and toxaphene we:re produced in Poiand while the others were
in;1ported. Preparations containing substances listed in Annexes A and B of the Stockliohn
C6*yenti6# are ctirientIy nei1;her 'ri1ari.~actured or; 'uSed in' oUi cOUntty not iriiporlOO or ,
ex.ported:For the last-over 25 yem:s orily'substances'and preparations that do 'not contain'pops
1;clY'e:Beyli'uked for thdiprbduct:lori~ofp~sticid~s. ,-; ':;, ,;, ."" ,;,

'.14;; .:1 ~.li .": ,~., :.,,:," \':~ :,..;,,', .".": ',::r; : ..l~;: ";,;-", i;:! i, ',. " ; ',':

~spite ~e factth~t;~Woroo:rg~c p~sti,ci4es have,pqt b~enused in Po.land, ge-9:erallysince
the;PJ,id.70s o:fthe Jp{1hc~ntury,Jhey,are still, ~tl1 t4e e.xceptio~ ofIDit,"ex, detected~ river
water~" l>ott()m sediI~~nt~, ~d in: ~vi.ng ,organislI!-s. 'Their:,concentrati9J.1~;,in.' ~ater are ,low:er
cqtnpared to conce~tra~o~, W the ,Pry matter of bOttom :?edimepts, and pt ,the latter - lo:~ver
i9-apin the. fish f~t t:issue~;'fhi$:clearly indicates that th~ process of ,accumulati0ll of tp,es.~
sJlbstarices primarily takes place, in aqu~tic organisms and successiv~ly, inJ.~ott()m,sedim~~~.
S.Wdies;on :pOPs cOIl~entra~ons wet:€'carried .out at the delta Parts .of the, majorYoli~4 rivers
ap.dthe,~oclawski R~servoir., " " ,';

Obsolete plant protectiön productS deposited in' pesticide ,laildfills scattered all' over "the
C,OUllP"Y constitute, the mo.~t serious ,~:pvironmeq.~ hazard c~used" by p~rsi~t~Ilt qrganic
pollgUlJ:1t:sittPoland. A-ccordingt() estimates the enti~, ,qqantity;.,()rpOp~ wast.e~ qeposited ,41-
p~~cide laIl4fill~ is: cOlltatpinated~o S¥cha,l~y'el ,that ~~y must,b.e treate~,as h¥ardous W~~
CQpfainine ch,Iorinated 9rg~c sup~ces~, 'l11erefore; aA ß:1esepestici~e)an<lfill~ ;P.eed to 1;>e
e~in:@at~4. , In,~the :,Jicinity, ()f some o~sole,t~ Pe~tici4e. "lan~s ,c~~tarnipatiop. .of~e
¥Ilyy-o:r;n.nent,caused ,by releases. o.f :h~4<;)Us, su~suwces, in~,~1:1d.ing.,POPs ,WflS obsery~d.
Elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills in P.ol~,d~s, c~~ <;mtgradually. ,The~ely
number of obsolete pestici~e landfills awaiting elimination in, P()land is 166, and the estimated
quartHt1~s': .of' waste 'deposited!i 'there;' are 'ilppröxiinat~ly' '5000" Mg' (With' possible
underestimation by app. 50%). "

Iden@catiöri and' quktitative :aSsessment of POPs depoSits' :oIllandfills: Owned'by chei:ilical
plants is not possible due to lack of reliable information on the levels of sUbstances controlled
by the Stockholm Convention (because ofunselective waste deposjting in the past; lack of
waStedocumentationandl differentiated remediation of landfill sites). '

P'61xchlorinated',biph~rijrls ;(PCBsl,have, been' produced in Poland' oniy in 'small q~tities.
'nieie- was; however,' c9iiS~defable'impoit of PCB-containing' electric'al eqUipnient and oil
use'd,in this eqUipinent: The first PCBs inventory was. carried';out in'2Ö02'identifyiiig 'the~cfulU: sjockS 'of eqwpment arid oils cOIi1:ainll,ig'this group of subs'taiices~According 'to' it
3qÖ~Mg of oil is coiitaminated With PCBs and around 1400' capaCitors andover 5600
ti~foririers: contain PCBs~ At the same tiIDe the capabilities for PCB treatolent' and PCB~
containing equipment decontamination are being developed ill' Poland. However, their
utilization requires mechanisms (e.g. assistance funds) stimulating enterprises to speed up the
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treatment process of PCBs and PCB-contaminated equipment. Analysis results proved that the
decontamination costs in Poland are lower than abroad and that the existing domestic
capacities would enable successful completion of the decontamination process, in line with
the obligations of the Act - Environmental Protection Law, by 2010. Therefore, export of
PCB-contaminated equipment for its decontamination will consequently be gradually
reduced.

The Polish industry, including the chemical and metallurgy sector, is undergoing restructuring
of production, which has a parallel impact on the reduction of unintentional releases of
PCDDsfPCDFs, PCBs and HCB.
On the basis of emission and release estimations, carried out under the GEF Project, for
PCBs, PCDDs/PCDFs and HCB the following levels have been obtained for the year 2000:
• For emissions into the air: PCBs - 2320.36 kg, HCB - 8.57 kg, PCDDs/PCDFs -

505.28 g TEQ,
.• . For dioxin and furan releases into the soil- 4.96 g TEQ, into water bodies - 1.22 g TEQ,

into wastes/residues - 341.3 TEQ g, and into products - 10.78 g TEQ.

: Some feB congeners are not detectable in water, but they appear in bottom sediments and in
fish tissue. In the bottom sediments of the wioclawski Reservoir the majority of PCB
congeners, di.oxinsand furans, regarded by WHO as the most toxic, including 2,3,7,8-TCDD,
were detected. The toxicity level of the analysed sedimentSwas higher than that at the estuary
areas of the Oder and the Vistula Rivers.

The ~eview of the available data with regard to PCDD/PCDF, PCB, HCB risk assessment,
inc~udinghealth risk, indicates that exposure data is insufficient, limiting the opportunity of
performing a complete health risk assessment. Scarce data on dioxin and PCB concentrations
m human breast milk demonstrate a high level of exposure of breast-fed babies to these
chemical compounds. These data may also indicate that human exposure can be the reason for
justified concern about the potential health hazards.

A review of the Polish legislation concerning environmental protection, chemical substances
and wastes revealed that the legal system is generally compliant with the Stockholm
Convention. and requires only a few regulations. Full assessment of the efficiency of law
re~ating POPs-related issues is currently not possible because the majority of relevant legal
acts have not been in force long enough. This is particularly valid for the system of integrated
environmental permits and for the law concerning chemical substailces and preparations.
Legislation already in force. (e.g. concerning dioxin determination in exhaust gases from
incineration and co-incineration of waste) requires enforcing solutions for its compliance.
Furthermore, the capacity of Polish companies dealing with the elimination of obsolete
pe~ticide .landfills, and treatment of pesticide waste by incineration has. been evaluated.
Preliminary review indicates that technical capacities for POPs treatment using conventional
methods are sufficient in Poland but there are no companies present on the Polish market that
would have at their disposal POPs treatment technologies alternative to combustion methods.

Also, the roles and responsibilities of central and voivodeship state administration and self-
government bodies involved in the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm
Convention were discussed. The existing authorities and institutions have sufficient
competences to fulfil the obligations, although in some cases an expansion of the present
scope of tasks and responsibilities will be required.

9
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Among the institutional factors, which may slow down the implementation of the Convention,
is, the sho~ge of human resources and insufficient qualifications of personnel. ,The latter
r~fers to the public administration staff and the dramatically growing scope of responsibilities
of environmental authorities at all managerial levels. On the other hand, among the factors
speeding up the implementation of the Convention are the privatisation processes of the
industry facilitating the transfer of best available techniques (BAn from mother factories in
highlyitidustriaIized countries to Poland, and the market factors, which through competition
on the European market stimulate modernisation processes in Polish enterprises.

The NIP stresses the need for broadening and strengthening of the existing State
Ertvrroi:ni1ental Monitoring system by widening measurements, studies and evaluation of all
POPs subject to the Stockholm Convention with regard to eniissiOlis to air, water and' soil. It
is also necessary to set the missing standards for permissible contents of dioxins, furans,
PCBs and HCB in certain food products and for the emissions from major industrial sources.

It is also necessary, to establish a system for monitoring hazards posed by dioxins, furans;
PCBs and HCB to human health with regard to risk assessment of such threats and trends of
their changes in time and space. The existing capacity of laboratories is sufficient to conduct

.;" • ? " 't' . "'. , .. . . . I

measUrementS and analyses regarding POPs. Poland has an: appropriate research potential' for
ciufymg ,outsfu~es in line with tIll? provisions of the: Convention. Although, lack' of
appropriate financüil support is regarded as the basic proWem. ' ' ,

, ' ' , ,

Because of rel~ti~ely low awareness of the Polish society. concerning harmful effects of
dioxins/furans and PCBs and about the rel~ted problem of uncontrolled burning of waste at
l,10lISeholds, exte~iVe awareness .rmsiIig measUres for different social groups should ,be
strengthened by; inter alia, increaSing the role ofNGOs in this proc~ss. It is atso essential to
m~orpoi'ate POPs-related isSues int~ educational programmes and' to provide countrYWide
access to mformati?n oil persistent organic pollutants. ','

Strategy: and action plan elements of the National Implementation Plan
. ,. .

fu'p:rlllciple, the :fulfilment of obligations imposed by the Stockholm Convention, 'does not
reqUire any specific actionS to be undertaken by Poland other thail the 'ones resUlting from the
polisli'law or the European Union legislation. However, the NIP covers overalI 'activities
es~e~tia.l' for solving the POPs problem ill Poland. ApartfroriI measures diI'ectly resUlting
fronühe'I>rovisions oftb.e Convention the NIP also includes activities th3.t are paitly enforced
by 'the ''Nati6rial Enviroimiental Policy" as well as governmental documents, such' as: the
''National Strategy' for EnVironmental Protection against Persistent Organic Pollutants", the
''National ,Waste Management Plan" or the ''National Strategy ,for Environmental Education".

In Poland the Miirister of the Enviromlient is responsible for 'overall issues related to the
implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention, including the implementation
of the NIP. Thus, he/she will coordinate, at an intergovemmentallevel, the implementation of
the activities set out in the NIP, which are assigned to other ministers and' administrative
bodies, withiu their competences. To :fu1fi1 this, task he/she will have at his/her disposal an
organizational- system consisting of an executive team composed of representatives of the
different departments of the Ministry of the Environment and the national secretariat for the
Convention (this role has been assigned to the Institute of Environmental Protection).

For practical reasons the NIP covers the period unti12010, which is also determined by, inter
alia, the obligations regarding POPs resulting from the Polish accession to the European
Union. It is assumed that the Plan will be periodically updated, also beyond this time limit.

10
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The implementation strategy of the NIP is directed at:
. ,

• Improvement in providing complete and reliable information for decision-makers and the
public,

• Providing financial resources for the elimination of the existing obsolete pesticide
landfIlls and decontamination of POPs-containing equipment in use,

• Reduction of unintentional PCDD/PCDF, PCB and HCB releases,

• Effective and integrated monitoring of substances subject to the Convention,

• Up-to-date evaluation of environmental and health effects.

On the basis of prior determined criteria and carried out analyses a list of 10 priorities has
been drawn up, which are regarded as most important with a view to the Polish situation with
.,~OPs.

)'he long-terms goals to be achieved by 2015, providing full implementation of the
.Stockholm Convention in Poland include:

• Reduction ofPCDD/PCDF, PCB and HCB emissions generated unintentionally in
processes of fuel arid waste combustion by means of applying best available techniques
(BAT), in accordance with the IPPC Directive and other technical solutions adeqUate for
that purpose;

• Identification of contaminated sites and their remediation in an environmentally sound
manner and further elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills and stockpiles, which had
not been identified earlier, and other wastes and materials with low concentrations of
PCBs, as well as decontamination of the remaining PCB-containing equipment;

• Establishment and maintenance of permanent organisational, scientific, technical and
legal conditions required to ensure the highest possible level of implementation of the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention and effective control of POPs releases into the
environment in Poland.

The following short-term goals to be achieved by 2010, are among the most important ones:

• Elimination of wastes and stocks of POPs, collected and stored over the years as a result
of intentional production, import and use, as well as decontamination of equipment
containing PCBs;

• Establishment of an inventory system on POPs emission sources, in accordance with the
provisions of the UN ECE Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers (PRTRs);

• Development and extension of the monitoring system on POPs circulation in the natural
environment and on their impact on food products and human health;

• Performing the necessary scope of feasibility studies required to assess properly the
environmental effects of the proposed capital investment projects, including cost/benefit
analysis of the:

Construction of a decontamination facility for PCB-contaminated equipment,
Extension of the incineration capacities for liquid and solid substances containing
POPs,
Application of alternative technologies for the elimination of POPs inPoland.

• Strengthening educational programmes and public awareness raising regarding POPs-
related issues.

11
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The NIP includes 65 actions grouped into 11 activities, strategies and action plans. The ones
that are not speCific for Poland (e.g. releases from intentional production of POPs) or the ones
covered by other groups of activities have been omitted. In these cases information on where
to find relevant data has been provided.

Actions listed in the NIP designed to meet the obligations of the Convention cover the legal,
institutional and organizational issues connected with the elimination of obsolete pesticide
landfills, the identification and control of industrial waste landfills containing POPs, the
identification of equipment and instal1l'ltions containing POPs intended for decontamination~'
the reduction of POPs releases from fuel and waste combustion rind from industrial processes,
a.nd the strategies for information exchange, education, scientific research and monitoring.

Additionally, the NIP also includes proposals of funding applications to be submitted to GEF
for 3 capital investment projects and 1 educational project enabling and facilitating early
Cl,9ponon the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention in Pol~d:

The total costs for solving the POPs problem in Poland in 2004-2010 amount to 219 mln
PLN*, of which over 44 mln PLN result directly from the requirements of the Stockholm
Convention. The remai.nlng costs are related to the implementation of other.legal d.ocuments,
such al)~ the Act - Environmental Protection Law, the National Waste' Management Pian and
the European Community directives. The POPs monitoring costs have a significant share in
the NIP budget (over 66 mln PLN). A considerable share in the total costs has also the
elimination of obsolete 'pesticide landfills and PCBs.

i ~

A significant part of expenditures (oyer 55%) resulting directly from the ratification of the
Convention could be covered using the foreign assistance funds, whereas the private sector
share has been estimated at app. 18% and app. 14% of the state budget. The remaining costs
will be covered from other sources (e.g. environmental funds, self-government budgets).

The NiP is av~lable on an Internet website: http://ks.ios.edu.pl/gef/events-proj.php.

Full implementation of the NIP is determined by the ratification of the Stockholm
Conyention., Th~. political will for its ratification has been expressed. by signing it by Poland
on 23 May 2001. Polish accession to the European Union imposes compliance with the
European Conimunity legislation on POPs in view of the "Conimimity Strategy for Dioxins;
Furans and Polychlorinated Biphenyls", which is more stringent than the provisions of the
Stockholm Convention.

• Average exchange rate of the National Bank of Poland BP as of31 December 2003 used for calculations in the
NIP: I USD = 3.7405 PLN.

12
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The basic goal of the NIP is to achieve full implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm
Convention by:

• Identifying key issues with regard to specific country's background,

• Proposing optimal actions to solve the problems caused by POPs covered by the
provisions of the Convention,

• Designing measures essential for harmonized execution of tasks included in the NIP.

..The major objective of the Convention [68], which entered into force on 17 May 2004, is to
protect human health and the environment from persistent organic pollutants by coordinating
worldwide actions to finally eliminate the residues left over after the period of common use of
these substances in the economy.

The initial list of pollutants subject to the Convention consists of 12 substances, which can be
divided in~o 3 groups:

• Substances, which should be eliminated from intentional production and use: aldrin,
chlordane, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlor, hexachlorobenzene, mirex, toxaphene,
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) ;

• Sub~tances wi1ll restricted use only to specific purposes: DDT;

• Substances, which are unintentionally produced, and thus appear as was~e by-product in
production processes and when using other substances: hexachlorobenzene (HCB),
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), dioxins and furans (PCDDs/PCDFs).

Followfug the provisions of the Convention the above ihitiallist of POPs is expected to be
successively amended by adding new substances to the Annexes of the Convention, for which
appropriate p~ocedures and screening criteria have been provided.

The Convention provides gerieral guidance on prevention and release reduction measures, and
guideliries on best available techniques (BAT) and best environmental practices .(BEP).
Special attention has been given to public access to information on risks related to the use of
these substances, promoting education and training on POPs and raising public awareness of
haza.r~ caused by these substances, also for the future generations. .' . .,.

Effective elimination of persistent organic pollutants from the environment is carried out ip
sevei-aI phases, of which two are the most important. The first one is preparing of a diagnosis
on the basis of collected information on existing places of production, use and storage of these
substances, on their import and export, and on contaminated sites. The second one covers the
designing of all necessary actionS, economically and socially feasible in order to eliminate
POPs from the environment.

Therefore, the structure of the NIP consists of two substantial chapters:

- Chapter 2 presents Poland's baseline, with basic background information, affecting
proper implementation of the provisions of the Convention, i.e.:

• Political, economic and social profile, along with the present environmental
overvIew,
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POLAND - NATIONAL IMPLEMENT AnON PLAN FOR THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

• Existing institutional, policy and regulatory framework in Poland,
• Country's profile with regard to p~rsistent orgal}icpollutants providing an ov~raU

view of the current situation with POPs in Poland - addressing all the areas subject
to the Stockholm Convention, including inventory of POPs production; use, export

i',!.)' . .' (.:, and import, and releases into the environment, ending.with an assessment of:poIish
capability to meet the requirements of the Convention, and thus an assesSment of
existing organisationalstructures, regulatory measures, administrative procedures,
monitoring, ongoing research, as well as he81thand soCialitnplicatic)lls;'! ',;., -

- Chapteti 3' piesents'the' sh-ategyaild action plan dements of the NlP; activities' to reduce
hazards caused by POPs: '

.~;/' Iiiiplemehtation strategy for the NIP, "
;,~,,'65, actionS grouped'mt6 .11 colintry-specific' activities designed' to nieetthe

".; " ;;; :;iobligatiofiSof the Convention, out.of the 17 gr6upsÖf'activities; strategies'and
" ':.;' action planS foreseen in the Guidance [88], , ," "

• Priority areas where current capacity and capabillty need' tobe strengthened 'to'
:"'.achieve the objectives of the NlP~: .

, , ,

• Timetable for the implementation of the Plan with designed'nieasures 'fot' its
,,':. sucCessfulenforcement;-..;, ;.,"\ . '.::: . <, , .

• Identified baselilie and incremental costs for meäsures included in the NIP~ along
with potential sources of funding. ; " .. , . ,

Annexes, which are complementary to the niain part of the Plari;'pr<iVide'detailed backgroUnd
data and:supportinginformation. Abbreviations used in this NW .areexplained inAnnex;12.
The NlP! h~' be~n' 'elaborated'in' accörd3nce with the' draft "Guidance for Developing a
National Implementati~ri'pian jOr th'e':Stockholm'Convention'; [88](prepared;iindet the
auspic~s..'pf,UNEP and the, ,World-Bank..in December ...2003....1)le, J>lilPTeflects;.,with slight
changes,.the structure proposed itl these guidelines.. ' ,,'. ,..,.. , ' ' , '/ ',',,'

A special financial mechanisITlf~r the purposes'of the' StockholIn Converitio'D,was 'uSed in.the
p~pwatj,on .of: .the ..:National ...}mpleme:Q.tationPlan. This~.It1~~ha.nis~,provid~~ .s.upport,•to
dey~l9ping..cp~tries and"countries with economies m.,transition offered by indu~tria1ized.
countri~~.!Fm:the;transitional,period, ,i.e. until at least the :firstm~~ting oftlwConferenceof
the P~~s~. th~.Glob~ E~vironmeQ.t,f;acility (GEF) has been en1:nl$~ed,with th~ pperatio:QSof
the financial mechanism for the StockhQln1,Co~vention,whicb isadministere41?ytl,1eWo!~d
Bank Its. first initiative was to provide. financial resources to several countries, including
Pol~d;'.', t6 ';,~xecl1te~pilot' projeCts"aiin~d''at the 'aCceleration 'of activities' for effectiveJ. ,.,-,,":-, .:: ,. '"f;<';':' .',. ." . ". . . :." '. . , .

in1Pl~tpeDtat!6~9f the;proVisionsof the Convention. ; '"
';J " _}~; I :.I .' '..'..::i.' :' ~." I Jl ... ", . . ': . , i j.! . . . ,

Already; ,!ii, 200I,GpF has 1Jlade..a dey~sion tQ pro.vide.,Poland 1inancialsuPPPI1, fO,fthe
e.x~~;u#,o-9-of-.P!oject No: (}F/PQL/01/004, entitled,."E1Jablingactivitie~ to facilitate; early
action on the'implementation of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent OrganicI:.{)llutants
(POPs)". This project (hereinafter referred to as 'the GE~ Project' or 'the Project') was

'. <', . ':. 1.' '. : " ... r .",' ,.-, 'I ','," ,

executed under Contract No: 2001/369 coneludedbetween the' United Nations InduStrial
Developmeh{ .Organization (UNIDO); acting as' an international coordinator of the GEF
projects under the Convention, and the Institute ofEnvironmenta1 Protection (IOS)~To ensure
c99rdination.andosubstantial supervision of the Project, the,Minister of the Environment has
established the national Steering Committee, consisting of representatives of relevant
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ministries (Environment, Health, Labour, Economy, Agriculture, Finance, Foreign Affairs
aild National Defence), R&D institutions, the industry and NGOs.

The major goal of the S-phase GEF Project was to carry out an inventory on hazards from the
use (current and historical) of hazardous substances controlled by the Stockholm Convention
and to develop a national action plan. The objective of the NIP is to indicate the means by
which POPs-related problems can be solved and to estimate the costs for the necessary action
to be taken. This should provide decision makers with further information required to start the
ratification process for the Convention.

The first phase of the project was completed at the beginning of 2003 and covered an
assessment of persistent organic pollutants related issues in Poland in the context of the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention. The results obtained from the analysis served as a
basis for formulating the "National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention",
h~reinafter referred to as 'the Plan' or 'the NIP'. The results of the analysis were published in
a:,special report [47], which is complementary to the GEF Project. The report is, generally,
based on data as of the end of 2000 and serves as a background for the evaluation of ongoing
changes resulting from meeting the provisions of the Convention and obligations of Polish
ahd EU legislation.

An interdisciplinary team of authors faced a particularly difficult problem since it appeared
that knowledge on the actual level of emissions and releases, and the amounts of wastes
containing substances covered by the Convention was far too incomplete. This NIP is a
unique undertaking, considering that other countries have not developed such plans yet.
Furthermore; it has been proved by the results of the third phase of the GEF Project, covering
criteria and priority setting, that our elaborations serve as I;l1odeldocumentation for others. A
list of intermediate reports prepared under the GEF Project is presented in the references.

The results obtained during all phases of preparation of the GEF Project were disseminated
through the Internetl and consulted at 5 workshops organised with the participation of all the
stakeholders: representatives of governmental and self-governmental institutions,
representatives of research and industry sectors, consultancy and waste treatment companies,
and non-governmental organizations (Annexes 6 and 11).

Poland is already, to a great extent, fulfilling the basic obligations of the Convention, such as
discontinuation of POPs production, elimination of waste and reduction. of undesirable
emissions. However, a number of problems, like completion of the elimination of obsolete
pesticide landfills, inventories and decontamination of PCB-containing equipment and
reduction of the uncertainty margin in the evaluation of environmental pollution by POPs, are
still to be solved.

Activities proposed for implementation in this NIP result partly from the officially approved
documents: the "National Environmental Policy" and the ''National Waste Management Plan"
(NWMP), the "National Strategy for Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic
Pollutants" and the "National Strategy for Environmental Education". Additionally, activities
that have not been foreseen by any of the existing governmental programmes, but result
directly from the provisionS of the Stockholm Convention, have been included in the NIP.

1 Internet website: http://ks.ios.edu.plhasbeendevelopedontheserverfundedundertheGEFProject.Itis
maintained by the national secretariat for the Stockholm Convention (the portal has been described in Chapter
2.3.8).
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.. , . .

The main task of the NIP is to define activities drawn from the goals of the "National Strategy
for Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic Pollutants", which can be brought
d6wri. to two elements:

.j . R~duction of quantities of POPs present in the environment, followed by their ulti.Q1ate
elimin~tion, and

• .Miirimisation of impacts of those substances on human health through reduction of their'
concentrations in food.

Tasks-arising from the Stockholm' Convention are of a long-term character. With such
perspective in mind it would be unjustified,to develop a detailed plan, due to substantial
changes in economic and social conditions and scientific progress, making the relevance of
the NIP' questionable. It was therefore decided to liniit the scheduled implementation period
mitilthe 'end of the :first decade of the current centurY, assuming that the Plan will be of a
st~i>-by-step nature and will be updated every, several years. Following this decision the NlP
go~s, have been diVided into short-term (until 2010) and long-term (until 2015) goals.

~ong au'substBnces covefed by the Stockholm Convention only DDT and toxaphene were
produced in Poland, in 1949-1977 and 1961-1962, respectively. Aldrin, chlordane, endriit,
heptachlor' and mirex have not been used by thechemica1' industry for the production of
peSticide' preparations. Dieldrin, hexachlorobtmzene, heptachlor; endrin and aldrin were
imported. Over the yeats. a significant progress has been' observed in the restructuring of the
chemical industry and in the reduction or eIimination of the organic, chlorine compounds.
None of the substances subject to the Convention are currently produced in Poland. At present
only"'products 'that are more sophisticated and safe for the environment are used.' Also
substances listed in AnD.exes A and B of the Convention are not imported or exported (apart
fi,"o~~OP.s:-conta,ining wastes exported for treatment).

It is: important to' undertake measures to reduce releaSes of dioxins, furans, PCBs and HCB
föili.1ed as by-prodUcts during combustion and certain technological processes in the industry
and human activity..-

. . . .

Available monitoring data and research results co~ the presence of' POPs in the
enVironment 'and their tendency to bioaccumulate in the tissues of living organisms. However,
i:d.sufficieilt dioxin; PCB and HCB exposure data in Poland makes it iIripossible to carry out
health:'risk assessments. Scarce' data on dioxin and PCB conCentrations in human milk
denioristrate' a high level of'exppsure of breast-fed> babies to these chemical'compounds.
These: data may' also indicate that human exposure can be the reason for justified concern
about potential health hazards.

Due to relatively' low awareness, of the Polish people concerning harmful effects' caused by
persistent organic pollutants there is a need for awareness raising for different social groups,
interalia,- by providing access to complete and reliable information, by incorporating POP5-
related' issues' into educatioDal programmes, and by increasing the role of NGOs in this
,I, .. ' ..process.

, ,

The institutional' and legislative system for various POPs-related issues is sufficiently
constructed in Poland. However, it needs better coordination and strengthening of its role in
the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention.

The existing research capacity in Poland is sufficient to conduct studies in the field of
monitoring, control and treatment of POPs, and to carry out POPs risk assessment with regard
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to hmnan health and agricultural production. However, the major problem is lack of
appropriate financial support for research and costly monitoring.

While developing the NIP the authors faced special difficulty in estimating the costs of its
implementation. In many cases they had to draw from international experience or
approximate the costs. This does not mean that such estimates are of low significance. Their
verification, together with the review of the whole Plan, will be performed on a regular basis,
giving the opportunity to make the estimates more precise. In general, the Plan has been
prepared in line with the status as of 31 December 2003 (only Chapter 3 has been amended
with legislative data according to the legal status as of 31 July 2004). Costs connected with
the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention have been divided into
two categories:

• Baseline costs - covering the costs of activities leading to the implementation of these
"" provisions and the fulfilment of the obligations of other Polish and European Community

legally binding documents,

• Incremental costs - costs resulting directly from the implementation of the provisions of
the Convention and from this alone.

The NIP that has been prepared includes many activities required to be undertaken in Poland
in order to fulfil the obligations of the Convention. This would require:

• .Enlargement of the scope and improvement in providing complete and reliable
information for policy and decision-makers,

• . FinancüiI resources for the elimfuation of the existing waste landfills containing POPs,

• Reduction of unintentional releases from industrial activity,

• Effective monitoring of substances, subject to the Convention, from historical production
and use,

• .Up~to-date evaluation of environmental and human health effects.

The need to enforce activities foreseen in the NIP results :from the fact that pollutants subject
to, the provisions of the Convention are very resi.stant to degradation in the environment
through physical, chemical and biological processes. Despite their relatively low volatility
they are transported through the air over long distances. They are poorly soluble in water but
highly soluble in fats. They accumulate in the environment (e.g. sediments, water), as well as
undergo bioconcentration (biomagnification) in fat tissues, and thus in the trophic nutritional
chain their concentration levels may rise many times. After reaching the nutritional chain they
may pose a threat to the safety of food and human health.
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2.1i" Country profile

2~1.1. Geography and population

Geography. Poland is situated in Central EUrope, south from the Baltic Sea The 'country's
area, includlngmaritime internal waterS is 312685 knl. The surface'öfPoland is, in ternlS of
latitude, formed from coastal lowlands in the north, through hills of the lake districts, vast
central lowlands. and mountains locat,ed in the south from which the t\v0 largest,riyers: Vistula
(1047 km}and. Oder (854 km) originate. 54% of the territory lies below 150 IJ? aQOv~sea
level, close to 37% at the level of 150-300 m above sea level. Highlands and mountains (over
300m ab()ve sea level) cove~ almost 8% of the country's territory, out of which the mOUlltains
represeiitonlYO.l% of the Polish temtory.' .'

Climate. Polan~ has a moderate type of climate of a transitional character between maritime
atidcontine1it3.l. TIlls is 'cauSed by'the excfumge ofhuIni4'air'masses from the'Atlauncwitb

• I " ' " " ' . " " ',- '_ I ' .. ,

dry continental air from EUrope and Asia. This is demonstrated by considerable varietY of
climate conditions from year to year and the weather changes.from day to day. The average
annual air temperature in Poland has a growing tendency (froIi17.4°<;;in 1951-1980 to 8.0°C
in 1991-1999). Tht: eff:ectofthe shape, of the Polish terrainis most visible in the dis~bution
of preCipitation' totais. The average precipitatiOli total' is '6ÖO''ri1m,' WIth the lowest raiIlfall i.tl
Central Poland (approx. 500 mm) and the highest in the mountains (about, 1500mm),higher
in ~erthan iI;1 winter. Variation .in the intensity ,and spatial distribution of annual,
precipitation is high. ' . ,"

Water resources. ln terms of water supply Pol~d belongs ,to the poorest Gountries in Europe,
having 1800 m3 annual water run-off per inhabitant, Le.' three times lower v81ue than the
Emopeailavern:ge and four times lowerthari the global average.'Additionally, large seasonal
an~(territorial differentiation of water resources causes seaSonal' water shortage or excess of
water'in many co~try regions. The capacity of retention reserVoirs in Poland is rather'small.
Bemg' able to ietam just6% of the total ailnual. water n:m:..off~they do not enSure protection

a~~~ti~<rr,ou~t;~rtlood.. ' , ,',,,';,:':'::', >.', "I~,,"', ,"
ln, r~ce~t y~arS,;the ,water abstraction for household ,and )'ll.d:Q8.~alpurposes. has ,q~cline~
significantly. The average intake in 1995,.-1999~as;bY,~plUch ~,fl%; low~r, than in)988,
resulting mainly from reduced water consumption by the industry (responsible for 70% of the
total water consumption), but also from water saving by households and agriculture. Over
83% of the water used originates from surface water resources, 15% from underground water
and 2% from mining activities.

Land use. Farming and forestry are the dominating forms of land use in Poland, covering
almost 89% of the country's territory. Most of the farmland area is arable land, which covers
close to 48% of the Polish territory. The area of farmland is systematically declining,
primarily to the advantage offorestry, residential areas, idle land and communication lines.

Population. Since mid eighties the population growth rate in Poland has been decreasing. ln
1999 for the first time a negative population growth was recorded. This tendency is still
observed - the birth rate attained 0.0%". In the following years the population number was
decreasing reaching at the end of 2000 a total of 38644 thousand.
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Also the population age structure is changing unfavourably. Declining number of births
causes a reduction in the share of population of pre-working age in the total population (from
29.8% in 1989 to 24.1 % in 2000), with parallel growth of the production and post-production
age population shares (from 57.6% in 1989 to 61.2 in 2000, and from 12.6 in 1989 to 14.7 in
2000, respectively).

The share of urban population stabilized during the nineties at 61.8%. In 2000 there were 880
toWns and cities in Poland, out of which 19 with more than 200 thousand inhabitants each.
The population of Warsaw, the capital and the largest Polish city, amounts to 1.6 million
inhabitants.

The average population density amounts to 124 persons per 1 km2, though in the most densely
populated Silesian Voivodeship it reaches 396 persons per 1 km2• The north-eastern regions-
Podlaskie and Warmmsko-Mazurskie Voivodeships - with 61 persons per km2, are the least
populated in Poland.

,\.;

1.1.2. Political and economic profile

Politi£al prof"IJe. The Republic of Poland is a constitutional republic of a mixed, presidential
and parliamentary model of authority. The Parliament, consisting of two Chambers: the Sejm
(lower Chamber) and the Senate (higher Chamber), represents the legislative authority. Joint
debate of the Sejm and the Senate form the National Assembly. The President and the Council
of Ministers hold the highest executive power. The Government - the Council of Ministers,
he~ded by the Prime Minister - is responsible for the domestic and foreign state policy. At the
regional levei the government administration is represented by voivodes (governors of
voivo~es~ps). From 1 January 1999 there is a triple level system of territorial division
composed of: communities or communes (2489 gminas), districts (373 poviats) and regions or
provinces (16 voivodeships). Polish is the official language.

TlIe process of thorough social and economic transformations that has been initiated in 1989
c~~d "in-:depth ownership changes, activated antimonopoly policies, enabled liberation of
pn.ces ,~d adjusted them to the world market system and opened the economy to foreign
~vestri1ents. The strategic aim of the Polish economy for the nearest future is to maintain
economic growth (under balanced macroeconomic conditions).

Poland is"~member of, inter alia, the following organizations2:

• United Nations Organization - since 1945,

• World Health Organization (WHO) - since 1948,

• World Meteorological Organization (WMO) - since 1950,

• World Bank - since 1986 (once again),

• World Trade Organization (WTO) - since 1995,

• Council of The Baltic Sea States (CBSS) - since 1992,

• Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) - since 1996,

• North Atlantic Treaty Organisation (NATO) - since 1999.

2 Emopean Union - since 1 May 2004.
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Ifqrthern;lQre,since 1972 P~lal!d has been actively participating in the w~rk of the United
Na~iqlls.Environment Programme (UNEP). ' ' , , '

Economicprome. Since 1994 the growth rate of the' gross national product (GNP) remained
high reaching its highest level of 7% in 1995. The next two years were also favourable with a
6%.and 6.8~increase in 1996 and 1997, respectively, mainly ~ a result of an increase in
b01:h"domestic consumption and investment market demand~. Changes in the generation
~trucwre of GNP in 1995-2000 are presented in Table 2.1.~.1. .

Ji9~~o.D!ti~'deveiopm~nt~~~timU1ated, '~d4itioriany,4~g that p~rjod:by .~~~r~t<~f the
ffi1pA~xm,en~X(i1f,,link~~t~iJnl1!OY~;~l~boUr"e~c~~~~y~;s~~ficfrii~':sl~~'~o~ .~f~~:'f~~~~(>n
growth and reVIval of mtemational trade under;progressmg turnover liberation conditions.
Aft~r;!199ifue ~lliu GNP gr6~"gradu~iY:d~ciit,t~~ ficiw'4.8%in Üj9~;~o,4J% fuZOOÖ~~

.' ; " • \ : ,;) ~ ,: " • ~ ; '. • I .'. . , : , ;.1 1 ! j .. ' .', ~ 1" I); I • ; I : : 1 I , " . , • ' ' • ; • •

a result of reduced demand on the domestic and global markets. " "', - ' " ,
.. , ~i • t ... '. _ . ,: • t ' '. '. r " ,', •. ' " . . . ! .'

Unemployment. Significant changes on the' employment' markd' took 'plaCe duririg' 'the
transformation of the Polish economy (1990-2000)~'Three specific:periods of these changes
can be distinguished: , !, ' , ,;'; ; , '

• 1990-1993: an economic transition period marked by significant decrease in,demand for
labour by as much as 2628 thollsand people, and an: nlcrease-m the n~ber of'; ,,' ' '
unemployed; , ' ,

• 1994-1997: a period of rapid economic development With 6.8% annual gro~ofGNP;
the situation on the labour market was gt:adually,improving,~ a result of good ecopomic
opportw;rities,slow downin restructuring of economy and decrease of illegal employment;

, , ' " ' . . .. ,. ".."
the unemployment rate decreased to 10.3%;' ' " , ,,' '

• From 1998 onwards: a period with growii1glinempl6yIDentrate up'to 18%'iti 2002~
mainly as a result of a slow down in economic growth and acceleration of reconstruction
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2000' :

100
87.8

3.3

},3,4"
2.4,

i 18.1,
2.9

" ,7.3"

" .53.8
18.3

1999
100

87.2
'3.4--

: 2l6)
2.3"

18;3'

3.0
7.6

52.6,
, ,

18:2

1998
100

87.6
"'4:f'

, 24.2. '

,2.5 ';

18.9
2.8 -~
7:6

, 51.7
" 18.1

1997
100
87.4

.' " .I'4~8'

25.7

3.1
19.6,

, 3:0
6.9

:50.;0
18.4

GNP structure [%] in current prices

1995
100

87.1
6.0;'

27.6
3.6 ,

20.6:

3.4
6.3,

47.+.
17.4 I

Specification
,;

Ta~~~~~,l.2;1.Sectorscontributing to the generation qf GNP in 1995-2000

GNP total, inc!.:

,Gross added value, covering:

1) Agriculture, hunting and forestry

if)JIJ4Hs¥Y' to~l, incl.:
;.,~Underground and placer mining

F'.' Mariiifactuiing , '
i;e' En~tgy,:gas 'and \Vater supply

"jj 'R~~~ctjon:sector

';.4)~e),Vices, incl.:"
, :-e Trade and repair
Somte: 'GUS.' ,',,"
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Table. 2.1.3.1. The use of active pesticide chemicals in agriculture in 1990-2000

2) total animal production 61%, including:

• beef cattle 5.1 %,
• porker pigs 23.5 %,
• milk 11.8 %,
• eggs 4.4 %~

processes of some industrial sectors, as well as a significant reduction of production, trade
and service activities, caused by unfavourable situation on the world markets.

2.1.3. Profiles of economic sectors

Agricuiture. The majority of Polish farming has retained its traditional patterns, characterised
by .diversified and extensive production. Over 40% of individual farms maintain mixed
production without any specific specialization: Crop production prevails in 33% of farms,
while animal production and breeding is the main branch in 20% of farms. The share of
agriclllture, huntirig and forestry in the GNP generation in 2000 was 3.3%.

1l?:e structure of agricultural commodity production in 2000 by specific products (data from
GUS - Central Statistical Office) is as follows:

Individual farms manufacture 86% of the total commodity production - mainly pig, cattle and
poultry. The basic crops are cereals" potatoes and cash crops, are the basic agricultural plants
cultiv~ted in farms. In 2000 these crops covered an area of 86.6% of the total soWing area in
Poland.

The use of mineral fertilisers has been significantly reduced. In 2000 the level of fertilisation
was almost two times lower than in 1988~

This was also the case as far as application of plant protection products (pesticides) is
concerned. It was associated mainly with the elimination of large-sized state-owned farms,
which used the highest amounts of herbicides and pesticides. Their countrywide use has been
stabilised by the end of the nineties at a level of slightly below 9000 Mg of active substances
per year, and about 60 kg of active substances per 100 ha of arable land (Table 2.1.3.1).

,1) total crop production 39%, including:

• cereals 11.1%,
• cash crops 1.4 %,
• potatoes 3.0 %,
• vegetables 1.1%,
• fruit 1.8 %;

.Th~ majority of Polish farms are smän in size. The average acreage of agricultural land in
individual farms in 2000 was 7.2 ha, and the majority of farms belonged to the 1-5 ha
category. There was only 0.7% of large farms with over 50 ha each. During the last decade a
significant change in the ownership structure of arable land has been observed in favour of the
already dominating small individual farms, which in 2000 covered 83.9% of the total"
farmland area;

Active pesticidesubstances Years
1990 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000

Total [Mg] 7548 6962 9420 9501 8699 8469 8848
Per 100 ha of arableland [kg] 51.5 47.8 66.3 66.3 60.5 58.8 61.7
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Herbicides constitute the majority among all plant protection products that are used.
Pesticides, fungicides and seed treatment preparations represent almost 50% of all the
herbicides used. Pesticides containing active substances subject to the provisions of the
Stockholm Convention are not used inPoland.

" " "

Industry. Industry is still the main source of econoIDic groWth, despite 'the' reduction of its
s~~e In"the GNP generation to 23.4%. A;fter a considerabl~ fall in 1990 the indll,Stq~ ~old
prod~ction was growing, atta}ning the highest level in,1994 exceeding by 12.2% the 'level of
th.~previoUs year. In 19,95-199,9 the average aDnualgrowth of indus1ri~ 'sold prqdüction \Vas
'{~6%,.the, total v~ue of the sold",production m"2000 reac1i~d 503, billion 'PLN in,cUrre~t
prices. The following sectors cQn,tribllted to this sum: the undergroun4and pl~cer ffiilling (27
billion PLN), the processing induStry (427 billIon PLN), and the producti~nand supply of
electric'energy, gas'and water (49 billion PLN): " "

Transition towards market economy forced transformations and ""challge~ in 'the Polish
induspy;"" Tp.~ share of undergroun~andplacer mining ~eclined to the" b"e,n~fiJof the
processing industry. In a number of industrial sectors an in-depth restructuring took place
resulting in a shut doWn of a nUmber of facilities and elimination of certain: types of
production. This affected specifically: the ferrous metallurgy, coke making; coalnrining and
the chemical industry.

, '

The number of private industriill enterprises, particularly small and mediumsl,zed~" has grown
very fast (Table 2.1.3.2). The private sector, generating 70% of the totalproductiori sold,
b,egin~,to play an important rqle, while in 1995 its share ,was just about 47%. In accordan~e
~tJi the adopted'strategy, the privatisatiqn proqess' of the" bas~c sectprs 'of the economy, i.e.
ener~'~d "~as.suppiy, ,and the mining industrY,' will continue.

, " ,

Table 2.1.3.2. Structure of industrial enterprises depending on the number of" e,mployees
(~,of}1.P}999),

Table' "2.1.3.3. Employment aild' production 'level 1b major industry sectorS
(covering' enterPrises with over 50' employees)

.*.,:., . :.,.: '" ' "" "
t' ~{' ! " Enterprises" ;" ,'I"'" :

"Sp.ecifi,;ation
~/.: ""'

;. ",." ," . Micro Small ":"Mediiun' , ' 'Large

Number of enterprises 198629 36650 6276 1791
Number 'Of employees 1~9 10--49 i '50-249 ", ~250'

" "'

Number
Average" number

Production value
Type of production of enterprises o( employees [billion PLN] ':'

"
. [in thousands]

Food products 1748 320.2 66.8
TeXßle industry 368 79.1 6.7
Timber and timber products 422 73.9 10.1
Paper pulp and paper 165 29.0 85
Chemical products 297 100.1 25.6
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2.1.4. Environmental overview

Production value
[billion PLN]

12.5

16.3

22.4

13.9

17.2

29.9

26.2

43.5

Average number
of employees
[in thousands]

72.0

111.4

93.4

114.3

180.8

87.2

234.6

222.9

506

516

181

738
846
242

165

576

Number.
of enterprisesType of production

Rubber and plastic products

Products of non-metallic raw materials

Metals

Metallic products

Machines and installations

Motor vehicles

Underground and placer milling

Production and supply of energy, gas, steam
aDd hot water

Source: GUS ~tistical Yearbook. Industry 2001.

Environmental protection is one of the constitutional tasks of the state as well as the right and
responsibility of the citizens. According to the fundamental law - the Constitution3: "The
Republic of Poland (. ..) shall ensure the protection of the natural environment pursuant to the
principles of sustainable development" and "Public authorities shall pursue policies ensuring
the ecological security of current and future generations ".

The Minister of the Environment is chief state administration authority supervising and co-
ordinating environmental protection activities. He/she fulfils his/her functions with the
executing body - the Ministry of the Environment. The basic tasks and competences of the
Minister of the Environment include the drafting of national environmental policies
(strategies), and applying with legislative initiatives, and the implementation of the adopted
policies and enacted laws.

The basis for the implementation of the Polish policy on environmental protection is the
National Environmental Policy, which was adopted by the Parliament in 1991 [52] with its
updates. It defines, in particular, the major objectives of environmental protection, its
prIorities, time schedules for the implementation of activities planned and measures necessary
to .achieve the goals that are set (Chapter 2.2.1).

The highestconcentration of industry is found in the Mazowieckie, SIClSkie,Wielkopolskie,
DolnoslClSkie,Malopolskie and L6dzkie Voivodeships.

Interms of production and employment levels the dominating production sectors in industrial
enterprises are the following: food industry, machines and installations, metal products,
products of non-metallic raw materials, chemical products (including the rubber and plastics
industry and power generation and supply) (Table 2.1.3.3).

3 Constitution of the Republic of Poland of2 April 1997 (DzU of 1997 No. 78, item 483).
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POI.AND' - NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

Environmental management is based on an extensive and systematically updated system of
laws aild regulations (Chapter 2.2.4). The following acts are the most important: the Act-
.Etivrroninental Protection Law4, the Act on Spatial Planning and Management, the Act on
Environmental Protection Inspection, the Act on Forestry, the Act on Nature Protection, the
Act on the Protection of Agricultural and Forest Land, the ACt on Mamtainfug Order and'
'Cleanliness in Gminas, the Act on Fertilisers and Fertilisation, the Act on Geological and
Mining Law, the Act'- Water La~, the Act on Wastes, the Act on Packaging and Packaging
Waste, the Act on Obligations of Enterprises Concerning the Management of Certain Wastes,
and on Product Charges and D~osit Fees, the Act on Chemical Substances and Preparations6

and the Act on Plant Protection . .
;

The existing legal regulations in force include penal responsibility for violation of laws and
infringement against the environment. One of the significant sanctions for striking abuse of
.envir<>.~ental protecti~nprinciples is the possibility of shutting down production activities of.
an economic entity, which is violating these principles. . . . ': .' ; ,

Financial resources such as monetary charges and fines for the use of the environment and its
pollution are collected through environmental funds at different levels: gmina, poviat,
voiYQdeship and. the countrywide ,-..National Fund. for Environmental. ProtectionaIld::W at~r
Management. These resources are among the major means for financing national or regional
en~o~ental projects of highest priority. :

¥ini*:rs ~sp()nsible for. specific ar~as are. also responsible for pro.viding conditions
neces~aryto implement environmen~ protection regulations (Chapter. 2.2.2).

At all levels of the state administrative division (Chapter 2.1.2) there are genei-a1
responsibilities for environmental protection as well as a certain level of budgetary
independence (supported additionally at each level by the resources of environmental
protection and water management funds).

Voivodes represent the regional governmental administration authorities responsible for
environmental protection. They execute their duties through their voivodeship offices for
environmental protection. The voivodeship environmental protection offices are responsible
for:

• Issuing'adrIrinistrative decisions permitting the use of environinental resoUrces and
determining terms of such use with regard to activities, which potentially may pose'
significant environmental threats;

• {l I • 1 .. : • .' ~ .. . . .

.; t.aymgd?,\vp.a<iditional require~ents on specific'areas;

• ,; Maintaining registers on the types, quantities and locations of substances posing particular
environmental threat (based on the information obtained from entities, governors of
gminas, mayors and city presidents);

., Performing control activities;

." Preventing environmental threats in extraordinary situation.

Voivodes are in charge of the comprehensive governmental administration bodies,
particularly the Police and Fire Service, as well as the' environmental protection inspection;
and others.

Also non-comprehensive governmental administration bodies, such as the customs services,
statistical offices, the state forest administration, maritime offices, water management
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authorities operate at the territorial level (voivodeship, paviat) or within other organisational
and spatial systems.

The Polish self-government authorities are as follows:

• Gmina (commune) councils, paviat (district) councils and voivodeship assemblies
(sejmik) - acting as local legislative authorities,

• Chiefs of gminas (w6jt), mayors (burmistrz) or presidents of towns - at the gmina level;
district heads (starosta) - at the poviat level; and voivodeship marshals (marszalek
wojew6dztwa) - at the voivodeship level- all acting as local executive authorities.

In line with the provisions of the Act - Environmental Protection Law4 voivodeship marshals,
starostas and chiefs of gminas (w6jt), city mayors or presidents are, within their competences,
responsible for compliance and enforcement of environmental regulations.

The voivodeship self-government authorities determine the strategies for the development
of their voivodeships, approve voivodeship environmental. protection programmes and
voivodeship implementation plans targeted at regional. and countrywide public goals, as well
as governmental tasks included in voivodeship registers.

At the paviat level a starasta is an environmental protection authority responsible, among
others, for:

• Issuing decisions granting, inter alia, integrated permits, permitsto release pollutants into
the environment and to produce solid waste;

• Issuing decisions concerning certain obligations: to prepare environmental impact
assessment reports and environmental reviews/audits to reduce adverse environmental
effects, to restore the proper state of the environment, to monitor the concentrations of
certain substances in soil, to monitor emissions, if the control that has been carried out
proved non-compliance with the existing emission standards, as well as decisions on the
requirements of contaminated site remediation;

• Maintaining a register containing information: on areas where the soil quality standards
have been exceeded, specifyfug areas for which starosta is responsible for clean-up
activities; and on the waste produced and methods of their treatnient;

• Implementation of the paviat environmental protection programme, including site
remediation in the order pursuant to the programme.

The basic competences ofgminas are primarily connected with issuing permits for capital
development projects, for nature conservation and for solid waste management projects.
Gminas have considerable freedom/independence in creating their own environmental
development through adequate entries in the local plans of spatial management. This freedom
is limited only by: (1) the necessity of securing financial resources and (2) the nee~ to enSure,
that the local plans are in conformity with the government action plans negotiated With
voivodes, and with the action plans of the voivodeship self-government authorities negotiated
with voivodeship marshals, to provide support to achieve regional level public goals.

The major responsibility and decisions concerning specific activities ab:i:1edat environmental
protection are assigned to the economic entities and local self-governments, which have the
last word in these matters and dispose of financial resources both from their own sources and
obtained from environmental funds.
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2.2. Institutional, policy and regulatory framework
, '

2.2.1., Environmental policy, sustainable development policy and general legislative
framework "

Envirf)nmental policy. The basis for environmental protec~on in Pqland was created by the
'"NatiOlial Environmental Policy" [.52], which was adopted by the Parliament in 1991. It
includes goals,and,priority actions until2025. Environme~taJ. $a.fetyof the existing and future
generations with the provision of sustainable development has been considered as the major
objective: Arilong environmental priorities that have been laid down are the,following: "

.: ...... :' , ••"; : l' "". 1 '. .~. . ".. . : t • '. • .'; ,

• Up-dating and amending environmeritallegislation,

~ c, ,;E$bJishing new systems/structures respon~ble, for environm~n~ .tn<mit01:ing~d
, ~dlecrlvecontrol of the enforcement of envii-ollmentalJaw,' '",' ' , ' "" "

. t; ~ '. :".' ; . I . " ..,.' ," . ..'.... • ! , •

• i',' Introducing new and improving the existing environmental instruments (charges and
fines, tax and customs preferences, donations and preferential loans ),

•• ' Establishing and putting into effect institutions financing environmental activities,
including environmental capital investments.

The '"National: Environmental Policy" has been amended in 200Q [60]. Furthermore; in 2002
the Council of Ministers adopted a short-term '"National Environmental, Policy for2003-2006
with due As<?ountof the, Perspectives for 2007-2010" [69]~" , ,

Succeeding: Polish Governments implemented the principle' of sustainable development. The
execution' of the most urgent tasks specified in the action plan to the' environmental policy
[70] improved the state of the environment in Poland. Recently the following priority areas of
a strategic,' tactical and: sectoral nature have been identified:

, "

• Improvement of all environmental components,

• A<ljri~ting~e~toral;policies to sustäiIiable fu,anagemei1tÖf natural resollfces, and rediiction "
of eri~nInental' sh,-am, " " '" , " ,

• Strengthening environmental management bodies at all levels of the government and self-
govemm.erii adniinistr~tion; "" · , 'c'" ' , , ' .,""". " ••• 1!

: '. '.,' !. . .'

• Promoting environmental consumption patterns and a dematerialised life style,
... :: ':." J'i'1' . : '. ',- ,': I .,:' ,. 'I ':.:. ,; , _ ::' •• -:, 1'J

., Providing access to information, public participation indecision-making ,and ac~ess to
! justice in environmental matters,

.' "Eff~ctive protection' agamst 'tlii-eatsposed by h~ardouschemicals' (including pesticides),
"g~rie~cally modified 'o'rgimi'siiis~et~. ' ,

; •. . J ,~ ";. ',' : .. . .... ' I • . . • . '" . .: •

Q1,1~,of:JP:emain, goals of the folish environmental policy is the development of action plans,
followed by:;,

• "J~~:Iiminationand treatment of hazardous waste containing, inter alia, persistent org~c
,pop.ll~ts",

• '.Initiating activities aimed at the elimination of old waste sites, primarily obsolete pesticide
landfills,

• Inventorying PCB-contaminated equipment and undertaking decontamination of this
equipment, and treatment of all PCB-containing materials, mainly oils,
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• Conducting constant monitoring and implementing of an effective control system.

In the field of improving air quality the environmental policy envisages reduction of
emissions of substances directly affecting human health, including dioxins and furans, as well
as pesticides. In the field of chemical safety the policy targets prohibition of production and
use of certain substances and preparations hazardous to human health and the environment.

Detailed objectives and tasks concerning POPs have been formulated in the "National Waste
Management Plan".(KPGO) [67] and in the "National Strategy for EnviroIimental Protection
against Persistent Organic Pollutants" [71]. One of the goals of the Strategy is to implement
the provisions of the Stockholm Convention in Poland.

Sustainable development policy~ Poland has actively participated in the development of
sustainable development principles adopted by the World Summit Declaration and by the
AGENDA 21 (Rio de Janeiro, 1992). The concept of development adopted in Rio de Janeiro
has gained approval in Poland, both among political and social groups, as well as the
authorities at all managerial levels, incltiding the local self-govermilent. A significant role in
public awareness raising and in the implementation of the Rio outputs was played by non-
goyernmental environmental organizations. The speed and the scale of implementation of the
sustainable development principles in Poland is mainly determined by:

• Economic capability for development and restructuring,

• People's welfare and public awareness,

• Socüll and demographic situation.

The idea of sustainable development has gained appropriate prestige in the development of
the country.through the adoption, by the Governmen~ of the "POLAND 2025 - Long-term
Strategy for Sustainable Development" [61]. Its strategic goal is to provide better welfare for
the Polish families, strengthen their economic independence and their sense of safety,
including environmental safety. Action in this field includes protection of health and life,
economic backup, improvement of housing conditions, providing public order and external
safety. An advantage of this strategy is underlining the significance of environmental aspects
and rational management of resources by incorporating the strategy into the future social and
economic development in Poland. The strategy objectives are consistent with the "National
Enviro~ental Policy"., Almost all governmental prognunme documents, prepared after 2000
make reference to these principles, e.g. the "National Strategy for Environmental Education -
'Sustainable Development through Education'" of 2001 [64], which created the basis for
education and information exchange.

The local initiatives for the implementation of the provisions of AGENDA 21 should also be
noted, e.g. activity of associations, whose aim is to:

• Promote, develop and support public initiatives contributing to the improvement of the
quality ofIife in the region, in line with the principles of sustainable development;

• Initiate .and support public dialogue and active and efficient cooperation of the inhabitants
of the region with the self-government authorities in the implementation of
recommendations included in the AGENDA 21 and in other documents on sustainable
development.

An analysis of achievements in environmental protection in the transitional period proves that
Poland, like other countries, is a source of environmental threats. However it is not among the
countries with high environmental pressure and can be classified as a country, which by
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. . .'. . .

following sustainable development principles at a global ievel has developed the necessary
legal~mstitutional and.technical basis'for that purpose.. .

G~neral legislative framew9rk. The pro~isio~ of the Act ..:...Enviionmental Protection Law4

forin a,specific environmental code, which lays down' the general rules for ainiost all
,I .,' - ..' • ,. ,'.. - _,r

envirorimental issues and for the sound management of its .resources in the' spirit of
sustaiD.able'development priil.Cii>les~'Furtherinore, the Act introduces interesting tools' and:
ilis1:i1iri1ents,which shoUld facilitate their gradual implementation. Its general provisions in
detailed matters, includitig petsistentorganic pöllutaD.tsare regulated.by: the Act on Waste5;

the Act on Chemical Substances and Preparations6, the Act on Plant Protection7, the Act on
B,iocidalProducts8 and the Act- Water La~ (Chapter 2.2.4).. :.,., . .;!'

• • • ~ I ; ': I :., '. . ..

.1~2.1.,Rples and respnnsibiüties .of m!nistries, agencies and .other'gnvernmental .
lnstitutlöiis. involved in PfJPs life cycles . ..' ". ..'. ." ."

A~TsIiown'by1:herevlewof.1:heleg~ system 'presented in Chapter 2:2.4, the responsibility for
the implementation of specific legal reqUirementSis imposed by the Council' ofMinistets on
several ministries and governmental agencies. The general system of ~upervision:and,control
of persistent organic pollutants in Poland is shown in Figure 2.2.2.1. Information presented
under this chapter reflects the legal status as of I July2003~ .

The major burden related to the execution of enviro~entally targ~ted tasks' and"then-
(;oordiIiation lies withu}',the competences of the Minister .of the Environment, who is
responsible for' overall superVisionon the preparation process for the implementation .of the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention in Poland, covering; inter alia: '

:: .1:. '.

• ~...OC~RfdiI1~tiOllof policies and strategie~r~garding POPs,.
e.'!' Developing principles for waste management,

, .","'. ,,".' , ". .
• '';Prövidll:l.g'pollutionteductiön'of diff~rent environmental Components,
;'.;::; ':.,'); ' .. :." '. ':.' ,".fl. • . '; ," J •• ,.,.. .- ,

er.: r .E~tablishingenvironmenta1 quality standards, ,.''. ,
. - .

e" )'Coordination of actiVitiespromoting the use of best available techniques (BAT) aild hest
.r,: 'eriVitö~ent81 practices (BEP); . . . .,

. ". . ., I '

..

4 Act af27 April 2001- Enviranmental Pratectian Law (DzU af2001 No. 62, item 627, NO'. 115, item 1229; af
2002 NO'. 74, item 676, NO'. 113, item 984, NO'. 153, item 1271, NO'. 233, item 1957; af2003 NO'.46, item392,
Na. SO, iteri171Tand 721).' .. , . '." ,..... . ,. .

s Act of 27'Aprii 2001 on W~te (DzU of2001 No. 62, item 628; of2002 No. 41. item 365. No. 113, item 984,
No. 199.:item 1671, of2003 Np. 7, item 78). . ..,. '.
6Att~fIiJaD.~ary 20QI oil Chetillcaf Substances ;md Preparations (D:z;u ~f200 INp. Ii,item 84, No~ ,wo, item
1085, ~p. 123, item 1350, No, 125, ite:ini367; of2002 No. 135 item 1145, No. i42, Item 1187; ofi003 No.
189, item i8sij: .. . ' '. ,
7 Act of 18 December 2003 on Plant Protection (DzU of2004 No.1 I, item 94).
8 Act of 13 September 2002 on Biocidal Products (DzU of2002 No. 175, item 1433; of2003 No. 189, item
18;;2)., ' .
9'A'c(af)8 July 2001 - Water'Law (DzU af2001 NO'. 115, item i229, NO'. 154, item 1803; af2002 NO'. 113,
item 984; NO': 130, Item 1112, No. 238, item 2022; af2003 No. 80, item 717, NO'. 165, item 1592, No. 190, item
1865, No. 228, item 2259).
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• Supervision of the execution of capital investment projects and projects funded by foreign
resources,

• Determining provisions for environmental monitoring and rules in case of non-compliance
with environmental regulations,

• Representing Poland at the international forum within his/her competences.

The Minister of the Environment (in cooperation with other ministers) initiates and
conducts legislative activities and supervises the implementation of environmental law.
Control and monitoring activities are assigned to the Environmental Protection Inspection
- the Chief Inspectorate for Environmental Protection and voivodeship inspectorates for
environmental protection, which are subordinated to the voivodes within the framework of
the territorial governmental administration. The Inspection is responsible for controlling
compliance with the legal regulations and administrative decisions concerning environmental

. i~sues (including inspections of industrial plants), as well as for monitoring and assessment of
.the state of the environment (within the State Environmental Monitoring System) and
upgrading procedures and methods in this field, also with regard to POPs. The National Fund

. for Environmental Protection and Water Management and the voivodeship, poviat and
jpnina environmental funds provide financial support for environmental activities. They also .

. finance research and development projects, expertise and capital investment undertakings
targeted at the reduction of POPs releases into the environment and environmentally sound

. treatment of POPs. The State Environmental Protection Council serves as an advisory and
.consultancy body, while various research institutes provide scientific background for the
Minister of the Environment Institutions subordinated to or supervised by the Minister of the

..Environment have also been involved in activities connected with the implementation of the
Stockholm Convention. The Institute of Environmental Protection plays the leading role, in
this respect, with its National Focal Point for the Stockholm Convention and the National
Emission Centre, also operating within the Institute. The latter is responsible, inter alia, for
collecting data on the 12 substances subject to the Convention. The Institute is also involved
.in preparing official reports about environmental impacts of plant protection products. The
State Geological Institute in Warsaw is conducting work on POPs inventories in soil and
.underground waters and is carrying out activities on. obsolete pesticide inventory and
elimination of pesticide landfills throughout the country. The Institute for Ecology of
.Industrialized Areas in Katowice is conducting research on POPs releases into the
environment, and the Maritime Branch of the Institute for Meteorology and Water
Management is involved in measurements of POPs concentrations in rIver waters, bottom
sediments and aquatic organisms.
The Minister of Economy, Labour and Social PolicylO is responsible for creating
favourable conditions, including proper legal basis, for econOnllCdevelopment, covering the

. operation of enterprises and improvement of working conditions. The latter is linked to the
,. elimination of adverse effects of hazardous substances, including POPs, from the working
environment. The Minister is also responsible för actions related to the registration and
labelling of PCB-containing equipment, development of decontamination plans, collection
and registration of PCB-cont.aminated equipment. Furthermore, the Minister conducts
feasibility studies to develop appropriate national technical capacity to decontaminate the
equipment and provide sound treatment of PCBs. To carry out the above tasks, the Minister

. 10 Currently - the Minister ofEc~nomy and Labour.
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cooperates with the National Emission Centre participating in the evaluation of POPs
emissions from the industry. The Central Institute for Labour Protection conducts research
on the impacts of harmful factors, including POPs-related effects on people at their workplace.
The Industrial Chemistry Research Institute conducts research and development studies on
process safety in the chemical industry, on POPs emissions, and POPs .content in products.
The. InstitUte of Industrial Organic Chemistry is involved in research and development
activities on pesticide synthesis, chemical safety, transportation of hazardous materials and
chemical plant protection preparations. The Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy deals with
methods of investigation and treatment technologies for waste from the metallurgical
industry, as well as research on emissions of hazardous substances from smelting and
c<;lInbustionprocesses in the ferrous metallurgy. The Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals
performs research activities concerning emissIons of hazardous substances, including POPs,
from the metallurgy and processing of non-ferrous metals.

The Minister of Health co-ordinates issues aimed at human health protection, including
POPs effects' on human health. The following agencies, subordinated to the Minister, are
mvofved in the execution of these tasks:

• Chief Sanitary Inspector, whose task is to exercise the overall supervision of the
country's sanitary state (covering POPs in foodstuffs, cleaning agents and other products
used by people);

• Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations who maintains a register of
chemical substances and preparations (except for pesticides and medicines) placed on the
market (produced or imported);

• A number of research and development institutes, e.g. the National Institute of Hygiene
in Warsaw, conduct research work on human exposure to different .POPslevels in the
environment and on relevant risk assessment. The Institute also plays an important
advisory role to the health sector on POPs effects on humans. Two other centres - the
Institute of Occupational Medicine and the Institute of Occupational Medicine and
Enviro~ental Health - are conducting research work concerning hazards to humans
posed by environmental pollutions, particularly in the industrialized areas.

The Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development is responsible for the implementation
of the governmental policy concerning agriculture (including plant protection products). The
Chief Veterinary Surgeon determines major activity areas for the Veterinary Inspection
and evaluates the safety of use of animal-originating products and their production
req~ents. He/she develops programmes and plans .. on, inter alia, monit()ring of
substarices,which are not permitted for use, monitoring of chemical and biological residues in
animal products, in waters and feedstuffs. The Chief In.spector for Plant Protection and
Seed Service is in charge of supervision and control for, inter alia, pesticide marketing and
use. The duty of registration of plant protection products placed on the market (produced and
imported) has been entrusted to the Bureau for Registration of Plant Protection Products
located at the Institute of Plant Protection in POZllan.The latter is the leading research and
development centre for activities connected with the use of pesticides. Its Branch Office in
Sosnicowice conducts research on the elimination of pesticide residues (including obsolete
pesticide landfills).
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Tlie' ~Minister ,of Foreign Affairs is coordinating' international cooperation, including
negotiations of multilateral' agreements, and is responsible for their ratification procedures. He
i.~.also acting as' a ~oliticalcoordinator of the GEF acti~ties in Pol:md.. c ,

•• ' • •-' ".",: I, ' ~ ,-,";, • • "'" "', ' • • ~ : ~"' •• ,;': :'.. • .• ,' ,'J. ,. '. ." ': ~ '.:',;';..' - : .T.~~i::fpljsh Steering Commi~ee fort~~ GIQbai ~nViröim1~n{J,?aciUtY .wase$l?lished.,by
tJ~leMi,nistry of Foreign Affairs iIi'order 'to ~tia~e.,strategic,~~ P'fogr~e consuJtations to
d~fenn,i~e priority areas. of c09peratiqn with GEF and to 'eväl~atepropos~s .of large 'projects
~~bpii~edto t4e,GI?~~E1l;vir0nme~t~~mty.", . i' ',', "" , ' .'

The, Minister of Finances is responsible for the state budget and supervises public finances
and financial institutions; ,
.;; " '':~' " -' ,.,' ..-
Th~~cofünd 'Foulldatiöi1 pr6Vid~~support for aCtivities tatget6d at the' imprc>vement of the
state' ofthe'envlrOl1li1eilt ill PÖiand. Additionally, kads~' an 'orgaDisational focal pomtfor
the GEF, and supports operational actiVities ofGEF telated to mediUin iind larg~~pröJects.. '

Tii{Customs Service, ~parlfröm tax duties, is maiilly, respohSible triP6~ioinsc6hiföt orille
fumoVer' ~of.goodS with foreigrt coillltries, for comb,ating sDiuggliD.g'~d; fof'pteventing
customs fraud. It also controls compliance with national'and intematioruu regulatidns rehlted
to restrictions and prohibitions in the. transboundary goods turnov.er~.and, w:ith,:the:national
customs policy instruments regulating;' the. areas and levels 'of goods turnover with, foreign
countries (e.g. monitoring the execution of customs quota).

The Minister, of. Internal Affairs, and A~istOltion, .coordinates activities. aimed; at the
improvement ,of security. The National Headquarters qf: the, State; Fire Service is
responsible for actions of the fire brigades within the National Fire and Rescue System. These
acti.g~ jnc~ude carryipg pu.t controls, investigations and rescue services ,(41 c~~~ of.fire,
accid~~ts ~~ d¥ag,e Withtlie presence ~fhazard0f1s subs~ces'or waste):'." '" :'. '. '
The Minister of Infrastructure is in charge, of urban and transport development, with regard
to the principles of the National Environmental Policy, and undertakes legislative initiatives
aimed; among others, atsafe transportation of hazardous materials. ' l:" . ',}'n~: "j i; >! i ;

The'CelltraiSt~tisticalOffi.ce 'pi'ovid~s 'access to statistical data obtair:i~'tiliüugn,'statistical
surveys. These data arecollecfedWithiD the fraineworkof th~ publi~' statistid' systei:11'at the
country level (Central Statistical, Office- '"7 countrywide data) and atth~. voivodeship' level
(v()ivodeship statistical o;ffices;- regional data). Environmental data has.been.presented since
1972:.,i11' the form' .of annual GUS"publication series ,"Ochronasrodowiska'-'; (Environmental
Protection). lIDs data does not cov~ all POPs subject to the Stockholm Convention., .

The :-N~tion~i Labour Inspection 'lias been' established to sUpervise and' 'control 'Conipii'ance
~th':ihg ocdupation.all~W,' espeCially With regard to theregllIatlons' and prindplesof labour
"~~"";' '."~~"'J,., ..,.; ,\',t '~.', .'-. \ ,. ~,,' "t.. ." .. , -: ,', ,".

~afetY'äi1d;liygiene.: All enterprise's,llicludiilg facilities risirig hazardous SJlbstances, are
subjecftoddntrol. The National Labour InSpection is reporting directly to thePärlifunent ... ,- .

X;,ij~t:)~i'~~ti~ti~ns .and orgaJ1izatj9~ involved in POPs-related issue;~ 'Po~~~. id~ntifi~d
u.n4e:r;.th~.GEF Proj~ct, is presented in ADnex 6., ,;, ' ' .. .

2.2.3. Relevant international commitments and obligations

Poland has signed or ratified over 40 global and regional environmental agreements, which
include targets and objectives partly consistent with the objectives set by the Stockholm
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Convention. Our country is active on the international forum and participates in actiVities
undertaken to fulfil the obligations, inter alia, of the following multilateral agreements:

• Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of Hazardous Wastes and
their Disposal (Basel Convention, 1989), which came into force for Poland on 18 June
1992. Poland has developed and implemented a system for preventing and combating
illegal transboundary movement of wastes. Work.on developing the basis for
implementing obligations aimed at hazardous waste minimization, within the framework
of the Convention, is under way;

• Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea Area
(Helsinki Convention - HELCOM, 1992), which came into force on 17 January 2000. Its
main goal is to protect the mari1:Ü:!1eenvironment of the Baltic Sea from all sources of
pollution, and to re.store and safeguard its ecological balance. Its aim is to protect the
water-body, seabed and living resources from land-based sources; ships and the air. The
Convention covers the whole catchment area of the Baltic Sea. The Baltic "portshave been
obliged to accept all waste from ships. The «polluter pays" principle is executed with
regard to the polluters. Special attention has been given to gradual elimination of
pollutants from land-based sources and solving the problem of the so-called "hot-spots".
The tasks are rindertaken through international coOperation between all Parties to the
Convention (Denmark, Estonia, the European Community, Finland, Germany, Latvia,

:Lithuania, Poland, the R1is~ian Federation and Sweden); .

• Convention on the Prior I1iformed Consent Procedure for Certain Hazardous
Chemicals and Pesticides in International Trade (Rotterdam Convention, 1998) The
Pqor Informed Consent (PIC) procedure builds on the existing voluntary PIC procedure,
operated by UNEP and FAO since 1989~It requires from the exporters of certain
hazardous substances to.obtain approval of the importing country before future shipment.
This procedure became effective by adopting the Rotterdam Convention, which entered
mto force on 24 February 2004. The Convention covers pesticides and industrial
cheoocals that have been banned or severely restricted for health or environrilental reasonS
by Parties and which have been notified by Parties for inclusion in the PIC procedure.
Poland is planning to ratify the Convention;

• Conv,!ntion on Access to Informatio", Public Participation in Decision-making and
..4ccess to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus Convention, 1998), which became

effective for Poland on 16 May 2002. It links environmental rights and human rights and
acknowledges that we owe an obligation to future generations. The Convention grants the
public rights and imposes on Parties and public authorities obligations regarding access to
information and public participation and access to justice. Poland actively participates in
the work of the Conference of the Parties to this Convention and implements its
provisions under the Act - Environmental Protection Law;

• 'protocol on Persistent Organic Pollutants (Aarhus Protocol, 1998) to the Convention on
Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution (LRTAP Convention, 1979). Its main objective
is to control, reduce or eliminate discharges, emissions and losses of 16 POPs. The

. Protocol bans the production and use of aldrin, chlordane, chlordecone, dieldrin, endrin,
hexabromobiphenyl, mirex and toxaphene, whereas others are scheduled for elimination at
a later stage (DDT, heptachlor, hexachlorobenzene, PCBs). The use ofDDT, HCH
(including lindane) and PCBs has been severely restricted. Furthermore, the Protocol
includes provisions for dealing with wastes and products that are banned. It also obliges
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pmiiesto reduce their emissions of dioxins,furans, PAHs and HCB below the level of the
reference year between 1985 ~d 1995 (1988 for Pol~d). For the incineration of .
municipal, hazardous and medical waste" it lays down specific limit values and . ..
recoinniends best available techniques (BAl) to reduce POPs emissions from new and.
existing stationary emission sources, The major categories of stationary, emission sources
have been specified. The Protocol also provides recommendations on POPs emission
'reduction measures for mobile sources. The Protocol became effective on 23 October
2003;

• Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers (Kiev Protocol, 2003) to the
.AarliiIs Convention); which has not yet entered into force. Its major objective is to'
enhance public access to information through the establishment of coherent, nationwide
pollutant release and transfer registers (PRlRs). These registers containing, inter alia, .
'data on at least 86 pollutants specified in the Protocol, includirig 12 substances subject to

;::,the,Stockholm Corivention; should be publicly accessible and :free öf charge.
'.i ..

. , : ,I" ". " ." ~

.i.2.4•. ])escripti~n of existing legislation ,and regulatio""saddressingPOP~
I ,.' .'.;, , ':'.. ~ . , . " :I : . ;. • ".,' " .... " '_'.; - i " . i' . .' ,

The iegal' acts that are descnbed below are of key. ~portance J.9 the' implementatioIl' of the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention in 'the Poiisii 'law: .Annex 2 presents, in a tabular
form, a coniparison~ of the Po!ish'legaI'provisiohs With'the"öbligätionS 'of the Stocldiolni
Conv'entiöli .'" .. ,.; .' ' .'i . '.' :,' '. ','." y,.", '. :'.,.... .' .',:. '.', . -:' . . ",',

.' : .' .•. . ' 1; ~, , ' . , ." . "', . , . . .' . . , " . .' '.

TIle A~i':'" ~ ..viro~.e~t~ Pr~.tect:io~' ~a~4 'imposes an obligati~n'to upd~te periodically the
'~~ti.p~fHEnYirom;nentaI P9Iicy", deyelop a ~ystem ~fperr,nitS for emisslo~ of energy and
sub~taDp~s .to.\~e enyironment d~termining spyc~fi<;conditions, in tl?is matter, including the
use of' en.v:ironmentaI qUality .standaf4s,. best. aV,ailabie 'tech,niques ,and environmental
~q~totip.g,. '~ i well as ternis fot cQllection, pr9cessing ~~t'~dissemination. of inf()rn;tation
concernwg th~use ,of thy enyj,ronment.' The provisions addies~ing reduction 'and elimiitation
of substances e~bitingPOPs characteristics ar~ l~d down und~r.chapter ent~i1ed "P~llution
prevention". The Act prohibits marketing and re-use of SubstaIices posing particular
enviioilln~nW threat (:ArtIcle 160;' paragraph 1)~'It:clässifies PCBs!o be considered as Such
substärices:(Article 160, paragraph 2Yarid authorizes the MiiriSter of the Environment to list
o~ei'subStäncesias particulady hazai"dous to the environment.' Out of all the'POPs'covered by
the proVisions' of the Stockhohn Convention such a status fu 2003' has been- additionally given
to'aIdriil;dieldrin; endrin and DDTl1;. . ,

Th~p;ö~is~~~s.of'theAct - Environment Protection La~(Articles 137-151,' 18~181and
particularly Articles 144, 145 and 146) enable underta.ki:D.gilctiVities specified inArticle 5 of
the Stockholm Convention targeted at the reduction or el:i:Diinationof ulrintenttonal releases of
POPs: pUrsuant to Article'146 paragraph 2 of the Act a regUlatiön- will' be enaCted on gradual
updating of e~ssion standards with a view of making them stricter (Article 145) with regard
to installations' specified in Annex C of the ConventioD; and particularly those, which,
accordirig td the existing regulations, are not reqUiredto obtain. integrated penmts. Articles

11 Regulation of the-Minister of the Environment' of 9 December- 20030n substances posing particular
environmental threat (DzU of 2003 No. 217, item 2141).
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77-80 of the Act provide for public information and education, in line with Article 10 of the
Stockholm Convention.

Similarly, articles 25-30 of the Act promote scientific research, development and monitoring
activities regarding POPs (Articles 11 of the Convention). The national environmental policy
(Articles 13-16 of the Act) and environmental protection action plans (Articles 17 and 18 .of
the Act) ensure initiation and implementation of plans aimed at identification, reduction of
release levels and elimination of the sources of POPs emissions (Articles 5 and 6 of the
Convention).
Following the pattern of the European Union legislation, Part II of the Act - Environmental
Protection Law, entitled "Pollution combating" sets forth the rules, important in terms of the
pro.visions of the Convention, concerning installations, equipment, substances and products.
Referring to installations and equipment the Act requires that their use or operation should not
exceed emission stan<iardsin force and that the impact of installations or equipment should
not cause considerable worsening of the state of the environment or threatening human life or
health. This is an outstanding interference into production processes and industrial production
facilities. Poland was the first country to apply this idea in such a form.

The .Act is expanding the list of permits used to-date for the operation of installations by
introd.ucinf integrated permits, connected with. the implementation of the EU IPPC
Drrectivel ,.and thus creates the legal basis for the use of best available techniques (BAT) in
the'mdustry. The i.t:D.portanceof that regulation requires soine explanation. For a number of
years an annual inventory of unintentional emissions of PCDDs, PCDFs, PCBs and HCB has
been cairied out in Poland. This inventory takes into account specific production installations
capable of performing waste inciri.eration,their capacities and their technical state. The IPPC
Directive, like the Act - Environmental Protection Law, covers all production facilities and
waste incineration plants, which according to the current state of knowledge, release four
substances listed in Annex C to the Stockholm Convention into air, and through generated
wastewater, wastes and manufactured products. The same four substances are listed in the
Annexes to the IPPC Directive, the emission of which should be reduced. Introduction of
integrated permits and the BAT system is important for the implementation of the Stockholm
Convention.

Moreover, the Act - Environmental Protection Law, under its Chapter IV, regulates the issues
of preventing industrial accidents. It defines accurately the legal instruments concerning
prevention of major industrial accidents, the duties. of the manageriliI bodies of the
facilities/plants likely to calise industrial accidents and the duties of the administrative bodies
llniced with such accidents. It should be emphasised that industrial accidents may, in some
instances, unintentionally cause formation of the above-mentioned substances classified as
POPs.'. These regulations are synonymous with the introduction to the Polish economic
practice of the provisions of the so-called SEVESO II Directive13•

Currently matters related to the use of plant protection products are regulated in detail by the
Act on Plailt Protection7

. The Regulation of 5 March 2002 on detailed rules for granting

12 Council Directive 96/61IEC of 24 September 1996 concerning integrated pollution prevention and control;
0.1. L 257,10/10/1996.
13 Council Directive 96/82IEC of 9 December 1996 on the control of major hazards involving dangerous
substances; the so-called SEVESO ITDirective; O.J. L 10, 14/1/1997.
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pernnts adritting plant p.rot~ciioi1products to marketing a;;d 'usel4 s~ec~e.s ,~~ biol,ogiCaI1y
active substances contained in pesticides that are prohibited for use. All substances, subject to
the Stoc!ilioIni Convention, are' also listed there;' Ori this basis it may be concluded thatthe use
of p~StiCide.s'eontaitii.ng' biologically active' sUbstances covered by the' Conve1ltion is legally
prohibited in Po~and. And thus, ino 'preparations containing these substances are produced,
ihipOrted or exported from oUt country.' The aforementioned legal acts reflect earlier,amended'
relevant regulations, wruch' have been enacted fo1' the, first time in '196 L Since then; only
substances not containing POPs are used in the production of plant protection preparatioIis iD.
P,~~~4.," . ' . :;' , ,', ' ' . , i

TIle Act on Chemical Substari'cesand' Preparations6 lays doWIi specific 'conditions and sets
prohibitioris or restrictions for production;maIketing ähd use"of chertlical.;substailces andi
prepamti6ns' in'order to' prevent the negative effects; of these' substances' arid preparations :on
hllmaD:health or the environment.' It irittoduces a classificationof'subsfunces based on humaii
health arid' environmental threat' criteria, aiid'safetY data 'sheets', fof :substances 'as 'an
mdisp~i1sable' condition for their marketing aiid use: Furtherii16re; the Act 'establishes a post 'of
an Inspector for Chemical Substances arid Prepaiations,reporting to the Minister 'of HeaJth.i

J¥s, ActÜ1<;licates acIministrative Iwclj~s comp~~nt for .l)e1;tingruIe~ ql,l h~ hea!th ~d
enyirpnm~ntaI, risk assessments, ~troduces, an obl}gatic.>ll,to ,n()tify'~e ~pector ~bo~t
hazardous preparations to be pl~ed on the market within the Polish territory. and the testing
ol?Iig~tions regarding chemical subStances and preparatio:q.s~and prQvislons for -i1i~irlabeIIh1g~
p~~kagkg,Jnarketing IDlduse. . , '::'" i' ,';' . . ,

Pw::~~tJ9. Article 31 of the above-meIl.tioned ARt the Minister ofthe,~cop.omy, pnrequest,o.(
14e,Mipister, of Health or the Minister ()f the EnvironmeI;1t,,is au~orised to enact a regulation
01;1 restrictions,pro.hibitions or conditions for:.

• j ): "Pröduction;marketing' of use of specified sub~ces or preparations,
, l' " . ..~. .: : • . . ~; . '. . ~ '. '.' . - . ; ; ~ , •

~',::'S~e9iAcaP:Rlications of these substances orprep~ations~ " "

e', Specific uses of such substances or preparations in concentrations or proportions'
! " exCeeding certain levels, ,,

in cases, when production, marketing or use of these substances or preparations is'proved'to
pose~ 'particular threat to human health or the, environment, or when it is required by
illternational agreements. , ' , '

.:~ .i . . ,. 1 " , ... • ,

Th~ A.,ctstates that'in cas,es required byintemational' agree~ents,' the-production~ 'marketing or
ill;e"ofh~döus: substahces and preparations need p~bn1ssiön of the'Mltllstei of'the
~CO~01#y. ' .' : , ; '" ',J ,--,' , ",' , '., ,,' .'

In,,view of incorporating the provisions, of the Stockhol1l1 Convention illto th~ Polish law,
Article 31 of this Act is considered .to be. particularly important.. Implem~tation, of its
provisions will meet the obligations of Article 3 of the Convention.:. ':. ';' . : . .. "

The, provisions of the Act ,on Chemical Substances and Preparatiolls are,' regm:-ded,to -be
coherent with the requirements essential to fulfil the obligations laid down by the Convention,

14 RegUlation of the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development of 5 March 2002, on detailed rules for
issuing permits for the placing on the market and use of pesticides (DzU of2002 No. 24, item 250; of2003 No.

-" , " ' . 68' '
18, item 162 and of2004 No. 16, item 162) - repealed by Community RegUlation since Poland has become a
member of the EU (J May 2004).
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providing the Minister of Economy fulfils hislher authorization in line with Article 31 of the
Act.

Act on Waste. According to the provisions of the Stockhohn Convention any stockpiles of
substances or preparations containing substances listed in its Annex A and Annex B are
regarded as waste in countries becoming Parties to the Convention. Pursuant to the Act on
Waste5 all these substances have been classified as hazardous waste, providing that the
concentrations of the controlled substances exceed' certain threshold values. For PCBs the
threshold concentration is 0005%, pursuant to Article 3, paragraph 17 of the Act -
Environmental Protection Law, and for other substances the provisions of Annex 4 of the Act
on Waste are in force (the so called risk phrases "R,,)15.

Specific requirements in relation to POPs waste are defined in Article 6 of the Stockholm
Convention. These provisions refer to the requirement of irreversible transformation of the
~ubstances in the process of waste destruction, and do not allow for recycling, recovery or
direCt reuse. The Act on Waste prohibits recovery 'of PCBs as set forth in its Article 38,
paragraph 1, however, admission of the D9 process as a possible waste treatment method,
pursuant to Article 38, paragraph 5 of this Act is somewhat problematic.

Legal provisions concerning releases of POPs into water and soil are also included in the Act
- Water La~ and its executive' acts - regulations. The Water Law lays down, inter alia,
generals principles for' water' management, including, setting orders, prohibitions .and
restrictions aimed at maintaining good environmental quality of waters.

In terms. of implementing the provisions of the Stockholm Convention, of particular
importance is the obligation addressed by the Act to all water Users, to comply with the
requirements concerning the quality of wastewater discharged into water bodies or soil. These
requirements cover also some of the substances subject to the Convention. Additional
standards to be complied with by wastewater discharged into water bodies are laid down by
executive regulations issued by the Minister of the Environment pursuant to Article 45,
paragraphs 1-2 of the Act - Water Law. From the analysis of these regulatory acts it may be
concluded that the concentrations of substances controlled in wastewater are regulated ill four
ways, by:

• Establishing unconditional prohibition to discharges of certain substances controlled by
the Convention (DDT and PCBs) into water and soil - Article 41, paragraph 1b of the
Water Law, ,

• Setting permitted amounts of substances, which may be released with treated industrial
wastewaters, per unit of raw material or fuel used, or per final product; standards for
aldrin, dieldrin, endrin and HCB in this respect are set by a special Regulation of the
Minister of the Environment16;

• Determining maximum permitted levels of aldrin, dieldrin, endrin and HCB
concentrations in treated industrial wastewater; standards in this respect are set by a

15 Since 1 May 2004, i.e. the day on which Poland became a member of the EU, relevant Community regulation
has been in force68

•

16 Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 31 January 2003 on permitted amounts of substances, which
may be discharged with industrial wastewater (DzU of2003 No. 35, item 309).
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,.".Regulation of the Mitiister of the Environment1? (the provisions of this Regulation entered
into force on 1 January 2003);

~:; :I?~tennining m8xim~ permitted pollution ~dards for indu~~ ,w~ewater ongUlatllg
. from stack gas c1eairing processes and processes of therinal traJ;lsformation of waste; these
, standards are set for dioxins and furans in the fonD of dio~in and furim totals (or sums) .

, .pursuant'to the above-mentioned Regulation17, but they will not become effective unti128
D'ecember2005. ' ."., " ,

Review of the legal acts, presented' in Annex 2, to which reference has been made above;
proves that, in principle, the Polish legal system does not contain any provisions that could
m,*~ tp.~,irr,lplementation of the Stockh?lm, Convention. impossible, .on the contrary it j~
co.nsisteJ;ltwi~ the spirit of the Con,vention. However, :full. implepientatio~ of the provisioJ;1s
~f'tile, <:;on;.ren~,?~Will be possible' ~er, a nUmber of e~ecutive regulations to the flbQve
II).entiQl)e4parliamentary acts are issu~d, while some Polish regulations, incoherent with the
~op.:y~ntioJ:l~ary elinlliiated (Chapter 3.3.1). ' , , .

.. j

2.2.5. Key approaches and procedures for pOPs chemical and pesticide,
management including enforcement and monitoring requirements

On the basis of the provisions of the environmentallewslation4~li placing on the market or
reuse' <>fsubstances posIng particuhir threat to the enviroinnent is prohibited in Poland. The
foIiQwmg substances subject to the Stockholm Convention have' been listed as belongiJigto
~at~~tegory: ' ' ,

. '; Il,

e.e PCIls"
.-: DDT.,
. r .,' •

•. AldrID
; -: ~ .. > • • ': •

e Dieldrin,

• Endrin.

Substarices posmg particular ~nvironriienta1 threat must be used; transported and eliminated
under special safety conditions. Installations or equipment containing such substances should
be decontaminated or disposed of in an environmentally sound manner. Substances still inuse
are subjectto gradual elimination (pCBs by2010).

, , ,

The user of the above' substaiices is obliged to maintaIn a r~cord on the typ~s~ amourits and
places as well as methods of elimination of these substances, and report'this infonliation to
the voivode, on a: regular basis. Such information is also submitted, in a simplified form, by
private persons to' the chiefs of gminas' (wojt), burmistrz or the city president~ Voivode
maintains a register of these substances.

17 Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of29 November 2002 on conditions for discharging wastewater
into water bodies or soil and on substances particularly harmful to the aquatic environment (DzU of 2002 No.
212, item 1799).
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The ways of handling the eliminated substances, as well as installations and equipment
containing these substances are laid down, in detail, in the Act on Wastes. Detailed
requirements' regarding PCBs are presented in Chapter 2.3.2.

The Act - Environmental Protection Law sets certain conditions for introducing the
substances into the environment. Exploitation of an installation causing, inter alia:

• Releases of gases or dust into the air,

• Discharges of wastewaters into water bodies or soil,

• Generation of waste

is permitted in Poland after obtaining a permission.

Environmental authorities may grant the following types of permits:
<'

< an integrated permit,

a permit for gas or dust releases into the air,

a water permit for discharging wastewater into water bodies or soil,

a permit for generating waste.

An installation likely to cause adverse effects on the environment is subjected to notification
to an environmental authority, even if its emission does not require obtaining a permit: .
Notification procedures with regard to waste generation are established pursuant to the Act on
Waste.

Exploitation of an installation or equipment should not exceed emission standards and air
quality standards. It should not cause worsening of the state of the environment and human
life or health risks. The technology used in the newly operated or significantly modified
installations and equipment should meet the requirements laid down, with due account of the
product full life-cycle.

The operator of an installation and the user of equipment is obliged to carry out periodic or
continuous measurements of emission levels, depending on the amount of substances or
energy released. The Regulation of the Minister of the Environment18 specifies substances
(including dioxins and furans ), for which measurements are mandatory, reference
measurement methods (for dioxins and furans pursuant to the Polish Standard: PN-EN 1948-
1,2,3) and procedures for keeping record of the measurements perforined.

Legal regulations determine the levels of charges for making use of the environment and
levels of fines for exceeding the environmental requirements laid down in relevant decisions.
The levels of such charges and fines, which are mandatory in 2004, for persistent organic
pollutants are presented in Chapter 3.3 .1.

Releasing into the environment substances that are produced, used"or transported is permitted
only "to the extent essential for carrying out the undertaken activity. Furthermore, placing
substances on the market requires: -

• Packing the substances in a way that prevent accidental leakage into the environment,

18 Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 13 June 2003 on requirements for emission measurements
(DzU of2003 No. 110, item 1057).
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• Providing information to enable id~ntification of risks deriving from releases of these
substances into the environment and determining measures ton,inimisethe damage.

In, ,accordance with the envirommmtal law products should bear information on their
environmEmtally safe handliD.g, use, dismantling, reuse or, disP9sal. When placing on, the
market both the product and its packaging should be comply with environmental
requirements.

Detailed rules concerning the placing on the market of substances, including plant protection
preparations and biocidal products are presented in Chapters 2.3.12 and 2.3.13. It should only
be emphasised here that: ..

since 1961 a ban on the use of different substances covered by the Stockholm
Convention has been gradually introduced in the field' of plant protection, .

for the last over 25 years only substances and' preparations' not containing
persistent organic pollutants have been used for the production of pesticides,

it is mandatory; to obtain a permission from the Minister of Agriculture and Rural
Development for the use of each preparation; such permits are subject to periodic
updating and publishing, , ..

execution of the law in force and compliance cOntrol by designated iiIstitUtiOD.Sare
subject to relevant regulations.

Compliance control for the provisions of the Act on Chemical Substances and Preparations
~d tile Act on Biocidal Products concerning the marketing and use of substances is executed
by,~e ~Samtary Insp~ction with:'. '

the Environmental Pro~ection ,Inspection - with regard to environmental threats,
.;" the National Labour Inspection - with regard to supervision and control of the

employers,
the Trade Inspection - with regard to labelling of packaging inwholesale and retail

. trade,

- the' State Fire' Service ~ with regard to proper labelling of places where the
•" " ' substances and preparations are stored,

;.th~' Bordet GUardS and the Custöms - with regard to the import of substances and
preparations into the territoryofPolatid. ' .

The Inspectiort ' for' Plant Protection and Seed Service is, infer. alia, responsible for the
momiorlDgofcompliance with' the proVisions of the' Act on Plant Protection and for' issuing
deCislÖns and executory acts.' " ,

Sanctions are imposed on those who, inter alia:
I,', ,'i;::'; .' . . " : .

• '. . Plac~ on the market a preparation posing unacceptable risk to the human health and the
environment, or who violates the conditions of its marketing specified in relevant
decisions,

• Place on the market hazardous substances or preparations:
without labelling or labelled inadequately,
without the required safety data sheet,
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• Fail to notify the Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations about new data on
human health and environmental impacts of a new substance or about its new uses,

• Place on the market a new substance in its own form or as a constituent of a preparation,
without notification required under the Act,

• Submit an incomplete or unreliable safety sheet,

• Promote a hazardous substance failing to indicate the class of danger connected with this
substance,

• Place on the market a biocidal product failing to obtain a permit or to submit the product
tothe register, or does not fulfil the provisions laid down in the permit or in the register,

• Place on the market a biocidal product without the required packaging or labelling,
.L~

• Undertake activities connected with retail sales or marketing of pesticides failing to obtain
;" the required valid special course certificate,

• Sell pesticides, classified as very toxic and toxic to humans, to persons, who are not in
;" possession of a valid course certificate, which,is required for the use of such substances,
~~
• ' Fail to keep a record of the purchasers of pesticides classified as very toxic or toxic to

humans, or fails to store the record for a period of two years,

• Sell pesticides in places where food and feed are also being sold,

• Sell pesticides in packaging not bearing a valid label- instruction of use,

• U~~pesticides not permitted for marketing or violating the label-instruction of use,

• Apply forbidden pesticides to plants cultivated within water abstraction protection zones
or in spa areas, and in national park and nature reserves surroundings,

• Fail to maintain a record of operations carried out with the use of pesticides or fails to
store the record for a period of two years, ,

• Use pesticides or cultivates plants violating prohibitions, restrictions or conditions
established by the voivode.

2.3. Assessment of the POPs issue in Poland

1.3.1. Assessment with respect to AnnexA, part I chemicals (pOPs pesticides)

Two basic terms are used in this chapter in relation to pesticides depending on the forms of
their appearance in production - the term "substance" and the term "preparation" (see Annex
12).

POPs found in different production processes and articles in Poland originated from the
following four basic sources:

.' Domestic production of chemical substances,

• Import of substances not produced within the country,

• Domestic production of preparations (final forms) of pesticides,
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• hnport qf prep~ations (finai fo~s) of planf protection prQd~~s (pestiddes).
, . ,.' .' . ..;" ','" . " .

• # • .; .' , , •

Production
Toxaphene. Toxaphene is a mixture of compounds produced in the process of chlorination of
terp~n~.s,or campheI,l~. In both c~es t()xaphe~e t;epresent~. a. mixture. ~f s~l;>sta.n:ce~cqn~g
various concentrations' of chlorine, and with referenc'e'to chloriiiation of terP~n~s~ also a
~e~f chlori~e derivatives o~ differe.nt t~rpenes. . '. .,' c '.

, i':';': I' ! • , •• . ';'.! .' . • ~ ~• J • < • , ( , .• : I' . , .. ".•, .,. '. '. I . .•Accpi~g to. the, Stiitistic~ Yearb9ciks 'otllie Chellricat ~duStry th~'chlorinated: terp.en.es were
•• ~ .".',.. ...' _" .'. _' : ': ,\ ~, " • •• .. .. : • ';.. • " j \ .' l, . . "'! . _. 1 . '/ . . ," . , .' .. , • " ,. '" j

produced in 1961 and 1962 under the name of Terpen/al. This production can be' regarded as
experimental, siriceilie' output in 1961was 25 Mg and önly:1S Mg iri1962. Tbeproduct of
th,.e:terp~n~chloripationwas:subsequently processed, intq.a preparation calleP :r~rpentol
plynny (meaning "liquid Terpentol"). It contain~d60% qfchlprinated te~es.IfortYi t(>1llles
of chlorinated te1:'penes(toxap~ene) was produced in total. '

i if .::,~i: .: I; . ,. . :.:.'. )' . . ..' ' , ._i .'. . . . , !:.~'. '.. ., ,. .....
Th~.q~,ytp.ical.Works ORQANI:KA::-AZOT in JC;lworznQ~~51;t9 produce a piepara:tj.on.~a.lled
Kamjöchlor based on toxaphene, but repres~nting the chlorinated c~phene. The Statistical
Yearb~ok of'thci' Chemical :rnciuStiy;, however~ does noi'ihentionl'the f~that cWoooated
camphene was produced. This' may' sUggeSt mat: it was 'produ6~dJ 'WIth' the ;use' ofunpbrted
toxaphene or that there was sotp.e .kind of a.mistake. in the ,cQurse,pf registration and it, was
Terpentol originatin~ frc;>mthe RQK1TAcherpical ~orks 1:lJatwas .Prqc~ssed ~to the re~d¥-to;
use form. . " " , '. ". 'j, '. "." , , ..' '" ','

.,-:' " . .! .: " .: "i ,\: " •• .' , I ;. . ,. .:. _:: . ':: j'. ,'.; r ,,:, " J, ~.' ,;. • ,\ .: .~

Other peSticides. The Polish che:riricäl industry coriducted some experirherital stiidies auned at
possible ,industrial scale lnariufacturing of aldrin, dieldrin and hexachlorobehZene, btit,such a
production of these substances has never been la~ched. ' ,; :

The prbdliCtion of pesticides covered by the Stockhohn Convention has .taken, place in Poland
from 1948 until 1978. A list of preparations produced is presented in Table 2.3~LL As it may
be cond1,lqed,l:roIAqa~ Pf~~~:p.tedill~~ ta,ble,;(rqm the s~P.~tanP~Sis~bject. t<>;.,1:lJ~.~t~~o~
Convention, the following three were used' as active substances. by ,the Poli~4 che~ca1
industry for the production of pesticides: ' ',' ~ ., ,

- dieldrin,
hexachlorobenzene (HCB),
toxaphene. ". . . .n , "~i ;'1 "",,', ,'j,':>,..":'

Of all these substances dieldrin and hexachlorobenzene have never been produced by the
Polish' chemicaf ~6rks:AIs6' otiie~'substances; .covemf by the; Stockholni i Convention, i.e.
aldrin, chlordane, endrin; heptachlor and mirex have not been used in Poland for pesticideP~9~4c~~ri:i;'. ,,' .. . ".," .', "."'" . "',,':' ,,'.:.'""',';:'- ."
Only three Polish chemical plants produced preparations containing POPs subject to the
StQcl<11PlIn,Convention, i.~; theCheInical. Works ORGANIKA-AZ;OT, ip. ,Jawor~o,. 'the
Chemical Works GAMRA Tin Jaslo and the Organic Industries ROK1TA in Brzeg DoIny. " ,

Since the mid-seventies of the last century Poland has not 'lJe~n producing ~y of the
substances listed in Part I of Annex A and such a production is not planned.

Hexachlorobenzene appeared'in the chemical industry as an,intermediate in the produ~tion of
vinyl chloride and solvents in a closed system at a limited area and as such is' not subject to
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Table 2.3.1.1. A list of domestic pesticide preparations admitted for use and the declared
shares of the active substances in the preparations

Content of active substance [%]

60% of chlorinated terpenesROKITA

Ch.W. ORGANIKA-AZOT 10% of chlorinated camphene,l(amfochlor
Liquid Terpentol
(Te entol ny)

inventorying. HCB was also released unintentionally in the production of chlorobenzenes,
pentachlorophenol, MCP A, 2,4-D, organochlorine solvents and in experimental production of
2,4,5- T and in copper production.

Use. The substances specified in Part I of Annex A of the Convention have been mainly used
for plant protection. Polish pesticide consumption in the 70s and 80s amounted to 1 kg of an
active substance/ha. Compared to other European countries this level was rather low.

Issues concerning the admission of pesticides for marketing and use in Poland were legally
regulated by the Act on Plant Protection Against Diseases; Pests and Weeds19, published for
the first time in 1961. At that time, this Act was not prohibiting production and use of
chloroorganic compounds, now-a-days classified as persistent organic pollutants. Since 1966
lists of plant protection products permitted for marketing have been published20 by the
Official Journal of the Mini$try of Agriculture (Dziennik Urz~dow)lMinisterstwa Rolnictwa).
T~~le f.3.1.2 presents irrformation, based on these lists, on the periods during which
preparations containing POPs were used. These data facilitate the evaluation of the age of the
unl.l;sedpreparations found in small quantities in warehouses, but mainly in waste lap.dfills
(Chapter 2.3.5).

Aldrin was permitted for use only in 1962 and in very small quantities .. Preparations
containing aldrin were not admitted for marketing in Poland after 1975. Preparations
containing dieldrin were phased out from marketing also after 1975, whereas an endrin-
containing preparation was phased out in 1972. A preparation produced. on the basis of
heptachl~r was permitted for marketing only in 1966. Of all domestic preparations (Table
2.3.1.1.) the one containing HCB was used for the longest period of time. It has been for the
last time permitted on the market in 1978. Imported preparations containing toxaphene

19 DzU of 1961No. 10, item 55.
20 Until the beginning of the 90s, except for 1981-1983, information about the form, composition and the
producer of a preparation was given.
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Table 2.3.1.2. Periods for which marketing, of pesticides containing substances subject
I10 the Stockholm Convention was permitted'

uJf~4~c~4,in,East Germ~y) have been phase~ out fr~m use ip .1987., Other preparations were
phased oUt ri:mch earlier, for the majority of the in after 1971. Ch1ordan~ and mirex have never
been permitted for marketing in Poland. Mirex has only been used In insiimficant' amounts
for experimental studies on plant protection products.

In 1965 as ~uch as 91 out of 190 preparations (about 50%) were chloroorganic compounds.
Dunng the subsequent yeats 'their'- share was declining."reaching in 1994; 611Iy 20%.
Unfortunately, this information does not reflect 'the situation with all POPs/as preparationS
containing e.g. MCPA and 2,4-D, which are also chloroorganic compounds, are still being
used~, Determiilation of their share in the group of chlorooiganic compoupdS is practically.
impössible. . ," .
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, Period öf permitted ,:tparketing.

Unti11975
Not permitted for marketing in Poland
Until 1975 '
Unti11972 in a mixture with aldrin (Arrex M)
Until 1978 (note: ''until exhaustion of stocks");
it is a decomposition produCt of Quintqcene which was permitted for
marketing lliiti11986 ! , , . .- -! ..' ,

Only unti11966 - , ",
Not permitted for marketing in Poland
Withdrawn starting from 1970 (since 1971 domestic production has
stopped); imported preparations finally withdrawn in 1987.

, .'

Hexachlorobenzene
t.\' ...lt,"!1 . ,,';'

. '. ~,

Heptachlor' ,
Mirex

,:- ',;

: Substance
..

:Aldrin
Chlordane
Dieldrin
Endrin

. , ,, . ,toxäp~ene
,I), .; ..', I, " '

Imporl: P~sticide preparations wen~' imported betWeen 1961' and' 1978 :fro~ the European
c'o~tries~ i.e. Austria, Dtmniark, the Netherlarids, YugoslaVia, E,aSt Geniiariy (GDR), West
QeWJ.aD.Y' (FRG), Switzerland and the. United Kiilgdoni. Detailed' qualitative 'data concemmg
th~iLiinp(jrt;is presented in' Table 2.3J.3. No information is av8ilable' dn",the llnpdrted
quantities (apart from aldrin). The aforementioned table proves, there was no impOrt' of
preparations containing chlordane, hexachIorobenzene or mirex, subject to the Stockholm
Convention. Aldrin was imported only in 1962 (19.2 Mg). Dieldrin was preSUmably imported
in the form of a 90% concentrate and processed into a commercial dieldrin mixture containing
2.7% of pure dieldrin.

P~tsisterit otgahic substances listed in Part I, Annex A of the Stockholm Convention have
ne~t(r~eensubject to export illthe past and are not exported from Poland atp~~sent.
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10% chlorinated camphene

60% chlorinated terpenes

10% chlorinated terpenes

40% chlorinated terpenes

50% chlorinated camphene

% of active substance

2.5% aldrin

5% aldrin

10% chlorinated camphene

10% chlorinated terpenes

10% chlorinated terpenes

8% aldrin; 25% endrin

22.3% aldrin; 49% tiuram

23% aldrin; 48% tiuram

90% Technological dieldrin

10% chlorinated terpenes

20% chlorinated camphene

75% dieldrin; 10% tiuram

dieldrin

I% dieldrin; 8% Cu compounds

Schering (FRG)
Nordisk Alkali (Denmark)

Schering (FRG)
Chromophos (Yugoslavia)

CELA(FRG)

CELA(FRG)

Producer

Ligtermoet Zoon (the Netherlands)

VEB Fahlberg list (GDR)

VEB Fahlberg list (GDR)

VEB Fahlberg list (GDR)

.~-tHe~'''':'''L\h1.:.l'l'''';'_'.n
'1:.'.:"".t~M'::

Schering (FRG) Nordisk Alkali
(Denmark)

Shell (England)

Merck (FRG)

Sandoz (Switzerland)

Serum Zavod Kalinovia
(Yugoslavia)

Merck, Schacht (FRG)

LüXan (the Netherlands)

Ligtermoed Zoon-Luxan
(the Netherlands)

Linz (Austria)

Merck, Schacht (FRG)

Aldin5

Alvit 55

Aldrin 2.5

DieldrexB

Binasin

Colotox

ArrexM
Argonex TA

Liro ThiraIdin

Name of preparation
(original)

Liro Toxaphene 10

Melipax Spritzmittel (liquid)

Melipax Staub (powder)

Melipax Aerospruhmittel
(for fogging)'

Toxaphene 50

Table 2.3.1.3. List of imported pesticide preparations allowed for use ill Poland
and the declared shares of active substances contained therein.

Toxaphene 10

Toxaphene 10

Toxaphene 10

Toxaphene 10

Toxaphene 20

Existing policy and regulatory framework. The Regulation of the Minister of Agriculture
and Rural Development on detailed rules for granting permits admitting plant protection
products for marketing and use14 lays down the principles of marketing substances specified
illPart I, Annex A of the Convention. Annex 9 of that Regulation entitled "Biologically active
substances banned from use as constituents of plant protection products in Poland" includes
all bioactive substances of plant protection products covered by the Stockholm Convention.
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': (I

Permissible concentrations or content' levels of these substances in different' media are
presented in Table 2.3.1.4 (with regard to aldrin, dieldrin,endrl:ll, chlordane, heptachlor) arid
inTable 2.3.4.10 (with regard to HCB and PCBs).

Table 2.3.1.4. Permissible concentrations or contents of substances listed ill Part I
,of Annex A of the Stockholm Convention regulated by the Polish law

Media or products Permissible'concentration or content

Drinking wate.-21 0.03 Ilgldm3 (for aldrin, <li~ldrin)
0.10 Ilgldm3 (for other pesticides)
0.50 Ilgldm3 (for the ~ of all parameter values
of determined pesticides l

Soil or ground22 0.0025 mg aldrinlkg d,m., 0.001 mg endrin/kg d.m. and

;

0.0005 mg dieldrin/kg d:m for P,fotected areas
, 0.025 mg ald.rin/kg d.m., 0.01 mg endrinlkg d.m. and

:
0.005 mg dieldrin/kg d.m. for agnculturalland

, 0.25 mg aldrinlkg d.m., O.rmg endrinlkg d.m. and 0.5 mg
, dield.rin/kg d.m. for industrial and traffic areas

'Industrial waste waters23 discharged 0.05 mgll(aldriD., dieldrin, endrin);
into the sewage system

'Industrial waste waters17 discharged 0.01 'rogl! (aldriri, ~dieldrin, endrin)
'into water bodies or to the ground ' :

•All feedstu.ff4 0.01 Dig /kg (aldrin, dieldrin, endrin) and
0.02 mglkg (chlordane) in relation to feed containing 12%
of water '"

:- except fats 0.2 mglkg (aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor) and
; 0.05 mglkg (chlordane and endriJ?) in relation to feed

containing 12% of water

Summary of aVaiiable:~onitoring data and health impa~ts. In the last decade POPs
:concentration levels in Polish rivers have been rarely examined (Table 2.3.1.5).

21 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 4 September 2000 on requirements for drinking and bathing water and
water intended for economic activity, and principles for water quality control by the Sanitary Inspection bodies.
(DzU of2000 No. 82, item 937).' ,,':, " >, "
22Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 9 September 2002 on soil quality standards and land quality
standarc:l~(DzlJ of2002 No. 165, item 1359).,
II Regulation of the Minister of Infrastructure of 20 July 2002 on detailed rules concerning the delivery of
industrial waste waters and conditions for discharging waste waters into the sewage system (DzU of 2002 No.
129, item 1108).
24 Regulation of the Minister of Agricultufe and Rural Development of22 October 2003 'ainending the regulation
on permissible content of undesired substances in feedstuff(DzU of2003 No. 192, item 1880).
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Table 2.3.1.5. Concentrations of selected POPs in surface waters of Poland [ng/l]

~easurementlocation Year Endrin Chlordane Heptachlor HCB

Vistula Mouth (Kiezmark) 1991-1992 - 0.004-0.019 0.0021- 0.020 0.0076--0.05

Mala Panew River 1999 69 - - -
- lack of data.

Since there is a lack of complete information on POPs concentrations in waters discharged
from the Polish territory into the Baltic Sea, and particularly with regard to concentrations of
all pesticides controlled by the Stockholm Convention, a pilot study was carried out on the
re.~pective concentrations in the Vistula and Oder Rivers' sections close to their mouths [3].
S~ples were taken in July 2002, when the water flow in the Vistula River was near the multi
ainiriaJ. average, and the flow in the Oder River about 20% higher than the mean value.

",

Results of these measurements are presented in Table 2.3.1.6. This data proves that in spite of
tJ;iefact that chloroorganic pesticides have not been used in Poland since many years, all of
tl}em are detected in river waters (5 compounds), in bottom sediments (7 compounds) and in
living organisms (8 compounds).

Table 2.3.1.6. Maximum recorded concentrations of chloroorganic pesticides at the estuaries
of the' Vistula and Oder Rivers in 2002

River water Bottom sediment Fish
Compounds

[ng/l] [nglg d.m.] [nglg fat]
HCB 4.3 3.3 23.2
Hep~chlor 27.9 94.6 0.7
Cis Chlordane not detected 3.6 52.4
Trans Chlordane not detected 13.4 not detected
Aldrin 15.3 10.3 16.9
Dieldrin 2.5 7.4 81.3
Endrin not detected 1.5 1.1
DDT 53.2 2.4 25.3
ToXaphene not detected not detected 8.9
Mirex not detected not detected not detected
Sum of pesticides in the most polluted
sample 53.2 102.8 181.0

The Wloclawski Reservoir situated at the 675 km of the Vistula River is particularly
interesting with regard to POPs concentrations in bottom sediments. It retains pollutants
transported from Upper Silesia, Krakow and Warsaw urban agglomerations up to Plock in
bottom sediments. The drainage basin area covers about 170 000 km2, which makes 45% of
the country's territory.
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... ; .I!:
:, .• ';' ,j :',,-./ ,"

~.:! I ; ~ . ,!; Substimc~s ' ~ r conterti [ng/g d.m.]Average

AidrlU ,
" ." , .. ' ,.

:< : "
," .' 0.322 :.

"

Djeldrin ; . .. > ; 0,.042 .'.. ..

Endrin 054J i'; .! . :
"

Heptachlor 2.795

: ..;;J 'i', ';i .,.':) .; I., .'

rable'2~3.1.7.The conte~ts of substances subjectto theStockhok Conye~tioninth~'bottom'
sydim~n~softhe,Wloclaw~kiReservoir,accordingt~PIG" ",.:, . - ' .... ,"

Information on HCB concentrations in animal and plant products and on'HCB health impacts
is presented in Chapter 2.3.4.

Detailed inveStigations of so~e chloroorgapicsubStances l inbo11oIh'se.di1i:ien!s o(ili~.
W10clawski Reservoir. \\Tere carried out in 2000 [22]. The results of these measurements are,
spm;iriäriseciiriTäble 2.3~1.7. . ' "" ..

• • ,.1,_ . I . , ' .', i

A. comparison of the average values for aldrin, dieldrin and elldrin, inclüded 'ifi'Table 2.3.1) :
with the limit values in force22 (Table 2.3.1.4) indicates that for agricultural and foreSt land as':
well as for residential and recreation areas (the latter dominate in the region concerned), the
permissible levels in the bottom sediments of the Wloclawski Reservoir have not been
ex~~ded.,
1': -,.'•. : 1:'... ." ~ ;

'23.2. Assessment with respect toAnnex A; part H chemicals (PCBs)

Production. Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) have never been produced in Poland' in a •
;techriical scale. Only at the beginning of the 70s the Nitrogen Works in Tarnow attempted to :
'laUnch PCB production at a semi-technical scale. They ended up with 679 Mg of a product:
called Tarnol, which due to low chlorination level, did not satisfy the requirements' of.
"isolation liquids used in electrical equipment. The properties of Tarnol were similar to the :
trade' products of foreign manufacturers, ,such as: Aroclor 1248, Clophen A 40, Phenoclor DP, :
'4, Fenchlor 42 and Kanechlor 400. It was mainly composed of trichlorobiphenyls, but this;
,product also contained l.>i-,tetra-, and pen~chlorobiphenyls. Presumably, the whole mn~unt:
pr~uce<l has been safely4isposed of.

The ERG Works in illbkowice B~mskie also produced PCBs under the commercial name'
.of Chloroftn, which was mainly composed of the derivatives of biphenyl, containing from
five"'to' 'iriIie atoms of carbon" per PCB molecule. Chloroftn'wäs uSed in coal mi1iliig~
presumably as a fireproof hydraulic fluid. However, no information is available about the
volume of PCB production.

Ip.tötalonlr small amounts öfPCBswere produced in the past

Capacit(jrs 'containing PCBs were produced by 3 enterprises: EMIT ZychIin (1950-1980),
Et:tA L6dZ (1956-1982) and FT&AT Manufacturing Capacitors MIKOLOW (production
period-'impossible to determine). In 1968-1982 the ZWAR Works Warszawa produced
capacitors with PCB saturants and oil switches, which are likely to contain PCBs or PCB-
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contaminated oils. Furthermore, also WIEF AMEL may have produced resistance starters and
BK Dymitrow/W arszawa - capacitors with PCBs.

At present, there is no PCB production in Poland, and PCBs are not used in new domestic or
imported equipment.

However, there was considerable import of these substances in the past, as they were used as
components of oils in electro-technical equipment and installations. Also, PCB-containing
equipment was imported. There is no documentary on other possible uses of PCBs in Poland.

Export for the purpose of safe treatment is currently executed in relation to the eliminated
equipment filled with PCB-contaminated mineral oils, or to PCBs themselves.

Inventory. Estimation of the amount of PCB-containing equipment found throughout the
country was extremely difficult, because the former producers did not attach labels to their
products with information on PCB content. Most of them were produced in the 60s and 70s,
but some also earlier or later. A lot of equipment containing PCBs is still in use. Some of it as
end-of-life equipment is found in storehouses, abandoned factories, in scrap yards, waste
landfills, and in many places hard to define.

The fust attempt made to investigate the problem of PCB amounts was an inventory of these
substances found in electrical equipment used in the public power sector [8]. The survey has
been carried out ill 1994 by the Institute of Energy in the form of a questionnaire. It covered
all. the enterprises with large transformers and capacitors. Additionally, the Institute verified .
the content of PCBs in selected transformers. Finally, the review covered 33 energy

. enterprises, and 25 power and heating plants. Altogether, the inventory resulted in 44423
capacitors containing around 27 Mg of saturants with PCBs.

This partial inventory allows for the following conclusions:

• High-capacity transformers do not contain PCBs or PCB-contaminated oil,

• Distribution transformers, used in the public energy sector, in practice, also do not contain .
PCBs, however it is very likely that in the industrial energy sector, especially in the
imported technology systems for the chemical, cable, metallurgical or mining industry,
there may have been cases of using transformers filled with PCBs,

• Capacitors with PCB-containing saturants, both produced in Poland and imported, are still
exploited in the public and industrial energy sectors.

The second inventory carried out in 1995-1997 in the south-western part of Poland covered
380 enterprises (facilities). Its results are presented in Table 2.3.2.1.

The results obtained on the basis of a review of PCB "resources" in Poland indicate the
following:

• There are PCB stockpiles stored in liquid form with differing, but relatively high
concentrations (1-100%), either not used in the past, or becoming waste of the phased out,
discarded, dismantled equipment, mainly from the energy sector.

• There are multi-sized energy installations - high-weight transformers - functioning with
the use of electroinsulating liquids either containing or not containing PCBs, but not
decontaminated. They may still contain certain amounts of PCBs after being filled with
new types of liquids.
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• " 'Capacitors contaminated with PCBs are tb,emost impopant probleIll in ~oland~ '
Practically, all evaluated installations had capacItor batteries Installed, at present or in the
past. 'Although they r~present a group of small-sized equipment With a 10-20% content of
electro-insulating liquid in the total mass, but it is their quantity, spatial 'dispersion and
.\Yaste papdling, which are usually deposited in land:fiJls, that m~ethe major problem.

e';' Nü'presence of PCBs has been observed in the hydraulic machines, such,as compressors,
;"vacuUm plinips, nevertheless they may still be present in certäin'seCtors~ which have not

,;iQeen covered by the inventory - in the mining industry, aviation and military industry.

• It is very unlikely to find in Poland articles, for the production of which PCBs were used "
".' it1,th~past; such as paints, impregnating preparation~ used in paper and,le~~er ind~,
,,',,'plastificCl;torsfor plastics; soft,eners for rubber, heat ,c~ers., ,

.~ M:oiedver~PCBs'may be present in soil, ground waters ancfwater reservoirs due to theIr"
- '' hIstorical' use for over several decades and theii riricontrolled release intö. the environment.'

Table2.3.2~LResults of PCB source inventory in South-WestemPoland:
,,' ..

,Eguipment Pieces of equipment
" , , " oil,q~tity , , ,

i, ." '; ~ ,

i,_ .
" " " [Mg], ,,'!,

Trä.tisforinerS, 24674 ' '" 25720.9:

mcitidirig the'ones with PCBs 69 85.1 '

Capacitors,
;

34055 317.3
including the ones containing
PCBs:

11 004
';'

,109.4
~,.; m,~se 611' 3.6 ,

• discarded
"

Other electric power 18340 2749.9installations
SoUrce: [53].

AsuosequentanaIysis' and an in-dep~ review of PCB stocks waS 'Cairied'out in 2001 ~With th~
aim of preparing an implementation plan for Directive 96/59/EC25• The results of this review,
wWcb,~e, pres,epted in Table,2.3.2.2, do not reflect the present ,status, but only provide some
estimation on the expected amounts of waste after PCBs are finally withdrawn from use and
their elin$~tiop. is" completed pursuant to ~ective 96/59!EC. The, information about th~
quantities" of PC13~colitaminated ol1s refers to the residues, stockpiled by' electrical power
facilities.'ilfte:f 'oil change, which we~ D:()tclassified as waste arid rerp,ain ill storehouses as
materials withdrawn from commercial turnover. siinilarestirllates: have been made" in the
National. Waste Management Plan [67].

25 Council Directive 96/59/EC of 16 September '1996 on the disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls and
polycWorinated terphenyls (pCB/PCT); O. 1. L 243, 24/09/1996
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The aforementioned Acts4,5 and their executive regulations published in 2002, specified
below, created the legal basis for collecting official data on the amounts, types and places of
PCBs.

The Regulation of the Minister of the Economy of 24 June 200226 imposed an obligation to
c3.rryout an inventory of PCB-containing equipment by the end of 2002 by its owners. The
inventory was targeted at the equipment containing not less than 5litres of PCB-liquids with a
concentration of ~ 0.005% by weight. A special list was prepared and enforced by the
Regruation of the Minister of the Economy of 26 September 200227 specifying the types of
equipment likely to be contaminated with PCBs, its date of production and producers.

Table 2.3.2.2. Estimated quantities of PCB waste and PCB-contaminated equipment,
according to the implementation plan for Council Directive 96/59/EC

Specification
Mass

Origin Method of disposal
[Mg]

PCB-contaminated 3000 Oil drained from transformers - 1000 Mg. Incineration in an
oil Oil drained from eliminated transformers and installation for

other equjpment (switches, rectifiers, etc.)- destruction of liquid
1000Mg. chloroorganic
Waste oils and fluids from decontamination compounds
processes - 1000 Mg

~apacitors and other 7620 250 000 used and rejected capacitors, Incineration in an
equipment requiring weighing in average 30 kg each - installed installation for
neutralisation and discarded - 7500 Mg, non-metal destruction of liquid

materials from discarded capacitors (paper, chloroorganic
wood etc.) - 120 Mg substances

Transformers and 3500 1000 transformers, drained of oil, non- Decontamination
other equipment metallic parts detached - 3000 Mg, metal
requmng parts of switches, rectifiers etc. - 500 Mg
decontamination

The execution of the above mentioned regulations resulted in an evaluation of equipment still
inuse and stored, which was submitted to the voivodeship offices throughout the country. On
this basis a compilation was made on PCB-containing equipment in different voivodeships
under the GEF Project [23] in 2003 (Table 2.3.2.3).

More thorough estimation of PCBs amounts, taking account of the amounts owned by both
the enterprises and private persons, will be possible at the end of2004, after obtaining data for
2003.

26 Regulation of the Minister of the Economy of 24 June 2002 on requirements concerning the use and
transportation of substances posing particular environmental threat and on the use and decontamination of
installations or equipment, in which these substances are or were used (DzU of2002, No. 96, item 860).
27Regulation of the Minister of the Economy of26 September 2002 on the specification of the equipment, which
is likely to be contaminated with substances posing particular environmental threat (DzU of2002 No. 173, item
1416).
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Table2.3.2.3. PCB-containing equipment still in use or ßtored ~s reserves in 2002 (witllout
discarded equipment or waste) . '. ,. ., .. ...'

I~

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Type ofinstallations'andtherr weight [kg]
t',. Voivodeship

, . Transformers Capacitors Others Unidentified.
Dolnoslilskie 346 102 39 077 709 -
Kujawsko-Pomorskie 42057 29471 279 -
LubeIskie 145892 31 226 6 409 -
Lubuskie 14820 4433 0 -
L6dzkie 83793 51778 3895 -
Malopolskie 1343449 258 298 8 119 944
Mazowieckie 11415037 159 4306 -
Opolskie 600933 46721 3624 -
Podhm>ackie 628366 174416 189 -
PodlaSkie, 215562 48656 7416 -
Pomorskie 635981 62 180 2100 -
SI'lski~,.:: " 65.1 744 33~ (j16 : 42913 -
Swif2tokrzYskie 239031 122250 18377 -
WarmiIisko-Mazurskie 225 591 9 779 4 752 -
Wielkopolskie 213388 61 379 3261 259 63~
Zachodniopomorskie 36165 67046, 36 -

By analysing the results of different inventory stUdies it seems obvious that capacitors pos~ a
greater problem in both the quantitative and technical teims, as they appear in greater
nwnbers and are significantly dispersed.

~xistfug 'policy and regulatory framework. The Act -:-Ep:vh-o~ental Protection Law
prohibits ~e placing on the market and reuse of PCBs sin~ 2001 as. they are regarded as
substances posing particular environmental threat. Furthermore it impose~ an obligation
addressed to the .owners of PCB equipment to submit amlually to the specified authorities
infornlation on the quantity, types and locations of PCBs, and on their elimination methods on
special forms. .

. .

The executive regulations to this Act issued by the. Minister öf the Economy lay down the
clet@~cl requirements on the scr~ening of PCßs and on ~e Jabellingof PCB-contaminated
eqÜipmerit~ 'IIi .line. with th~se regUlations the followiilg articles have been labelled by 31
becemb~r20Ö2: ' ' ,.. ,

equipment and installations containing over 5 Iitres of PCB-contaminated fluids,
containers with eliminated fluids containing PCBs,
elements of equipment and installations contaminated with PCBs,

places of their Storage~

The method of labelling :must comply with the Polish Standards (items 1. and 2. of Table
2.32.4). Labelling also applies to transformers, which had,their fluids containing askareles
changed for fluids free of these compounds, if these 'transformers are to be further operated.
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The standard PN-EN 12766-1:2002(U) will enable an in-depth survey and screening of
equipment and installations and provide a more reliable assessment of PCBs amounts in
Poland. The standards in force in Poland concerning PCBs are listed in Table 2.3.2.4.
In technical tenns, there should be no difficulty in performing screening tests of the
functioning and unused equipment containing PCBs or "suspected" to contain them. Polish
laboratories of the re$earch and development centres and some of the Voivodeship
Inspectorate for Environmental Protection conduct PCBs analyses (Annex. 5). A significant
problem in this respect is the necessary financial input. Estimates show that preliminary
irivestigations on PCB presence should cover about 400 thousand capacitors and other electro-
technical equipmeilt, operated and discarded, out of which some 10 thousand pieces will
reqUire detailed.analyses of PCBs contained therein. Also, about 10 thousand capacitors will
require to be tested for PCB content. The cost of that operation is estimated at about 40
million PLN.

In this situation, it seems worth considering, especially after a decontamination facility in
Poland becomes available" to order the equipment to be sent for treatment on assumption,
Without testing it. Such procedure should refer particularly to capacitors, switches (small
volumes) and small transformers.

1:'a~le2.3.2.4. Polish Standards (PN) regarding PCBs

No. Standard number: date of issue Title of Standard
1. PN-EN 50195:1998 Code of practice for the safe use of fully enclosed askarele-

fiIleclelectrical equipment
2. PN-EN 50225:1998 Code of practice for the safe use of fully enclosed oil-filled

electrical equipment which may be contaminated with PCBs
3. PN-C~4579-1: 1999 Water and wastewater. Tests for polychlorinated bifenyls

(PCB) content~Determination of PCB or 28,52, 101, 118, 138,
153,180 in water by gas chromatography

4. PN-EN 1528-1/2/3/4:2000 Fatty food. Determination of pesticides andpolycWorinated
biphenyls (PCBs). Part. I: General. Part 2: Extraction of fat,
pesticides and PCBs, and d~termination of fat content. Part 3:
Clean-up methods. pint 4: Determination, confirmatory tests,
miscellaneous . .

5. PN-EN ISO 15318:2002 Pulp, paper and board. Determination of 7 specified
polycWorinated biphenyls (PCB)

6. PN-EN .12766-1I2:2002(U) PetroleUm products and used oils. Deterniination of PCBs and
;. related .products. Part 1: Separation and determination of

selected PCB congeners by gas chromatography (Ge) using an
electron capture detector (BCD). Part 2: Calculation of
polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) content

In line with the Polish law the use of PCBs in the existing equipment or installations is
permitted not longer than until 30 June 2010. The deadline for their elimination and
decontamination of equipment containing PCBs is 31 December 2010. Transportation of
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PC;Bsin,Pol~d must be carried o~ in yompliance with the rpIes on transp<:>rtof illiZardous
materials. The costs of treatinenqncIudmg transpoI1 ~e:(lyeraged at: '.,., ,',' " . ,

~': ;17 OQO, PLN per ,I Mg of PCB-cpntaining oils;
"".' ','. . \ I , ,'" , "

.:. :,20000 PLN per 1 Mg of capacitors. ,

T#.~:'N'atiönal iTaste Managenlent. Plan eSiiillated' the decontaInlllation' cOsts .of' 'PCB-
d~#t~lHihg equipment at a level of irpp. 6000 PLNlMg. ' --

" ~;': 1 ; ~ I ; :; : " ; i , ' '.;: • , ' '.., .' , I; : .. ' '

Th~~fQre,. the issue; of tin.ancing the. activities cOnnec~ed witp. PCB waste tr~tmep.t. and:
decon4tmÜ:1ationof PCB-containing equipment b~comes an imP9qap.~ prc;>blem.The, fiJ,ndjng,
aspects rnay:.b~'consjdered as a factor limiting the)llterest ofo.the,ownersqftpe waste,.~~
equipment contaiping PCBs in their. urg~nt eliminatio,IL. There is ,al,s9 a, groupof.owner.s"
which will not be able to cope with the financial requirements connected with theeli~~on
qf P~~s~, Jhis will" in the fjrst plaC?e,apply to enterprises undergoing liquidation, and the ones
! I ! ,. J.., .' . ,., .' " ' . 1 • • , • ",' , • ',' ' '.' .•.. • .. ",' -_ ,.,". , ' • ..• ,~ • • ~ I I .

unabl~,'td 'fulfil th~ basic financial 'obligations. Also, th~ state' 'adriii:6i$'atiön bodies aiJ.dnon~
Pfo:fi,t;ötga~i,7atio~'aUd fustituti6iis,which'are responsi1;>lefor managfug'the aSsetst3ken oyei
frbththebailK:fupt' enterprises' together' with the left over waste Will not' b~ 'able:to'co\:rer 'the
necessary costs. In this situation financial support from target envrr6nmental fu.i1ds;iriduding
foreign assistance, becomes essential.

The provisions of the Act on Waste (Article 38, paragraph 7)'inIposean obligatjon.forJ:he
owners of PCB waste, carrying out activities leadIDg to its treiitnlen( to mclude'iii i:liewaste
register chart information on PCB'content in the waste. The Voivodeship Marshal. has access
to suc~ information. '"

Table 2.3.4.10 presents permissible PCHconcei1tration levels in different media and products .•
According to. the legal 'regulation~8, the output originating from the deeperiii1g.of maritime
areas, \vmch is connected- With the maintenance of infrastructure providing access to ports, .
and from the deepening of water reservoirs; rivers,. channels etc., is. considered. as, polluted
when'.the concentration of at least one substance (out of the metals and organic compounds
listed in the regulation) reaches a Certain leveL In relatiOn to the sum of28, 52, 101, 118, 138,
15~and..189 PCB con.geners29 the concentration level is mInimum 0.3 mglkg ~:m. '.'

fieatmenf of PCB-containiiig waste~.InPoland there are installations for PCB-containing
w~e treatment using t1lermal.methocls, i,e. hazardolls Waste incineration plants, which havebeen described in Chapter 2.3.5. It! can be assumed, ij.ke in the case of pesticides, that the
processing, capacity of these installations is satisfactory and there is no, need to build special
incinerators for PCB-contiriD.iD.gwaSte. ' " , . '

:pecqnU!nrlnation covering pea ,re:p1oval from the equipment previously containing -J;>CB~
.fi.\,' . ".j '. ." .••.. , .• ," I,.' .. " ;'. I ' .. ' '. .• ' . j ,

.r~uire~, appropriate fa,?ili1;ies to be used. The capfl:city of the existing instal~~tion for the
d~con.tcupination of trans:foim~rs in. the .ANWIL i Gompany in Wloclawek is 400 to
500 Mglyear31• Considering the mass of transformers to be decontaminated, as specified in

28 Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 16 April2002 on the types and concentrations of substances
responsible for causing the output to be regarded as polluted (DzU of2002 No. 55, item 498).
29 Determination of PCBs using the GC-ECD or GC-MSD methods in acetone extracts after the extraction of
samples with a mixture ofhexane/acetö'Ile. "
3~ Organization of logistic action and analytical control of waste received is performed by the CHEMEKO Co.
Ltd. inWloclawek providing specialized servjces.
3150 transformers to be discarded and 200 transformers to be used further.
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Table 2.3.2.3, an increase of that capacity to 800-1000 Mg/year, will be necessary. There is
no facility available in Poland for the decontamination of small-sized electric equipment
(mainly capacitors), drained of PCB -containing oils. It is necessary to put into operation such
a facility in Poland or to ensure access to an adequate installation abroad.

Poland is also lacking both installations for thermal destruction of solid hazardous waste
containing chloroorganic substances, and capabilities to treat such waste using other methods,
for instance by disposing it of in rock salt excavations. It does not, however, seem appropriate
to tackle the problem of PCBs in solid wastes, since the possibilities for their collection are
very small.

The result~ of the preliminary review show that at present there are no other methods of POPs
treatment available to companies operating on the Polish market than their thermal
de~truction.

Available monitoring and health impact data. Systematic investigations of river water
pollution by PCBs are currently conducted in 20 river gauging sections (5 on the Vistula
River, 5 on the Oder River and lOon rivers of the coastal drainage belt area). The tests are
performed within the State Environmental Monitoring system [4]. Summarised results are
presented in Table 2.3.2.5. Table 2.3.2.6 contains the results of some additional examinations.

Table 2.3.2.5. Average annual concentrations of PCBs in 1992-2001 [~g/l]

Year
Vistula River OderRiver

Krakow Warsaw Kiezmark Chalupki Wroclaw Krajnik Dolny
1992 0.027 0.008 0.008 0.002 0.001 <0.001
1995 0.013 0.009 0.001 0.017 0.097 <0.001
2000 0.017 0.014 <O.ooC 0.001 0.016 <O.OOr
2001 0.008 0.008 <0.001. 0.010 0.016 <0.001"

Average for 0.015 0.011 0.009 0.007 0.010 <0.001.
1992-2001

• Below the level of detection 0.001 J.l1'l.

Table 2.3.2.6. Concentrations of the sum of PCBs in sUrface waters of Poland [ng/l]

Measurement location Year LPCBs
VishIla Mouth (Kieimark) 1991-1992 0.120- 0.300
Oder River Basin 1998-2000 0.3-150

Since there is a lack of complete information on PCBs concentrations in waters discharged
from the Polish territory into the Baltic Sea, a pilot study was carried out on the respective
concentrations in the Vistula and Oder Rivers' gauging sections at their estuaries [3]. Samples
were taken in July 2002, when the water flow in the Vistula River was near the multi-year
mean, and the flow in the Oder River about 20% higher than the mean value. Results of these
measurements are presented in Table 2.3.2.7.

Some of the PCB congeners are not detectable in water but appear inbottom sediments and in
fish tissues. Additionally, their concentrations in water are lower in comparison with their
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content 1n the diy marter of bottom sediments, and'the latter is lower mail in the fish fat tissue.~s i~:'~ indication. of a definite process 'of accumulation of these sub~taricesprimarily in
aquatic organisms and next inbottom sediments. . .

Sin~le .p~¥urements, presented in the .Table 2.3.~.7" do. not provide fo~ a credibl.e
de~~fD?:?1-ati?n~f the PCß load di~charged int() the,Baltic Se~: ijowev~r,for ~e purpose, of
c~p1p~~.o,n,..such calculations have been carried. out: The results obtained are prese:Q.tedin
~a,ble23.2.8. ....

:' ! •'. ~ 'I , . ; .

T~~le.2.3.~.7~Higl;1estrecorded PCB concentrations'in close to mouth sectionS'~fthe Vistul~
aIid Oder Rivers ill2002 '.' .

" '.' . Compounds' River water . Bottom sediment , .. Fish, 0

. [ng/i] , ' ,} . " ,'. ~ ' .'.; " .

. [ng/g fat] .: I

~" i ! ' :. ; ''/
' . . [tig;g d.m.]

"~i

Polychlorinated biphenyls:
O!:. peB28 i .. - - 1104
• ' ;PCB52 1.5 2.0 20.3

• PCB 101 not detected 2.4 37.4

• PCB 118 not detected 0.9 68.1

• PCB 138 . not detected 4.9 :.15.3
0" PCB 153 4.9 6.9 81.7

• PCB 180 2.9 4.7 29.1
!

nöt detected..... PCB 189' not detected -
Sum ofPc;Bs in the most polluted

16.9s;ample . :' . 4.9 346.1
Coplanar P?lychlorinated

riot detected 0.9 33.2'biphenyls:
~ PCB 77 not detected 0.1 22.7 .

0.... PCB 126 not detected not detected .' 20.3

0 PCB 169
Sum of coplanar PCBs in the most
polluted sample not detected 1.0 69.9

.' .f

, ~, , I

Table 2.3.2.8~Loads of DDT and PCBs discharged into the BäItic Sea '(momentary.data.
of July 2002) .

Sampling place Concentration [ng/l] Load [kg/year]
, ~,,: " " .,'

Vistula River mouth: 0.64. -
00' •• left river bank:

1.77
..

• ,'-,right riverbank:
-

1.20 22
~. '< average
Oder River mouth

1.31 24

- NotcaIculilted due to lack of data on river flows.
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Table 2.3.2.9. PCB content in bottom sediments of the Oder River and its tributaries
in 1998-2000

2.2
2.3
4.0
3.8
4.6
6.4
0.4

Average value [ng/g d.m.]Minimum-Maximum
[ng/g d.m.]

1-23.3
1- 9.1
1-30.5
1-19.3
1- 23.1
1-46.9
1- 1.0

52
101
118
153
138
180
189

PCB congener

Studies on PCB content in the bottom sediments were carried out in the Wloclawski Reservoir
by the State Geological Institute in 2000 and by the Institute of Meteorology and Water
Management within the framework of the GEF Project in 2003 [22]. Most of PCB congeners
were detected in the bottom sediments of the Wloclawski Reservoir. Results are summarised
in Table 2.3.2.10. A comparison of average values for PCBs, included in that table with the
values presented by the ~egulation of the Minister of the Environmenf2 indicates that for
agricultural and forest land as well as for residential and recreation areas (the latter dominate
in that region), the permissible levels of these substances in the bottom sediments of the
Wloclawski Reservoir have not been exceeded.

Chapter 2.3.4 includes information on PCBs concentrations in food and in the biological
human tissues. Furthermore, an assessment of human exposure to PCBs is. also presented
there.

Most systematic analyses of PCB content in costal seawaters are conducted at the Gdansk Bay
(4 measurement points). Concentrations of the sum of PCBs (7 congeners: 28, 52, 101, 118,
138, 153, 180) vary from 0.8 to 1.3 ng/I. In 1992-2000 concentrations of PCBs were quite
stable with a very small falling trend. However, accumulation of these substances in the
bottom sediments of the GdaD.skAbyss has been observed.

Studies on PCBs in bottom sediments of the Oder River and its tributaries were conducted in
1998-2000, within the framework of the "International Oder Project" [4]. Generalized results
of these studies are presented in Table 2.3.2.9. The permissible content of the sum of7 PCBs
is 2000 ng/g d.m. for industrial and transport areas and 20 ng/g d.m. for the remaining areas.
The average values for PCB content in the Oder River bottom sediments exceed the
permissible values set for protected areas, agricultural land and forests as well as residential
and. recreation areas and wasteland in the Regulation of the Minister of the Environmenf2
(.Table 23.4.10).
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.Table-2~3.3.1. Production ofDDT in Poland in 1949-1977
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.Average viUue~
. :: ." . ~,,'

~~ble2.3.2.10.Content of PCBs in the bottom sediments of the WloclawskiReservoir

,: I. ',.2.3.3.' Assessment with respect toAnneX B chemicals (DDT).

Historical production. DDT (l,I,I-trichloro-2,2-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane was the major
active substance, classified as a pesticide, produced for many years in Poland under the name
of Azotaks. Since 1972 the entry Azotoks in the Statistical Yearbook, has been presented as
"DDT and analogues,,32.

Substances (pCB congeners) Content [ng/g d.m.] Inforniation source'
. .

1.258.PCBs (28,52,101,118,153,138,180) ..' PIG data
PCBs (77,126,169) 0.164 GEF P:fojectdata

~ I " f'

..'

Year. Production [Mg] Year Production [Mg] .
1949 35.0 1964 3845.0

1950 146.6 1965 4407.0

1951 221.0 1966 4378.0

1952 343.0 1967 4479.0

1953 803.0 1968 3729.0

1954 1118.0 1969 3487.0

1955 1493.0 1970 ., " :< ~ :3~05.0
. -.. " ,~. .- ..-,-- .. .. .. ....- ..'

1956 1648.0 1971 3485.0

1957 2108.7 1972. (3377.0) 3977.0

1958 2470.7 1973" (2318.0) 2918.0
:;,;.

1960 3i'42.0 1974. (285S.0} 345S.0

':" 1.?~1'
. ,

lQ7S •
. . . .

,.

i'
37~4.1 (27S5~0) .~t),5:p ,.

, ;..J964' ., 3686.0, 1976. (1678~0) 327&.0, ." . :.

,. 1963 ' 3322.0. 1977* (2270.0) 2870.0

• For th~ yearS1972 -1977 the volUme of DDT production' (in brackets) was redUcedby the volUme of the
MetokSylochlo?~ production.

32 ill'this"case DMDT Ö,l,1-trichloro-2,i-bis(inethoxyphenyl)ethane) was reg~ded as an analogue of DDT
(l,l,l-trichloro-2,i-bis(4-chlorophenyl)ethane) marketed under the name of Metoksychlor. The definition of
DMDT, as an analogue of DDT, apparently originated from the fact that production processes of both
compounds are very similar. The difference is that one of the basic raw materials for DDT production was the
monochlorobenzene, which in case of DMDT was replaced by the metoxybenzene (trade name Anizo/).
Attention should be given to the fact, that DMDT is not among the substances covered by the Stockholm
Convention.
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Table 2.3.3.1 illustrates the production level of the Azotoks concentrate, and the production of
DDT and analogues (calculated as 100%) from 1972. Therefore, we may only be sure of the
total volume ofDDT concentrate production. It amounted to 75759.7 Mg ofDDT concentrate
.calculated as pure Substance for the whole period 1949-1977.

Preparations containing DDT were produced in Poland by the Chemical Works
ORGANIKA-AZOT in Jaworzno and the Chemical Works GAMRAT in Jaslo (small
amounts of DDT-containing preparation). A list of commercial names of preparations
produced on basis ofDDT is presented in Table 2.3.3.2.

Table 2.3.3.2. List of domestic DDT preparations admitted for use and the content of declared
share of active substances

~~.~'

Name of preparation (original) Producer % of active substance

Azotox liquid 25 (Azotoks plynny 25) Ch.W. GAMRAT 25%DDT
Azotox powder 5 (Azotoks pylisty 5) 5%DDT; O.I%y-HCH
Azotox liquid 10 (Azotoks plynny 10 IO%DDT
Azotox liquid 30 (Azotoks plynny 30) 33%DDT
Azotox liquid 40 (Azotoks plynny 40) 40%DDT
Azotox 50 for suspensions 50%DDT'Azotoks 50 do zawiesin)
Azotox powder active

5% DDT; y-HCH; DMDTI(Aiotoks pylisty a'
Ditox (Ditoks) 5% DDT; 0.3% y-HCH
Ditox L (Ditoks L) 4.7% DDT; 0.3% y-HCH
Ditox 30 (Vitoks 30) 18% DDT; 2% y-HCH
Fumatox DG (Fumatoks DG) Ch.W. 30% DDT; 3% y-HCH
Kornikol ORGANIKA-AZOT 2% DDT; 7% HCH; 2% DNOC
Lasochron 10% DMDT; 7% DDT; 10% HCH
MglawikJO 8% DDT; 5% y-HCIi
Mg!dwik 15 10% DDT; 2% y-HCH
Tntox Powder (I'ritoks pylisty) 1.5% DDT; 0.5% HCH; 2% DMDT
Tritox liquid 30 (I'ritoks plynny 30) 10%DDT; 5%y-HCH; 14%DMDT
Tritox liqUid for sUspensions

45% DDT; 2% y-HCH; 3% DMDT'(Tritoks olvnrrv do zawiesin)
TritOx powder (Tritoks pylisty) 1.5% DDT; 0.5% HCH; 2% DMDT
Tritox liquid 30 (I'ritoks plynny 30) 10% DDT; 5% HCH; 14% DMDT
Tritox liquid for suspensions

45% DDT; 2% y-HCH; 3% DMDT(f';itoks p/ynny do zawiesin)

The production structure ofDDT-containing pesticide preparations was quite well developed
inPoland. The Statistical Yearbooks published detailed data on it until 1970. Since 1971 the
Statistical Bulletins of the Ministry of Chemical Industry has included data about the
pesticides jointly, without indicating the purpose of their use. Table 2.3.3.3 illustrates, as an
example, the structure ofDDT-containing pesticides produced in 1965-1970.
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~~bi~~.3,.'3.3.Produc~on <>[preparations c~ntaining DDT ill 1965-:-1970 [Mg]:
'.'. ,,-. . , ....

, "

As it can be concluded from data presented in Tables 2.3.3.2 and 2.3.3.3DDT was used as an'
active substance by the Polish chemical industry for the production of pesticides.

, I , :':, ",,'/;:

Use. DDT was used ~ Pp1and ID8in1y for the protection against various species 'of pe~t~
causing damage to fie~d '~o~, foreSts, fruit trees and gardens, as well as human and anllrilil;
insects (wi~Jhe ~~wor~ of sanItary actions) and ms:cts found in btpl<fi.ngs.In,tro.du9~~Il:
of the DMDT ; prod~ction ill ,Poland enabled the reduction of the contellt, of PDT ill 'pl~t
protection, pr.eparations appli~, ,in ,agriculture, forestry and in househol~.For i~tance,the'
DDT consumption in 1961 and 1964 was 3.2 Gg and 1.1 Gg, respectively. Since 1972 DDT-:
containing 'preparations have'Deen gradually withdrawn from use in line'withthe-; plant
protection law in force'. The proCess of phasing out has been finalized in 1975.'Lasochrori (a:
.PDT preparation for forest protection) was used for the longest time. In general, DDT was,
used in. Poland until it was proved that apart from its advantages- in:'the protection agains{
insects, it has disadvantages causing serious side effects. The studies carried out confirmed its
negative impact on the death rate of birds of prey (e.g. white eagle), which assimilated the
toxic substance through insects they ate. Since then only preparations and substances free of
DD~:~e 'used fo(the production of pestiCides in Poland.' ; , I" ,: ','; \

Import.Pe~ti~ide preparations c6~is:prig"ofDDtwe~e iinpoitedtoPoI~din:ilie past from
~e Eürope~'comitries~' i.e: Yugosi~Via,EaStGennany '(GDR) ~~ WestGennany(F~G)-;
Detailed inforinationconceriling th~ltiiiiport:is presented in table' 2.3:3.4.' ", ' , ' "

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

"Years ..

1966 ',1967 1968 1969 1970 '
; "

,..
, ,,2084 ,15793 1163 715 578;

, , ' , , ..'
, ..

" , ".'I!

317 826, 1051 230 501.

259 283 289 293 243
.... ' , I " .~,. .-

"

58345 40343 21 n3" " 34123 '2773'S
", .. ' -.

,,'j

..... -. , - ,.
3777- 3953 3417 349-3 ",6542

, "

976 1240 1157 2287 "2996
,<

. " ,

197 255 348 787 272
,

592 677 723 750 334
45

355

1965
"J

.4061

150

347
"

53637

5721

935

: .;

..... ",.:1', '.. ,"

Name of preparation (original)

kotox powder 5%
(AiO'tokspylisty 5%) ,

.AZotüi 'liquid 25%
(Azotoks plynny 25%)

Azotox suspension 50%
(4zq.toks, zawiesinowy 50%)
:.', I:,: .....~...' . - , .

Ditox
(Ditoks)
Tritox powder
;(Tritoks pylisty)
iTritox liquid 30%
·(Tritoks plynny 30%)

:Tritox suspension
;(Tritoks zawiesinowy)
,Mglawik



Table 2.3.3.5. Permissible DDT concentrations or contents in different media and products. .

Table 2.3.3.4. A list of formerly imported DDT preparations permitted for use in Poland
with their shares of active substances contained in them

Name of preparation Producer % of active substance
(original)

Duolit powder 5 VEB Tettchem (GDR) 5%DDT

Duolit liquid 20 VEB Fettchem (GDR) 20%DDT

Pentaeid Kemikalia (Yugoslavia) 4.7%DDT
Doliden 0.4-0.5 y-HCH
KerfecC

~gDeksol VEB Bitterfeld (FRG) 6% DDT; 5% y-HCH
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Permissible DDT concentration or content

0.10 Jlgldm3

Export. Statistical YearbooIes and Bulletins of the chemical industry do not provide data
concerning the volume of the exported DDT concentrate and data on DDT -contaiDing
pesticide prOduction. It is only known that the exported quantity was conSiderably high and
intended for the Asian countries. The scale of the export may be quite accurately estimated for
the years 1916 and 1917, because the permitted use of preparations containing DDT ceased in
1975. If so, then the entire amount of DDT would have been exported in the form of
concentrated or ready-to-use pesticides. Hence, it would amount to 1678 Mg in 1976 and
2270 Mg in 1977 (calculated for the pure substance).

AiIothe.r method of deterniining the volume of the DDT concentrate exported is to
acknowledge the volume of export as the difference between the DDT production and its use
for the production of pesticide preparations, assuming that only the concentrate was exported.
This difference, taking into account only the years of maximum DDT prpduction, varies from
1000 to 1500 Mg/year. However, these data may be charged by a considerable error, because
the Statistical YearbooIes of the Chemical Industry and the Statistical Bulletins of the Ministry
of Chemical Industry do not provide information on the methodology applied for the
preparation and processing of statistical data concerning the production and use of pesticides.

Existing policy and regidatory framework. At present Poland does not produce DDT.
Moreover i~ also, does not plan to restart that production. Preparations containing DDT are
not used, imported or exported. The use of DDT as a bioactive substance contained inplant
protection preparations is currently forbidden pursuant to the Regulation of the Minister of
Agriculture and Rural Development!4. .

Permissible DDT concentrations or contents in different media and products are presented in
Table 2.3.3.5.

Media or products
Drinking water!

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
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Vistula River Mouth

'. Gdansk) ,

0.040.09

Mid Vistula River'" Upper Vistula River

ak6w)

1.33'L'DDT'
,.
I .....

:.',"; ; \. ,: ' . '.,.'

. '. ,

Media or products Permissible DDT concentration or content , .

Soil or ground22 0.00025 mglkg d.m. (for protected areas)
," -0'- _..

0.025 mg/kg d..in. (for agricultural land),
.'

0.25 mg/kg d.m. (for industrial or traffic areas)

jAll feedstu.ff4 0.05 mglkg in relation to animal feed containing 12% of water
;

0.5 mglkg in relation to aDimal'feed containing 12% of water'- except fats

, ..... ;,,;', ...

•.Av.a.!Iable m()n#o~g ..d~ta~. Stu<lies on threats, for surface ~a.ter .caused by chlorinated
hydrocarbon insecticides were carried out in Poland for the first time in 1964 by the former
Institute of Water Management in Warsaw (now the Institute of Meteorology and Water
Management) at the Division of Coastal Water Protection in Gdatlsk. Among pesticides used
4l.J96,;1~1964,tl1ef.oll0WÜ1g were foundmost d.~gerous for fish (listed from more to.1e.ss
~()us): ;DQr;>. toxa.phene?: metoxychlor {DMDTi2 ;>~lin~ane33 (y-HeR). Such. a
lY.e~~hy p$1cuilyre,sulted iTom higher; level of use of DDT in relation to,th~ remaining
sqb~~es •. ",'"

FirSt tests on;1:hepresence of polychlorinated insecticides in surface waters wereperformedm
the same research. inStitute in 1968-1972 at the ViStuJ.aRivefinouth. In 1968:';"1969DDT-was
sprayed from land:"baded'faeilities, whereaS toxaphene from airplanes~ and later on in.' 1970-
1975 only from land-based appliances. The'DDT concentration levelS; irl:U:riOOiatelyafter
spraying,reIll~e<iyeryhigh f()I:a fe':Vhours !n the drainage9hannels (l?5 rn"g/l), Wi~ the
.t;lex.:t.~(),Inonth~ thyS~ concentrations, us~ly,decre~ed to below 20111g/l,an,d. after, a,longer
pertodof;tiJ:Ile stab~d.3:t ~level of3.0,mg/l.,. . .

Iri' 1972~1975' studle~;:were' Undeitake:h' on DDT cOncentration levelsi:h' the' Vistula" River in
the'vicihity'ofKiaJ.c6W, WarSaw and Gda6.sk. The a~etage concentrations offuesUi:n ofDDT
iiiI975'ai'e'presented mTable 2:3.3.6:' ,;,
'",J r;:, . ,:' I ; 0"

Table 2.3~3.6.Average concentrations of the" sum of DDT-at selected; gaUging-sections
ofthe,Vistula River in 1975 [llg/l] ,,'

In 1980-1989 the concentrations of DDT and its metabolites in surface waters were further
declining, although, they still remained at quite a high level in river basins under intensive
farming and in watyrs ,heavily polluted, by wastewaters (Table, 2.3.3.7)., The ms.tantatleous
concentrations (the highest measured) in surface waters polluted by wastewaters even reached
a level as high as several mg/l: 7.9 mgll for DDT, 1.3 mg/l for DDE and 1.8 mg/l for DDD.

33 Not covered by the provisions of the Stockholm Convention.
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Table 2.3.3.7. Average concentrations ofDDT in surface waters in 1980-1989 [J.lg/l]

Waters Surface Safe concentrations
Waters in basins heavily according to:

Polluting substance with intensive waters
farming polluted by Polish EU US

wastewaters (average) Standards Directives Standards

DDT 0.039 0.264 0.005 0.05 0.03

DDE 0.016 0.064 0.05 <0.001-
I(DDr metabolite)

DDD 0.002 0.050 0.05 0.01-
(DDr metabolite)
- data"not available.

A::general observation can be made that during the historical period (1961-1990) the
concentrations of DDT in surface waters, not .subjected to strong pressure of industrial
wastewater discharge or intensive farming, did not exceed levels regarded as safe.

Regular examinations of river water pollution by DDT are presently conducted in 20 river
cross sections (5 on the Vistula River, 5 on the Oder River and 10 on rivers of the coastal
drainage belt area). These tests are performed within the State Environmental Monitoring
system coordinated by the Chief Inspectorate for Environmental Protection. Summarized
results are presented in Table 2.3.3.8.

Table2.3.3.8. Average annual concentrations of the sum ofDDT in 1992-2001 [J.lg/l]

Year Vistula River OderRiver
Krakow Warsaw Kiezmark Cha1upki Wroclaw Krajnik Dolny

1992 0.032 0.070 0.016 0.012 0.003 0.024
1995 0.047 0.027 <0.001 0.012 0.018 0.012
2000 0.051 0.086 <0.00I" 0.005 0.016 0.011
2001 0.022 0.044 <0.001 0.003 0.004 0.008

Average for
0.063 0.048 0.020 0.013 0.028 0.0141992-2001

* Below the limit of detection ofO.OOlp/l.

In the last decade tests on DDT concentrations in Polish rivers were carried out on an
irregular basis (Table 2.3.3.9).

Table 2.3.3.9. Concentrations of selected sums ofDDT in surface waters of Poland [ng/I]

Measurement location Year "EDDT

Vistula Mouth (K.iezmark) 1991- 1992 0.120-0.840

Mala Panew River 1999 186
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n. d. ~.not detected.

Table 2.3.3.11.DDT loads discharged from the territory of Poland into the Baltic Sea
in 1990-1996
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0.16

1996

Years

64

0.40

1990

MeasUrement location Year ~DDT
Radunia River 1984-1988 n.d.-139

Oder River (police) 1999 8

'Oder River Basin 1998-2000 0.8-218

T~'~~~:2.3~3.10.Content of cliIoroorgani~ pesticides in 'the bo~olll 'sediments' of the ()d~r
River and.its tributaries in 1998-~000 . , ."

Extensive studies on DDT in bottom sediments of the Oder River and its tributaries were
conducted in 1998-2000 under the "International Oder Project" executed after the tragj.c
floods in Poland in1997. Summarised results of these studies arepresented in Table 2.3.3.10~

,', .

The average value of the DDT sum exceeded the permissible concentration level for protected
areas (2.5 ng/g dry matter) but was by half lower than the permitted level for faITn1aii~ foreSt,
residential and recreation areas (25 ng/g dry matter) and 20 times lower than the permissible
level( forin4ustrial, ~d, transport areas (250 ng/g dry m~~r).The. mro9mum value, did not
e}(cee.d250 ng/gdry.matter. ,The.above.-mentioned permissible values have, been,dr~wn.fr9in a
Regu1ati~n of the Minister ofthe'En~0ß,IIlenr2. ;: : ' ... .. ,: ',;' - ,

Detailed: investigations of DDT in bottom sediments were carried out in 2000 in the
Wloclawski Reservoir by the State' Geological Institute. The 'average DDT level in these'
sedime,n~ amounted to 1.692 ng/g d.:mand did not exceed the permissible.yalue.

AS'reported by GUS - the Central Statistical Office ("Environmental Protection 2000"), DDr
pollution loads discharged from the Polish territory into the Baitic Sea declmed progressively
in 1990-1996 (Table 2.3.3.11). Since 1996 GUS has resigned from publishing such data

Pesticides
Minimum-Maximum content Avetagevalue

[ng /g dry matter] [ng/g dry matter]

DDE 1- 27.8 5.2
DDD ,

1-' 27.6: ,"4:2 .. ', : ,
I , .

31.2
,. -... --

3.2DDT 1-

~DDT' : 1- 51.7 , 12.6

Pollutant

DDT
Source: GUS.
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Data presented in Table 2.3.3.11 originate from measurements carried out withiri the State
Environmental Monitoring system, by the Voivodeship Inspectorates for Environmental
Protection and by the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management (IMGW). These
measurements were continued after 1996 and presented in annual reports prepared by IMGW
for the Chief Inspectorate for Environmental Protection. The results obtained do not reflect a
clear declining trend of DDT concentrations in river waters in 1997-2001. From data of these
reports concerning DDT in river waters, no clear tendency of decline during 1997-2001 could
be noted. Fluctuations in DDT loads discharged into the Baltic Sea to depend a great extent
on hydro-meteorological conditions.

Estimations ofDDT loads discharged into the Baltic Sea [3] have been made on the basis of
single DDT concentration measurements carried out under the GEF Project in 2002. The
results obtained are presented in Table 2.3.3.12.

Table 2.3.3.12.DDT load discharged into the Baltic Sea (momentary data of July 2002)

Sampling site Concentration [ng/l] Load [kg/year]

Vistula River mouth:
- left river bank 19.05 -
- right river bank 13.77 -
- average 16.41 160
Oder River mouth not detected 0.0

. .

- not calculated due to lack of data on the river flow.

If these values were to be recognised as credible, they would confirm a slow down in the
declining trend of the DDT load discharged into the Baltic Sea from the territory of Poland.
This conclusion requires verification and possible modification in the nearest future by
calculating loads on the basis of for all available data on DDD concentrations at the sites close
to the Vistula and the Oder River mouths.

The most systematic tests of the DDT content in costal seawaters are conducted at the Gda6.sk
Bay (4 measurement sites)~ Concentrations of the DDT sum (DDT+DDE+DDD) vary from
0.1 to 0.2 ng/l. In 1992-2000 DDT concentration levels were quite stable with a slight
declining trend. H~wever, accumulation of these substances in the bottom sediments of the
Gdansk Abyss is observed.

The residues of DDT are sometimes found in cereal grains and in around. I 0% of samples of
root vegetables in amounts not exceeding the maximum acceptable residue (MAR = 0.05
mglkg). Whereas in rape and invegetable oil the residues are present in all examined samples
(Table 2.3.3.13). However, the MAR level is ri.öt exceeded. A significant decrease in DDT
residue level has been observed in 1998-2001.
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0.052
':.:... 0.'-009': ".

0.,006
0.007
0.025

1 _ • • ; )". ~ ~ -,. .:'

~0.,o16 ,.

0:004
. 0:0'01
0.150

,0.024;, i '
- > "J t •• ' '

_"«(,021' '

.0.031.. ,'

,0.046
'; <>-<>IS'

0~019

Average content
[mglkg]

'.' 0:,003"

0.,063

.", . ' ,t;,.;, :..,;:

i.: ...

" \' ",.

0.002 - 0.004
'.' : ~;, ",

0.040 - 0.085

0.022- 0.490

0.010- 0.032

Content range•, [mg/kg],., ,
, , i ~ .

0-0.679

0.005 - 0.012

0.006 - 0.014
0.018-0.600

0.001-0;<>35
0:002 ~O.()07'

j •• "

0.001
0.025 - 0.476

0.005 - 0.095
l' '! ,I;.: ._•~

\ , ,"

Number öf samples
with residues

n % ..

i4 11.5
2 1.8

269 100 ,

24 19.5
'9 7,.3
1 0.8

146 100

12 12.1
1 1
1 1

,314 100

8 8
1 1
0 0

187 84

9 9
1 1
3 3

301 100

122
113
269

123
123
123
146

99
96
101
314

100
96
104
223

100
96
104
301

':j I'

Number of
" ' examined

samples

' .. !.

, ;: ~..): ,",

,C¥T0ts
Rye
Rape

'carrots
i;, :

Rye
Wheat
Rape

, C~ots
.Rye -
Whe~t
Rape

. Carrots
Rye

Wheat
Rape

Carrots
Rye

Wheat
Rape

Ye~ ., Plant' ..
,. , . product

I . ~ ".~ 1 : ~H.,.

J.:.. ,:,: . ..... , .'.

1)~~1~2~3.~.13.Residues ofDDT sum in plant products in 1998-2001
,"'.' ".' . ' . . . . . " .

'Rllpe - mglkg of fat.
',':1 f:' '" .." '. ,',., ", :

1999

:2000

.2001
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StiIdies'c>i1'residues of theDDT sum in the .fat tissues of pigs~.cattle; hunted animals, .sea fish,
in cow's milk and in muscle tissues of carps were carried out iniabinlal'fo-oa 'productS (FigUre
2}:l,I) ..,Ih~..r~sul~s ~prove().the ipr~sen~~ (}f chlo!,oorganic D:PT;.compo!lD,4;ty,~i4u~s.in .Pt~
majqrity.o( an~"1al fqod Pt04~ct l~ples (over. 9~~ ,in (lY~!'lg~),.'hQwe,v~r tb.~;l\1ARJ~v~~s
~€?~,.syld<;>:lp.,exce~ed.PIteresting~ t9-ehightW:P1;>T,conta!ninati~n level ofwU~~~ and
~~ B~.tic: ysh comp~~g, to p.ol,lSehqlq,anj~aIs. The average cont~nt tn th,ee?,~ati~n ~~<?d,
rema.!-nsat a similar level with a tendency to decline, especially with regard to the Balti~. f:i~p..
fl,l1lJt~i,:Wtpacts.; .R~idu,~s. qf:.DPT, ,a.co:nun0n." pestic~4e". Which; ,has ..~n~()mpletdy
e1i~in3te,4: from ~ inp'ol8.llctin.- the 7ps,c~ spn.b~.fou~Dd.41,4UJWWS,. e.g., in"'9Illen ~ast
nY~,'Ac9grd.ing to, the re~.uI!s,ofstucJies conducted sin~ei J975 by: the ;Nationallt1sti~e of
I;Iygie~e,Jhe amount of pDT in. huplans and animals is. b~ing re4tlced ll:1, tim.e. An. average
Pole in his organism had around 13.4 mg DDT per 1 kilogr~y}>fweig4t.~ome~e~: ~~
concentration even reached 35.4 mglkg. Human milk contained around 0.28 mg/kg and
reached 1.5 mg/kg at times. Nowadays the DDT content in cow's milk is 5 times lower than
25 years ago.
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0.9 on 1998

0.8 131999
Ea2000

0.7 132001 : ~<

0.6
-J!!
Cl 0.5
~
Cl
E 0.4

0.3
"

0.2

0.1

0
cattle milk pig wild pig deer carp Baltic fish
0=702 n=551 n=854 0=248 n=194 n=402 n=699

Figure 2.3.3.1. Average DDT sum content in animal products in 1998-2001

The DDT content reduction is, however, getting slower. It is assumed that at the beginning of
the XXI century a balance has been achieved: the same amount of DDT metabolites is taken
in as is released. Complete elimination from the environment is impossible. DDT circulates in

.-: r '.; .' ," .' " ' '. •..• . •

the envrroIiment over years and it does D.o.tbiodegrade. No polarity of DDT molecules. causes
poor water solubility",and 'high fat solubility, instead, which determines its accumulaiion,ai1q
bioiriagni:fica~on in animal tissue while moving up the food chain. The effects of its activity
are q~se.rYedin future ~eneiations.

In 2001 many worldwide research institutions published data on the DDT presence in human
organisms. This data confirms that DDT has a negative effect on e.g. the development of
children. DDT metabolites also have effect on, inter alia, the hormone system and increase
the risk of breast cancer.

2.3~4.Assessment of releasesfrom unintentional production of Annex C chemicals '
(pCDDsIPCDFs, HCB and PCBs)

Unintentional PCDDIPCDFt HCB and PCB production. Unintentional production of these
compounds is demonstrated by contamination of products, equipment and production
installations. Processes of chlorination of organic compounds in Poland were performed in 8
chemical factories, out of which 7 used the rock salt electrolysis processes. Five of the latter
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Air emissions ofPCDDsIPCDFs, PCBs and HCB ,'. .,. i.",

An assessment of the emissions of persistent organic pollutants (pCDDsIPCDFs, PCBs and
HCB) into the air was performed in 2000 pursuant to the classification of emission sources of
~e, \~,~*~9~~dN"()~~~clatw~,(9t .Aß; l?qUuno~ (S,~*f).,~~:~~jor,.ll ~~~.~i9P.ca,t~g()ries are
subdivided into over 400 detailed sub-categories. :The us~ ()f that class.ifi~a.tion,ensures
consideration. of all significant emission sources, Oli which the reportIng country has relevant
information (emission factors and data on respective activities) and allows comparing and
an~ysing emission data from ~iffer~ntcoun~es, . . " "

Emission inventories are performed in Poland on the basis of two data sets:.

I
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I

:;", ,
; :: I,~ : .:-(' •~: ;." '.:, :.

• • I •. . . ,

ones performed these processes applying the, so-called, mercury electrolysis using carbon
electrodes.

Chlorination of the following chemical raw materials took place in these plants:
, , '

• Chlorination of methane for the production of methyl chloride, methylene chloride,
chloroform and carpon tetrachloride; this process was carried out in one enterprise,

• Chlorination of womatic hydrocarbons and their derivatives (benzene, nitrobenzene,
biphenyl); these proResses were executed in 6 e~terprises,

• Chlorination qfphepol and its derivatives (cresol); performed by 2 enterprises, ,
.: • ' t' :, . -.:~

• Chlorination of acetylene for the production of trichloroethylene, perchloroethylene and
vinyl chloride; condUcted in 3 enterprises". " "

. ,

• Chlorination~f olefips (ethylene and propylene) for the production of solvents (carbon
tetrachloride,p~rch1öroethylene), allyl chloride,'.dichloroethane and subsequently, vinyl
chloride; carrie£i oUt bf3 en~rprises. ,",' ••' "

'. .,' '.l'
, .. ').' , ':. '.J .~

No comprehensive inve~tigatibns aimed at the detemunatioIt of the 1>OP8 content in products
obtained in organic substance chlormatiöi1 processes andin their ;waSt~by':products have been
carried out in Poland so far.

A deep reconstruction of production processes is taking 'place in the Polish chIoroorganic
industry. Mercury electrolysis of rock salt has been eliminated in two enterprises. In the
remaining plants carbon electrodes, were replaced some 15 years ago by, uniform. titani~
electrodes. ,""", 'j " , ,'" "',' ' '::',' '

The process of methane chlorination has been eliminated from the production profile as well
as a considerable part of acetylene chlorination processes and methane chlorination to
perchlöröethylene and' carbon tetrachloride. Chlorination' processes" have: been, uItiIDately
phased out in three cneIriic31 works~; ,, .' , '. .' ;;f

P,S~f~~~~b~eÄ~n~IY, ei!+i,11~,fro~,~~1~~~~,andili~'~~;ofhexa~hl~r~@epe;,Pi :~#
cO,Inplel{:of polyvmyl chlonde ~d the solvents has b~n,. practicaIIy completelyre<;luceci. The
reiiialDirig' 'chIoruuition proCessesh~~e been' tllorougwy modefuized' ill all' chenllcai' workS;

..-il :fi'";:", ,.. l " ...... j'" ..... ,'-. .1:;' '; .. ; ',; ,',): ' .. ' .;.: j' .",'.l .';'~.. ,_; '" .'i:;.:_".::.::~_. '["'.'I'tj

Safe waste treatmenf methods have been developed' iri. enterPrises. iismg ,cIiIörinati9D. .qf
organic compounds. This has substantially reduced the uninte:iiiionai geiicimtio~ of i>ölhlt3.riiS
such as PCDDs; PCDFs, PCBs and HeB .. :;': ., .~ .'!



4~70
0.17

5.00
0.15

not available

not available

not available

not available (the factor applied to
all hospital waste was 29)

1.45
0.07

0.140
0.021

0.139

0.295

Emission factor
Source of PCB emissions

Source of HCB emissions

0.065
0.007

'JtT!J1i~1t~rti!!t¥Af~;;f1.;"4.i#p~~~,
90202 Incineration of industrial waste (modem 0.38

technology of combustion, good and v. good
systems of stack gas cleaning)
090207 Incineration of hospital waste (complying 0.39
with EU Directive)

Emission factor
adopted (mgIMg) a
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030301 Sinter and palletising plants
030311 Cement

030301 Sinter and palletising plants
030311 Cement

090202 Incineration of industrial waste (modem
technology of combustion, good and very good
systems of stack gas cleaning)
090207 Incineration of hospital waste (complying

. with EU Directive)

• The national statistical data published by the Central Statistical Office (GUS), concerning
the use of fuels and raw materials, the annual output of industrial products or other
parameters (the so-called activities), characterising a given sector,

• , Data presenting emission factors, national or drawn from relevant literature, which reflect
emission levels of different pollutants per production unit or unit of fuel used.

The emission level from a particular source is calculated as an activity value multiplied by the
emission factor relevant to that activity. For instance, PCB emission from burning wood in
residential plants (SNAP 0202) is calculated by multiplying the quantity of the wood burned
[inGg] by the factor of PCB emission per unit of timber mass ([g/Gg] in Table 2.3.4.1).

S~tistical data on activities, taken from GUS, have been adapted to the required reporting
system, which often needed expertise evaluation, concerning proper subdivision of emission
sources. within the specified SNAP categories. When data published by. GUS were
msu:fficient, other information, from credible and well-documented sources has been used.
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Emission
[kg]

Emission factor
[gIGg]

Activity
(Gg)'
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Sources of PCB emissions "

Apart frori;l eIll1SS10nfactors taken from literature, also the' national (actors for POPs
emissions into the air were uS,edfor the purposes of the inventory (see tahle' above). The latter
ones are based on measurements perfon:ned by'the Trace Analyses Team of the' Ii1stitute of
Chemistry and Inorganic Technology at University of Technology' in Krak6w; Measurements'
of PCDDIPCDF, PCB and HCB' emissions were carried out --'with.ii1 the framework of the
G;EF/Project- in two sinter plants (being the only two iron ore sinter plants ,in )loland), two
9~~.~~tfactones' and two ii~ardous waste inCineration plants (including, ho~ital waste) [1f ". . . .

POlAND - NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

Accor~g ,~~",~e ,evalu~tion performe9, the total PCB afiI emission in, Poland in 2000
'-'1 '_" " .,.'_ I •. ..

a,nourited to 2320kg (table 2.3.4.1) [2]. Figu,re 2.3.4.1 presents shares of different sectors in
the national PCB emission. The majQr so~ce' ofFeR' eniissions, resp~nsible for 71% of the
total PCB emission in Poland, is electrical equipment (SNAP' 060507), and in particular

, l'"

capacitors filled with saturants cOIlta!ning J>C.es. The other significant emission sources are
non-industri~combustion (15% of countIywicie emission) as well ~ the road transport and
combustion processes in energy production and transformation (each of these ~b-sectors is
responsible for 5% of the total national PCB emission). Subject to SNAP 02 (non-industrial
combustion plants ),definitely the highest share in PCB air pollution has the burning' of hard
coal and wood under SNAP 0202 (residential plants) .

Table 2.3.4.1. PCB emissions to them in 2000

0101 Public ower

Hard coal 42006.0 0.31: 13.02

,Brown coal, ~;', " 58754.5 1.80 105.76
, ,

FuelolI 175.2 0.60 0.11

0102 District heatin lauts ,\

Hard coal 871.0 0.31 0.27

Fuel oil 98.4 0.60 0.06

0103 Petroleum refinin lants

Hard coal 8.6 0.31 0.00

Fuel oil 696.8 0.60 0.42
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Sources of PCB emissions
Activity Emission factor Emission

[Gg] [g/Gg] [kg]

Wood 0.0 0.90 0.00

0104 Solid fuel transformation lants

Hard coal 120.0 0.31 0.04

Fuel oil 1.6 0.60 0.00

Wood 0.0 0.9 0.00

Hard coal 1490.2 0.31 0.46

-. Brown coal 354.1 1.80 0.64
..~. Fuel oil 8.8 0.60 0.01

Wood 0.2 0.90 0.00

020 I Commercial and institutional lants

Hard coal 5723.0 0.413 2.36

Brown coal 35.0 1.80 0.06

Fuel oil 30.6 0.60 0.02

Wood 8.1 0.90 0.01

Coke 61.4 3.60 0.22

0202 Residential lants

Hard coal 8102.8 31.6 256.05

Brown coal 140.5 183.2 25.74

Fuel oil 710.3 3.6 2.56

Wood 6901.0 9.0 62.11

Coke 410.0 9.7 3.98

0203 Plants in

Hard coal 1501.0 0.413 0.62

Brown coal 135.1 1.80 0.24

Fuel oil 1109.5 0.60 0.67

Wood 0.90 1.03

. Coke 0.43

t~~v~tn~~ ~I~!~11~i~:'J£
0301 Combustion in boilers, as turbines and station en ines

Hard coal 3078.5 0.31 0.95

Brown coal 5.6 1.80 0.01

Fuel oil 283.1 0.60 0.17

Wood 7.4 0.90. 0.01
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0.00

0.46

0.30

39.37

0.09 .

0.83

69.9 ;

.2i~~;\

19.30

0.20

30.40

106.00

0.02

0.00000005

2.9
15.2

15.6

371.4

4559.0

16589000000.0

Sources of PCB emissions Activity Emission factor Emission
[Gg] [WGg] [kg]

. Coke 6.8 3.60 0.02

0302 Process furnaces without contact

'lIard coal 6484.5 0.31 2.01

Brown coal 41.7 1.80 0.08 :
'.

Fuel oil 851.8 0.60 0.51

Wood 1'739:5 0.90 ' 1.57

Coke 193.7 3.60 0.70 '

M03 Processes W-ithcontact

Hard coal 3229.9 0.31 1.00 '

;' Brown coal 7.4 0.01

! Ii j Fli~l oil
,

13.8 • -0.01

Wood 1.3 0.90 0.00

Coke 3071.3 3.60 11.06

030301 Sinter and 8078.7 0.065 0.53 '

68.0 2.60 0.18

030310 Secon 46.9 2.60 0.12 '
, ';; .

0'.08 .030311 Cement 11558.5 0.007

, '.

23.37
;

larits 414.5 2.60 i.08

040206 Basic 0 en furnace steel la'nt 6793.8 2.60 17.66 .

040207 Electric furnace steel lants 3290.0
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090201 Incineration of domestic or municipal wastes

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (no APCS)

09,0202 Incineration of industrial wastes (minimal APCS)



I
I
I Sources of PCB emissions

Activity
[Gg]

Emission factor
[glGg]

EmiSsion
[kg]

• The activity is a value of clinker production in Gg; emission factor unit is g/Gg of clinker .
•• The calculation was based on literarure emission factor 6.32 microgramlkm, with mean fuel consUmption of
81itres/100km and motor gasoline density 0.74 kg/I.
••• The activity is mileage in km; the emission factor unit is gIkm.

0.93

0.38 .0.07

0.39 0.00

04. Productiön
processes

3.5%

4.2

46.7

192.7
090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (controlled
combustion, ood or so histicated APCS

090207 Incineration of hospital wastes (complying with
EU directive

090207 Incineration of hospital wastes (no or minimal
APCS

09. Waste
treatment and ..

disposal ~
0.1%

I

I
I
I

I
I

I

I
I
I

I
I

I Figure 2.3.4.1. The share of different sectors inthe total PCB air emission in2000
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0.02

0.01

0.00

.0.00.

Emission
[kg]

EmIssion
factor [gIGg]

Activity' '
[Gg]
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. . ,

.. '-~) ..> ... :. :'~;"'.",(.:,~.•.~.~

Hard coal

Hard coal

':.:

0102 District heatin lants~. .' • ' ."

~
0}'04 Solid fuel

) -t~., ':j , :". t, ""I:.
OIOfPilblic' ower'

Hard coal- 0.55

The total HCB emission to the air in Poland in 2000 has been estimated at 8.57 kg (Table
~:3:~2)[2]. Figure 2.3.4.2 shows the shares of different groups of emission sources in the'
national emission. The hiihest 50% share proVides "combustion ,ill nimuJfacturing industry'"
(SNAP 03). The highest emission values in this sector are attributed to ,the production, of
secondary copper (over 30% of total HCB emission) and to sintering plants (over 13% of total'
HCRemission).

Fur.ilier sources, with a significant share inthe total HCB emission, are: "waste treatment and ,
disposal" (SNAP 09) - 23%, and "non-industrial combustion plants" (SNAP 02) - 18%.
Am~mg, sources included in the latter two SNAP categories, the highest emission originates
frofuiDdneration' of hospital waste in faciliti~s not :furnished witbair protection con.trol
syst<?ms(APCS) or having only the simplest systems reduciIig air pollution emission (almost
69% of emissions of the entire SNAP 09 category sources), and combustion processes in
residential plants (about 90% of the whole SNAP 02 category sources).

Sources ofHCa emissions

j

Ta~le 2.3.4.2. HCB emissjons to the air in 2000

0201 Commercial and institutional lants

Hard coal 5723.0 0.013 0.07

Wood 8.1 0.060. 0.00

, 0202 Residential lants

8102.8
,

_Hard coal 0.125 1.01

Wood . 6901.0 0.060 0.41

0203 Plants iria
Hard coal 1501.0 0.013 0.02

Wood 1140.1 0.060 0.07
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Emission
[kg]

Entission
factor (glGg]

3078.5 0.013 0.04

7.4 0.060 0.00

6484.5 0.013 0.08

1739.5 0.060 0.10

0.04

0.00

1.13

2.65

Activity
[Gg]

..
" .' ~'

Sources ofHCB emissions

Hard coal

Wood

030301 Sinter and

0301 Combustion in boilers, as turbines and station

Hard coal

Wood

0302 Process furnaces without contact

Hard coal

Wood

.0303 Processes with contact

090201 Incineration of domestic or munici al wastes 2.9 0.150 0.00

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (no or minimal 30.8 19.000 0.59APCS

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (good or 192.7 0.139 0.03
so histicated APCS

. 090207 Incineration of hospital wastes (complying with 4.2 0.295 0.00
EU directive

. . . . .' .

09Q207 Incineration ofhospitalwa~s (no m'minimal
APeS

• The activity is a value of clinker production in Gg;the emission factor unit is glGg ofeIiilker .
•• Calculation was based on literature emission factor 21 ng/km for motor gasoline and 0.024 ng/km for unleaded
motor gasoline, with mean fuel consumption additionally of 8 and 8.8 lilres per 100 k:m, and density 0.74 kg/I.
••• The activity is mileage in km; the em,ission factor unit is g/km.

For estimating HeB emission levels from sintering plants, cement factories, and industrial
and hospital waste incineration plants equipped with highly efficient air protection control
systems, emission factors based on measurements carried out in Poland were used. It was
particularly important to determine the domestic emission factor from Polish sintering plants
as in earlier inventories a literature-based factor was used with its value several times higher
than the empirical level. This led to overestimation of the total country emission value, in
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which HCB emission from sintering processes amounted to 82%. The remaining changes and
~eridnients t6 emission factors (concerning emissions from transport and waste treatment)
are..päSed on published data. '

, 09. Waste
treatment and

disposal
23.0%

03.
Combüstioffhl:'
manufactunng:

industry
"49.9%

.. ~
:fi~~ 2.3.4.2. The share of,different sectors in the total HCB emission to the air in 2000

Several series of dioxin emission measurements carried out in the past (1996-2001) allowed
to establish the national emission factors for PCDD/PCDF emissions from the incineration of
h6spitillwaste in plants using differentiated technologies and variolis air protection control
systems. Similar measurements enabled also to' calculate PCDD/PCDF emission factors from
coal combustion in.public and industrial power generation plants, and in households, where
co-mcineration processes' occur. In categories lacking domestic" emission factors, factors
selected through reviews of relevant publications, inventory reports and investigations made
in other countries were used.
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Emission Factor Emission
[mgTEQ/Gg] [mgTEQ]

f\~.l~;'-:i,~{hYY£"(:J{~~~+'H'
\~--l~'-'''''''''''' f,~',.f""J,;,~,;~!r'J9.1';~,i,

42006.0 0.06 2520.4

58754.5 0.06 3525.3

175.2 1.00 175.2

871.0 0.06 52.3

0.0 0.06 0.0

98.4 1.00 98.4

8.6 0.06 0.5

0.0 0.06 0.0

696.8 1.00 696.8

0.0 1.00 0.0

120.0 0.06 7.2

0.0 0.06 0.0

1.6 1.00 1.6

0.0 1.00 0.0

1490.2 0.06 89.4

354.1 0.06 21.2

8.8 1.00 8.8

0.2 1.00 0.2

Sources of dioxin and furan emission

Fuel oil

Wood

Brown coal

'Brown coal

Fuel oil

0103 Petroleum refinin loots

Hard coal

Emissions of dioxins and furans into the air have been estimated in Poland in 2000 at about
505 TEQ [2]. Detailed information on dioxin and furan emission levels from different sources
is presented in Table 2.3.4.3 and in Figure 2.3.4.3. Non-industrial combustion processes from
commercial and residential plants (SNAP 02) are responsible for about 37% of the total
PCDD/PCDF emission and are recognised as the main sources of that emission. Within that
SNAP category, emissions from residential plants (SNAP 0202) dominate, covering, inter
alia, the burning processes in household stoves and furnaces (SNAP 020205), where often co-
iIicineration takes place when household waste is being burned with the fuel. Emission from
subcategory SNAP 0202 amounts to more than 98% of the emission level from non-industrial
combustion sector, hence over 36% of the total PCDDIPCDF emission in Poland.

oiol Public ower

Hard coal

, Browncoal

Fuel oil

~ 0 I 02 District heatin loots

Hard coal

Table 2.3.4.3. Dioxin and furan emissions to the air in 2000

Brown coal

Fuel oil

Wood

" 0104 Solid fuel transformation loots

, Hard coal

Brown coal

'Fuel oil

Wood

- 0 I05 Coal minin , oill as extraction,

Hard coal'

I
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Emission Fact~r, Emissi9n
[mg TEQ/Ög] [mg TEQ]

Activity
[Gg]

'J.,

'5723.6. ' 0.06" 343:4

. 35.0 0:06' 2,1
" :: .

,f 30.6 1.00 30.6

8;}'; 1.00 8.1-

8102.8 18.00 145850.4

.' 140.5 , , ...,10.00 1405.0

710:3 1.00 710.3
. "

f

6901.0 5.00 34505.0:

~' : ' ' , .... ;. I ,;

" '.'A' ..

1501.0 0.06 90.1;

135.1 0.06

1109.5

Sources of dioxin and furan emission ."' p •

..' Brown coal

Fuel oil

78

Brown coal

,,02Q1..Commercial and institutional lauts"

.:';';:Hatd ~oal
'\ ~ l.' : : .. i :: :

Brown coal

.," ' Fuel.oil ,"

l'. ,Wood"

0202 Residential ' tants

Hard coal
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"- . Füe1 öil

;-'.Wood

: ;02Q3 Plants in a iculture, fores

Hard c al

: 0301 Combustion inboilers, as tur:bines and station

") Hard coal 3078.5 0.060 184.7

'" Brown coal 5.6 0.060 0.3

Fuel oil 283.1. ' . 1.000. 283.1 :

Wood 7.4 1.000 : 7.4.

.; 0302 Process furnaces without contact

,.," :Hard coal 6484.5 0.060 389.1,

, f ;, Brown coal 41.7 0.060 2.5:

Fuel oil 851.8 1.000 851.8

Wood 1739.5 1.000 1739.5

. ,'00303 Processes with contact

, i Hard coal .. 3229.9 0.060 193.8

. Browncoal 7.4 0.060 0.4

Fuel oil 13.8 1.000 13.8

.Wood 1.3 1.000 1.3

. 030301 Sinter and 8078.7 1.450 11 714.1

...030307 Second 36.8 8.000 294.4

. 030308 Second 15.2 100.000 1520.0

9.6 0.300 ,2.9
". --

030309 Secondary co er production 68.0 50.000 3400.0



45500.0

4550.0

2520.0

26.8

1.50.50

3500.00

350.00

30.00

0.50

2.90

13.00

13.00

84.00

53.50
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090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (minimal APCS)

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes (so histicated APCS)

Sources of dioxin and furan emission
Activity Emission Factor Emission

[Gg] [mgTEQ/Gg] (mgTEQ]

0303 IO Secon 123.2 150.000 l8480.0

0303 IO Secon 75.0 1.300 97.5

030311 Cement • 11 558.5 0.070 809.1

1188.0 10.00 11 880.0

1188.0 0.070 83.2

520.8 0.070 36.5

520.8 0.007 3.6

1549.6 0.200 309.9

1040.0 0.200 208.0

1460.0 0.020, 29.2

323.5 0.200 64.7

6.5
~!1'tIij;('A~~';i*";:"I''~~~t38~444'5:r;tIi':..1.•. , ;: .. ". ',_!. A.

9069.4 2720.8

6491.9 2.000 12983.8

" 040205 lants 414.5 2.000 829.0

040206 Basic 0 en furnace steel lants 6793.8 2.000 13 587.6

040207 Electric furnace steel lants 3290.0 2.000 6580.0

46.9 2.000 93.8

229.1 1374.6
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Sources of dioxin and furan emission
Activity Emission Factor Emission..

[Gg] [mgTEQ/Gg] [mgTEQ]
" ,.... ,
090202 Incineration of industrial wastes - dangerous wastes (no 2.16 35000.00 75600APCS

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes - dangerous wastes
2.64 350.00 924.0minimal APCS

090202 Incineration of industrial wastes - dangerous wastes 40.80 10.00 408.0oodAPCS) ,

14.40 0.75 10.8

.' 090205 Incineration of sludge from waste water treatment (with 5.90 4.00 23.6:APCS

0?0207 Incineration of hospital wastes (complying with EU .420, 1.40 .. 5.9.. directive
. .

"

090207 Incin.eration of hospital wastes (minimal or good APCS) 22.90 68.00 1557.2

:, O~9~B7Incineration of hospital wastes (no APCS) 23.80 453.30 10788.5.-

0907 30.00

260 5.00 1300.0

49.3
" .

1000.00 49300.0
, .. ;-","

38.3 94.00

32.4 400.00

1.00E-1O

. .f', ",.,.
: • 'lliJ':activity is the amount of clinker production in Gg; the emission :fuC1ot'imif IS' mg TEQ/Gg of dinket.1

"

! ~. The activity is'number of cremated bodies; the emission factor unit is mg TEQlbody. "
.. ~:The activity is number of cigarettes; the emission factor nnit is mg TEQ/cigarette.

;~ •• ~:-:";~:;:, ;.' ~ ; -:,' ""'. . j: ... '. :- •.

: The second largest dioxin emission source is the trea1ment and disposal of waste - ~NAP 09
: (30% of the total pcnn emission). In this sector, incineration of industrial wastes (inclu~!ng
hazardous waste) and hospital wastes in facilities without air protection control syste~s has

• the highest share in releases. Emission of PCDDsjpCDFs üito the air from hazardoUs and
industrial wastes incinerated without any air protection systems amounts to about 50% and
30%, respectively, of the entire SNAP 09 category. The share of such emission from hospital

.w~e, which is treated under similar conditions amounts to 7%. Siinilarly, almost 7% of the
emission under SNAP 09 category comes from open burning of agricultural (post harvest)
waste. Emission estimates for SNAP 09 category, is not very accurate and presents a high
level of uncertainty, as it is based on public statistics data covering only large waste
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producers. Therefore, the emission levels obtained seem to be underestimated. In the national
inventory of dioxins and furans carried out in accordance with the requirements of UNEP
Cbe:m;icals [84] the actual level of PCDD/PCDF emission has been estimated for the year
2000 at 1-81 g TEQ for hazardous waste ~d 5.23-123 g TEQ for other industrial waste.

Subsequent significant sources of dioxin and furan emissions are fires of waste landfills,
buildings (both residential and industrial) and motor vehicles. These sources, along with
forest fires and cigarette smoking, have been classified as category SNAP 11: other sources of
emission and absorption of pollutants (in some studies these sources are distinguished into a
separate, twelfth category). In2000 the emission from sources classified pursuant to SNAP 11
amounted to 13% of the total dioxin emission, of which over 73% (almost 10% of the total
emission) originates from burning waste landfills. Estimates of emissions from landfill fires
are very rough and present a high level of uncertainty because it is almost impossible to
deteimine the accurate volume of waste burned during landfill fires, and the number of fires
itSelf is .also an approximation. The mass of plant residues from on-field burning has been
calculated from the area of cultivated farmland (according to GUS in 2000 this area amounted
to 14129.3 thousaild hectares) and the EMEP/CORINAIR emission factor, determining the
amount of biomass burned per one hectare of cultivated area (0.025 Mg/ha).

10. Agriculture

, 0.10% \

03. Combustion in.
manufacturing

industry
10.41%

Figure 2.3.4.3. The share of different sectors in PCDD/PCDF air emission in 2000
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Th~,aInount of ~oqd burned in Poland is presented for statistical purposes in.volume unitS
8p.ci in energyw:ntS .. This requires recalculation into mass units. According toIDformation of
the Central Statistical Office the average! heat vallle of wood amountS 't09.5GJ/m3 and the
weight to volume factor vanes between 11.9 to 19 TJ/Gg. For the purPose of the inventory ä
m:e~ value of 15 TJ/Gg was adopted~ :
:.j :,

PCB; HCBand PCDD/PCDF releases

Ab ~'sessmbnfofPOPs releases into water,soil~ waste/residues aDd products is inore difficUlt
ah~~~pniiely less complex in coniparison ~th. the evaluation of emissionS into the air, du~ to'
Ib#b~'inöie linrited info~ation on release factors into these medii" '! '

• . , _,' ' ~ • • l. . i . I , ,

An,;estimationof,:J;>CDDIPCPF releases was'mac:ie on the basisQffacto~,pp1?lis~~ by UNEP
Ch~micals:, [84J and. described.below. It should: be .emp:Q1lsise4.that the\"vaIues of.emission
fac:t<;>rs,,are 'U11k:nownfor manY categories of emissionsourcc;;s, ,an4 despite the convi~tion that
su~h- eIDission takes place, it. could. not have been cop.sid~~d in 1b.e,process of evaluation.
Therefore, the emission values are presumably underestimated "

With reference to releases of HCB and PCBs into water, soil, waste/residues and products
only the potential sources of these pollutantS are indicated.

POPs releases with wastewaters. These releases, especially releases of PCDDs/PCDFs, HCB
and PCBs, are the least re~9wsed elementS posing a threat. to the environment. Lack of
regulatory requirementS to measure the level 'of POPs' inwastewater inPoland, and to charge

;lqf;rRgsd.is.sh~ged is to be bl#~d ~~~'that situation. '.' . , '

;:In:'199~2002; in connection~tl;i J4e EU approximation process, an. a,~eIP:p~,wasmade to
investigate 'by a method of inquiiy, which production processes and whi~h industries may
discharge hazardous substances ~bJe~t to Directive 76/464/EEC34 and itS chtugh.terdirectives,
including substances controlled by the Stockholm Convention, into water bodies and the
sewage system. The quegionnaire'covere~r250{.sm@,"Dl,~4i1J.lP_and large enterprises._On the

_.' '-;' ... " '. _.'. ", .; .,'" ~:;- _,\' :.i,- '". '. ".;;.', ", •• , .~ 7;1~'.":,'" '."ct'''''-

basis of these saInple'resultS.,a.. con~l~ion:w~_.~4fuwp;tI!ilrill"P-of~q, there ~e at.least 1000
enterprises, whicp',~iui,pote~tiiillY~~s!iai~~_~Qrs"~:~~~~~t,-_~owevert4eir:flIIlounts
have not been d~te.imined: ..1I~yihg,rthis ,.iill'mind,""piI9t'tesJ~;:~t[i;,:eQPs concentrations in
wastewater from,~~b.9lii:-1.(jÖO')~d!lstriale~terprises;;\xef~c"4~~i~~4~g}ip the Implementation
Plan for ~irecti~e' 7~tf:~~EC. ',.' : '.,; ,:,"" " """~~~.,c;;~;i-1;';);';tl~F~i~~~;?'?{:"/. . .
For the time bemg an assessinel.1t9fPO~,s-releases Wl~:wastewater IS pOSSIbleonly by usmg
litera.ture-based release factors. Such'faCtors nave been specified in a technical, report prepared
under ~e'Ö;EFProje9.t [2]. They include PCDD/PCDF release factors for dlsbimrges into the
waters"frdin30 actiVity categories pursuant to SNAP. The results obtam&f'are' presented in
Table 2.3.'4~4.' "~"" '

34 Council Directive 76/464/EEC of 4 May 1976 on pollution caused by certain dangerous substances discharged
into the aquatic environment of the Community (the so-called ''mother-directive''); O. J. L 129,18/05/1976.
3S In 2004 an inventory of discharges of hazardous substances into water bodies and the sewage system was
completed for the Ministry of the Environment The inventory covered 1200 enterprises throughout the country.
No chlorinated insecticides or other pesticides, including aldrin, dieldrin, endrin and HCB, subject to the
Stockholm Convention, were found in the examined samples. Small concentrations of DDT and its metabolites
(1.6 mglI) were only discovered in wastewaters of one chemical plant.
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:~{?~.t!t
0.006 54.4

0.030 8.2

0.060 18.0

0.030 13.5

'~:.':~;~
0.0020

0.0005 396.5

0.0005 225.2

450.5

300.4

9069.4

273.9

792947.0

450475.0

Sources of dioxin/furan releases

040201 Coke production (after-burning, dust filters)

040508 Polyvinyl chloride production (pVC)

0406 Processes in timber, paper and other industries (Kraft
process, chlorine-less bleaching)

0406 Processes in timber, paper and other industries
(unbleached paper pulp)

091 002 Wastewater treatment
(without sludge disposalf

09 i002 Waste:water treatnient in the municipal sector
(With sludge disposal)"

091002 Wastewater treatment in the municipal sector
(treatIDenton bici-filter)*

83

"Activity inGg of wastewater, release factor in mg TEQ per Gg of wastewater ..

Data included in Table 2.3.4.4. do not cover all categories of emission sources of dioxin and
furan releases into water bodies. Therefore, the following conclusions can be drawn from
them:

Table 2.3.4.4. Releases ofPCDDs/PCDFs into waters in 2000

the rn.ajor sources of dioxin and furan releases into water are not industrial
production processes but wastewater treatment (92% of the total);
the dioxin and furan releases with wastewaters are many times lower than the
emissions into the air (Table 2.3.4.3).

No sufficient data could be collected to assess the total release of PCBs aIidHCB into Waters.
An assumption could only be made that the releases from wastewater treatment processes
could be estimated for over 50% and from industrial processes below 15% of all releases.
ReleilSes into waste. No direct m,easurements of PCDDIPCDF, HCB and PCB content in
wastes, disposed of in the environment are available (apart from PCBs in the used or
discarded electrical equipment). Under these circumstances, mainly literature-based release
factors can be used to evaluate the amount of POPs released with wastes, residues and
industrial products. Such an evaluation was carried out in 2000 [2]. For.tYcategories of
emission sources, according to the SNAP classification, were co~idered. Summary results
have been put together in Table 2.4.4.5.

The level of dioxin and furan releases with waste into the environment (341.3g1year) is
comparable with the emissions of these substances into the air (505.3 glyear). Sufficient data
to evaluate PCB and HCB releases into the environment with wastes is not available.
However, electric steelworks and secondary aluminium production may be regarded as their
major sources of releases with wastes. The less significant sources would be: hard coal
combustion, secondary copper processing, basic oxygen furnace steel plants, incineration of
industrial waste and municipal wastewater treatment.
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;~. \ .

27.4

2800.0

<' • '.

7110.0

I • , ~

4

9

29
IS

.40

% of total release

O.l- ", ,:1353.

05 ;" 6Ü.s

,•j~•.f ~.~' ( ,

,10.0
, ..

Release [g TEQ]

13.3
31.1
98.0

59.7

139.2

71,1.0

':; 1, ;.0,' ',',.',": ,'., ' ",' ," " ;700~O
"'I',': "

1353.F;

1223.0

'273.9> "

"

Sources of dioxin and furan releases

r~b.e 2.4.4.~•.Releases ofPCDDs/PCDFs into w~te/residuesfu 2000 .

SoUrces of dioxin and furari releases

,0rCombustion processes in energy production and
. ," transformation :

02 Non-industrial combustion plants .

03 Combustion processes in industrial sector

04 Production processes

05 Waste management (mainly wastewater treatment and
incineration of sludge)

Table 2j:4.6. PCDD/PCDF releases' into products in 2000

040508 Polyvinyl chlonde production (pVC)' ·i , ,."

') r :040525 Production of pesticides,' ' ' , • "
(2.4-D; 2.4-bichlorophenoxyacetic acid)

,,;0,4P~PI:o~¥s!l~S,~timl;>er.paper~d, otherinqu,stries
(bio~s ~g'~pUre 'tiIp.ber)' ,/ ': '. "

.. ,

040~P,rocessesin:timber.,paper and other industries (Kraft
,process. 'chtorine-less bleachhlg)' ., ' , ,

" I '. > .. : .' .'; "". ".: ':.! : " :~;;' '. '/. Ii ..! '! .

. '0106 Processes m timber. paper and other mdustries '
;{,(recycled paper)' ,,': " i : " ,

, i::

There are no sufficient data: available to assess the quantitative releases of PCBs and HCB
through products. Itmay be only estimated that more than 50% of releases of these substances
originate from secondary paper production, more than 15% from pesticide production and less
than, 15% from other processes in the paper and timber industries, PVC production, pesticides,
compost and fabric finishing.

; Releases into the products. Persistent organic pollutants can be released into1ne enViI-o~ent .;
•• l ':'. • . " . . . .. I' ,. . ';' .' ~: _' •. . t, • I '! '

; :thiough products generated by the'industry and other ecoriomic activities. Su.~4~lell$es' ~ay ;
take place either during the use of those products or after they become waste. Like in the case '

: 'of wastewater and wastes, no sUffiCient and reIlai>le cIata' are av~able Ä~,tite ~~tent:_of •
: J>~.oDs/PCDFs in products and on the degree of their releases into the environment. '
, :E~tifuates of these releases, based on emission factors found in literature, indicate tha{ihis '

type of release is not significant (Tables 2.3.4.6; and2.3.4.7). These releases mainly originate
from paper and chemical industry products.



0.6
0.4

99.0

Releases
[mgTEQ]

1040.0

i)1~~c~~~~~?~\:

% of total release

4

Release factor
[mgTEQ/Gg]

0.06

0.03

Release [g TEQ]

10.70

Activity
[Gg]
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Sources of dioxin and furan releases

04. Production processes (production ofPVC, pesticides, paper
. and timber articles)

06. Application of solvents (finishing fabrics)

09. Waste management (compost production)

Table 2.3.4.7. The share of different sectors in the release of PCDDs/PCDFs
into the environment throUgh manufactured products in 2000

Dioxins. and furans are released directly into the soil in result of on-field burning of
agricultural waste (dry grass, stubble-fields and straw), directly on the top-soil, and in result
offorest fires. A preliminary inventory of these releases indicates that it is not a significant
source of dioxin and' furan emissions to the environment (Table 2.3.4.8) in comparison with
the emission into the air and with wastes.

Lack of credible data on factors' regarding releases into the soil and on the number of
electrical equipment (transformers, capacitors and electric cables) disposed of on scrap heaps,
municipal waste landfills or stored inplaces of their elimination from use, did not allow for an
estimation of direct releases of PCBs into the soil in 2000.

Even less evidence in this respect can be found in relation to HCB. Presumably some
industrial waste landfills, pesticide landfills, deposits from air, and rainwater drained by
leaking sewers may be the sources <>fHCB release.

Sources of dioxin and furan releases

Tab,l~2.3.4.8. PCDD/PCDF releases directly into the soil in 2000

1103 Forest :fires

ß~i~Jlül
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Table 2~3.4.9.PCDD/PCDF emission/release into specific environnierit3.I niedia m 2000
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0.1 ingll of
wastewater

Pertnissible concentration

0.003-3.0. mgll
of wastewater

2 mgllof
wastewater

Specification Air Water Wastes and Products Soilresidues

Emission/release. of dioxins \} ; , .. ',:" ,

~d:fw:ans [g.TEQ]
505.3 1.22 341.3 10.8 5.0

'.

Share [%] 58.5. 0:10 39.5' 1.3
,.

0.6..

Media or products

f~bl~ 2.3.4.10. Permissible concentration levels of HCB, PClJS .and PCDDs/PCDFs
indifferent media and products

Comparison of releases into different media. Assessment of dioxiIl and fur8D emissions
into the air and releases into surface waters. as well as with wastes, residues. and productS
directly into the. soil allows for estimating roughly the shares of releases into specific
~vit,-onmental media Results of such an estimate indicate that 3;found 5~l!(o of the total dioxin
and furan emission reaches the air; almost 40% of the total release of dioxins and furans into
the environment comes from wastes and the remaining share (2%) from water36, products and
directly into the soil (Table 2.3.4.9).

p~e to, insufficient data it was only possible to indicate. the processes from which the
p~p:~trl:ltionof PCBs and HCB into waste~~!er, wastes/residues, products ~d soil can be
e~ected, PCBs and H;C:s are likely to be released into different environmental media from... ',".' ., ' .". .... , .' .

p.~op'e~~~s,which have also been identified as PCDD/PCOF ~mission sources. .

Existing policy and regulatory framework. Table 2.3.4.10 presents' permissible
concentration levels of POPs (HCB,PCBs ~d PCDDs/PCDFs) commonly released into the
~nWo~ent with diffel"e~t media and products. The .data has been compil~ :from Polish legal

" . ~". '~'. .. . -. . '. ." . , . '" .
~guJ,l:lti9n~~d legally binding administrative decisions (e.g. Decision of the Chief Veterinary

,- . ' ... " ," .,' . '.- ' .' ..

Surgeon [62]).

• treated wastewater discharged into waters or into
: the ground

• indnstrlal wastewater discharged into municipal
: sewerage systems

36 The sh~e of wastewater in the total emission of dioxins and furans into the environment is underestiInated
because of lack of reliable emission factors. The structure of PCDD/PCDF flows into specific environmental
media may change after the emission with wastewater is verified.

~. ~gwater
f~:' ;.l£:;::~_?:""';:$\lE.tj;i~~j;.ol::~~~,.,,~t.:' ?~:';iW:ASl'EWÄTE'" ..'
:~' ''''-':<'''M'I.:~11r.:~~W;t,riNffl:lt.(r;,;(J..,:....



fat
0.071
0.002
0.178
0.209

500 pg TEQlkg0.2 mg/kg

0.1 mg/kg

0.2 mg/kg

20ng/gd.m.

20ng/gd.m.

Permissible concentration

PCBs

Bottom sediment n
0.0038
0.00002
0.0015
0.0015

0.02mg/kg

0.01 mg/kg

0.01 mg/kg

0.2 Cf) mglkg

0.01 mg/kg

0.004mg/kg
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River water n 1]
not detected
not detected
not detected
not detected

shells

Media or products

8 rotected areas

o farm land, forests, residential and recreation
areas

o cereal

o meat and meat oducts

o milk and da. roducts containin below 4% fat

I) milk and dairy products containing more than 4% 0.25 Cf) mglkg
fat

e products for babies and small children up to 10%
.offa!

It products for babies and small children containing 0.04 Cf) mg/kg
more than 10% of fat

- Lack of data.
(F) Calculated as per 1 kg of fat.
• The highest admitted daily mean value depending on the type of production.

It tealeaves

Monitoring data. A single pilot study on dioxin and furan concentration levels at sites close
to the mouths of the Vistula and Oder Rivers [3] was carried out within the framework of the
GEF Project. The results of these measurements are presented in Table 2.3.4.11.

Furthermore, in 2003 additional measurements and tests have been carried out to determine
the content of dioxins and furans in the bottom sediments of the Wloclawski Reservoir
situated in the middle course of the Vistula River. The reservoir retains pollutants originating
from the Upper Silesia, Krakow and the Warsaw agglomeration and Plock, by capturing them
inside its bottom sediments. The drainage area of the reservoir covers around 170 000 km?,
which stands for 45% of the country's territory. The results obtained are presented in Table
2.3.4.12.

Table 2.3.4.11. Highest recorded concentrations of dioxins and furans at the estuaries
of the Vistula and Oder Rivers in 2002

Dioxin/furan com ounds
2,3,7,8-TCDF
2,3,7,8-TCDD
1,2,3,7,8-Pe CDF
2,3,4,7,8-Pe CDF
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Dioxin/furan compounds River water rnWIl Bottom sediment rng/g d.m.l Fish rng/g fatl
. "

0.0037. 0.1431,2,3,7,8-Pe CDD not detected
1,2,3,4,7,8-Hx eDF not detected 0.0037 0.169
1,2,3,6,7,8-Hx CDF not detected 0.0002 0.247
2,3,4,6,7,8-Hx CDF not detected 0.0005 0.047
1,2,3,7,8,9-Hx CDF not detected 0.0002 0.045
1,2,3,4,7,8-Hx CDO not detected 0.0001 0.005
1,2,3,6,7,8-Hx CDD not detected 0.0009 0.056
1,2,3,7,8,9-Hx eDO not detected 0.0067 0.016
1,2,3;4,6,7,8-Hp CDF not detected 0.0003 0.018
1,2,3,4,7,8,9-Hp eDF not detected not detected 0.058
1,2,3,4,6,7,8-Hp CDD not detected 0.0490 0.032 I

OCDD not detected 0.7930 0.180
OCDF not detected 0.2040 0.058. ,
Sum ofPCDDs/PCDFs
in the most polluted not detected 0.8360 0.645
sample

Table 23.4.12. Dioxin and furan content in the bottom sediments' of the Wloclawski
Reservoir in 2003

Substances . Contents [nglg d.m.], '

Dioxins 1.154

Furans 0.077

;'".

H~althunpact. In Poland there are tWo maiti sOUrceS:of iDfom1~fioIi 'about concentrationS of
POPs in food products iirid öi hu.rnan' tissue: the 'resUlts' ot studies cOndUcted by scifmtific
research .institutes ..and .the reports of the. Soil; Plants,farrp.Products and: Food Quality
Monitoring Council [56 and 63] .
.:;~~:;I~.:,: .".

-," ...~...::, .. .

Exposure to HC]J

Content of-HeRin rood Droducts~HCB concentration values in food products obtained by
different authors are presented in Table 2.3.4.13.

Th~data prqvided in. Table 2.3.4.13. are in several cases higher than those obtained from
monitoring measurements (Tables 2.3.4.14 and 2.3.4.15). ~ese differences are caused by two
.factors: the differences in measurement methods and the lapse of time.

In 1995~1997 regular monitoring of the quality of plants, :farm and food products was
initiated covering, at the start, 100 sampling sites and 9 fisheries within the coastal zone of the
Baltic Sea. (Chapter 2.3.7). The content of HCB was tested in carrots, potatoes and cereals.
Among aU the tested products the maximum accepted residue (MAR) level was established
only for cereals - 0.01 mg/kg (Table 2.3.4.10). No increased content ofHCB was noted in the
tested'material.
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Tables 2.3.4.13-2.3.4.17 present summarized monitoring resu1~sof the HCB content in
different products, mainly of animal origin.

Table 2.3.4.13. HCB content in food (in fat or products) inPoland

Material tested Average content Number of samples Year of the
[mglkg] experiment

Cow milk 0.017 285 1994
Eggs 0.035 220 1994
Dairy products .. 0.025 75 1995-1997
Processed vegetables for 0.004 63 1995-1997
children
Fish 0.004 42 1995
Fis}:lproducts 0.034 45 1995
Pork fat. 0.090. 484 1991

Table 2.3.4.14. HCB content in the fat tissue of pork, cattle, game, cow milk
and inthe muscles of carp inPoland.

Material tested Range of concentration [mglkg] Average value [mglkg]

Pork 0-0.005. <0.001
Cattle 0-0.013 0~005
Milk 0-0.004 <0.001
Game 0-:-{).028 0.006
Carp 0-0.014 0.004

Table 2.3.4.15. HCB content in food products and in rape seed inPoland in2000
. , ..

Range of content ..Average value Number of samplesProducts
[J.lg/kg fat] [J.Lg /kg fat] tested

Pluck meat, cured meat 0-18.0 4.9 392
Oils' 0-6.0 3.3 224
Margarines. 0-3.4 3.0 244
Rapeseed 0-43.0 3.0 223

Table 2.3.4.16. HCB content inkidney fat of slaughtered animals inPoland

Fat Range of concentration Average value . Number of samples
[J.lglkgfat] [J.lglkg fat] tested

Goose 0-89.0 41.7 36
Turkey 0-3.3 3.0 53
Broilers 0-3.0 3.0 59
Lamb 0-4.0 5.0 12
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T~bie2.3.4.i7. HCB content'ltfraw fish and fishpiödücts in Pol~d
, ."".

Material tested Range of concentration Average value Number
[mglkgfat] [mglkgfat] of samples tested

Raw fish 0.0011 :....0.0840 "

0.0170 "190 .. ' J ','~. :;. '
...

Tinned fish, 0.0015 - 0.0220 0.0091 51
, .

Tinnedccid liver 0.0163 - 0.0539 0.0360 16...... "..

Smoked fish 0.0014'- 0.0415 0.0068 152 ,"

Salted :fish 0.0040 - 0.0194 0.0084 11
Pickles,' 0.0030 - 0.0146 0.0074 18

37 Regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care of 15 April 1997 amending the Regulation on maximum
acceptable residues in .foodstuffs of chemicals applied in cultivation, protection, storage and transport of plants
(DzU of 1997No. 43, item 273).

,Althou~ hexachlorobenzene has not been produced or used in Paland since a long ~e, jt',
:can still,~e, found in the envirOnment and in food products. On the basis .of the ~onitOrIDg !
:results obtained a conclusion can be drawn that standards laid down by Polish' reglll~tions '
concernirig permissible levels of HCB in food ::::-.,the main source, of human, exposure ~"are_'
complied with by food producers with a considerable safety margin. Manitoring the quality of
plants, farm products and food provides up-to-date and reliable data, which may be used far
ili~:;itssessment' of huilia.t:r'exposUre~'Lack 'of nidnitotmg :dati 9nHClr ;donte:ht~ih :dri:nldn~
~t~r is less imp()~t fo! ~e,evaluati0t1.of~utn~. exposUre,'&,ba~~',of'~tspo~!'s~~tib~iti.~
;water.; , '.,. ' ',.:; ,.:", .. . .

'As far~s HCB-~~i~ted' thre~t~ ta 'th~ Poiishpaprii;mo~ are ~ncemed~' monitöriiii ü{foö(i i

;contaminatianby. this substance is far more important than the monitoring .of,other elements
;of the environment.

:HeB content'in human biological materiabResearch results on the content of HCB in
:humans are quite fragmentary and include tests oil human milk and fat tissue. A summary .of
'reswtS" ootäiiioo"Uiidei- several research projects, "camed'öuCmamIY' ill' 1990::.2001.. are"
presented in Table 2.3.4.18.

;' . " ;; ~ t r". . • • .' . _ ' .• . , .:' , ...... ... • ~ '

"Th~analy~~s ,petf<>.~~(f~~Ril:tci#ig':..~e.c.~nt~iit~f )~~.~ ..ll'~#@:.~lologi~~~~teri~, pf.~ve
thatiWe, are e:XPQsedta that substance, but an in-<iepth"interpretation of the level o.f HCB'
content inhuman milk and fat tisspe is, impossible becallSe,a permissible HeB cOntent has n.ot;

"beensef fo~ biol6gicaI1lliiteriäL ",: _:':, -..' " '.. .... "~:;'

. Assessment of human exposure to HeB. Assuming that food consumption is the main route of,
: human exposure to HCB in Poland, in 2000 analyses .of HCB c.ontents in food were carried.
; out within, the system of manitoring soil, plant and food qrnility to assess the level 9f thi~;
'"expöSilie. Re'siIlts "öbtained in 1991::..-1997in: several research' centres were-considered outdated
and the testing methods used incompatible, and thus the results possibly not quite comparable.

Maximum acceptaJ)I~d'esjdu~~ ,(MAR) ,of.HC~. in, fo()Qstuffs" ~p~cW.~4:in, a!-~~ep'al
regulation37, were used as, a criterion- f.or product quality assessment. Used as criteria far
expo~Uie assessment were the quaritities of substances taken incorilpared with the tolerable
'd~y intmce (TDI). ' ,,
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Table 2.3.4.18. HCB content in human biological material inPoland

Place of Tissue Comments
Date

sampling Milk Fat

Warsaw- 1993 0.0016 mgll average of 62 samples-
lactarium

Waisaw-hospital 1992 0.310 mgll
average of277 samples;

-
age from 10 to 80

Krakow. 1992-1996 0.0014 mg/I - average value

Katowice • 1992-1996 0.0019 mgll average value-

Gdatlsk,
Skierniewice, 1975-1990 - 0.260mglkg average value
Warsaw, Lublin

•• 2001 34 900 pg/g fat average of 10 samplesBrz.egDolny -
Tarnow •• 2001 31 500 pg/g fat average of 10 samples-
..' ..

2001 22600 pg/g fat average of 10 samplesWIOcfawek -
• Studies were carried out in seven cities (here only examples from Krak6w and Katowice are quoted). Average
cOnceittration of HeB in samples taken from all 7 cities was 0.002 mgfl, with the maximum of 0.005 mg/I (in
Kielc~). ,
•• Samples were specially taken in locations, where manufacturers of chloroorganic substances and industrial
waste incineration plants are situated.
- Not examined.

Table 2.3.4.19 presents data on HCB content in food products in 2000, expressed as a
percentage of MAR. Concentrations presented above, except for the content found in goose
meat, are loW and do not exceed several percent of MAR. An assessment of exposure to HCB
was made by taking into consideration the consumption scheme of selected food products and
calculating the tolerable daily intake (TDI).

Table 2.3.4.19. Average HeB content in food products in 2000

Food product Average content [mglkg] MAR %MAR
[mglkg]

Pork <0.001 0.2 (F) 0.5
Cattle 0.005 0.2 (F) 2.5
Milk" <0.001 0.01 1.0
Game 0.006 0.2 (F) 3.0
Carp 0.004' 0.2 (F) 2.0
Meat - pluck, cured 0.0049 0.2 (F) 2.5
Oils 0.003 0.2 (F) 1.5
Mar~arine 0.003 0.2 (F) 1.5
Rape seeds 0.003 0.2 ) 1.5
Goose 0.0417 0.2 ) 20.8
Turkey 0.003 0.21 ) 1.5
Broilers 0.003 0.2 (F) 1.5
Lamb 0.005 0.2 (F) 2.5
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Table 2.3.4.20 includes'the daily HCB intake per a statistical Polish citizen, calculated from
the consumption structure of selected food products. in 2000 and the average content ofHCB
in-th,ese products. The rpIvalue fot ;HCB, determined by WHQ, amoun~ tö .0.17 Jig per. I kg
of body weight.. Concluding from, data of Table 2.3.4.20, the daily HCB mtake by a person
with 70 kg of body weight amounts to 7.47 Jig, which means that, as calculated per 1 kg of
body weight, the intake is 0.107 Jiglkg body weight per day, i.e. around 63% of the TDI.
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%MAR

.'i' futake
,[Dig!day pet- person];

, Ö:OO(Jl$ .
t., i',: .....~

.0.00676, .
...• !., .. ' :

0.00014

0.00005
•• ;.1'. ... n;: t ..

. .. 0:0'0010'

"0.00024 ;

" Content
[mg/kg]

0..001 .

().p49.; I

0.003

0.003

'0.0'03 .

0.017

Consumption;
[kg/day ped>erson 1'

0J-80
0.138

0.045

0.018

6.034

0.014

Average content [mglkg]Food product

.:' .
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Raw fish 0.017 8.5
tills - without tinned liver 0.009 4.5
Tinned cod liver . 0.036 18.0
Smoked fish 0.007 3.5
Salted fish . 0.008 4.0
Preserves 0.007 3.5
Pickles 0.007 3.5
.Jncludes milk and milk pro@cts up to 4% of fat.
.~ Oil seeds - the value as for fat was assumed .
••• No Polish standard for fish jsavailable; permissible content as for fat has been taken
(F) - Calculated as per 1 kg of fat.

Table 2.3.4.20. Daily HCB intake with food in 2000
1. ," ;. : ?,' .~

'\; Food Prod4ct

Fish

M4k',
Meat - pluck,' cured

Poultry

Fat

Margarine and other vegetable
oils' ..
;

According to WHO the total average daily HCB intake with food, air and drinking water in
the general population of Europe and North America lies between 0.0004 and 0.0030 Ilg/kg
body weight/day.

Results of HCB content tests in the fat tissue and human milk confirm historical exposure of.
$e wOIl!en and provide the basis for the assessment of babies' exposure to HCB tbi-ough
mothers' milk. Interpretation of the results, in the first instance, is incomplete since, to date,
no methodical guidance for the assessment of human exposure, based on the content of
chemical substances in the fat tissue, has been developed.
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Exposure of babies fed by their mothers' milk can be assessed by applying two criteria: the
pennissible content in babies' and small children food products containing not more than 10%
offat - 0.004 mg/kg, and illI - 0.17 Jlg/kg body weight.

The first criterion is :fulfilled (Table 2.3.4.18). The HCB content in human milk (with less
than 10% of fat) varies between 0.0008-0.0012 mg/kg, and thus is lower than the permissible
level of 0.004 mglkg.

The second criterion is also met because the calculated daily HCB intake based on results
obtained in 2001 (Table 2.3.4.18) lies between 0.072 and 0.112 Jlg/kg body weight and is
lower from the actual TDI (0.17 Jlg/kg body weight).

The possibility to predict health risks connected with exposure to HCB is limited to the
comparison of the HCB intake with food with the tolerable daily intake - IDI. The daily
intake of HCB with the food cohsumed is estimated at about 0.11 Jlg/kg body weight/day, i.e.
about 63% of the IDI value recommended by WHO (0.17 Jlg/kg body weight/day). Also, the
daily HCB intake by a baby with its mother's milk, as calculated from the data of the HCB

::content in human milk, amounting to 0.8-{).12 Jlg/kg body weight/day, is found within the
":limits of1D!.

The data presented may indicate that the exposure to HCB through consumption of products
containing this substance does not pose a risk to human health in Poland, especially, since the
other possible sources (air and drinking water) represent a negligible share in the total
exposure.

Exposure to PCBs
'PCB content in foodstuffs. The levels of PCBs in foodstuffs obtained by different authors38 in
1994-1997 are shown in Table 2.3.4.21.

More extensive data, obtained by uniform methods, were gained in 1998-2000, within the
monitoring system for plant, and agricultural and food products' quality, under which the
content of the PCB sum was monitored (i.e. 7 indicative congeners marked as: 28, 52, 101,
118, 138, 153 and 180). These results are presented below in Tables 2.3.4.22-2.3.4.26.

Table 2.3.4.21. Content of PCBs in foodstuffs in Poland in! 994-1997

Product Average [mg/kg] Number of samples Date of measurement

0.0030 285 1994
Cow milk 0.0001 52 1998

Eggs <0.0010 220 1994

Fish 0.0034 42 1998

Citrus fruits 0.0002 64 1996/1997

Vegetables 0.0002 lack of data 1996

38 Detailed literature data, referred to in this chapter, are specified in the technical report [14] prepared under the
GEF Project.
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r~bl~ 2,3.4.22. Content of PC~s' Sunl in the carcass fat tiss.ue of por~ cattle, game, cow milk
aDd inüsCles of caip inPoland in 1998~2000

,',Mater.ial e~ed Range 9f results [mglkg] Average [mg/kg]

Pork " ; , 0-0.66 0.0012 ;

Cattle 0-0.13 0.0036,
":nd ~oar and roe 0-0.03 0.0059
C9wmilk 0-0.08 0.0024
Carp 0-0.28 0.0278

'f.able,.2.3.4.23. Cont~nt of PCBs' s~ in different groups of food products and iIi' rape seeds
ip.Poiand in 2000

.. : ~ " ,

Range of results A,::~rageyatiie '
"

Product Number of samples
" • ! [~g/kgfat] [~glkgfat]" '

Meat products 25.{}-328.0 153.0 392
Öils;'; . ~, . ' ' ,

0' 96.{}-152~0 130.9 : . ',- 224
:

29.0-437.0 '~a:rgaline 135.1 244
..•. j

" .. ' 35.0..:.331.0Rape seeds 138.8 223

Table 2.3.4.24. Content of PCBs' sum in the fat tissue of poultry and lamb inPoland in2000-
;':;

" , Fat Range of results [~glkg] Average value [~g/kgl '" , "

Goose 86.{}-334.0 ' " .. 159.2
TUrkey' , . :1 I ,38.{}-335.0 .,1 :177;9~, ,

Broilers:' ! .. , 184.0-265.6 ," lack of data"

Lamb,:' 83.'{}-169.0 123A ' '

Table 2.3.4.25. Contentofthe PCBs' sum irl food raw material and fish products in 2000
." • 1. ',' ;. ,. :' .' "..., ',',- ' • •

The tested material ' Rangeofresults [mg/kg fat], Average [mglkgfat] "

Ra~fish
- " , 0.04{}-3.645

,

0.460 ,

Tmnedfish 0.021-0.920 0.120
Tinned cod liver 0.30{}-1.600 0.660
Smoked fish 0.024-0.750 0.090
Salted fish 0.036-0.196 0.084
Pickles 0.031-0.200 0.069

'Data of Table 2.3.4.24 indicate that in many samples of kidney fat, collected from poultrY, the
content of polychlorinated biphenyls' sum is higher than 250 J-lglkg fat (i.e. MAR for the
seven indicative PCB congeners), although the value of 100 J-lg/kg fat for the PCB 153
congener has not been exceeded in any of the samples.
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margarine
n=692

llII1998

~ 1999

m2000
1!;12001

oil
n=612

rapeseed
n=259

.. 0.45

,:; 0.4
. ,

0.3

0.3

.... 0.25
cu-0) 0.2.x:-~ 0.15

0.1

0.05

o

Tests on the content of 7 PCB congeners were performed on 252 samples of food raw
material and fish products (Table 2.3.4.25). In no tested sample the permissible level of 2 mg
of the PCB sum per 1 kg fat, pursuant to the Dutch standards, was exceeded. When taking
into account the reSults of earlier tests and the ones carried out in 2000 it can be concluded
that the average c~!ltent of the PCBs sum in fish products and raw fish has been constantly
decreasing in the recent years. This indicates the improvement of the quality of the Baltic Sea
water, on one hand, and the effect of the implementation of the Polish staiJ.dard, limiting the
processing of cod Hvers to the size of 350 g, on the other.

During four years,.the level of the PCBs sum (congeners no.: 28, 52, 101, 118, 138, 153 and
180) in the examined plant products has significantly decreased (Figure 2.3.4.4).

":;'-. :...:..;", ..

Figure2.3.4.4. Average content of the PCBs' sum in rape seecl~d vegetable oil
in 1998-2001 . , ..

The pre~ence of different PCB congeners is observed in all groups of examined foodstuffs of
animal origin, in the fat tissue of pigs, cattle, game, cow's milk, sea fish, in carp muscles
(Figure 2.3.4.5), and in the processed food products (Figure 2.3.4.6) [33]. The residues of the
PCBs' sum are found in app. 20% of the pigs' fat tissue samples, app. 70% of milk samples
and up to 100% of the fat tissue samples of the Baltic fish, but in amounts not exceeding the
permissible levels in force in the EU member countries.
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Figure 2.3.4.5. Averkge c~hte~t ofPC.B~' s~.~ foödrawpro4ri~is of animal origin
in 1998-2001;"~':: '. ",~~,'::!:.: "':;'.;'" .

. .

Figure 2.3.4.6. Average content of PCBs' sum in food products of animal origfu in 1998-
2001



Site Tissue
Date Comments

of sampling Milk Fat

Warsaw- 1993 723 pglgfat Average of 62 samples
-lactarium

Wielkopolska 2000- 12 samples, average for 13 PCB
Re on -2001 77.6 :1=55.1nglg fat con eners

2.44 fat In each city samples were taken

Tarnow 2001 2.12 fat from 10 women. Samples from
one city were put together and 12

Wloclawek 2.05 fat PCB con eners were tested.

Skiemiewice 1979
Average of 3 samples.

Non-orto co lanar PCB

Gdansk 1990
Average of 9 samples

Non-orto co lanar PCB

Warsaw- 1992
Average of277 samples,

856 pglg fat population group: 10 to 80 yearshospital
ofa e

- not examined

Table 2.3.4.26. PCB content inhuman tissue in Poland

97

PCB content in human tissues. Data published at the beginning of the 90s of the XX century
present study results of the total PCB content in human milk with no information about the
different PCB congeners. However, tests carried out at a later time do take into consideration
the occurrence of coplanar congeners. This allows for the calculation of the tolerable daily
m.take (IDI) on the basis of the values of toxicity equivalents TEQ. During 1979-1992 the
PCB level was measured in the fat tissue of men and women of different age. Table 2.3.4.26
presents the PCB content in human biological material in Poland.

Assessment of human exposure to PCBs. The major PCB exposure route for the inhabitants of
Poland is connected with the consumption of PCB-contaminated food. This is caused by the
fact that PCBs are found throughout the country as a result of redistribution from one
environmental element to another, e.g. from soil to water, from water to air, from air to water,
from bottom sediments to water and from water to living organisms (e.g. fish).

Data in Table 2.3.4.27 indicates that the PCBs' sum content is low for many products, with
the exception of tinned cod liver, and does not exceed the level of MAR (Table 2.3.4.10).
Available data cannot be used for the calculation of the PCB intake dose since no quantities of
different congeners are given. Only two out of seven indicative congeners specified in the
guidelines of the Chief Veterinary Surgeon [62] - congeners Nos. 118 and 180 - belong to
dioxin-like biphenyls and by taking advantage of their similarity to dioxins, their impact on
humans may be assessed. For the other congeners, other than dioxin-like biphenyls, no
concentration standards for food were established.
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T{('stsof human nrirk in tbeWidkopolska Region coveredÜ P~B co~geners, of which. six of
t:hep1'(Nos~ 105, 114, 118, 156, 170 and 180) are regarded as dioxin-like biphenyls (Table
1).4.26)~ By kn<?wingtli~toxicity equivalents in relation W2,3~7~~,TCDD'it was p~ssible to
~c~ate the average daily intake (ADI) - 43 pg lEQ/kg body weighfper day. The calculated
vall!ealmost reaches the threshold value for the intake of infants. '

The content of dioxin-like biphenyls in human milk: sampled. in Brzeg Dolny, Tarnow and
Wloclawek varied between 2.05 and 2.44 pg TEQ/g of fat, which means that the daily intake
corresponds to 10.5 -12.5 pg TEQ/kg body weight. The~e v,alues are greater than those
mentioned above. The difference can be. attributed' to the number of congeners and' iIieir
relevant coefficients considered in the calculations.
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0.6
1.8

2.9 .
13.9
76.5
79.6
88.9
61.7
45.0
42.0

330.0

%ofMAR

0.0012
0.0036
0.0059
0.0278
0.1530
0.1592
0.1779
0.1234
0.0900
0.0840
0.6600

Products

Table 2.3.4.27. Content ofllie PCBs' sum in food products

PÖlk
Beef
Wild boar and roe
Carp
,Processed meat
Goose
.Turkey
Lamb
Smoked fish
Salted fish
Tinned cod liver

Due to lack of health standards determining permissible levels of PCBs in human biological
material. (DSB) the data presented in Table 23.4.27 cannot be compared with the actual
hea1thrisks as the table provides only information on historical exposure and it is difficult to
analyse.jt'with'regard to human health impacts. Although testing of PCBs' in foodstuffs
indicates that the' standards laid down by the guidelines of the Chief Veterinary Surgeon are
.qlet, but ~ccording ~ostudies mep.tioned above the breast-fed babies are exposed to high PCB49~e~.':- " '.: ' .'. '" ,. , ',' ". ,. ','
Inforination required for projections of health hazards caused by PCBs is limited to scares
literature-bases data on the contents of these substances in foodstuffs and human milk: and to
the.results of calculations on quantities of substances taken in with foöd. ' '

Acdo~dirig to data presented in Table 23.4.27 the intake of PCBs with food by an adult
should not threaten its health. Such conclusion is based on the comparison of the total PCB
contents in food products with the values in Table 2.3.4.10 given for these products. The
estimated daily intake (EDI) lies at the level of 0.578 nglk:g body weight/day. Projection of
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the expected health risk on the basis of the EDI value is in this case impossible> because the
toxicological and epidemiological investigations carried out so far do not provide the basis for
determining the tolerable daily intake (TDl) level for PCBs. Similarly as in the case of human
exposure to dioxins, infants are threatened by relatively high exposure to PCBs. This is
connected with the PCB content in hunian milk. The amount of PCB intake by infants during
breast-feeding varies between 4.3 and 12.5 pglkg body weight/day. These values exceed the
threshold TDI value of 4.0 pg/kg body weight/day, recommended by WHO. Like in the case
of exposure to dioxins> we should only bear in mind the short period of ~xposure and the
small PCB dose taken with mother's milk in relation to the lifetime dose. Nevertheless, also
in this case the relatively small safety margin should not be ignored. Therefore it is important
to carry out further investigations on exposure to PCBs to obtain data representative for the
whole country> to allow for reliable health risk assessment.

Exposure to PCDDs/PCDFs.
illprinciple, tests for the presence of dioxins in foodstuffs and in the environment have not
"been carried out in Poland, except for the studies by A. Grochowalski and his collaborators
(table 2.3.4.28). However, the results obtained cannot serve as a sufficient basis for an
assessment of human exposure to these substances in Poland.

Table 2.3A.28. Content of dioxins in food products of domestic and foreign origin in 1999

Range of content • Reference data from other countries ••
Products

[pg TEQ/g fat] [pg TEQ/g fat]

Sea fISh (Baltic Sea fish) 7.ü-40.0 2.40-214.3

Fish oil from Baltic Sea fish 11.2-40.0 -
Fish oil from Baltic Sea fish (import - -from Scandinavia)
Pork grilled on open fire (charcoal) 20.0-25.0 -
Poultry 0.6-12.8 0.70-2.200
Freshwater fish 1.2-9.40 2.400
Beef 2.4-8.50 0.10-16.70
Cheese 0.2-7.70 -
Eggs (yolk) 0.6-7.40 1.2ü-4.600
Butter 0.6-6.50 0.16-4.800
Milk powder 0.3-5.00 -
Milk 0.1-4.00 0.50-3.800
Beef tallow 3.8 -

Yoghurt with more than 2% fat 0.1-1.80 0.1800
Pork 0.05-1.30 0.3100
• Source: [59]
•• Source: Persistent organic pollutants in Po/and Waste Prevention Association "3R", Krak6w 2001.
- not investigated.
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Lack of data on exposure to PCDDs and PCDFs in Polan4 makes it impossible to predict the
h~cUtl,lri*, fe'suIting from this exposure. Table' 2.3.4.29 prese~ts the intake of dioxins. (in
p~Q/kg body weight/day) by babies with their mother's milk in: five Polish cities. The
eS,timateddai1y intake (EDI)for babies varies between 51 and'108pg TEQ/kg of body \VeIght.
~e~ res11lts indicate that babies take very high doses of dioxiDs With the breast milk, but the
sß)all nUmber of analyses mak~s it difficult to assess the sources of exposure. ' '

The tolerable daily intake (TDI) value for dioxins, i.e. the quantity of substances, which an
adUlt can' take' every day. for lifetime without a predictable detriment to his health, has not
been ,determined, in ,Poland. 'The' lDI established by WHO, is 1-4 pg TEQ/kg body
weight/day. No separate TDI was set for; adults;, babies, and children. A comparison of the
estimated daily dioxin intake with mother's milk (EDI) with the WHO recommended TDI
value indicates, that the daily dioxin intake in breast-fed babies exceeds the IDI about one
hundred times. This could suggest a considerable increase of the babies and children health
risk. It should, however, be kept in mind that the TDI value refers to 'the :daily dioxin'intake
(~r;tJ;1e,w~oJe)if~ttme. ,The WHO Wor19ng Group~xperts i¥volve4; in the assessment of
4c;~~n~kcaus~by dioxins have acknowledged that the:~~~uJat~d1ife-tim~,~?xins' dose
(18QO,ng TEQ) is more significant than the total amount of dioxins (about,80 ng TEQ) taken
d~gthe short period of baby's bre~t'ieeding time, amounting to aroUnd 4% oftheüfe-time
dose.

WHO experts draw attention to the fact that the increase of fat tissue in babies, during an
average: of a six mOllth breast feeding period, causes an effect of "dil~o,Q.", i.e.' red~ctiqn in
dioxin concentration in the fat tissue and as a consequence, it. reduces considerably the
,differences in the dioxin: content irt the target organs between the baby and the adult.

'Table 2.3.4.29. Intake of PCDDs/PCDFs by babies on the basis of human milk analysis
in five cities of Poland

Place of Year Intake (;ommentssampling [pg/TEQlkg body weight/day]
,.

TEQ was calculated basing on the NordicKatowice 1992 108'/49" Mode" and US EPA Model"

Bytom 1989 51.10
Calculated on the basis of the Nordic
Model

BrzegDoIny 90.48 Calculated basing on the Nordic Model '
Tarnow 86.74 assuming babies' body weight at 5 kg,,80% .

2001 of fat absorption and consumption of 800 g
Wloclawek 93.79 of milk/day

,Considering the data presented above, it can be recognized after WHO that the content of
dioxins in human milk is not a contradiction to natural feeding. However, the fact that the
daily dioxin intake by babies with their mothers' milk can be even one hundred times higher
thäri the TDfvalue for an adult, is a good reason for concern, having pai'ticularly'iriIniild, that
the developing organism is most prone to toxic effects of chemical substauces. Therefore,
despite lack of confirmed evidence on infants' health risks caused by dioxin intake through
human milk it is necessary to undertake appropriate measures to reduce dioxin releases into
the environment and consequently minimise the level of exposure.
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Limited data on the dioxin content in the Polish women milk: are far from being representative
and therefore should be treated highly cautiously. Countrywide in-depth studies on dioxin
exposure are urgently needed.

2.3.5. Information on the state of knowledge on POPs stockpiles, contaminated
sites and wastes, releasesfrom sites and remediation measures

Residues and obsolete pesticide waste stockpiles;/ Jhe most s~r!.ous environmental threat
••.• " t'

caused by POPs in Poland originat~~. ;frqm, obso!~fe plant protecti6nproducts, deposited in
countrywide'-dispers~d lan~s mthe fonn,~()f'uD.derground silos ~de.'orconcrete_.cases, of
1-2.5 m:fu diani~ter,1r~atedWithiat;ai-()~d3 metre deep with a £b~cn~te.~d.#9~. f~£P.91W1d
they areJmown~ "pe~tiCid~tomlJs'~TPe,se'fac!litie~, builtand use~ii11965;;J?85, .ttp::ne&öut
to be ~afe. Affected by 6dhQ~iori, tIieybec~e'a source"ö{confuhiination öf'gtoUii(r~ater
:and th~ surroundiiig soit"P~iCi4~'ahd herbicide'waste is alsÖ.stored, directly (packaged), in
grouia. ditches, m.ili~: bunkers fröfu'\VorldWar. II andco!1crete contaiilerstWas.t~s .fi:öm
pacI9ng material ~fpesticides as well as otli~t-~ardous w~es were also d~posit~d ili~IeJ_;. '

! . ~ ..,;.. .,~'_':,..~i\ .:.. .. '" .

Pesticide stocks,were collected and stored m~y _in.th~:$j3.te :farms (pGRf After pes~cide
gradual ~thdrawal;,from use they wer~. deposIted 'ill obsolete peSticide landfilJs mainly oWned
by po-R:"pÖvi~t\A~s.ociation of Coqifuune Co-operatives (pZGS), as form~r distribut6rs of

•• " • J' ".. -." ," -, ~ ..

plantprotecti~n products als~ ~öhtributed 'collSider.ably to the ..constfiic49n .of pestj.Cide
land.fi1lS~'Elimihation':of PGR ~and PZGS made'it difficult-"tocarrY outi'an inventory of
pesticide Iandflns .and'Site. r&hediition. Due to iack:;of'suffi~ient iD:rormation on'till'contents
of peSticid~ lalidfill~~the whQJe'-'atttoiint- of PÖPs~~orit~ted waste 'deposited there is
re~4~:as'hazardous}~~e'containing'cN<?r60fgani~ d~rivati:Yes.,_. . .- ,'c" :' ...

....:~...:. • . '" . . . ~ . .: '.:-. ;" :t .. ... ':"_, . _ . _ ~ •••. ' J

1J.ie~'P.l:i~~~~01.lt.plaii( protectiog, produbts, includjDg tho~e c6:ntaining1"POPs, apart from
lclij'!rt!!~£;~'~ found'in",~0!eliou~es)6ftr~e conipipries and ~jh,.indiyidual users of these
substäIit:es:,Considerable <I1.läntiti~!;arepiled:up in the'stQ.res:'ofRegional Directorates of State
Forests'~~\ ";~.' . ~ .,. '," ,_. - .i ' . . .

: C,," ~\,:I~ ,,~','i' "," . ..,

Depositing'pesticide W3S$eIin landfills, as",:one o.t;'.the methods of waste treatnient is;not
prohibited in'l>oland. /_'~' .'. .'

f ,," .~..): ....~., ," .1 .... ,. "_" '. • ..', • ."+••

A map (Figqre 23.5.1) has "been: prepai~d under the GEF Project showing location Öf~:~03
obsolete peSticide landfills and other places where pesticides are stored (industrial waste
landfills, earth pits, concrete containers, military facilities) [10]. There is no data on the
amounts of waste deposited in 53 landfills [47].

According to the National Waste Management Plan (KPGO), adopted in 2002, there were 340
landfills in Poland where pesticides have been deposited since 1965. It has been estimated
that pesticide landfills and stockpiles contain about 15 000 Mg of plant protection products.
Completion of the inventory of places of pesticide storage and the development of a priority
list with the most hazardous landfills to the environment has been considered essential.

Site contamination around obsolete pesticide landfills. Soil contamination caused by plant
protection products has been observed at some of the landfills containing pesticides that have
been withdrawn from use. Contamination is found mainly in the topsoil and sometimes in
deeper layers due to POPs migration with penetrating water. Also, incidents of flooding
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p'e~:ticide iandfIÜs 'co~d have take~ pl~ce durmg the past floods, partIcularly ih;'.1997~:but
, ,', J' " ;;.. .' • ;...;' -' ,'; , • i;' ~ i': . .. - . .' .'; .' ~.. ., ..I , _".: .. " ,. •, ,': " \.! :

reliableinforrilation in this respeCtwaS not available. It is also kri!J'Wn, howeyet, that pe~cl~e
landfills were not located inplaces threatened by flooding. " " , .,, • '
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Figtire2.3.S.i.: DiStrIbution of obs()letepesticide llllldfills in,p()llliId.(pursuantto th~present
, \' ,. -'j. . . . . • , • .• - • -,"

~stratlve' division mto 16 voivodes:hips). Lanqfills have, qeen c1assifieq according, ~()
the ämount of waste stored. ' , .

. " ~
.1 .1.\'" J'

.~'.,'... i j ;: ,;
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Table 2.3.5.1 presents survey results of ground water contamination (including surrounding
water abstraction sites) covering 43 pesticide landfills (14%), and results of soil
contamination covering 32 pesticide landfills (10.6%). This limited scope of the study did not
allow for evaluating the extent of soil contamination.

Table 2.3.5.1. Number of pesticide landfills and the state of research on ground water and soil
pollution at their sites

Number of
pesticide Investigation of site contamination
landfills

Voivodeship "'Cl rJl Ground water Soil
~ I:: Q)
Ö ;::s..s::: Pollution PollutionOB Total~ 1-0 ..... Total.. O"'Cl Yes No Yes No

Dolnosl~skie . 11 1 0 1 1
K~ja.wsko-Pomorskie 23 3 5 5 8 5 3
Lubelskie 14 0 3 1 2 3 2 1
Lubuskie 7 0 0 0
L6dzkie 30 9 4 4 1 1
Malopolskie 28 20 1 1 1 1
Mazowieckie. 12 2 0 1 1
Opolskie 5 0 3 3 3 3
Podkärpackie 32 24 1 1 0 1
Podlaskie 10 0 0 0
Pomorskie 7 0 3 3 2 1 1
SI~k:ie 12 0 3 3 1 1
Swi~tokrzyskie 30 20 10 1 9 6 6
Wabn4isko-Mazurskie 16 1 1 1 2 1 1
Wiel1Cöpolskie 27 5 3 3 2 2
Zacnodniopomorskie 39 0 9 1 8 0
Source: [47].

Industrial waste landfills containing pesticides. The problem of POPs-:containing waste
fr~n:lthe production of active substances is in Poland limited only to one factory - the
Chemical Works ORGANIKA-AZOT in Jaworzno.This enterprise has been the greatest
producer of plant protection procucts inPoland since 1941.

According to data of the Inspectorate for Environmental Protection, wastes from the Chemical
Works ORGANIKA~AZOT were aild still are deposited mainly in the nearby Central Waste
LaD.~ll RUDNA GORA. It covers an area of around 11 hectares. It is' 6 metres deep in the
underground parts and 5 metres high in parts above the ground. The total amount of
accumulated waste is estimated at about 250 Gg. Information about the starting date of
operation of the landfill is not available, but its oldest part, the so-called "Field K" was closed
for dumping waste in 1912, and some other parts were subsequently opened. Closed parts of
the landfill were gradually cleaned up. In the past waste deposited in the landfill did not meet
the present requirements for landfilling waste.
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Ac~ör41rig;t~ the information or the chemical works, the oldest parts of the landfill contained
~~~:fro~ the' producti~:Q.ofDDT, presenting a mixture of isomers With about 75% of4,4-
didll~ro-d1phenyl-trich1oroethane. Information about landfill disposal of, HCB-contiihÜi1g
waste is not available.

A similar situation is relevant for other chemical works, where wastes containing
hefCaq~orobenzene could have been dumped in the past. " " ;

At present the ANWIL Company is using two landfill sections for depositing hazatdous
,waste: The' fust one, about 4 hectare large and with about, 70 000 ill3 vollline was opened"
'after modernisation, in 1998. The second one with over 1.2 hectares and 42 000 m3 of volume
was opened in 1996. Both sections are already partly full. Previously, other sections, which
are now closed and reclaimed, were exploited. Under these circumstances, it is difficult to,
determine where possible deposits of HCB could be found. Ii. is worth mentioning that the:
control ot the ANWIL landfill carried out in 1999 by the Voivodesmp Inspectorate tor'
Envkonmentai'Protection in Bydgoszcz did not reveal any abnormality in' its m~agement. ;
This can also be true in relatioll to environmental impacts on the landfill surroun4IDgs [57l" ,.'::

The Chemical Works ORGANIKA in Nowa Sarzyna are currently using a landfill opened for
exploitation in 1991, which is already almost 50% full. It covers an area ofO.23 hectares and:
has 9000 m3 in volume. No information is available on previous waste dumping sites. ' '

The Nitrogen Works in Tarn6w-Moscice have two landfills at their disposal: N@ BIAt1\.'
'and CZAJKI with the total area of 6.85 hectares and 350 000 ill? in volume. In addition, they'
also, use 3 containers with app. 111 000 m3 of total volume for toxic waste, which are partly
filled. In 1999 almost 23% of the total amount of waste landfilled in the Malopolskie'
Voivodeship was deposited in the above-mentioned land:tills [58].

In v~ew of the presented information identification and quantitative assessment of all POPs.
deposits in landfills maintained by industrial enterprises is considered impossib~~~'at Present,
'Sites with possible historical POPs-containing waste deposits are either lniknown, re~lairi1ed,
'or covered with other hazardous waste after production of the phased out POPs haS ~een'
sustained;

The share of POPs in the total mass of waste deposited over the years is minimal. The
assessment performed [9] shows that it is not possible to eliminate all POPs residues
depOsited irithe' chemical indushy-owri~ landfills:, In this: case' it' i~ the; eriViromtiebWnsK
cdimecfed .with the' destrUction of the landfill structuie':that should be. deciSive for taking
inciiStites aimed at the elImination of deposited POPs; Maily of"these landfills have alieady
been remediated and do not affect the environment. ' , ' ,"," ,

Sitecont~niination aroünd waste laiuJfUIs No data on industrial sit~ contamitlation by POPsar~av~H~ie~ The only re1iab1~iilformati.o~ in this respect i~regular monitoring data on ~ater
,. " _l.. . . ' ,

contamination. at the ORGANIKA':"'AZOT Chemical Works in Jaworzno. DDT was fOÜnd in
l~dfiü le~chates, in ground waters of the surrounding area and in'the Wllwolnica'StreaiD.
w~~er.,,C9n.centrationS of that compound varied in time d~pending on the, sites of
measÜrement. The highest DDT concentration was found in waters of the landfill-draining
ditch. In 2001 the DDT concentration in these waters oscilhi.ted between 15.8 and 43 Jlg/l. It
may be interesting to mention for comparison purposes that the limit value for chloroorganic
insecticides in wastewaters discharged into water bodies and into the ground should not
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exceed 0.5 Jlg/l17. DDT was periodically present in ground water and in the W~wolnica
Stream.

The Chemical Works GAMRAT producing preparations from ready components using non-
waste technology may have only collected and stored packages from active substances. They'
are likely to cause only minor hazards.

The Chemical Works ORGANIKA-AZOT in Jaworzno, the Organic Industries ROKITA in
Brzeg Dolny and ANWIL Company in Wloclawek have their own waste incineration p.ants
used for treatment of useless by-products. The processing capacity of the incineration facility
in Wloclawek is higher than the needs of the chemical works, and therefore it can be used for
incinerating other toxic substances.

Elimination of obsolete pesticide IanMills and treatment of residues. Between 1999 and
iooo around 45 obsolete pesticide landfills have been completely eliminated and cleaned-up.
About 4500 Mg of obsolete pesticides have been treated in the incineration plants in the
Netherlands and Germany.
,,' , ": ' ,An, pesticide landfills should be removed. Priority in the elimination should be given to the
ones located in unfavotirable geological conditions, thus strongly polluting the aquatic and
ground environment Despite significant progress in the elimination of pesticide landfills over
the laSt few years, the sitriation differs from region to region. The authorities of some of the
voivodeships either fail 'to acknowledge the problem or are unsuccessful in obtaining the
necessary funds. Meanwhile, within the territories of voivodeships such as Wa.rmiD.sko-
Mazurskie, L6dzkie and Dol:i1osl~kie numerous landfills require immediate elimination due
to'serioUs threats they pose to surface and ground waters (Annex 4).

Iuthe process of elimination and reclamation of pesticide landfills, other hazardous wastes are
generated 'ai the sites (cont.aminated soil and concrete from demolition). The mass of these
~es is usually four times the quantity of removed, obsolete pesticides, thus, about
60 pOO Mg of these wastes will 'need to be deposited in haZardous waste landfills.

Elimination and reclamation activities are carried out in Poland by four enterprises, furnished
with adequate permits, as required by the Act on Waste. Depending on the demand, Poland
has the potential to increase the number and processing capacities of entities dealing with
extraction, packing and transportation of pesticide wastes, POPs contaminated demolition
waste and polluted soil. These enterprises originate from coristruction companies, which,
after minor supplements of equipment and training of personnel, may be prepared to
~dertaJce this type of work.

There is an urgent need for developing framework guidelines for the elimination of pesticide
landfills establishing classification criteria for contaminated demolition waste and ground, as
well as basic principles of handling the extraction, packaging, storage and transportation of
pesticide waste, debris waste and contaminated soil.

The number of cleaned-up pesticide landfills is only limited by the shortage of financial
resources. Elimination of pesticides is ordered by voivodeship offices and paviat governors
(starastas) and management boards of gminas. So far the majority of elimination programmes
have been financed by the National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water
Management and its Voivodeship Funds.
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. " .

ACcording to the guidelines of the 2nd National Environmental Policy [60], the deadline for
ultimate elimination of the existing landfills and dumps containing obsolete pesticides,
foreseen also by the National Waste Management Plan has been set for the year 2010.

. , . .

Thiring a six year period it has been estimated that 2 500 Mg of pesticides and 10 000 Mg of
demolition waste with contaminated soil will be eliminated annuaJ1r9. Therefore, the average
capacities required to execute this task would be as follows:

. . .

•. EJ{tra~tion, stQrage and transportation .ofpesticide wast~ ~ 2500 Mg/year,

e' Demolition work and extraction of contaminated soil- 10 000 Mg/year, ,

• Depositing demolition waste and soil in hazardous waste lai1dfills- 10000 : 1.4 = 7000
m3fyear,

.:: TreatInent (degradation, irreversible transformation) of obsolete pestiCide -2500.
','Mg/year,

, f" ~ ~. ~" • , " ,

." ,Site remediation ~ app. 8 ha/yeat. .,

TIle needs presented above are .connected with the execution of the progr~eof elimination
of,obs,olete pe~c14es and the clean-up capacities will become 'red~Il(hmt after i~, completion.
Tliis fad,makes the idea of"encouragingthe existing 'subsidiary construction enterprises to
p#tipipat~' in, the ,ip1ple~~ntatiori of this programme j~stifi~d.They could offer' a 'relatively
mworpa'rt, of 1:l1eircapacity for the requirements of the programine aiideasily returiJ. to their
no¥ activities aft,er the,task is/comPleted. " ", '

So: far" the elimination of pesticide landfills has. been connected with thermal, destruction of
pesticides in the incineration plants abroad. Currently,' hazardous. waste in~jnerators exist and
op,enite "also, in Poland, They, are technologically, prep~d to han4Ie, rOps waste in, an
enViI,o~ri1enW1ysound' tPanncr, eJ~g.th~,hazardous' waste, incm~ration plants ill the i\NWn.
COmpany m Wloclawek and nfthe ROKITA CheITiical Works hi Brzeg D6hiy; Äri installati6n
foJ/pesticide waSte incihe:r'8#on~, theSosniCowic~! Brari.ch'~fthe; InstitUte of P.lartt Prot~tion
is waiting to be assembled aiId operated. AccordiD.g to the N~tionaIWaste Management Plati
the' expected total processing capacity of hazardous waste incineration plants' in ,Poland' is as
folloWS:,; "

";"!l~ ' 127090 Mg in 2003;
,".,"

'-,:, , J39000Mgin2006;
, '- 152000Mgin'2012.

The existing Polish hazardous waste incineration facilities, includIng the new' planned
mcineration plant,: will ooable to accept for treatment all pesticide 'waste from eliminated
pesticide landfills. " '

Howe~er~the issue of satisfying'the needs for disposing of 10 000' Mg,of ~ontaminated
demolition waste and soil looks rather different. At present~ it is difficult to decide, without an
adequate feasibility study, whether the concept of depositing all these waste in landfills would

39 Ithas been assumed in the NWMP that for every 1 m3 of pesticide waste, 4 m3 of POPs-contaminated soil and
demolition waste is generated during the clean-up operation. It seems that this value is overestimated as it results
from the experience gained so far from pesticide landfill elimination activities. The sites cleaned up earlier,
regarded as priority landfills, demonstrated heavy contamination.
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be a good idea, considering that the main costs of such a solution would be connected with
waste transport.

Doing away with the past legacy in pesticide management resulting in obsolete. pesticide
waste should be treated separately from the current needs in this respect. The market supply
of pesticides in 2000 amounted to 22 164 Mg. Due to their high prices only very small
amounts of pesticides become obsolete, however packaging wastes are generated. The
estimated packaging weight per 1 kg of pesticides is 55.25 g, which gives a total of
1224.5 Mg of such wastes generated throughout the country. Most of them find their way to
the municipal solid-waste disposal system. Pursuant to the Act on Packaging and Packaging
Waste Law40 producers and importers of goods are obliged to collect, at their own expense,
re~ble packaging and packaging waste. This should enable separation of this kind of
waste from the stream of municipal waste. The packaging collecting system should be based
qn the goods' distribution network.

Since the waste stream connected with the current use of plant protection products and their
packages, is relatively limited (in the coming years it is estimated at maximum 1200 Mg/year)
there is no need for further capacity building for the elimination of these wastes. Plant
protection chemicals produced nowadays and their packages can be destroyed in classical
haZardous waste incineration facilities. For packages also other treatment methods than
mcinemtion should be taken into consideration.

2.3.6. Summary offuture production, use and releases of pOPs - requirements for
exemptions

The use of pesticides containing substances subject to the Stockholm Convention has been
legally prohibited in Poland since the end of the 70s of the XXth century. Reactivating the
production of substances listed in Annexes A and B of the Convention is not planned at
present and in the future.

The present legal regulations prohibit the placing on the market and reuse of PCBs, DDT,
aldrin, dieldrin and endrin, classified as substances causing particular environmental threat.
Transposition of the Community legislation into the Polish law in 2001 enforced shorter
periods than the ones laid down by the Stockholm Convention for the elimination of PCBs.
Equipment containing PCBs may be used in Poland only until 30 June 2010. The final
deadline for ultimate PCB elimination for the holders of such waste is 31 December 2010.

Poland has, also, ceaSed the use of HeB as an intermediate for the production of polyvinyl
chloride and. solVents.

Issues connected with proper management of waste, including hazardous waste containing
POPs are sufficiently regulated. Activities aiming at reduction or elimination of POPs releases
froiD. stockpiles and stored wastes are undertaken (e.g. elimination of obsolete pesticide
landfills).

40 Act of II May 2001 on Packaging and Packaging Waste (DzU of2001 No. 63, item 638; of2003 No.7, item
7; of2oo4 No. 11, item 97 and No. 96, item 959).
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I, " ' .The maiii goal of both the environmental policy and enwonniei1tai law is improvement of .
the state of the environment through, inter alia, reduction of pollutant releases mto the
environment, including substances'specified in Annex C of ,the Convention. Therefore~'
POPs'releases into the air and to other environmental components are expected: to decline
gradtIally.

, ,

hi, Yi~~orthe ab9ye infomlation Poland does not ha~e' to appiy for: 'any'-exemptionSi'
(o;r~~eenill'the P,foviSions of the StockhOll1 Conventiop. ,,', '

1.1.7. 'ExiSting programmes for monitoringreletisesandenvironmental and hw;uin'
health'ifnpacts, includingfmdings '

!' •

Env,ironmental Monitoring System

t~~~,:A~~onfutgto the Act, on the Environmental Protection InspectiQll,~l'''the Sttte
E~yrroninyptaf ¥onitonng cPMS) network' is a' system 'of in,easm:ements~'assessnieniS;
evaluations' and projections of the state of theenvironinent, ,which are carried out by the

. ,.. :. .".. I. .:. " :. ; ." . ~, , • ' .

organisational units of the state administration and goverru::D.entbodies and organs of gminas
as well as by academic schools and economic entities. PMS is performing its duties on the
basis of long-term programmes endorsed by the Ministry of the Environment

Th'e\6bjecuve'of'the"i.lMS is toenharice' the efficiericy'of6riviionmeritaIactivitles through
collecting, analysing and providing access to data on the state of the' eIiviröi:uii'ent and
environmental changes taking place.

Th~ b~ic task of the State, Environmental Monitoring syst~m is to provide information on:
, .J' .)', ,~ .. ~; 1 : • , • • ,. I j , • • • .; •

• ' Current state and pollution level of different environmental elements;

• Poihlfuht loads released'into the envirönment;

• , . :P~FcS of atlthropogenic changes ~ the envir~nment;

• '. p;redicted effects from the use of the environment.

The~tate Environmental Monitoring 'system cPMS) must enSUre'tlieexecutiön of obligations
resWiing' from' international conventions 'signed by Poland' aild' should .take .into account
regUlations and guidelines effective in this respect in the EUniember countries. This is oile of
the fiictors aliowing' for the comparison of results obtained' invärious Europeancoun1ries. In
thi,~,rt?spect, th.e Monit<;lring, Department of the Chief ~spector~te forE.nvir~nmen~
Protection plays the role of the national focal point for the co-operation wi~ th~, European
Environment Agency (EEA) and co-ordinates operations of the European Information and
Observation Network (EIONET) state unit established inPoland by EEA. '

:~J.'::,,'; ;" " . .' -' , .. ... ". ; ." .'
Qrganizational structure and scope ofresearch.' The State Environmental,Monitoring system
in Poland is based on the national, regional and local network of stations and measurement
sites., The national network includes the following stations:

4,1 Act of 20 June 2001 on the Environmental Protection Inspection (DzU consolidated text: of 2002 No. 112,
it~lß 982; No. 113, item 984, No. 153, item i271; of2003 No. 170, item 1652, No. '190, item 1865, No. 217,
.item2124).
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• Stations for early detection of radioactive contamination;

• Stations operating in compliance with international programmes, e.g. EMEP and
HELCOM;

• Stations for monitoring environmental pollution along the state borders and border zones;

• Stations for monitoring environmental pollution with regard to efficacy and efficiency of
the implementation of the National Environmental Policy;

• Stations for monitoring country-specific ecosystems.

The State Environmental MonitoriDg system (PMS) has been divided into three sub-systems:

I) A '"Quality" sub-system covering, inter alia:

• Air quality monitoring and assessment (identification areas of non-compliance with the
standards inforce and trend analyses),

• The chemistry of precipitation and deposition of pollutants,

• , Atmospheric background pollution pursuant to EMEP and GAW/WMO;
. "

2) An "Emission" sub-system collecting emission data within the framework of the following
three sections:

.' "Air" for collecting measurement data on major air pollutants~ which currently do not
cover POPs subject to the Stockholm Convention;

• "Water" for gathering, inter alia, measurement results of the quality of seawater, surface
and ground waters, data on fish contamination and on ppllution level balances in datum
point gauging section covering, inter alia, substances specified by the Convention -
dieldrin, DDT sum, PCB sum and HCB;

• "Waste" for collecting info~ation on the guantities of produced waste, keeping records
on landfills and on hazardous waste management;

3) "Evaluations and projections" sub-system preparing integrated environmental, quality
assessments and projections on the basis of data provided by the first two sub-systems.

Lab~ratori~ of the Voivodeship Inspectorates for Environmental Protection carry oll;tmost of
tliese,measurements. Inaccordance with Article 25 paragraph 2 of the Act on EnVironmental
Protection Inspection laboratories and other units involved in environmental measurements
and operating within the PMS system should meet unified requirements laid down by the
Miirister of the Environment and obtain relevant authorization from the Inspectorate for
Environmental Protection.

The results obtained are disseminated through the Internet and numerous publications.

The credibility of the PMS is guaranteed by improving a system of quality control for
research and measurements, and particularly by certification of research laboratories, national
and international inter-calibrations and developing and enforcing quality control systems in
different monitoring sub-systems.

At present regular analyses of chloroorganic substances in river waters are carried out in 20
cross-sections (five in the Vistula River, five in the Oder River and ten in rivers at the
coastline), but only with regard to two groups of substances controlled by the Stockholm
Convention: DDT (with its metabolites: DDE and DDD) and PCBs. Summarised results of
these tests are presented in Tables 2.3.2.5 and 2.3.3.8. Concentrations of other substances
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subject to the Convention were investigated' in the Polish rivers during the last decade
sporadically (Tables 2.3.1.5, 23.2.5 and2.3.3.9). '

It is necessary to expand the monitoring system to enable measurements, research, control and
assessment of releases of all POPs covered by the Stockholm Convention in order to meet the
req~wents of ~e Convention ~d the Community law., Uris would require: :

monitoring of POPs levels' in industrial and municipal waste landfills,

measurements of dioxin/furan, PCB and lICB emissions from certain categories
, , <?fthermalemission sources and chlorine bleaching p,rocesses" " " .

monitoring of dioxin/furan levels in the air of large municipal and industrial
agglomerations, ,

, _:: monitoring of POPs levels in surface waters and in soiL'

Monitoring of soil, plants, farm' and food products
, . - ,

" !, . , .. , ". , '.',' "'. , .)

Since 1995 a countrywide system of "Monitoring of Soil~ Plants, FarliJ. and Food Products';
häS been operating inPoland. Ithas been organized by the Monitoring Cotincilat the Ministry
of Agriculture, and Rural Development. Its main objective is to monitor the' chemical
contarninaßon in. represelltatiye S@lples of f()od products; to e,valuate (00<1 qua9ty and assess
the frequency of non-compliance of the food, saI1;1pleswith. the. stan<iar4s. In 1995,.,-1997
regular,monitoring was ,based ,on a network of 100 sampling sites around the, country. In
199~2000 the System of contro(points was extended to 300 sites. Sample:rwere taken from
100;'pblrits' fronl' different coUntrY're~ons changed annually, and .sO 'dUring the three year
period sainpling'coveted the whole country. Sea fish. originate from three Battic iones. Study
results are disseminated in published reports [56, 63]. ' , " . ",'''.' ; i' " • ,

Th6'!'followmg 'shbStancesaresubject' to monitoring of 'residues: 'm 'Polail(!:'pesticides~
including pOPs, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), chloroorgamc' 'pestiCides,' polychlorinated
aromatic: hydrocarbons (PAHs), as \VeIl as heavy metals and mycotoxins in certain materials
and products of-plant and animal origin. Since many years, 'also 8 chlorinate4 pesticides from
theli~ ofJ2 (PPT., aldrin" chlo~~, dieldrin, endrin, heptachlQr, mirex and toxaphen~) have

. ," '. ,.-., , '. .' _ . .,' . .,' , ' ~ I' " , .' , .. . . ..,.. .i ,-','

b~~K'A~ed :wjthiri ' th~'residue ~onitoring, alth()ug1i"theiruse'in PolBitd,.is' ~egallY
pr9hipit~d: The results obtaine4 on POPs residues are' presented in more detail in Chapters
2.3.3'ancfi.3.4. ", ' . " ' ' " '
Therefore it is important to continue the monitoring activities as it has' been done so far. The
following institutions supervised by the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development are
involved in the ~onitoring: the Chemical and Agricultural Stati~ns, the State ll,1stitute of
Veterinary Science in Pulawy, the Iristitute of Plant Protection in PoZnan, the Institute of
Biotechnology for Food Industry in Warsaw, the Institute for Meat and Fat Industry in
WarSaw and the Marine Fisheries Institute inGdynia.

Human health monitoring
Poland does not conduct monitoring of human health effects from persistent organic
pollutants. However studies in this field are carried out at random. Detailed information in
this matter is presented in Chapter 2.3.4. Available data analysis with regard to assessment of
exposure to PCDDsIPCDFs, PCBs and HCB in Poland and the associated health risk shows
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that there is a severe lack of exposure data, especially in the case of dioxins, which limits the
possibility of performing health risk assessment.

Therefore, it is necessary to develop a system for monitoring effects of dioxin, PCB and HCB
exposure on human health with a risk assessment and its trends of changes.

2.3.8. Current level of information, awareness and education among target groups;
existing systems of communication and mechanism for information exchange with
other Parties to the Convention

~ccess to information. Broad and continues public participation in activities aiming at
hu::ni8rihealth and environmental protection against POPs is one of most significant elements
affecting the effectiveness of these activities. Therefore, it is important to improve the
knowledge and increase public involvement in combating hazards related to POPs,
pln1:iculariy through facilitating and broadening access to information, developing and
executing educational and training programmes, as well as through direct participation of
different social groups and their. representatives in preparing specific solutions and
undertaking certain tasks in this field.

Iri Poland access is provided to public information42
, including information regarding

eilvironmental protection, covering, inter alia:
programmes with their implementation progress and effects,

maintained registers and procedures on making them accessible,

In accordance with the provisions of the Act - Environmental Protection Law, administration
authorities are obliged to make environmental information available to everybody. Access is
provided in relation to, e.g.:

• Drafts and official documents such as: policies, strategies, plans, programmes;

• Registers on: hazardous substances and major industrial accidents, waste documentary;
inventories: of emissions of air pollutants, of wastewater releases into water bodies or the
soil, and of wastes and their production and disposal;

•. Environmental impact assessment reports, environmental reviews;

• Results of research studies and surveys on environmental protection;

• Information on:

emissions and activities likely to cause adverse environmental effects,
environmental pollution effects on human health and conditions of life;
measures targeted at environmental protection.

The State Environmental Monitoripg system is the major source of information on the
environment, covering measurements, evaluations, assessments and projections of the state of

42 Pursuant to the provisions oftbe Act of 6 September 2001 on Access to Public Information (DzU of2001 No.
12, item 1198, of2002 No. 153, item 1271).
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th6' enVironment, and collection, processing and dissemination of enviIDnmental data (Chapter
23.7). - '
,

MOllltorlng activities are carried out by bodies" which are also obliged t6 provide ac~ess to
environmental information on mutual basis. Entities makIng use of the environment are also
involved in taking measurements on concentrations of substances in the environment and on
their emission levels, for the purposes of the State Environmental Monitoring.

Ai{'Intemet lverston 'of' the Prtblic" Infori:rlatioD.aUlletin! proVides access' to the followingdatäbases:-'" ' ',.",' """ ',' "",',,"", "',' ,',"
, '.", : " ~ 'i ' ," . - ". , ' .' . '. . • "

on areas with restrictions deriving from' riskS coilnected with exceeding
permissible or emergency levels of substances in the air (conducted by voivodes;
executed by voivodeship inspectorates for environmental protection),

,: 't' ',:': " -, .' . ,:: I,." ,f, .,.,-'; ,j .';. . . ',:

.,. ~nrese8rch re~ts, and air and surface water (riV~randlake)qu,alityassessments
(maintained by WIÖS), , , _" , " ' , ' "

: .' • ,i . ' : !,' , ' .

• on soil quality, study results and, registers' of places with exceeded levels, of
pollutants (maintained by starostas). ',!'"

In 2001 aii Environmental Information Centre has 'been established, which is "responsible for
cooldinatioh of the implementation of international obligations' of the state in the field of
providing environmental information to all private persons; 'institutions and organizations' on
~~~,request". One of the, Centre's tasks is to, maintain, ,on1?eh~~cof the Mi,nister of the
Environment, a publicly accessible list of documents containing, info1ll1Cl4on op the
environment and its protection. In general, access to all abOve-mentionedinfoDnation 'is free
of charge. " : "', ' , , ,:"" ", "','!': '

The exist!ng system ofenVITonmcntal information should to'agr~ater exte~t60ver POPs-
telatedisSues~ There istelatively little data on POPs levelsili the' en:virom:nent andin living
organIsms.

Educational 'sysi~m~';The educati~naI system in; Polahd 'is 'mUltigraded' <prim~ schools;
gyniriasiilins, secondary schools and' academic schools).,: It'comprises public; social and
private schools: All of them aresupernsed by the MiniStry' of Natiönal Education' and Sport.
Only framework educational programmes är~ established fotdifferent subjects. The teachers,
in general, execute their own compijmentary educational prognu;n.me~ supported by their own
choice of books and literature. Interactive methods of teaching ,sUpported by adequate
schooling materials are" commonly Used. Apart' from basic stUdies:' sclloolchildren and
students are also interested in environment-related subjects (environmental protection and
management, biology, geography). ,

Depending on the type of faculty, and specialization at th~ ~versities, di:tf.erent more
advanced lecturers and exercises also cover POPs issues (studi~s on PO}>s properties and
processes of their formation; determinatioh of p(jPsiri the ehvirOi1ment, products and living
organisms;' their- environmental fate; precautionary measures in relation to their use and
presence in the environment and methods of handling; research on human exposure to POPs
and health effects; providing help in case of poisoning, diagnostic and remedial measures).
POPs-related issues are taken into consideration in, inter alia, medical, chemical, agricultural,
te~hnical and ecological faculties.
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Dis,semination of information on POPs. A system for disseminating information on POPs,
includlng research results on threats they pose and recommended methods of handling them,
to different target groups is not completely developed, yet. Information on POPs may be
provIded through:

• Different media:
the press (research papers, intervention reports, communications, etc.),
the television (environmental programmes, educational reports on scientific
research, etc.),

• Internet websites of:

the Public Information Bulletin (HIP),

research institutions,
environmental organizations,
the GEF Project (http://ks.ios.edu.pl),. which is composed of 3 sub-websites
regularly updated. A sub-website entitled "Activities" includes general information
on the Project and its progress, and a list of project-related documents (with access
to text and graph files). A "Library" sub-website contains reference information on
publications associated with the Stockholm Convention, with an installed search
engine, which facilitates the use of its resources. A "News" sub-website presents

'. . the most important events. The Portal is intended for all interested persons in
Poland (polish version) and abroad (English and Russian versions). The Polish
version is for obvious reasons broader. Foreign language versions are limited to
information potentially interesting for foreign recipients,

.' Scientific publications and reports,

• Statutory activities of governmental institutions arid non-governmental organizations
(Chapter 2.3.9),

• Promotion of environmentally sound activities, e.g.:

iJ.i1plementation of AGENDA 21,
selective collection of waste,
labelling of PCB-containing equipment,
cleaning-up within the World Earth Day,

• Training and comSes, e.g. on the use of plant protection products (pesticides),
, .

• Organizing seminars and conferences, for instance:
a series of conferences on dioxins in the industry and.' in the environment,
organized by University of Technology in Krakow and EMIPRO Ltd. since 1999
(Chapter 2.3.10),

seminars on PCBs (Chapter 2.3.9).

The public awareness level regarding threats posed by persistent organic pollutants found in
the environment and in food is rather low, but this situation is gradually improving pursuant
to scientific progress (inter alia, in the field of ecology, ecotoxicology, toxicology, chemistry)
and higher standard of living.
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,,';; ;', .. , ' ",' 43' .,. ",t. .',' , , ""',, '" "i"" ''' .. ,. '. " ", .' .. "., . , .....At:t4~pr~sent stage, a ~ech~ for'~orma#o~ exchange among'the,Pilmes'to"the
<;~ii~~~tio~has.not ~.~ene'st~bl!she4 3nci'implewented, as Pol~d has not yet i-ati;fied'ihJ
Convention. In general, exchange of information with' different countries is cärrie~:lorit:iliider
bilateral agreements on cooperation in the field of environmental protecti6n: and "~ater;
management.

:"! .•

2.3.9. Relevant activities of non-governmental stakeholders

In Poland, like in other countries, non-governmental organization,s (N,Qqs) play a significant
role in encouraging public participation in the implementation of'the proVisions' of the
Stockholm Convention. This is particularly true with 're-gard:to: en:Viro'nirienfulNGOs. The
niJIilber ..of. tllese 'organizations With different legal $ltus (assOCiations" foundations,
movements;etc~)and: with, different' activity reach"(froni:: local, to,' countryWi<ie) currently
aDiounts to app~'700-,their precise,number is difficult to,determine due to 'divergence of data
provided by various sourCes; and also because of relatively high' dynamics of changes in this
respect (some enviroiunental' NGOs ceaSe their activities; change their profile' or their name,
aild"are replaced 'by new' 'ones);" For the majority OD these; orgariiZations environmental
problems are the basic subject of; interest (e~g. the Nature Protection. League, Federation of
Gree~ whereas for some of them -'-it is among many other subjects,. but considered one of the
most, :important ones (e.g; the Polish: 'Tourist and: Sightseeing Association' or the scouts'
organizations). ' , ' , , ' , ' ' ,

Despite all the differences and changes in the Polish, ecological, movement it. should be
notice9, ,~t.~; plt~.,o~g;a.tp:z;a.tio~,~p~~~g wthin tpt( lIlov~~~D;t ,u,Pd~rtakeac:ti,ons,apd,caI"l),:
out relevant tasks (i.e. education 'and training, diSsemination arid exchange of infofD,latioIland
environmental lobbing). The methods of task execution differ from one another,they'mclude:
preparing and publishing relevant materials,' maitifuiniD.g; Internet ,'websites, , organiZing
courses, seminars and conferences, organizing" competitions, and, .l~ge-~cale ..events,
undertaking promotion campaigns and protests, .c,ooperanpg ,with instif:t]tions and
representatives of public life, and with the business sector, coopeiatmg with' mteni.ationa.l
environmental organizations, initiating, suppoi1irig and' {also' 'conducting.' research studies,
surveys and expertise, etc. It should also' be 'emphasised that' since many: years, despite
different obstacles, the ecological movement inPoland keeps ,developing. and S,trengtlleIlip.g7-
the number of 'enVironmental' orgaliliitioris is 'high. 'They a.irii" at''''strengtb.ening 'Jriutual
cooperation and coordination of activitieS by signing' relevant agreements' and 'establishing-
c:ocUitionsan.d networks (e.g; ..the"GreeI)s' Federation);, Witl;1the;;1S~jstance o( promoters the
financial and technical back-up of theseorg~Z&tions is improving~ M()reover,. ~ increase of
the scope, attractiveness, and availability of offers is also observed.; Beside 'tr.a.ditional book
publications and brochures there are Internet websites:. and Ip1Wtim~~ m~terials; beside
courses and training - Internet guides and catalogues; beside' protestactions - development of
permahenfcooperntidn terms with'public iD:stitutions;Slich as the Ministry of the EnviröIiment
öt' the"Nationa.l Fund 'for Environmeiltal Protection and"Water,Management, as well as
piessiil.g on e;g; ParliainentaIy Members, coUncillors and business representatives.

43 The Convention entered into force on 17 May 2004 and the first meeting of the Conference of the Parties to
the Convention will be held on 2-6 May 2005 in Punta del Este in Urugway.
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Involvement of the Polish NGOs in activities concerning, in particular, human health and
environmental protection against POPs is increasing with the growing attention to the newest
trends of environmental protection. This is particularly true, when the most contemporary and
important environmental problems are identified, together with determination and promotion
of solutions to such problems in accordance with the philosophy and principles of sustainable
development, with priorities of environmental' policy, specifically with its principles of
cautiousness, prevention against pollution and hazards to human life and health. For this
reason especially stimulated in taclding these issues are, on the one hand, organisations with
the 'Widest profile of activities including all aspects of environmental protection and
sustainable development, and on the other hand, organisations focussing their attention on
hUpian health and environmental protection against the threats constituted' by the intensive
forms of actiyity within the contemporary technical civilisation (techniques, technologies and
industrial pr~ducts, chemical methods' in agriculture, and their side effects in the form of
pollution, burdenS and waste). Relatively less interest in the POPs issues is demonstrated by
organisations specifically involved, for instance, in nature and landscape conservation,
conservation and enrichment of biological diversity, protection of cultural heritage, etc.

The following three NGOs are most active at the national level:

1) the Polish Ecological Club (Polski Klub Ekologiczny) - Upper Silesian Branch in
Katowice, inter alia, dealing with analytical methods (HPLC, HRGC, LC, IR, UV) for the
determination of organic compounds, especially POPs, transformation of organic substances,
particularly carbonic derivatives in different industrial processes (focussing on thermal
transformation processes) as well as possibilities of reducing POPs emissions and their
negative impact on the environment and human health.

2) the. National Waste Prevention Association "3R" in Krak6w (Ogolnopolskie
Towarzystwo Zagospodarowania Odpadow "3R'? the main animator of a special campaign on
the elimination of POPs. The main activities concerning POPs performed by that organisation
include:

• Participation in the Steering Committee of the project financed by the Danish Government
(funded by the Danish Environmental Protection Agency) executed by COWl and
DANCEE; coveriIig a review of trea1inent technologies for hazardous waste containing
POPs~ which could potentially be the subject of support from the Danish Government

, finlds ~ Central and Eastern Europe, Asia and Africa;

• Partidpation in the GEF/WHO/UNIDOIHCWH Project - "Demonstrating and promoting
best practices in reducing medical waste to avoid environmental releases of dioxins and
mercury from health care practice", endorsed by GEF and the Polish Government (one of
the first financed by GEF within the framework of the Stockholm Convention; its
implementation shall start after completion of the ongoing preparatory activities, by the
end of 2004);

• Conducting a series of training courses for the health service centres on the reduction of
quantities and toxidty of hospital wastes and on the replacement of incinerators of such
waste by non-emission trea1inent facilities, as well as developing waste management plans
for hospitals;

• Maintaining a database on waste incineration plants, containing also emission data from
allover the world, which is accessible for member organisations of the Global Alliance
for Incinerator Alternatives (GAIA) network;
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. . .. .
• '. :CQ-of,dinationof an infonllaFi()n Canlp~gn c0n.cernin~POPs in ~oland anq in some .other
:).':.CeAb,"aland EastemEpropean countries, which is prepared by the International POPs
... :t:~imination Network Europe; . . . . . . " ..

.". ;Preparation and publishing ä synthetic report concerning persistent organic pollutarits in
. Poland,: and a report stnnmarising the results of research oil the presence of POPs in
.human Iiiilk~

; i j : : l' :: ;I >- .; :. .' ;'.' ' .. : '. . • ., . . . _' : . .

3);~e.,Lowe~~ilt;S~an ~()ull~ation of S..sta~abl~ Development (Dolnoslqska Fundacja
Elf:OfC?~fJjlf) iIi ,Wrocl~\V,Which.)n 2001 ~s conducting ~ irifonp.ative and educatiori~
P!~W:~~.unqei; .the .name "PC~7St~P", with the intention~f e1imin~ting.,equipmen,~'~d
~~t?C9!ltiJWin~ PCBslP~Ts. ExJit7t~ from. several research pentres' (~versities, scientific
~dl~s~arcp.' in~titute~) and ~~ mi:Iljstries coricernedparticipatedin tl:risprograriune~ Materials
C9P.C~~g.this progriiInme.are available on' the we~sites.uil.der: wWw.pcb.pt The scop~ of
tl;1,ePfo,gi,:a#uiie'!oc~s~~'on the ~o~owing issues:' , . . . . .

• PCBs as hazardous waste 'in equipment and the environment,

• Methods of environmental protection against contamination,

.;, Legal aspects of protection and reduction ofhaza'rds, '..
; ; t, ,

Ii ;,;Ipipa~ts of PCBs on human health,
' .... 11 , ..... ' .. ' '.' , ;

•. Treatment technologies and safe elimination of PC :as.

'., '; 23.10. Overview of technical infrastructure for pOPs assessment, measurement,
.:....analysis, alternatives and prevention measures, management,resellrch and,

. !. .: I, 'development

'.: ,-:,.<1 i ~ " ; ~ \ "

POPs mea~urement, ~apacities. of analytical laboratories .. In order to idep.tify the
moI!itoring cap:icities concerWng persistent organic pollutants, 691aboratories were assessed
withIn $e :fmm~work of the GEF. Project .,-m$lybelonging to ~e. VoivQ<leship,Sani~ and
Epidemiofogical Stations (WSSE), Voivodeship Inspectoratesfor Environn}.ental, PrQt~tion
(WlOS) and universities - for their abilities to test. substances ~overed by the Stockholm
CÖiivention ~d for their' pr~parediiess to' undergo futer-calibtatlon t~sts 'o'f stibstän~es in
selected environmental media (air, water, waSte,' food, living c)rgamsms,'plants, food products
aiid'liUm~b~y).! ;',' .' ! .• ', I' ." . .... "',' ;. , ", .'",'" . '.

Tabl~j 2.3.1Q.I presents the. number of laboratories conducting. POPs analyses, in different
media in Poland, and Annex 5 contains a compilation of more detailed information in this
mat!er~ Baselin~ information is available in reports, [5] an~ [47], prepared under the GEF
Project. Below are the reSults obtafued from a preliminary' 'aSsessment of the pOtential for
e~~~i~n 'and concentratiOn mdnitonng of POPs. . ", '. . .

1)"" "Five laboratories (WIOS Lublin, Krak6w University ~f Technology, the Insti~te of
Meteorology and Water Management - GdaDsk Branch, the Military Institute of Chemistry
and ':Radiomctry, the Nation3.I' Foundation of Enrironmentat. Proteetionm Warsaw) are
perfori:i:iitig the widest scope of measurements, covering allenvirorimental media and three
major groups of substances (pCBs, HCB, dioxins and furans) and are prepared to submit to
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inter-calibration tests. They are the only laboratories that carry out dioxin and furan
measurements;
2) Most of WIOS laboratories (12 out of 17) conduct the tests only for water and.only
within a limited scope - mainly PCBs and DDT. Within this group the widest range of
measurements is offered by WIOS Olsztyn with its branch in Elbl~, WIOS Poznan and
WIOS Szczecin;
3) Seven WSSE laboratories carry out analyses almost exclusively in water and food
products, primarily for aldrin, HCB and DDT. The widest scope of measurements is available
from WSSE Warsaw andWSSE Poznan;
4) Two laboratories (IMGW Wroclaw and IMGW Warsaw) out of the three owned by
the Institute of Meteorology and Water Management (IMGW), conduct only PCBs and DDT
measurements. The third laboratory, IMGW Gdansk, offers full range of tests and has been
included under item 1);
5) . The ..rest of the group consists of 11 laboratories from research institutes and
universities not mentioned above. Three of them (the Institute of Chemical Carbon
Processing, the Institute of Environmental Protection and the Marine Fisheries Institute in
Gdynia) perform a very limited scope of measurements. The other research centres carry out
tests in various media for the majority of the substances in question, usually depending on
their specialization.

Table 2.3.10.1. Number of Polish laboratories conducting POPs analyses in different media

Media

. Persistent Water Solid waste, Human
organic Surface, incl. sewage Bottom Living Food body

pollutants Air Plants (human
Drinking ground, sludge and sediments organisms products milk, blood

sea ashes etc.)

Aldrin 6 16 19 9 10 4 7 13 7
Chlordane 6 10 14 7 8 4 6 7 5
Dieldrin 6 16 19 10 11 4 8 14 7
Endrin 5 13 16 8 9 4 7 .10 5
Heptachlor 6 16 18 9 10 5 8 15 7
HCB 7 18 20 12 12 6 9 17 9
Mirex 4 6 10 5 6 3 5 6 4
Toxaphene 5 7 10 5 6 2 4 5 4
PCBs 9 19 28 15 16 7 9 13 9
DDT 8 23 27 10 14 5 8 19 10
PCDDslPCDFs 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 5 5

Inter-calibration laboratory tests. Eight laboratories have been selected for inter-calibration
tests out of all that expressed their readiness for them..Inter-laboratory tests with regard to the
determination of PCDDs, PCDFs, PCBs and HCB were carried out in November and
December 2002. The participating laboratories had to determine the above compounds in a
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sample of ashes taken from a hazardous waste incineration plant, which was prepared by'the
T~am of Trace Analyses Laboratory at Krak6w University of Technology in co-operation
with the University of Umea in Sweden. The subject of deteimination inClUded 17 congeners
of PCDDs/PCDFs, 3 PCB congeners (pCB77, PCB126 andPCB169),'and HCB in a 109
sample of ash. '

Four laboratories of the following research centres submitted their test results: the Institute of
Chemistry and Inorganic Technology~ the Military Institute of Chemistry and Radiometry, the
Institute 'of Pulp and Paper and the National Foundation ofEnvrronmental Protection.

The results of comparisons indicate that practically three laborat~ries determined correctly the
cOntent of peODs and PCDFs arid'two of PCBs and HCR' Inter-calibrirtion tests on
PCDDslPCDFs, PCBs and HCB should be continued in the following years. ; .

R~s~a~chand development capacity. The research and d~velopIllent'~a:pacity wi#1 regard to
persistent organic pollutants subject to the Stockholm Convention, is represented by a number
of'research centres Specialised in POPs. In order to assess that capacity, the following were
analysed: '

" .; , . ,." 1

." Scientific and research projects financed by the State Commi~e~,for Scientific Research

• Papers and articles published by Polish authors in Polish- and English-language scientific
periodicals,

• Themes of the conferences held within a series: "Dioxins in the Industry and the
Environment" .

, .
• I;': • . '. .' j • ! ' . . . . :. :.~' . '

This review was carried out on' the basis of the Internet databases reievant to the subject of
assessment. The scope of research activities concerning POPs is very wide and includes
various aspects of POPs presence in the environment. Many universities and research centres
deal' wi.th these problems. Depending on the profile of specific institutions, activities are
f<;>c~sed'onthe following issues:

• '. Deyelopment of measurement m~thods:

- Laboratory tests of POPs content in samples of different orIgin,

Field measurements of POPs emissions into the air;

• Studies on chemical processes of POPs formation and treatment (methods, technologies);

• Analysis of POPs migration and accumulation processes in the environment;

• Research on POPs effects on living organisms (laboratory tests, eXperiments on animals).

Scie'!-tiflCand research activities financed by the State Committee for Scientific Research.
The .State Committee for Scientific R~search financed a considerable number of projects
.related to POPs in 1996-2001. For instarice: in 1996 one project financed by that Committee
was; completed; in the period between 199K and 1999 - three projects each year, in 2000 six'
811Q.in20Q1 seven of these projects were. finalized. Below is a list of institutions inyolved in
the execution of scientific research projects dealing with dioxins and polychlorinated
biphenyls (Table 2.3.10.2).

. .

ni~'databa.se providing miorplation about projects financed "})ythe C~:mn1ittee UsIng the key
words '''dioXins'', "polychloriliated biphenyls" and "pesticides" in'titles of research projects
~as reviewed. ' . .'
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Table 2.3.10.2. Institutions carrying out scientific and research projects concerning dioxins
and polychlorinated biphenyls

Research institution
Medical University in Poznan: Faculty of Pharmacy, Chair and Section of Inorganic and
Analytical Chemistry

Medical University in Lublin: Faculty of Medicine, Chair and Section of Pharmacology

Institute of Meteorology and Water Management, Gdynia Branch

Institute of Basics of Environmental Engineering, Polish Academy of Sciences, Zabrze

State Institute of Veterinary Science

C~tol:how~ University of Tel:hnology: Faculty of Construction and Environmental Engineering,
and the DePartment of Engineering and Environmental Protection, Institute of Environmental
Engineering

Gdansk University of Technology: Faculty of Chemistry; Section of Analytical Chemistry and the
Chair of Chemical Technology

Tadeusz Kosl:iuszko Krak6w: University of Tel:hnology: Faculty of Chemical Engineering and
Technology; Institute of Inorganic Chemistry and Technology

L6di University of Tel:hnology: Faculty of Food Chemistry and Biotechnology

Wrodaw University of Tochnology: Faculty of Chemistry; Institute of Petroleum and Coal
Chemistry and Technology

GdaDsk University: Faculty of Chemistry

Adam Mil:kiewicz Poznan University: Faculty of Biology

JagieUonian University in Krak6w: Faculty of Biology and Earth Sciences; Institute of Zoology;
Faculty of Chemistry

A list of projects completed under the above-mentioned categories is presented in Table
2.3.10.3. Under the category of "dioxins" most of the projects addressed issues connected
with methods of POPs determination in various types of environmental samples (food
products, soil and bottom sediments, samples of wastewater and municipal sewage sludge,
surface and ground water and biological material) as well as measurement methods of dioxin
and furan emissions into the air. Three projects were related to dioxin effects on biological
processes.

Studies within the category of "polychlorinated biphenyls" covered, inter alia, the methods of
PCB determination in samples of different origin, assessment of PCB pollution in ecosystems,
extraction of PCBs from sewage sludge and the methods of PCB degradation in oil waste. In
one of the projects an attempt was made to estimate the quantity of PCBs in Poland including
an inventory of electrical equipment (capacitors and transformers).

Research activities concerning the "pesticide" category focussed on toxic effects, detoxication
of chloroorganic and polychlorinated pesticides, and the assessment of the toxic composition
of the river environment of the Oder River. The interest in hexachlorobenzene issues was
minimal and no projects in this respect were carried out.
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Publications. The database on Polish scientific periodicals addressing issues related to
dioxins contains information on publications mainly under the following titles: Chemia
Analityczna (Analytic Chemistry): Ochrona Srodowiska (Environmental Protection),
Ekologia i Technika (Ecology and Technology), Chemik (Chemist). Reports on similar
subjects are also published in other periodicals, such as: Ekoproblemy (Ecoproblems),
Ekoprofit (Ecoprofit), Ochrona Powietrza i Problemy Odpad6w (Air Protection and Waste
Problems) as well as in the Roczniki PZH (pZH Annual Reports), Biuletyn WIChiR (Military
Institute of Chemistry and Radiometry Bulletin) and Zeszyty Naukowe (Scientific
Publications) of some universities. A significant number of scientific materials is published in
the form of conference proceedings (domestic and international conferences and scientific
symposia). Table 2.3.10.4 presents a list of these publications.

Review of Internet databases on foreign scientific periodicals, on the basis of "ScienceDirect"
database, definitely does not allow for specifying all papers of the Polish authors concerning
POPs. A list of publications identified accordingly is compiled in Table 2.3.10.5.

Table 2.3.10.5. Papers of Polish authors published in foreign periodicals and in Polish
English-language journals

Author(s) Title of paper Periodical

GTochowalski A., Levels of polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins Fuel and Energy Abstracts,
Wybraniec S. and dibenzofurans in flue gas and fly ash Volume: 37, Issue: 5, 1996:

from coal combustion in a power plant 385

Grochowalski A. PCDDs and PCDFs concentration Chemosphere, Volume: 37,
in combustion gases and bottom ash from Issue:9-12,1998:2279-2291
incineration of hospital wastes in Poland

GTochowalski A., The result of the large scale determination Organohalogen Compounds,
ChrztlSzcz R. of PCDDs, PCDFs and coplanar PCBs 47:306-310,2000

in Polish food product samples using
GC-MS/MS technique.

Grochowalski A., Estrogenic and antiestrogenic effect of in vitro Chemosphere, Volume: 43,
Chmlszcz R., treatment of follicular cells with 2,3,7,8- Issue: 4-7, 2001: 823-827
Pieklo R., tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
Gregoraszczuk E.L.

Grochowalski A., Estrogenic and antiestrogenic effect of in vitro Chemosphere, Volume: 43,
Chrz&szcz R., treatment of follicular cells with 2,3,7,8- ~sue:4-7,2001:823-827
Pieklo R., tetrachlorodibenzo-p-dioxin
GTegoraszczuk E.L.

Lulek J. Levels of polychlorinated biphenyls in some Chemosphere, Volume: 37,
waste motor and transformer oils from Poland Issue: 9-12, 1998: 2021-2030

Sulkowski W., Comparison of the efficiency of extraction Journal of Chromatography A,
RosiDskaA. methods for polychlorinated biphenyls from Volume: 845, Issue: 1-2,

environmental wastes 1999:349-355

Grochowalski A., Detemination of PCDFslPCDDs in ambient air Organohalogen Compounds,
Cllmtszcz R., from Cracow, Poland 1995,21:321-326
Wybraniec S.
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,. Author(s) Title of paper Periodical, ' ,

Grocnowalski A. Determmation of PCDDs in Polish wood 'Journal OjChromatography,
et al. cortservants 1990,502(1): 160-166'

Grochowalski A. PCDD/F mass concentration in residues OrganohOlogen Compounds,
et al. ' ,fromincineration of medical wastes in Poland 1996~27:42-46

Fal~dysz J., Data on the manufacture; use, inventory Polish Journal of
~zymczykK. and disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls Enviror,mental Studies,

.',,':
(PCBs) in Poland

,
Vo1.10,No.3 (2001): 189:-193

D~tailed information about persisteQ.t organic pollutants, in. the environment can be found in
scientific literature~ Environmental, impacts ofPCDps(pCDF:~, as well as related
polychlorinated biphenyls; conditions, under which these compounds are formed; causes of
their appearance in air, water, soil and food products; methods of their elimination and
probl~ms connecte4 with biological ~ctivity of dioxins anq, furans are Qre:~e~t~d il} a
publication"entitled "NiebeZpiecine dibkSYn)i' ("Dangerous;' diox~"r '(ArkOdY ~Pu~llsIiihg
Off!<::e, 20.01). Another book entitled "Pestycydy: wysfwäwanie,' oZnOczanie i
'unieszkodliwianü:" (pesticides: occurrence, determination and treatment) (Wydawnictwa
:Nauko~o:..Techniczne, 2001) provide~ information on:,

,• ,,'Methods of pesticide determination in different elements of the environment,
.. ,., .'

• "Pesticide wastes, their collection and treatInent with particular attention to issues
, "collcemmg eliininatioi:1 of obsolete pesticide landfills~ ' ' "

:CoiIference series: "Dioxins in the Industry and in the EnViroDlit'ent". Since 1999 the
•University of Technology in Krak6wand EMPIRO Co. Ltd. hcivetJeen the organisers of a
'series of conferences on "Dioxins in the Industry and' iD. the Environment", The issues
•disc~sedatthe co~erences are very broad and cover the folloWing research areas:

• Methqds for determination of pollutants,

'. Review of processes of POPs formation and soUrces of their releases,

, • Mo~toring and emission reduction methods,

• POPs impact on biological environment and health.

, There are also a number of general reports on evaluation of environmental emissions of POPs'
: and their accumulation in specific media, on exposure to PCBs in Poland ~d on the legal
,aspects.' Infor:i:nation about the conferences is available on the following Internet website:
..www.dl~ksyny.com.pI. ,
, , ,

MethQds for. determination of pollutants. Studies on POPs determillation methods are, inter,
,alia, conneCted with the use of various types of special equipment or with new analytical
methods for extraction and measurement of the levels of different investigated groups of

,compOl.in.dsin various types of samples.

Review of processes of pOPs formation and sources of their releases. The issues referred to
,in sCientific publications on POPs formation and their release sources include:
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• Review of POPs generation in industrial and technological processes, and

• Review of POPs accumulation and migration in the environment.

Monitoring and emission reduction methods. Studies on measurements and ennSSIOn
reduction are mainly concerned with measuring methods, and manufacturing processes that
can reduce POPs releases effectively.

POPs impact on biological environment and health. Investigations on POPs effects include:

• Studies of carcinogenic impact (nipple cancer) and disorder of endocrine functions
(follicular functions, men infertility),

• Research on laboratory animals (influence of TCDD on the reproduction in rats, pleura
inflammation in rats, enzymatic activity in the erythrocytes of mice),

• Studies on POPs accumulation in living organisms and in the food chain (Baltic fish,
POPs in human milk).

2.3.11.ldentijkation of impacted popullltions or environments, estimated scale and
magnitude of threats topublic health and environmental quality and social
implications for workers and local communities

The present-day procedure for the assessment of health hazards caused by chemical
substances includes four basic elements:

• Identification of health hazards,

• Assessment of the relation: dose (concentration) - response (effect),
• Exposure evaluation,

• Risk assessment (quantitative andlor qualitative assessment ofhea1th effects of exposure).
This procedure has been adopted by the majority of countries in line with the
recommendations and decisions issued, inter alia, by the US National Academy of Sciences,
US EPA, the European Commission and WHO.

The primary requirement for risk assessment is to obtain reliable data related to all elements .
of risk assessment through compilation of data deriving from experimental or epidemiological
studies. 1bis condition is often not :fully fulfilled. The reason for limited risk assessment
opportunities is predominantly the lack of complete exposure data. LimitationS are also
connected with the difficulties in identifying the actual interactions between specific indices
of health problems with the exposure to specific chemical substances. Under these
circumstances, risk assessment is limited to qualitative characteristics, indicating the potential
risk for health effects in people exposed to chemical substances exhibiting specific
toxicological properties, and those for which the threshold doses, concentrations or values of
unitary carcinogenic risk were established.

The development of a health risk prognosis resulting from exposure to dioxins and furans,
polychlorinated biphenyls and hexachlorobenzene has been initiated in Poland on the basis of
respective literature, toxicological characteristics of the examined chemicals and the review of
data on sources and exposures to specific substances inPoland (Chapter 2.3.4).
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Food is the basic source of human exp()sure to the POPs. concerned. Air and water, jointly,
represe~t less than 10% of the total intake of these substances. Due to lack of data concerning
POPs' concentrations in water and air, the risk assessirieritWas based on oorisidehltions of
POPs futake with food products, in accordance With the guidelines of Joint FADIWHO Food
Standards Programme Codex Alimentarius Commission. Wherever possible the Estimated
Daily; Intake (EDI) was, taken into account by comparing it with the Acceptable Daily Intake
(ADD or the Tolerable Daily Intake (IDn~

,When assessing POPs threat to human health, two types of evaluations" should be
distinguished: the toxicological assessment, covering permissible concentrations, exposure

, :' ." ,'; " .' - . . '". .' . ,-' . ~. ' '. . ,-

doses arid routes on the olle hand, and. the cancer risk, thUs, t:he probabilitY.~f' contracting
cancer disease or its specific type,' on the other. In these tenns the IntermitiorniI Agency for
Research~ 'on Cancer (IARC) classified the 12 substances controlled by'the Stockholm
Convention as shown in Table 2.3.11.1. As demonstrated in that table, none of the 12
substances covered by the Stockholm Convention are classified as Group I, "carcinogenic to
humans". Two types of substances have been classified as "probably carcinogenic to humans"
(Group ,2A: ,PCDDs and PCBs). Most of the chloroorganic pesticides have been recognized as

:\'~\:' ..••• ~~ •.. ~ l,Ci: I_.• ~ •• ,",' -,', •...• , ••.. ," l"~ _;" •• ,.". ," .. ' ~ •••• _..... ',.,.'",~~';' • .\"~

substances' "possibly carciriogenicto htinians'" (Group '2B - 7 substaDces) arid only 3
substances a1-~"'wiclas~ifiable as' tocarCfuogeIiiCity illhumans" (Gröup' 3:' PCi:)F~'f;ieIdrin and

, ).' • , .' ,. ._'. .. . . '. .. . ", ' ",.. "..., " i : , ~-r i . "," ,.. :',

endrin). Since the substances specified fu Table 2.3.11.1 wider nelliS 5-12 afen6taIlowed to
be placed on the market in Poland, thus they are neither produced nor used in the country.
Their residues, however, are still found in surface waters, bottom sediments and living
orgamsms (Chapters 2.3.1-2.3.3). Concentrations of their residueS found in food are marly
times lower than those permitted pursuant to health criteria. ' .','

Table 2.3.11.1. !ARC classificatiori of POPs

No. Persistent organic pollutants !ARC classification groups
"'i''' ' DlöxiDs

,',2A
f2 ''Ffuans' 3
,
j" Polychlorinated biphenyls 2A "

4 Hexachlorobenzene 2B
5' .. A1~ 2B ' ,

"

...
'i.~.:t GN9rdane 2B

"

7 Dieldrin:
" 3

P8:::' 'DDT .j-
" 2B

'9 ' , Eridrill 3
.-

'io ~eptac1iIor 2B
11 Mirex 2B,
12 Toxaphene 2B

On the, basjs of data related to food products only 4 substances referred to below have been
assessed in Chapter 2.3.4, in terms of their impact on human health. PCDDs, PCDFs, PCBs
and HCB, which are commonly present in the Polish environment (althouih in small
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quantities), as specified by the Stockholm Convention form a separate group of substances
released into the environment as by-products of combustion and some production processes in
the industry.

Data for calculating exposure and risk for the 12 substances under the Stockholm Convention
are available in the US EPA database, as well as in other similar databases. However,
application of these factors in the human risk assessment procedure faces serious obstacles in
Poland, due to the lack of sufficient data on the exposure, standards of permissible levels of
exposure and epidemiological studies evaluating health effects of exposure to POPs at a
countrywide scale.

Social implications for the workers and local community have not been evaluated as Poland
does not produce or use POPs covered by the provisions of the Stockholm Convention.
Human health impacts caused by PCDDs/PCDFs, PCBs and HCB are described in Chapter
2.3.4.

2.3.12. System for the assessment and listing of new chemicals

The present system for evaluating and registering new chemical substances in Poland. operates
under the Act of 11 January 2001 on Chemical Substances and Preparations6• Producers and
importers are obliged44 to notify the Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations.
New substances already placed on the market should be notified to the Inspector by 30 June
2003 at the latest. After this' date notification must be made 60 or 30 days before placing on
the market of a new substance depending on its planned annual turnover (at least 1 Mg or less
than 1 Mg, respectively). When the notification is incompliant with the requirements or the
data included is insufficient, then the Inspector through a decision imposes an obligation to
an;lend the notification possibly with additional study results. On the contrary, the inspector
issues a confirmation with a registry number of the application. A new substance may be
placed on the market after 60 or 30 days, respectively from the date the application is
accepted by the Inspector. The Minister of the Environment in a Statement of 28 March 2003
announced a list of new substances specified in the European List of Notified Chemical
Substances (ELINCS) 45.

Documentary submitted to the Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations should
include:

• Data essential to assess the risk posed by a new substance for human health and the
environment, including information on the adverse effects caused under conditions of its
expected use,

• Proposed classification, package labelling and safety data sheet in the case of new
hazardous substances, .

and additionally it can include the results of a preliminary risk assessment. The Inspector
provides access to the data for medical and rescue services.

44 Since 1 May 2004 new substances submitted in the EU Member States and in Island, Lichtenstein and Norway
have been excluded from this obligation.
45 Official Journal of the Ministry of Health of2003 No.3, item 34.
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The 'scope of requited data included in the documentation is determined by the expected
turnover, pursuant to legal regulations46 it consists of:

e,' Identity of the producer,

e, Ide:p.tityof the substance,

e' M~thods of det~on and determination of the substarice,

e Production, import/export data and uses of the substance,

e Rec()mmended precautionary measures, safety measures in,c~e of emergency or ,
packaging damage, special rules on the provision of medical aid iD. order to reduce adverse
effects, , "

e Results of physicochemical measurements,

• Toxicity results,

e Ecotoxicity results, including decomposition of the substance,
'", . ; '-~ ,,':: '. \~ :,-:.,',; -,' ." .'~. ~ '" .....

e Information on possible treatment of the substance.

Moreover, after placing a substance on the market, the notifier is obliged to provide to the
~sp~ctor: ,any additional information concerning, inter alia, the, changes in $e quanti~es
placed' on the market and modifications in ,the chemical composition ,of the, new substance,

, inC~diDgi its impurities as well as any new data on its new uses and on its, impact on' hw:n~
ht:altb,or the environment. If the notifier dpes not meet this obligation, the. Inspector, through
a deci~~on,repeals the notification. It can be revali~ted, only. when the' requinxf additional
itIfomtation is supplied.

The notifier indicates the data concerning commercial information and the production
process; which are to be regarded as con:fidential~ The Inspector has the 'right to treat them as
coilfidential: 'only for reasons connected with the' protection. of human health and' the
erivironment,including the protection ofIaboratory animals.

• .7 ' '.' ,

The fo1iowing information is not regarded as confidential:

the trade name of the new substance,

identity of both the producer of the new substance and the notifier,

physicochemical properties of the new substance, ,

summarized toxicity and ecotoxicity results,

the purity level of the new substance if it is relevant to its classification, and data
on impurities or additives, if they are dangerous,

data from the safety data sheet,

treatment methods for a new substance classified as dangerous,

provisions for the safe use of the new substarice ' and' guideliiIes regarding
emergency measures in the case of human poisoriiD.g and uncontrolled release of
the new substance into the environment,

46 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 18 February 2003 on requirements concerning detailed data included
in the documentation submitted by a notifier for a new substance, which are essentia,I to provide a risk
assessment with regard to human health and the environment (DzU of2003 No. 50, item 437).
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methods for the determination of the new substance in the environment, including
methods for human risk assessment, if the substance is listed as hazardous.

Notifications of new substances placed on the market for the purpose of carrying out research
on production development, supplied in limited quantities are subject to exemption for a
period of one year. However, the following new substances are not subject to notification:

• Polymers, except polymers containing at least 2% of the new substance in a combined
form,

• When their annual quantities placed on the market do not exceed 10 kg,

•. Placed on the market only for research purposes in R&D institutions or other laboratories,
if their annual quantities do not exceed 100 kg and the producer or importer stores written
information on their identity and data on their labelling and quantities placed on the
market with a list of recipients,

• Used entirely as active substances within the meaning of the pharmaceutical law,

•. Intended, entirely, for use as active substances in pesticides or biocidal products, for
which procedures for the placing on the market with their assessment and record keeping
are laid down in the Act on Plant Protection and the Act on Biocidal Products (Chapter
2.3.13).

Only institutions that meet the criteria for good laboratory practice (GLP) and are authorised
by the Inspector are entitled to carry out tests on substances and preparations. So far the
Inspector has provided one decision regarding physicochemical tests in line with the
principles of GLP. The Institute of Industrial Organic Chemistry, Branch in Pszczyna, as the
only one in Poland, so far, has a Statement of GLP Compliance obtained from the Slovak
National Accreditation Service. It is entitled to carry out ecotoxicity and toxicity studies
pursuant to OECD methods and in compliance with GLP. Furthermore, it is authorised47 to
carry out tests on chemical substances to determine their potential "risk to human health.

R:.~commend~ methods for detemiining physicochemical properties, toxicity and ecotoxicity
of sllb1:ltancesand preparations are specified. in an annex of the Regulation of the Minister of
Health48: . "

The need for carrying out additional tests, as well as their scope49, depends on the levels of
exceeded 3 threshold quantities set out for new substances placed on the market (10, 100 and
1000 Mg) and on the results of the risk assessment performed by the Inspector.

Tl?e risk assessment for hurirnn health and the environment posed by new chemical substances
pr()ceeds in the following sequence:

identification of hazards;
dose (concentration) - response (effect) assessment;
exposure evaluation;

47 Pursuimt to Regulation of the Minister of Health and Social Care of12 July 1996 on units authorized to carry
out studies on materials and technology pr~cesses to determine the degree of hazard to human health and on the
scope of these tests (DzU of 1996 No. 101, item 473).
48 Regulation of the Minister of Health of28 July 2003 on methods for determining physicochemical properties,
toxicity and ecotoxicity of chemical substances and preparations (DzU of2003 No. 232, item 2343).
49 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 18 February 2003 on threshold quantities of new substances placed on
the market, and on the scope and type oftests required when these thresholds are exceeded (DzU of2003 No. 50,
item 438).
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risk characterisation.

A joint risk iassessment is carried out on the basis of both envirotunental and human health
risk assessments with regard to toxicological 'and physicochemical properties 'of' a new
substallce; Details concerning the procedure for performing such an assessment are regidated
by relevant law5o• " , '. • ',,' , , "

The Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations is responsible for keepinr record of
new chemical substances. To date no new substances have been notified iI1 PoJands,. ' ,

As regards "new" active substances and "new"biocidal products until the, end of 2003 there
have not been any notifications of substances/products with this status in Poland.

2.3.13~System/or the assessment and regUlation'ofcheinicals iIlready'in thefiulrket

... ':\';':

In Poland the principles of the risk assesSment 'system' for :different'substances, are' alike,
irrespective of their intended us~ but the procedures applied vary depending on the 'law With
wf#cb they have to comply. The assessplent and p~gedure ~th :resp€?C~t'?: " :i, :

,i,; _ ,chemical substances and preparations are regulated by: the Act on, Chemical,
. I' Substances and Preparations6; . , . ; . . ~. .' . " ,;~;:

pesticides and their biologiciilly active substances are determined by the Act on
Plant Protection1,' .' " , , " '( ,

, 'bio~idal products arid their biologicaliy active substaiJ.c~s,:~e '~e~äted by: ßle~c~
" . <:>ll :a.1ocidalProducts8• "',', ' : ' , ", , , ,,' ":, •
,':.,' " . '. . . , . ',' " ", ::" .' '.: ; .

~mqe 2001anyone placing on the marketsubst:al;l;ces listed by, the ,MPPster of He,alth52 h~
been'exenlpted from the obligations3 of notifying the IllSpectot of theDiica1 'Substiillces and
..{;. ":, \ :.~' .: . If. '. . .' ". . . - , : ;" . : ; .. '.. ',"'" , '.": "., ': ' .:' ..,.' ,.:\ r ;,~:' ,: .. ,' '.

Preparations. The ininisteriallist includes the EUropean fuventoryöf'E:Kistiiig Cömm~~ia.I
Chemical Substances (EINECS), i.e. a list of substances placed on the market within j the
Europeah Community before 18September 1981. "'. ,,;"': '

The placing on the market of a dangerous preparation within the territory of Poland requires
ng~~~??n,. of. the .Inspector, f,?r Ch~c~, ~ub~tan~es ,~d" P~:PCU;?t,i0ns~,~e ,~0:?lJ:?ti9~
subrmttoo at the latest on the day of Its pIacmg on the ri1ark:e~'uicI1;ldes: ;the IdeJ1tity ~f..tD,.~
person placing it on the market, the trade name of the dailgei()us preparation and' its's8fetY
data sheet or other data, if the latter is not required. If data included' In.the sheet are

50 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 18 February 2003 on the procedure for canyingout aiisk assessment
for human health and the environment posed by chemical substances (DzU of2003 No. 52, item 467).
51 ,Both the, notification of a new substance and submission of additional. study results to the inspector are
charged on the day of notification or submission of the results.
52 Statement of the Minister of Health of 13 January 2003 on a list of chemical substances, which are under
production or placed on the market. (Official Journal of the Ministry of Health of2003 No.1, item. 1). '
53 An obligation to notüy the Inspector about certain substances produced or placed on the market in the amounts
of at leasUQ tonnes in 2003 was imposed by the Regulation of the Minister of Health of 13 January 2004 on
chemical substances produced or placed on the market, which are subject to notification (DzU of 2004 No. 12,
item Ill); none of the substances specified in the Annex to this Regulation are covered by the provisions of the
Stockholm Convention.
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insufficient the Inspector imposes an obligation to supplement it within a designated time
limit. Furthermore, the Inspector may request to reveal the detailed chemical composition of
the dangerous preparation. Such information is confidential and may. be used solely for
medical purposes. Each safety data sheet54 receives a record number and is stored in the safety
data sheet archive for dangerous preparations placed on the market of the Bureau for
Cheniical Substances and Preparations. The Inspector for Chemical Substances and
Preparations, at the request of the Chief Sanitary Inspector or Chief Inspector for
Environmental Protection or pursuant to his own decision, may prohibit the placing on the
market or may specify conditions, which must be met by a preparation posing unacceptable
threat to man and to the environment.
Producers, distributors and importers placing on the market the existing substances not
included in the list of dangerous substances specified in the Regulation of the Minister of
Health55, are obliged:
• To gather reliable information on risks entailed by them to human health and the

environment, deriving from their physicochemical and biological properties,

• To provide access to the aforementioned information for the recipients of these
substances.

Persons placing"on the market substances not specified in thatis list provide classification for
these substances pursuant to criteria laid down by the Regulation of the Minister of Health56•

Classification criteria, a choice of symbols and phrases indicating the type of threat, may be
d~termined on the basis ofphysicochertrical properties and toxicity, and analysis of the effects
for human health and for the environment. Preparations are classified on the basis of the
co:qtentsof hazardous constituents in the case of human health and environmental threats.

The labels of the packaging must be written in the Polish language version and contain
appropriate safety and danger symbols and inscriptions enabling accurate identification of
dangerous substances or preparations, and of persons responsible for placing them on the
market. The labelling requirements are subject to the provisions of the Regulation of the
Ministry of Health57• The use of an alternative designation for the purpose of confidentiality
of the chemical identity of dangerous substances present in the preparation requires
permission of the Inspector. Containers used both for the storage of dangerous substances and
preparations and for their handling, pipelines containing them and places, in which significant
qpantities of dangerous substances and preparations are stored must be labelled in compliance
with the legal rules in force58•

The packaging of dangerous substances and preparations placed on the market should satisfy
the following requirements:

54 The database on dangerous preparations placed on the market within the territory of Poland, which is compiled
on the basis of safety data sheets will be available through the Internet by the end of2004.
55 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 2 September 2003 on a list of dangerous substances with their
classification and labelling (DzU of2003 No. 199, item 1948).
56 Regulation of the Minister of Health of2 September 2003 on criteria and methods of classification of chemical
substances and preparations (DzU of2003 No. 171, item 1666).
57 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 2 September 2003 on the labelling of packaging for dangerous
substances and dangerous preparations. (DzU of2003 No. 173, item 1679).
58 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 14 March 2003 on provisions for labelling places, pipelines and
containers for storing or containing dangerous substances or dangerous preparations (DzU of2003 No. 61, item
552).
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its construction should not allow accidental' 'releases of its contents; this
reqUirement does not apply where special technical safetYmeasureS are required;

• I .: , •

the materials constituting the packaging must not be susceptible to adverse attack
by the contents, or liable to form' dangerous chemical compounds with the
.contents;

must be tight throughout to ensure that it will not loosen and will safely meet the
stresses and strains of normal handling;

must ensure tightness during repeated refastening under normal handling
, conditions;

inust meet the provisions of regulations concerning the transport of hazardous
materials.

Additionally; the la~9 specifies the types of dangeroUs substances and preparations for which
packaging should be equipped with child-resistant fastenings and a tactile warning of danger.

A person responsible for the placing of a dangerous substance or preparation on the market is
obliged to provide access to its safety data sheet free of charge, and to update its contents with
a view to technical and scientifi~ progress. De~ed requirements concerning the preparation
and, distribution of safety data sheets are laid down ill the. regulations of the Minister of
HeaIth60,61. The sheet i~ a compiIirtion of data on ~gerous properties ofa s,ubstance or
preparation ,and on, the ,priIiciples and recommendations forit~ safe use in ~rder to protect
human health and the. e.qvifonment Therefore dange:r:ous.substan,c~ .and preparations may be
used !n economic activi~ oiiIy. if they ~ve safety data' sheets. The .user ..of a dangerolls
substance or preparation is obliged to acknowledge the sheet and undertake appropriate
preventive action to proteCt human health mid the environment. .

. . ,

A,4<#t;i~wllIr, a person responsible for placing a ~gerous prep~tionon the" market, 'or
u.n~e~cei1a;in,circumstances a preparation not classified as dangerous, is obliged to:

store the data, which served. as. a basis for classification and labelling of the
preparation, and for the elaboration of its safety data sheet, for 5 years after the
withdrawal of the preparation from the market; this data is provided on request of
the Sanitary Inspection and the Environmental Protection Inspection;
establish, maintain' and update regularly the .record' of dangerous substances and
preparations owned.

Marketing of certain category dangerous substances and, preparations requires special
qualifications confirmed by the relevant sanitary inspector.

The Regulation of the Minister of Economy, Labour and Social policy62 of 17 April 2003
spepÄ?,esdfll1gerous substances and preparations subject to relevant requirements concerning

59 RegWation of the Minister of Health of 30 April 2004 on dangerous substances and preparations, for which
packaging must be equipped with child-resistant fastenings and a tactile warning of danger (DzU of 2003 No.
128,item 1348)~ .
60 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 3 July 2002 concerning the data safety sheet for dangerous substance
or da;ngerous preparation (DzU of2002 No. 140, item 1171).
61 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 14 August 2002 on the obligation of providing safety data sheets for
certain preparations not classified as dangerous (DzU of2002 No. 142 item 1194).
62 Regulation of the Minister of Economy, Labour and Social Policy of 17 April 2003 on restrictions,
prohibitions and conditions for the placing on the market or for the use of dangerous substances and preparations
(DzU of2003 No. 86, item 799).
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their marketing and use (prohibitions, restrictions and exemptions). The Regulation of the
Minister ofHealth63 of 15 October 2003 sets the terms for obtaining a permit for the export of
certain chemical substances and preparations, including those covered by the Stockholm
Convention, after fulfilling the provisions of the prior informed consent procedure with regard
to the importing country.

The Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations is, inter alia, responsible for
collecting data on dangerous substances and dangerous preparations, and for providing access
to them for medical and rescue services.

The aforementioned principles of classification of substances, the requirements regarding
safety data sheets as well as conducting studies on physicochemical properties, toxicity and
ecotoxicity of substances, and their labelling and packaging, apply also to plant protection
products and to the active substances contained in them as well as to biocidal products and
their active substances.

Pesticides are chemical (or biological) substances with a specific biological effect. They are
the active constituents of plant protection products, whereas a plant protection product itself
is a preparation containing a pesticide (a biologically active substance), which is mainly used
foragricultura1 purposes. In Poland since 1961 it has been required to obtain a permit from
the Minister of Agriculture prior to introducing every new preparation to the market. These
permits are updated and published periodically. The rules for granting permits for the placing
of plant protection products on the market and their use are defined under the Regulation of
the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development14

• The producer or importer has to enclose
the necessary documentation on the product and submit it with an application for a permit. It
is essential for evaIuating its effectiveness and for providing an opinion concerning its human,
animal and environmental hazards.

The documentation should include, inter alia:
•. General information on the plant protection product,

•. Study results and information on the physicochemical properties, including octanol/water
partition coefficient,

• Information on the uses of the agent, including recommendations concerning its handling,
storing, transport and fire, and on the disposal of the useless agent and its packaging,

• Analytica:l methods used for its examination,

• The toxicity results of the plant protection product and its biologically active substance
with medical information on poisoning and on first aid and the medical treatment,

• The results of tests and information on the residues of the pesticide in products, food and
feed, including the proposed maximum residue limit (MRL),

• The results of tests and information regarding the behaviour and the degradation of the
biologica:lly active substance and the plant protection product in the environment, i.e. in
soil, water and air,

• The results of ecotoxicologicaI tests of the biologica:lly active substance and the plant
protection product, including their impact on birds, the aquatic organisms (fish,

63 Regulation of the Minister of Health of 15 October 2003 on export limitations for certain substances and
certain chemical preparations. (DzU of2003 No. 187 item 1833); this Regulationhas been in force until I May
2004.
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invertebrates, algae, organisms living in sediments and aquatic plants), terrestrial
organisms (arthropods, earth worms, soil microorganisms and other non-target flora and
fauna; as well as the ability of the pesticide to bioaccumulate, ,

• Additional information on:

the classification of the product with regard to its toxicity (very toXic, toxic,
, haimfuI and other),

danger symbols,
R~p~es (risk) and S-phrases (safety) determining the type ofwaming,
the wording of the label-instruction,

, the packaging,

the properties of the product and requirements for its safe use presented in the form.
" , of a safety data sheet. '.,,. ,

tnetoi1ö~ng unIis a}e authorised topiovide opinions on plant protection :products:
j',.: ' ". '."-;..

,: ,The National Institute of Hygiene, with regard to their effects on hum~s, animals and the
I"environment, and con~erning the qualityofbiologically active substances,

• (I r The Institute of EnviroIunental Protection, with regard to theiI'e.ffects on the envirom:rieilt,

., .;Th~InStitute of Plant Protectio~, with regard to the qualitY of the' biologi~ally activ~ ,"
f sl,lbstances. '

AllPeS6.Cides covered by the provisions of the Stockholm Convention are among the63
biologically active substances of plant protection products, which are prohibited from use in
Poland, i.e. aldrin, chlordane, DDT, dieldrin, endrin, hexachlorobenzene,heptachlor, mirex
and toxaphene. The updated register of plant protection products admitted for marketing and
use with the permission of the Minister of Agriculture and Rural Developnien~ together with
the.it:labels':"instru~tions is accessible through, the Internet on the ministerial website~. Also,
this website provides information on plant protection products that have been sold and stored
in different years65•

:.; .'~l-~H.: ,:.,; . ~.i'l ' • l' . ' .1 '. . r ; ,. • : '. ,

All active,sl,lbstance or a preparation containing at least o~e active substance, in the form
supplied to the user, intended for destruction, repelling, treatment, preventing an activity or
controlling harmful organisms through chemicalor'biolbgical action is reg~ded as a biocidal'
product In Poland the only biocidal products that, are adnll;tted for marketing within its
territory are the ones for which the following documents must be obtained::

,. .' -' permits for introducing them on the market,

permits for placing thein on the market temporarily,

as well as biocidal products 'listed in the register '.of biocidal prodhbts posmg considerably
little threat: " ,

The person responsible for the placing of a product on the market submits the application
form with the docUIilentation and a sample of the producttofue President of the Office for
Registration of Medical Materials, Curative Products and Biocides.The President reviews the
application supplied with its documentation with regard to its completeness and scientific

64 http://www.bip.minrol.gov.pllDesktopDefault.aspx?TabOrgId=633.
65 Data available since 2002.
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value, and evaluates the biocidal product. While assessing the product it is important to pay
attention to:

• Proper determination of the relation: dose(concentration)/response(effect) for humans and
the environment,

• Whether the active substance or potentially dangerous substance (or its decomposition
product) poses unacceptable risk for different environmental components (e.g. exceeds
permissible concentrations for surface and groundwater) and for the animals,

• Precise calculations to determine the value of the relation PEC/PNEC as a decisive factor
for further action; if PEC/PNEC value does nor exceed 1, then further information is nor
required; if this value is higher than 1, then a decision has to be made regarding the need
for further information and research results, whether to undertake measures to reduce the
risk, or to refuse granting a permit - the decision depends also on bioaccumulation,
persistence inthe environment and the shape of the toxicity/time curve,

• Adverse effects,

• The effectiveness of the product.

It is assumed that a regulation containing a list of active substances permitted for use in
biocidal products (divided into categories and groups) and a list of active substances
permitted for use in low-risk biocidal products (with relevant requirements) will be enacted
around 2010, upon completion of the European review of the existing active substances. Until
that time they will remain undivided into low and high-risk substances and products. At
present in the transitional period only a register of permits for the marketing of biocidal
products is maintained.

The Ministry of Health issues an appropriate permission at the request of the President of the
Registration Office, under the following conditions:

• The active substances are constituents of the biocidal product, which on 1 December 2002
was subject to marketing and indented for purposes other than scientific research and
research for the development of production,

• The biocidal product is sufficiently effective in combating undesirable organisms,

• The biocidal product does not cause adverse effects on non-target organisms, and ill
particular does not contribute to the suffering of vertebrate animals,

• The biocidal product does not pose a direct or an indirect threat to human health, animals
and the environment, and in particular to surface waters, groundwater and water intended
for drinking, and to non-target organisms,

• It is possible to determine the type and quantity of the active substance and, if appropriate,
of all pollutants and residues of toxicological and ecotoxicological relevance, which may
be formed during the use of the product, according to the category registered.

• The physicochemical properties of the biocidal products are relevant for their proper use,
storage and transport,

• Occupational safety rules have been developed for the use, storage and transport of
biocidal products.
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The list of biocidal products, updated on a day-to-day basis, which have been permitted. for
plac~g on the market in Poland is available in the Internet on the website of the Office for
Registration of Medical Materials, Curative Products and Biocides 66.

66 http://www.hip.urpJ.gov.pllpage.aspx?id= 160.
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3.2.1. Introduction

3.2. Implementation strategy

STRATEGY AND ACTION PLAN ELEMENTS OF THE
NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

CHAPTER 3.

3.1. Policystatement
The endorsement process of the National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention
consisted of three phases:

• Phase I - the endorsement by the intersectoral Steering Committee;

• Phase II - the discussion and approval by the Endorsement Workshop
with the participation of the stakeholders;

• Phase ill- the endorsement by the Minister of the Environment.

The 'NIP inCludes activities resulting not only from the provisions of the Stockholm
Convention but also from the European Community legislation and the Polish law.

The international Steering Committee after reviewing the :final version of the .NIP on 8
October 2004 decided to endorse it taking into consideration the comments submitted by the
Committee, and to apply to the Minister of the Environment for initiating the ratification
process of the Stockholm Convention.

Around 90 persons interested in POPs issues participated in the Endorsement Workshop,
which was held on 15 December 2004 in Warsaw. They represented 65 institutions and
orgatl.i.nltions, including the involved. ministries, field administration, business and scientific
research sector and non-governmental organizations. The Workshop participants received an
invitation with the full text of the NIP, which enabled them to look in detail into the proposed
activities. After discussion the NIP was considered to be prepared in a realistic and
comprehensive'manner and serves as a good basis for further work on the implementation of
the provisions of the Stockholm Convention in Poland.

Therefore, the Minister of the Environment, keeping in mind that this NIP is a kind of follow-
up to the, "National Strategy for Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic
Pollutants~"which was approved on 22 December 2002 by the Council of Ministers, decided
to endorse the National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention, prepared under
the ,GEF Project, and to use it as a basis for further work leading to the ratification of the
Stockholm Convention and implementation of its pr<?visions in Poland (Annex lA).

The Minister's decision closes the consultation process and is regarded as a political
declaration for' undertaking action directed at reducing the impact of persistent organic
pollutants on the environment and human health.

The aförementioneddocuments expressing approval for the National Implementation Plan are
presented in Annex 1.

Diagnosis. The diagnosis of the existing situation in Poland on the basis of the available data
is an essential element for taking proper measures aiming at successful implementation of the
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provisions of the Stockhohri Con~enti.on. The review of 9te fu1~gsof the inventory' reports
and the evaluation of existing Hiajor gaps 'regarding available information and data essential
for appropriate implementation of the provisions of the Convention, present a very broad
miscellaneous material, which is rather difficult to be further analysed and. use,d in i~ original
form. Therefore a SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, TJUJCits)'an3J.ys1S:has been
carried 'out, baSed 'on the results obtained to date. The analysis proved that Poland has good
professional, institutional and scientific basis to fulfil the obligations of the Convention. The
major obstacles ahead are: ,.'

• Insufficient information o~ the level of environmental and .food conmmination by
compounds containing POPs, . . .

. ..
• Low public awareness related to threa~ caused by POPs,

•.. ' Lack of sufficient financial resources to eliminate these substances from the environment.
I .!. ..' . q '~ . . : ~ - ." ". ...', . . '.' .,. ,

Table 3.2.1 presents a brief abstract öfthis analysis.,

Identification: of information: and data, gaps. Below a,re' the' major gaps in information
essential fot. proper implementation; of .the Convention, which will be eliminated while
executingtheNJP. ',' . . .. ,. , ,.

'. " ;'(".' .: " ,'- "; ': '. . , ..
Lack of sufficient data on POPs releases to different environmental media. A very high
level of differentiation iIi the completeness of obtained inventory data is observed in relation
to' emissions and, releases to' different environmental cOmponents;: It would be ;necessary' to
develop' a database oIi sources of unintentional POPs generation that cause contamination of
waStewaters and surface'waters,andto extend th~ scope'ofinformationon POPs releases
from waste produced by the industry; including the energy sector; . :.

.- • f", .,. "';' ,: , .', ~ " • • :....., ' • _ . : • . .• '. . "..: • • ,. • •

I~suf.(f.i:~eflt,dil:t~'~~ .emission fa;ctl!rs for 'environmental,'.rele~es' 0f.'~OPs"homo t~eir
uninteiltkiiiid prodilction. Emission fact{)rsused for inventories of dioxin. ~dfuraIi releaSes
into the air are basi~ally complete and regw.arly:verified by measurements fu' hIgh: temperature
ptocesses; They-ÖWy require slightsupplementi.tig~' especially with regard to emissions froni
the,bidmassand'co81 combustion insmaU installations. However, significant supplementing is
reqUired for; the .database on emissioIi factorS for- PCDDIPCDF unintentional, releases into
w3stewaters.' "For HCB and PCBs. the ,database: on' emission factors; :needs. significant
supplementing; requiring analytical research for individual processes, including releases into
wastewaterS;" Wastes and' products. For this purpose, it, will be essential to carry" out
meas~~ments for calculating relevant release factors. ,

, ..' ". '. ~ • " • , ." , •• I " " "

Incompl~te infomuition on the amounts'Dfplant protection productS:containing substances,
covered by the Convention, imported in the past. Although complete qualitative- data on the
C.9:~p:qsiti()Ilof imp()rte~ pl~t pro1ection products_ co,ntaVrlng ,th~se .subst~~s: is available,
there is still lack of data on the quantities of active substances imported this way:- 1

Incomplete databases on PCB-contammated equipment. Poland has carried out several
inventories in selected voivodeships and industry sectors. The first countrywide inventory at a
voivodeship level was carried out in 2003, which enabled. assessment of the number of
equipment requiring decontamination and of the quantities of PCBs and PCB-containing
materials. This information will serve as a basis for developing a detailed action plan in this
field and for establishing a central and voivodeship-Ievel databases on such equipment and
materials. The databases will require further development and regular updating.
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I Table 3.2.1. The SWOT analysis of possibilities to fulfil the provisions of the Stockholm

Convention inPoland

Difficult economic situation
High unemployment rate
Lack of necessary financial resources for inventory and
elimination activities
Difficult financial situation of large state-owned
enterprises (smelters, mines)
Limited financial and human resources oflocal self-
governments

"~~~f~.~"... :;~?f~t.
Incomplete data for the assessment of POPs releases
into soil, wastewater, solid waste and products
Incomplete data on soil pollution by POPs
Incomplete data on food contamination by POPs
Limited reliability of data on POPs levels in landfilled
waste (hazardous, municipal and industrial)
Insufficient data on the number and the state of pesticide
landfills
Incomplete data on the composition of obsolete
pesticide landfills
Lack of procedures for'pesticide landfill elimination
Limited data concerning health hazards caused by
dioxins and PCBs
Lack of information about the number and distribution
of electrical equipment containing PCBs
Lack of integrated monitoring on POPs levels in
humans and the environment
Lack of [mancial resources for research, monitoring and
inventory
Low awareness of the general public and dec!sion
makers about the hazards of POPs
Uncontrolled burning of wastes in households
Lack of alternative technologies for decontamination of
equipment and treatment of substances and preparations
containing POPs

• Insufficient human resources in public administration
both in terms of numbers and technical skills

• Lack of some executive regulations
• ,Lack of certain standards for dioxins, furans, PCBs and

HCB in food products and such emission standards for
industrial sources

•
•

•

•

•

Political will of the Government to solve
the POPs problem in Poland,
demonstrated, inter alia, by the:
National Environmental Policy
National Strategy for Environmental
Protection against POPs
National Waste Management Plan
Legislative framework, incI.:
Act - Environmental Protection Law
Acton Waste

. Act on International Movement of Waste
A-ct on Chemical Substances and
Preparations
"Act on Plant Protection
Act- Water Law
Act on Biocidal Products
Intellectual capacity
Modem laboratories
Active non-governmental organisations

No POPs production and import •
• Abandoned use of POPs pesticides
• Reliable and detailed data on POPs •

emissions into the air •
Emission levels below standards •

• Satisfactory state oflaw
• Good laboratory back-up •

Competent research staff
Sufficiently developed institutional •
system

• Privatisation process favourable for BAT •
implementation •

• Significant influence of market
instruments, like energy prices, on •
industrial modernisation

• Good technical capacity of companies •
. involved in POPs management

•

•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•
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3.3.2. Policyframework for the NIP

Insufficient information on waste landfills owned by industrial companies, which used to
produce or still produce chll!roorganic compounds. There is a complete list of producers of
chloroorganic compounds managing their own industrial waste laridfills~But, so far no
sufficient data on the present state of such waste, and their treatment possibilities have been
collected ..There is lack of complex data regarding the presence of POPs waste in company-
owned landfills and of data on POPs releases from these landfills. The problem is especially
nnportant in the case of the Chemical Plant in Jaworzno, where, apart from waste from DDT
production, other substances covered by the Convention were also deposited, and where waste
disposal has been carried out without any selection.

Scarce data on POPs levels in humans and animals. MeasUrementsof POPs levels in living
organisms that have been carried out so far provide to<?little information for reliable
assessment of POPs exposure and related health hazards in Poland, in particular, with regard
to exposure to dioxins and furans, and to a greater extent, PCBs. There is a lack of data
confirmed by scientific research on on-going transformations in soils of the active substances
of pe~ticides, as well as PCDD/PCDF and PCB levels. Without filling in this gap, an
integrated aSsessment of the sitriatiqn. regarding POPs in Poland, in the context of the
implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention, will not be possible~
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67 Effective for Poland since it became a Member State of the European Union, i.e. since 1 May 2004. I
68 Regulation (Be) No 850/2004 of the European Parliament and of the COWlcil of29 April2004 on Persistent .
Organic Pollutants and amending Directive 79/117/EEC; O.J. L 229, 29/06/2004. Effective in Poland since 1
May2004. ,'_ _.... , _ ------- ..... ------------~I

I

Poland, like many other countries, has already undertaken appropriate steps leading to
restrictions in the production and use of the majority of persistent organic pollutants. Detailed
_information ontJie matter is presented illChapter 2 and in a publication prepared within the
,framework of the present Project entitled "Persistent Organic Pollutants. Vol. I. National
Profile :- Poland" [47]. Action taken in the 70s for eliminating the production and use of POPs
covered by the Stockholm,Convention reflects the Polish Government's will for improvement
in this field. ,- -: ' . - :'.) --. : .' ~, 1 ,

The objective of the Convention is consistent with the objectives of the "POLAND 2025 -
Loiig-term Strategy for Sustainable Development" [61]. The superior goal of the socio-
economic policy is "to ensure growth of well-being ... as well asa sense of security",
including also stimulation of development processes, which would least endanger the
environment.
Poland's accession to the European Union is strengthening the political will for ratification of
the Stockholm Convention by adopting the Accession Treaty, in which Poland as a Member
State undertakes the obligation to ratify international agreements and conventions, which are
ratified by the European Community. The Community is a Party to the Stockholm Convention
since 16 November 2004. In addition to that Poland will be obliged67 by the proVisions of the
"Community Strategy for Dioxins, Furans and Polychlorinated Biphenyls" [85] and the
Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on persistent organic pollutants68•



3.2.4. Criteria and priorities

3.2.3. Principles followed during the preparation of the NIP

By signing the Stockholm Convention on 23 May 2001, Poland has expressed its political will
for the ratification of this Convention.

The following principles have been followed while preparing the National Implementation
Plan for the Stockholm Convention:
• Ensuring compliance with the ''National Environmental Policy" and the "Long-term

strategy for sustainable development",

• Providing economic efficiency of the proposed actions,
•. Taking into consideration the actual economic situation of enterprises,

• Taking into account the participation ofNGOs and other social groups,

• Compliance with the legislation of the European Community,

• Providing information to the public,

• Compliance with BEP/BAT.

Criteria. To facilitate the selection of priorities for various actions connected with the
implementation of the Stockholm Convention five criteria [24] described below were
formulated and endorsed, with their scores, presented in Tables 3.2.4.1 and 3.2.4.2.

Criterion K-i. Imporlance for the implementation of the main groups of activities identified
by the. inventory process. This criterion ensures selection of priority actions (mostly of an
integrated nature), which will enable the final solution of problems from'the point of view of
the Stockholm Convention. It is most important for the ultimate elimination of POPs from
production, use and for the final treatment of POPs-containing waste.

Criterion K-2. Importance for the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm
Convention. This criterion is used to select priorities from the point of view of their
importance under Polish conditions. It is significant for adapting the requirements of the
Convention to the Polish conditions with regard to the use of 'POPs and handling their
residues.

. . . .

Criterion K-3. Suitability for the evaluation of the Stockholm Convention implementation
pr(Jgress. This criterion allows selecting the priorities, which determine the. rules for
controlling and monitoring activities carried out under the NIP. It promotes activities aiming
at' creating information compilations for assessing the risks for human health and the
environment.
Criterion K-4. Implementation progress to date. This criterion was adopted in order to give
preference to undertakings, for which implementation is already considerably advanced, or to
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• the required implementation deadlines,

• the financial requirements,

• the state and requirements of the technical back-up,

• the state of human resources,

• impacts on human health .

POLÄND - NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

activities executed and conducted systematically, as in the case of emission inventories and
prohibitions for the production and use of POPs subject to the Stockholm Convention.

'. ~ ; \ .: j , • , • • • : '. ~ •

Table 3.2.4.1. Basic criteria with a range ~f ~~res aSsi~ed to th~in'.
Criteria Symbol Score

Importance for the implementation of the main groups of activitie~ . ,..K-l . 6~lOO:
identified by the inventory process " ... '.

ImportaJ?-cefor ~e in;1plementation of th~ provisions of the K-2 40-80
StockholIn' Convention' ,
Suitability for the evaluation of the Stockholm Convention K':3 ..3<H>0
implementation progress "

": .. :. ; ';~

Implementation progress to date, .. .' . . ,. K-4 ' . 2Q,40 ~

Criterion K-5. Additional set of criteria. .. ;, '"
Under this set of criteria, deriving from the requirements of the GEF ,Project, the foll()wing
issues are taken into consideration:

Table 3.2.4.2. Scores: for the additiörlal: set 'of criteriä (K-5) ,

:;..:Deadlines'

,I' .,
i.i \ • ~.i: ,,':',-~
v. urgent:' 20 high''''~ 5

urgent""A5. .- ' moderate'- 10' \ .,notneeded-5
:; '.•Ji'( J;. . , . ':.,'

not urgent-,1 Q low - 15
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'",' ...

~io~~~~kthr~;~~v~b~~:ri;d~~~1~~,: :~~e~~v~~:;'~~~~~ii~~~~~~',:;~~ia.:I
oIigoll1factivities related to POPs subject to' the Stockho1ID. Conve'niio'n. Arid abovF'at1i
proVided araiiking list ofmajor priorIties on the biLsisofthe total scores obtained for analysed I
probieins in a View öf dlffheritcnteria. . .: . . .: ..,'

Priorities. On the basis of prior determined criteria and assigned ranking described above, Iand ali, analysis carried out on the importatice of individual problems, a' list of 10 priorities has
been drawn: up, which served as a basis fof the plaIining of activities 'that are reqUired to be..._--- ..------ -.----..--------1.
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3.2.5. Goals tobe achievedfrom the implementation of the Plan

TIle, ~~ic long-terms goals to be achieved by 2015, providing full implementation of the
Stockholm Convention in Poland include:

• Reduction ofPCDD/PCDF, PCB and HCB emissions generated unintentionally in
. processes of fuel and waste combustion, and certain industrial processes by means of
applying best available techniques (BAT), in accordance with the IPPC Directive and
other technical solutions adequate for that purpose;

• Identification of contaminated sites and their remediation in an environmentally sound
manner and further elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills and stockpiles containing
POPs, which had not been identified earlier, and other wastes and materials with low
concentrations of PCBs, as well as decontamination of the remaining PCB-containing
equipment;

• Establishment and maintenance of permanent organisational, scientific, technical and
legal conditions required to ensure the highest possible level of implementation of the

undertaken during the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention in
Poland. They are as follows:

I. Maintenance of the existing system prohibiting the productio~ marketing and use of
substances and preparations subject to the Stockholm Convention and further
development of its control.

II. Elimination from the environment of PCBs contained in currently used and in
discarded electrical equipment.

III. Elimination of obsolete pesticides from the environment (including pesticide landfills
and stockpiles found in storehouses).

IV. Development of proposals for the improvement of the inventory system of
PCDD/PCDF, HCB and PCB releases from industrial processes and from non-
industrial sources, including the updating and verification of emission factors.

v. Re~~rd keeping on POPs emission sources and identifying waste landfills containing
POPs.

VI. Prevention of uiUntentionaI emissions of PCDDs, PCDFs and PCBs primarily from
most contributing sources.

VII. Taking activities targeted at information exchange, educatio~ communication and
public awareness raising with regard to the provisions of the Stockholm Convention.

VIII. Reduction of POPs releases from waste treatment processes.

IX. Sound management of waste from flue gas cleaning and wastewater treatment.
facilities as well as other POPs-containing waste.

X. Solving the problem of industrial waste landfills contaminated with POPs.

Each priority has a set of activities assigned to it to fulfil the obligations of the Stockholm
Convention by achieving the short- and long-term goals that have been set.
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. . .

3.2.6. framework 'inel;haniSmfor Nip management

provisions of the Stockholm Convention and effective control of POPs releases into the - -
environment in Poland.

short-term goals to be achieved by 2010, include complex activities enabling achievement
of the three long-term goals mentioned above and provide proper' assessment of progress in
the execution of the NIP. These tasks are as follows:

• Elimination of wastes and stocks of persistent organic poiIutants, collected and stored
over the years as a result of intentional production, import and use, as.well as
decontamination of equipment containing PCBs;

• Continuation of the necessary inventorying ofPOPs~ with particular attention to past
-: stocks 'of pesticides~ stocks of PCB-contaminated electrical equipment and' oils and

industrial landfills of POPs-contaminated waste;

• .Attaining such a level of knowledge on releasesofPCDDslPCDFs, HCB and PCBs into'
waters, soil, waste and chemical products as has already been achieved in relation to

.' .'.atmospheric releases of those substances. This refers mainly to,POPs emission and release
sources and factors;

•. Estaplishm~nt of an inventory system on POPs emission sources in accordance with the
standards of the Pollutant-Release and Transfer Registers (pR'I'Rs);

• Development and extension of the monitoring system on POPs circulation in the natural
environment and their impact on food products ~d human health; .

.. ' .' . , - , . :

• Performing the necessary scope of feasibility studies required to assess properly the
environmental effects _of the proposed capital investm~nt projects, including the.
cost!benefit analysis of the: . . .

. .
.Construction of a decontamination facility for PCB-polluted equipment,

Extension of incineration capacities for liquid and solid substances contaminated
with POPs,

Utilisation .of alternativf( technologi~s for elimination _ofPOPs in PQland.. . . . )....'.,.... ~ . ." , . .. , . . " . ...' , .'

• Strengthening educational programmes and public awareness regarding POPs-related
Issues.

The ;execrition of'the above' attiviti'es -.and achievement of the göalS is' 'a' great challenge.
However, it is considered possible and socially and econoiriically'jüStifiable, despitecertaiii
limitations and. signiß.cant burdens determined by tile situation in Poland. Achievement of
short-tenu.goals will provide the basis,for achieving long-term goals, which wil1.1ead to the
prote~tionof.human' health and the. ~-l1vironment against persistent. organic pollutants; And
this goal is targeted by the Stockholm Convention.
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Managementfr~inework. In Poland. the Minister of the Environment is responSible för the I
coorcIllationof tasks resUltillg from international environmental air"eements, including the
Stockholm ~~n~~~~~~. This duty is eX~?llt~~~_~9~p~r~!i,~Il~th othe~,_m~s~_e~ _~~._th_e_ir 1
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69 UNEP/POPsfINC.7/19 Format and timing of Party reporting under Article 15,
70 Pursuant to its mandate its activity ends in 2009.

competences regarding sectoral issues, and in particular with the Minister of the Economy
(Chapter 3.3.1).

Periodical review and assessment of the NIP implementation progress will be carried out by
the Minister of the Environment, and the relevant information will be submitted to the
Council of Ministers, which is competent to make adequate decisions depending on the
situation.

Establishment of a timetable and methods for monitoring the progress of the Convention's
implementation and the preparation of relevant reports pursuant to future decisions of the
Conference of the Parties to the Stockholm Convention and in compliance with the .EC
legislation also lies within the competences of the Minister of the Environment. The updating
of the NIP, preceded by comprehensive progress evaluation, should take place not more often
than every foUr years. It is assumed the national reports will be submitted to the Conference
of the Parties also every four years69•

Sources of funding. The problem of providing fmancial resources for the implementation of
activities is the most difficult challenge with a view to the need to ensure proper management
of the NIP. With regard to the specific nature of different activities the following 5 sources of
financing have been distinguished: the state budget, the national environmental target funds
(the national, voivodeship, paviat-Ievel, gmina-Ievel funds for environmental protection and
water management, and the EcoFund Foundation7~, the self-goveniment resources, the
private sector resources and foreign assistance funds, especially the EU Structural Funds and
the EU Cohesion Fund, and the GlobaI Environment Facility (GEF).

It is expected that the state budget will cover activities undertaken by the central
administration; the target funds - activities carried out by the national secretariat for the
Convention and expert groups as well as promotion and education, and activities supporting
the self-governments in the treatment and elimination of obsolete pesticide wastes and stocks,
and s~pporting local initiatives in the field of public awareness raising. Activities involving
capital investments' for activities such as the aforementioned elimination and treatnient of
h~dous waste contaminated with POPs covered by the Convention, will require greater
engag~ment of the system of funds for environmental protection and water management.
Also, sources from international assistance and the DE funds may be used for that purpose.

The sources from the private sector and :from the Structural Funds and the Cohesion Fund
should be used for funding activities targeted at the reduction of unintentional emission of the
substances covered by the Convention, co~ected with POPs waste treatment and the
elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills and decontamination of PCB-containing equipment.

" .

The proposed shares of the different financial sources in the implementation of this NIP need
approval by the Government. Financing would be subject to the procedures and rules
effective for each of the sources specified in Table 3.6.2.
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3.3. Activities, strategies and action plans

3.3.1. Activity: in;titutional and regulatory strengthe~ing'measures

I
I
I
I
I

, '

Obje~tives. The major goal is to approximate the ,Polish 'law to the.,requirements of the I
St~ckholm ,Convention and to create institutional and organisationa.l basis fotfuIfilling its
prövisio~ by Poland. '. . •' ." ',' ,

'. I " ~_, ! ., ' . • . . ••. ~

Background. Implementation of the NIP requires a management system to be established. I
Such a system should consist of legal, fmancial and organisational management subsystems
with an institutional backup, functioning on the basis of the existing structures (Chapters
2.2.2, 2.2.4 and 2.1.4). This system should enable effective co-ordination and implementation I
of the'~obligations under the' Stockholm COJ;lvention regarding" böth, "capital~ investment
project$and actiyities of non-capital character. "', ;

Insiii,iitonal,background. The iinptemeritation of the 'proVisIons 'of the Convention does hot I
r~qtme' :est~blishiiigany new iriStitutionS, but it 'will bnly'nece~sitate 'assignirig certam 'tasks to
the eXisting 'ones.The existing Dodies, institutionS and'coinpaniesate 'capable 'of penorinihg I
~ ac1;ivitiesspeei:fied in this NIP (Annex 3), providing th3.t their scope of düt1es' is eXtended.
by'PÖPs-rel~tedissues within their competences and regular activities.' Belöw are the ~aJoi
stakeholders involved in the implementation of the Stockholri1 Conventioil in Polarid. ., . I
11l~:,MinJster of the Environment is, inter alia~'.respotkible for' dev~lopmg envtroDmental
pblicya.tid the legal, financial and org8nisational basi~ for action in the area of enviroIimental
Qrbibctlo:n. Co-of(Ünati6n of activities resulting from interriatio~ environi:ritmtal agreements, I
ili6Iu,ding'the StocJ(holni Convention, also lies Withii1 the duties of tli~'Minister, .who, in
piiItlcUlar, is also responsible for overall supervisiön of the implementa.tioil 'of this NIP ata
nat16riallevel. The Minlster initiates, interalia, activitie's;.conneCted' with thedevdopment of I
mecIlamsms for accelerating the elimination of PCBs from' elecmcalequipmerit and With the
det~tlnination of the permissible level' of envir6nmei?-~ risk. Fin1:heIlDore, the Miß.ister's I
tasksm:clude coordInation of the implementation of best available techniques (BA1); and
supervision' of activities connected with the treatment of POPs wastes and stocks, and
reduction of POPs emissions from low-output installations .. "

The Minister' of Economy and Labour perforins tasIes: connected with' the supervision of I
coh1pliarice wi1hthe law in force prohibiting the production,' marketing an(i'use of substances
and 'preparations covered by the Convention, and. of the inventory of equipment containing I
PGBs. "The Minister is. also responsible for developing mechanisms stimulating. the
elimination of PCBs from electrical equipment.

The Minister of Infrastructure participates in the co-ordination of activities aimed at reduction I
of low-emission sources from individual furnaces, through their elimination or modernisation,
and emission reduction from road traffic.

In line with the provisions of the relevant legal act88 the Minister of Health is responsible for I
biological monitoring. The Minister of Health should ensure monitoring of levels of
substances subject to the Stockholm Convention in human organisms, especially children and I
breast-feeding women, and in food products. He should promote studies' on human health risk
assessment and on safe threshold POPs concentrations. . .-----.-----------.-------..-- ----------.-------------1
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The Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development coordinates activities to develop and
issue concentration limits for substances covered by the Convention in soil and agricultural
products, and supervises the monitoring of the quality of farmland and foodstuffs as well as
maintains a pesticide register and issues permits for the use of pesticides and prohibits the use
of dangerous substances in the process of manufacturing food products. Furthermore -the
Minister cooperates With the Minister of Health in reorganising the biological monitoring
system.

The Minister of Finance should provide financial resources required for the implementation
of the Convention by directing the necessary budgetary funds to the ministries mentioned
above responsible for different tasks. The Minister is also responsible for creating
mechanisms allowing local governments and economic entities to make use of other sources
of funding activities aiming at the reduction of low-emission sources and elimination of
unintentionaJ- emissions from certain industrial processes.

The Chief Inspector for Environmental Protection (GIOS) together with regif?nal/voivodeship
authorities,'-regional governors (voivodes) and voivodeship inspectors for environmental
protection (WIOS)-,each within his capacity, are responsible for monitoring concentrations of
substances subject to the Stockholm Convention in the environment (air, soil, land, water and
bottom sediments). The Chief Sanitary Inspector and the Chief Veterinary Surgeon should
carry out activities connected with monitoring of bioconcentration of POPs in food and feed,
as appropriate.

The Customs Service ensures compliance with the prohibition of import and export of POPs
subject to the Convention.

The governmental administration and self-governmental bodies at the regional and local
levels within their competences carry out activities targeted at the elimination of POPs from
the_environment. A special role is assigned to the self-governmental territorial bodies with
regard to the promotion of cleaner fuels _andBAT in the residential energy sector and with
regard to the elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills.

Chemical, metallurgical and power generating enterprises as well as waste incineration plants
are .obliged to modernise their technologies (e.g. by introducing BATIBEP), aiming, inter
alia, -at the reduction of unintentional generation of POPs. Companies dealing with industrial
waste. landfills with POPs-containing substances and preparations should prevent releases of
these. ~ubstances into ground water, soil and air.

Organizational background. The Minister of the Environment will have the following
organizational system, supporting the implementation of the prOVIsions of the Stockholm
Convention, at his disposal:

• Executive team. To ensure effective co-ordination of the execution of activities within the
scope of political, technical and legal assistance for the implementation of the Convention
the Minister of the Environment will assign tasks to his different departments. The
Department of Intemational Co-operation will serve as the National Focal Point, expected
to cooperate with the Secretariat for the Stockholm Convention and with other Parties to
the Convention.

• The national secretariat for the Convention, under the supervision of the Department of
Environmental Policy, will provide technical assistance for non-capital activities. The
Ministry of the Environment has appointed the Institute of Environmental Protection
(lOS) to play the role of the national secretariat for the Convention. The secretariat shall,
inter alia, periodically update the strategy and implementation plan, and monitor
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compliance with the schedule. Additionally, the secretariat will prepare proposals for
", necessary activities, which will be submitted to the Minister of the Environment

fe~hnical issues. Coordination of activities for the implementation of best ayailab1e
tecplliqu,~s (BAT) for POPs, and for the d~velopmentof enyiromnental te~imiques and

'technologies and alternative technologies for POPs is 'assiglled to the' Depart:rllent of
Instruments for Environmental Protection at the Ministry of the Environment.

T4~,Chi~fInspector for Environmental Protection will be respon~i1:>l~for th,e developmen,t of
th,e State Enviropmental Monitoring system for the purposes of~eßtockho1m, Convention'. "

Technical issues. All issues connected with inventories, as required by, the Convention
(development arid verification of emission factors, estimation of emission and release levels)
will be conducted by the National Emission Centre (KCIE) of the Institute of Environmental
Prmection ,ip. co:-:operation with the Chief Inspectorate for Environmental Prot~tion and tb.tf
C~B-tralStatistical Office (GUS). ',' "

Information,.education andscientific research. Dissemination of information on POPs-related
issues and: on progress in. the implementation of this" NlP should be assigned to the
EilvUonmental Information Centre, supervised by the Minister of the Environment However,
it will, be necessary to adjust its organizational structure to the aforementioned needs and to
strengthen its capacities (personnel, facilities and financial resources). The Centre should
provide access to data on POPs and circul~te such info~ation a.tD,0:Q~ deqisi!JD,-makers ~d
the public. Its coordinating role in fulfilling these tasks should be c,onsidered as anoptim~
solution. ' , '

, '

':1. ,:.", . . . .....\ . '

Education on POPs should be incofporated into the work programme ,<;Ifthe Education and
.'.'., : ,., . _i , " ' • I'" .' •

Public Communication' Bureau within the MiD.istry of the Envrroriinent and the relevant
departnlents of thtf, Ministry of Nation,al Ed~cation' and Sport (MENiS)" wherel;lS rese~~h
activities shall be performed by institutes and researc.l1'ceptI:es within,' the 'framework of,$e,
existing financing system for scientific research of the Ministry' of Scientific Research and
InfoIma~Oi1Techho~ogy (MNiI) and the European Union;. .;, '

t f' ',' " .. • . . ': \ :. •

LregaJ h,qckgroUiuJ. The reView of the law in force, whic.h.w~' ~<wied o~t on 2003 (Chapter
'2).,4)".8.Uows to conclude, that in pI1nciple the Polish legaL ~ysteni.4oes not, inc~u~e any
provlslöns that could make llnplementation of the 'StOCkl1olin'Cony~ntion lnlpos~ible. P'oJis4
environmental law is subject to permanent development, which is Connected also With the '
transposition of the amended EU legislation into the/Polish law~"TheActn, deterniinirig
iiistitritionaJ. and organisational' franiework for' the execution of tasks deriving; from
international movement of waste pursuant to the Community regulations meeting the OECD
req~Yll1.ents in, tips field, can serve as an e){ample.

POPs " coveted' by ,the provisions of the' Stockholm' Convention, are subject to' legal
regulatiöris81 ib. Poland containi.D.gemission'standards for the incineration and co-incineration
of riuu:llcipal' and hazardous waste with regard to dioxins and furans (0.1 nglm3) with 11% of
oxygen in' flue gases. A special legal 'mechanism allows annual updating of the levels of
charges for the use of the environment (emission/release charges) and' fines' for non-
compliance. Below are the levels obligatory in 2004:

____ 71_A_c_t 0_0,0Jun~~QQ4 on InterIl'!tional MOVl::lllent()fWliSte (I)zU of2QQ~_N(), !~!~!!e~ 195~)~
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• Charges for the use of the environment 72, i.e. releases:
into the air: for dioxins and furans - 286.39 PLN/kg and for PCBs - 143.19

. PLN/kg,

into water and soil: for aldrin, dieldrin, endrin and HCB - 93.54 PLN/kg;

• Charges73 for landfilling waste, soil, ground and oils containing PCBs: 124.33 PLNlMg;

• Fines for violating conditions for discharging wastewaters to water bodies and to land and
soil: 895.13 PLN for 1 kg of PCBs, HCB, DDT and insecticides belonging to the group
of chlorinated hydrocarbons 73.

At the present stage, two amendments to the existing acts and 6 new executive regulations to
the acts in force would be required to provide a legal basis for full implementation of the
provisions of the Convention. The necessary regulatory changes in the Polish' law should
include: .

• An amendment to the Act on Waste to introduce penal responsibility for violating the ban
on recycling substances subject to the Stockholm Convention (at present only activities
related to PCBs are regulated by the above Act);

• An amendment to the Act - Environmental Protection Law to ensure compatibility of the
data collection system on emission sources and other POPs-related issues with the
requirements of the EPER and PRTR systems and to establish databases on substances
posing particular environmental threat;

• Issuing a regulation to the Act on Chemical Substances and Preparations prohibiting the
production, marketing and use of substances listed in Annex A of the Convention;

• Issuing a regulation to the Act - Environmental Protection Law extending the list of
subStances posing particular environmental threat to include all substances listed in Annex
A of th~ Convention;

• Issuing a regulation under the Act - Environmental Protection Law introducing emission
. standards for POPs, subject to Annex C of the Convention, from installations causing
unintentional production of POPs;

• Issuing a regulation, under the Act - Environmental Protection Law, determining the
minimum requirements in relation to POPs emissions, based on best available techniques
and best environmental practice, which must be met by new installations referred to in
Part II of Annex C of the Convention;

• Issuing a regulation, under the Act - Environmental Protection Law, setting emission
standards for individual and municipal heat production facilities;

• Issuing locally effective orders by voivodes, legally binding at a local level, determining
perInissible types offuels (gaseous, liquid, solid etc.) and/or types of boilers to be used for
fuel combustion processes in energy production by individuals and legal entities operating
within the territories of voivodeships concerned.

72 Statement of the Minister of the Environment of 15 October 2003 on the levels of charges for the use of the
environment for the year 2004 (MP of2003 No. 50, item 782).
73 Statement of the Minister of the Environment of 2 I October 2003 on the levels of fines for non-compliance
with the requirements on discharging wastewaters to water bodies or soil, and for exceeding permissible noise
levels, for the year 2004 (MP of2003 No. 50, item 783).
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National reports on the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention will
have to be most likely submitted every 4 years and therefore it would be necessary to make
this a legal obligation in Poland. These reports should cover rele~es from all POPs emission
sources listed in Annex C, including those, which according to the Polish law in force are not
reql.ii:fed to obtain integrated permits (as they have not been Classified as sources likely to
cause, significant pollution of the environment as a whole or separately of its different
components).

Below are the 14 actions proposed under Activity 3.3.1 on regulatory and institutional
strengthening measures.

,. 74 " . .
Action Al . Enacting an amendment to the Act - Environmental Protection Law.

An amendme,nt to the Act shall include:.' .
a) requirements and procedures for collection of information concerning individual sources of
POPs emissions and POPs-related activities.

Perfotming inventories of emission sources and POPs;..relatedactivities, according to the
provisions of the Convention (Articles 3~1, Sa, 6.1, 10 and 15);: requires a system for
collection of information at the level of individual sources to be set up similar to the EPER or
PRTR. This obligation should be fulfilled by amending the Act -'- Environmental, Protection
Law, wWGl10bligates entitie~ making use of the environment to keep records of POPs release~
and . subriiit. adequate information to th~ Voivodeship Marshal, and 'to the Voivodeship
Inspector for'Environmental Prot~ction to be incorporated into the voivodeship database.

.. . . .

Tlli~.activity is also lipked to. the following legally binding d~cuments' and programmes:
D~cision of the European Corimrission 2000/479/EC75, the Ell progrmwne concerning the
implementation of the EPER, Kiev Protocol to the Aarhus Convention, the Implementation
Programri:J.e for the National Compbnent of the EPER, the Act on' Access to Public
Information; the National Enviromilental Policy, and the Progranime of PUblic Statistics on
POPs Inventories.

b) procedures for developing and maintaining electronic databases on substances posing
particular environmental threat.'

" ,'.' . ,. .

.Preparation of summarized information at a nationallyvel regarding substances, which are or
will be considered as causing particular environmental threat is es'sential to' present it at an
internatiönallevel. It is particularly important in the conteXt of the development of a report on
PCBs for the Conference of the' Parties to the Convention and the European Commission.
The!efore,.a programme on the collection, processing and transmissio:Q. of data for different
su1J$nce.$, including PCBs, from all voivodeships. The existing form of collectmg data on
PCBs does not allow for their effective and rapid use.

Supervising authority: Council of Ministers.

74 This task is to be cacied out entirely by the key ministry under its statutory activity; it cannot be entrusted to
an()ther (:lntity. . . . .
75 Commission Decision 2000/479/EC of 17 July 2000 on the implementation of a European Pollutant Emission
Register (EPER) according to Article 15 of Council Directive 96/61/EC concerning integrated pollution
prevention and contmJ; O,J, L J 22,28/712000,
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Coordinator - responsible for the preparation of the draft and its consultation: Ministry
of the Environment.

Costs76 and their category: 0.12 m1n PLN; baseline costs.

Source of funding: state budget.

Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action A274
• Enacting a regulation on the prohibition of production and marketing of

substances listed in Annex A to the Stockholm Convention. .

This regulation will ensure compliance with Article 3.1, and Annexes A and B of the
Convention. Article 31.1 of the Act on Chemical Substances and Preparations authorises the
minister responsible for the economy to enact such a regulation. The use and marketing of
certain controlled substances are already subject to the provisions of the Act on Plant
Protection7 and the executive regulation14 issued as required by that Act. According to these
documents the use of substances listed in Annex A of the Convention as components of
pesticide preparations is prohibited in Poland.

Coordinator - responsible for the action: Minister of Economy and Labour.

Costs and their category: 0.12 mIn PLN; baseline costs.

Source of funding: state budget.

Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action A374• Enacting a regulation aimed at adding the rest of the substances from Annex A
of the StockhoIID Convention to the Polish legallv binding list of substances posing particular
environmental threat.

Execution of this activity will :fulfil the provisions of Article 3.1 of the Convention and the
National Strategy for Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic Pollut~ts. Article
160.2 of the Act - Environmental Protection Law and the Regulation of the Minister of the
Environmentll incorporate into the list the following POPs: PCBs, aldriri.; dieldrin, ei1drinand
DDT. There is still a need for adding the rest of the controlled substances to the list of
substances posing particular environmental threat by enacting a regulation on the basis of
Article .163 of the above mentioned Att. .

Coorclinator - responsible for the action: Minister of the Environment.

Costs and their category: 0.12 m1n PLN; baseline costs.

Source of funding: state budget.

Implementation deadline: 2005.

76 Costs are divided into two categories: baseline costs - indirectly related to the Stockholm Convention resulting
from other activities and regulations, and incremental costs - directly oriented on the fulfilment of the provisions
of the Stockholm Convention inPoland (Chapter 3.6).
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Action A4.4 Enacting a regulation on POPs emission standards for certain types of
installations.

Pursuant to Article 5c of the Convention, Parties should reduce their unintep.tional releases
from the processes and source categories specified in Annex C. To follow this provision it is
necessary to set appropriate emission standards for these sources. Article 145.1' of the Act ~
Environmental Protection Law authorises the minister responsible for the environment to
issue, a relevant regulation. These emission standards should be incorporated into the
r6StTttcttirihgpro'gramme's' of relevant indrist#al sectors: , :," " '_ .,'

Coordinator - responsible for the action: Minister of the Environment.

Costs and their category: 0.12 mlhPLN; baseline costs.

Sourte of tundfug: state budget:. , '.
'.' • . ~. r, t:

Iplplementatio.l,l deadline: 2006,

Action AS74• Enacting a regulation determining rinimuin"reouirements ~ to emissions
resulting from BAT. which should be rilet by new installations 'referred to in Annexe. Part IT
of the Stockholm Convention. .' ,

Article 206.2 of the Act - Environmental Protection Law authorises the minister responsible
for the environment to determine, by regulation, minimum requlrements resuiting from BAT,
if this is required to ensure a uniform approach to the procedure'of giailting integrated permits
throughout the country. The obligation to apply BAT, as stipulated by Article 5 of the
Convention to new emission sources, defined. by Part II of Annex C to the Conventi9n, should
be;fu1fiIied not later tiiatii4y'earsafter the StockholmCbnveilrl6h becomes effective. ' .'
i_~.'.> ; :.:~ : t ~ !.:. . . . '. ",:. i, . .,.;. . : ' , :. '.- . ; '. ' ; , .: J!' ., : !: : . ? '.' , • . .

Coordinator - responsible for the action: Minister of the Environment.

Costs and their category: 0.12 mln PLN; baseline costs., ".

S~urte otfuudmg: s~te budget.

IlJ1plementation d~adline: 2006.

Acti~~ "All74. Enacting a regulation determining the reocirements. which the heating
equipment used in individual or municipal housing must co~ply WIth. " .'.. ,,'

. ". . .... ,'__ _.: I .. ". • ' . ,'i .. _

This regulation will allow fuIfi.ning the'provisions of.Art Sc öfthe Convention concemmg the
reduction ofPCDD/PCDF unintentional emissions from individual stoves;an:d boileisl Criteria
specified in Article 166 of the Act - Environmental Protection ~aw may pe, determined in
more detail by a regulation on detailed requirements needed to comply with the provisions of
the above article, inter alia, regarding emission standards for heating equipment. On'this baSis
the Minister of Economy and Labour may, among others, set POPs emission parameters for
the above heating installations. These standards will be incorporated into regional air
protection programmes.

Coordinator - responsible for the action: Minister of Economy and Labour .

Costs and their category: 0.12 mln PLN; baseline costs.

Source' of funding: state budget.
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Implementation deadline: 2007.

Action A774. Enactin~ an amendment to the Act on Waste introducing penal responsibility for
the violation of the prohibition' on recycling of substances covered by the Stockholm
Convention. other than PCBs.

The Stockholm Convention does not impose obligations_in this respect. However, Article 72
of the Act on WasteS establishes penal responsibility and determines sancti<?Ilsfor the
violation of the prohibition of PCB recycling and incineration, as well as the ban of mixing
them with used oils during collection or storage. Preparing and enactirig sanctions shall
strengthen the legal effectiveness of that ban, and shall comply with the provisions of Article
13 of the Regulation of the European Parliament and the Council on POPs committing the
Member States to enact sanctions for the violation of the provisions of that Regulation in their
national legislation.

Supervising authority: Council of Ministers.

Coordinator':" responsible for the preparation of the draft and its consultation: Ministry
of the Environment ' .

Costs and their category: 0.06 mln PLN; baseline costs.

S~urce of funding: state budget.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action AS74
• Issuing regulations at the voivode level determining the type or quality of fuels

admitted for use within the given voivodeship or in parts of it.
The intention of such regulations is to create additional.mechanisms to,_reduceunintentional
emissions of PCDDslPCDFs and PCBs, pursuant to Article 5c of the Convention, in regions
that may be concerned. According to Article 96 of the Act - EnviromnentaJ.Protection Law
voivodes are entitled to determine the type or quality of fuels admitted for use within the
territory of their voivodeships or their parts, in order to prevent negative impacts on the
environment or cultural heritage. Voivodes may set rules for enforcing this duty, by issuing
appropriate regulations for those involved in activities connected with emissions of pollutants
generated in fuel combustion processes used for energy production. The regulations will be
iJpplementedthrough regional air protection progralnmes.

Coordinator- responsible for the action: voivodes concerned.
Costs and their category: 0.12~PLN; baseline costs.

Source of funding: state budget.

Implementation deadline: 2006.

Action A974• Ratification of the Stockholm Convention.

Poland signed the Convention43 on 23 May 2001. In order to become a Party to tliis
Convention procedures aiming at its ratification should be initiated. In accordance with
Article 89 of the Constitution of the Republic of Poland ratification must be admitted by
parliamentary act.
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, Action AIO. Participation of representatives of Poland in the work of the subsidiary bodies of
the Stockholm Convention.

Supervising authority: COlUlcilof Ministers.

R~sI>.()nsible,,"ody ..for the prep~ratio,ll ,of the, applica~()~ fO,r flu~, ra~c.ation of the
C()ny~:gtion ;.Iong with jts justificatiol,l and fo, inte~govemniental consultations: Minist~r.
of fue Eiivii-onment. ' , ,

Responsible body for submitting the ratification instrument: Minister of Foreign Affairs.

Costs and their category: 0.06 mIn PLN; incremental costs/ ""
,. . .,'- . , .

S~urce of fundfug: state budget., ,

Implementation deadline:' 2005~ ' '

Repr~~entativ~s ,Qf Polaq.~ .slIall, ~e, p~ ~ ordinary an,q., extraor~inary meetings ..<?fthe,
.f ..... , -, ... ,.",.~. ,-OJ .' ..... "'; .~'1. ,c'"'" "~ -/)."" '_t.", .q ~.:t' ,. ~ "'~"",'~'i:."., ".'; - •... ;_ ••.• '. ~.

CoIlference of the Parties to the Convention,' arid iri' any seiniri.ars,works~ops and' workirig
group meetings that may be required for the achievement of the objectives of'theConvention.
In line with the provisions of the Convention (Article 19) the Conference of the Parties is tri'
establish a subsidiary body - the Persistent Organic PollutantsR,evit;w, Com111jttee;cOD.$i~$g
of government-designated experts. Participation of Polish deleg~tes(.iii"the above bodies 'will
also enable the implementation of relevant provisions of the Äarhus Protocol to the LRTAP
Convention, and the Basel, Rotterdam and Helsinki Conventions.

~up,ervising, ..~~thori~: M~~~r ,qf ~~E9viromn.e.n~ _an,dM~ni,~~l"of¥c~~()Ip.yand~a~ollF :';
Implementation body: experts designated by the above minister~~ ,:' .,',' , , " ""

Costs"arid'theircategory: O~06"nihiPLNlliJntia1ly (total: ~36mlng~N); mcremehtaI costs. '
Sq~r~~.~ff~~diJ1g~,~tat~'b~dg~t~,...;". :,i ;",1; :';:"', : ,",:,'; ;~ iii:,:':: .. , " :, ", ".':
Iniplementationperiod: 200~2010. " ,

, • ,f , ,,~. . ' . .
, , '

Action: All. Operation of the national secretariat for the:-Stockholm Convention. ,
( '.' -, ,

FÖritial appofutment of the' natioillil 'secretartat; f6rthe 'Conybltioii 'is 'requITed. 'So' 1ar' the
Institute of Environmental Protection has' played Its role. 'IUs' necessary to 'work out the' scope
of responsibilities and terms of references' for the national secretariat,ipursuant to Articl~s. 9.3
and 9.4 of the Convention, and to provide res?ur(;~~ fqrj~s?l.1going o.p~~~~p'~.:" -i" ..

Supervising authority: Minister of the Environment.

Implementation body: national secretariat for the Convention. , '
: .. ': . ;.~';; . .. ~~, " ~': .

Costs and their category: 0.05 mIn PLN annually (total: 0.35 mln PLN); incremental costs.

Source of funding: National Fund for Envir0ll1llental Protec~ion and ~ater Map.age~ent
f,. .'

I~pl~mentation period: 2004-2010. '
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Action A12. Coordination of cooperation between the Stockholm. Basel. Helsinki and
Rotterdam Conventions at the national level.

Developing cooperation in the undertaking of activities in connection with the
implementation of the provisions of the aforementioned conventions in Poland will contribute
to the, achievement of the targets set, enabling effective use of national capacities and
avoiding duplication of work. The goal is to take advantage of the experiences and
achievements of the individual conventions in the national activities undertaken to improve
the state of the environment, e.g. for the establishment of necessary destruction and
transformation levels for POPs waste, prevention of POPs generation, implementation of
enVironmentally sound methods of treatment and elimination of POPs, in line with Article 6.2
of the Stockholm Convention.

Supervising authority: Minister of the Environment.

Implementation body: secretariats for the conventions.

Costs and their category: 0.02 m1n PLN annually (total: 0.12 m1n PLN); incremental costs.

Source of funding: National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management.

Implementation period: 2005-2010.

Action A13. Cooperation and coordination of activities concerning BAT.

According to Article 6 of the EU Regulation68, Member States are obliged to use new or
modemised equipment or installations, being a source of releases of substances specified in
Annex III, taking into consideration the provisions of the IPPC Directive.

The aim of this action is to review and prepare guidelines, pursuant to Article 5d. of the
Convention, to assess existing technologies in the context of fulfilling BAT requirements
regardiJJ.g POPs. Activities concerning BAT promotion will also meet the provisions of the
Aarhus Protocol.

Supervising authority: Minister of the Environment.

Implementation body: relevant departments of the Ministry of the Environment, national
secretariat for the Convention.

Costs and their category: 0.12 m1n PLN annually (total: 0.60 mln PLN); baseline costs.

Source of funding: state budget.

Implementation period: 2006-2010.

Action A14. Operation of an Information Centre on POPs within the Environmental
Information Centre.

The existing Environmental Information Centre (CIOS), which is supervised by the Minister
of the Environment, will additionally play the role of an Information Centre on Persistent
Organic Pollutants in cooperation with the national secretariat for the Convention. ,The
Centre's tasks will include:

passive provision and active distribution of information on POPs, particularly on
PCBs, HCB, dioxins and furans;
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supporting communication between the public and decision makers, government
officials and international organisations

This'will allow fulfilling the obligations of Articles 5a and 10.2 of the Convention and meet
the requirements of the "National Strategy for Enviro:hmental Education", the "Second
National Environmental Policy" (e.g. point 17), and the "Environmental Education
Pi?gninim~" of the National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management.

Activities of the Centre should take account of the legal requirements laid down not only by
th~ $tockholm Convention, but also by: the Aarhus Convention with the Kiev Protocol, the
Act - Environmental Protection Law, and the Act on the Protection of Confidential
Information.

Supervising ~uthority: Minister of the Environment

Implementation body: Environmental Information
Stockholm Convention.

. . . .
Costs~lIid their category: 0.2 mln PLN annually (total: 1.0 mln PLN);baseHne costs.

Source offu~ding: state budget 70%, NFOSiGW 20%, foreignassistimce 10%. "

Implementation period: 2006-2010.

Work pbin for different actions under Activity 3.3.1:
'," ',' ,', ' " , ",

Actlöti' hnplementatioii 'scheduleType of
action 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

; ~ : I .. ;' J ~, "
,',

LegislatIve Al; Al. A3. A4;A5; A6
. .' I ; .~ • : .• '". i " , , . '; ,.. ,

;, A7;A9, AS
.. . . . . ••••• j • ' '

AlO-AI4 AIO-i\.i4Institutional All AIO-AI2 AlO-A14 AIO-A14 AlO-AI4
; ,

and other

chJi-Cifuator :ot'the entite activiiY:Minister of the Enviroriment~ . '. ,;'

Total implementa~oncosts ofth~activity (2004-2010): 3.39 mln PLN.
BaseIIDe' ~osts:2.5mhl PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.89 mln PLN.

3.3.2. Activity:,measures to reduce or eliminate releasesfrom intentionql ,
.'production and Use

Genenilly, since the end' of mid seventies of the 20th century no substances subject to Annex
A of the Stockholm Converition, have been produced or used intentionally in Poland (Chapter
2.3.1). For this reason this Activity is not relevant for Poland.

The Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development pursuant to the provisions of the Act on
Plant Protection7 issues permits allowing the placing of pesticides on the market and
maintains an accessible register of these products.
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3.3.3. Activity: production, import and export, use, stockpiles and wastes
of Annex A POPs pesticides (Annex A, part 1 chemicals)

Objective. Elimination of obsolete pesticide stockpiles and POPs pesticide wastes containing
DDT and substances listed in Annex A of the Convention.

Background. Due to the lack of sufficient and .reliable information on the quantities of
obsolete pesticides deposited in landfills and stockpiles in storehouses (see Chapter 2.3.5) the
State Geological Institute (pIG) at the request of the Minister of the Environment carried out
inventory work and research on the impact of landfills on the terrestrial and aquatic
environment [72]. The inventory results obtained proved that in single cases migration of the
groundwater into the landfills was possible, and this could be the case for small-landfills,
which are not properly managed and must be eliminated in. the first place. Detailed .
information on the obsolete pestiCide landfills (including their .coordinates in the GIS
network) can be found in the national database on pesticide landfills maintained by PIG.

The closing down of the State Farms (pGR) caused that most of the obsolete pesticide
landfills lost their owners. Therefore, at present poviat governors (starosta) are responsible
for their elimination. The removal of existing obsolete pesticide landfills in Poland is an
ongoing activity. They are successively being eliminated in different voivodeships. Until mid
2004 110 landfills containing 8635 Mg of pesticide waste have been eliminated [45]. In
certain voivodeships pesticide landfills have already been completely eliminated or are about
to be fully disposed of (podkarpackie, Lubuskie, Lubelskie, Swi~tokrzyskie). In several
voivodeships however, a significant number of these landfills still exists (Warminsko-
Mazurskie, Wielkopolskie, Mazowieckie) and tendering has already been undertaken for their
elimination. Pesticide stockpiles from the storehouses of the Regional Directorates of State
Forests have also been eliminated.

The likely total number of obsolete pesticide landfills still awaiting to be eliminated in Poland
is estimated at 166, with approximately 5000 Mg of waste deposited there (Annex 4). The
experience gained to date from the elimination of landfills so far in9icates that the quantity of
waste disposed of in landfills is likely to rise by 50%. This is connected with insufficient
knowledge on the actual construction materials used for landfills and with the possibility of
finding land pits, which have been filled with obsolete plant protection products. Furthermore,
the estimates should take account of complete lack of data on 27 existing landfills and the
possibility of identifying further landfills in the future. Therefore, it has been assumed in the
NIP that the amount of app. 7500 Mg of obsolete plant protection products is likely to require
.elimination.

The NIP identifies a priority list of the obsolete pesticide landfills requiring urgent
.elimination. Priority was given to the most dangerous pesticide landfills, which should be
eliminated due to geological and environmental reasons, and those within the voivodeships,
which have not yet launched their elimination programmes or in wlllch elimination was not
sufficiently advanced (Table 3.3.3.1). The identified priority list will serve ~ a basis for
financing these activities from national or foreign assistance funds. It should be considered in
the local (poviat) environmental protection plans. It is also important for issues connected
with the elimination of closed hazardous waste landfills and hazardous waste treatment to
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1. Strob6w~i, .' ...

2.' SephO-Radbni~ ..,
3. Jadwin6wka,
4. Pawlpwek,
S. WolaPrZe~bs~
6; Wielgorillyny,
7: Dobk6~,' ,
8. BoguiiliI6w:
i. Kion6wi~
2.KionQ~:ri,
3.Libi~. ,... ' ",\', .

1. Gr6jec,
2: Gar.lino-Krzywonos,
.~:D~~iesZyn,
.4.KatllionI,
S. Kaq1ion II,
6. Zajezierze.

Priority list for eliDiina1:llig
,obsolete pestic;;ide landfills

1-. Lisowice, ., . !,.

: ",~::' '2/Iwiny, "N ,.;

. . . . I! 3. Skladowice;' I!:' •

4. :rG:aSnik G6rny. !

, ._1::" .;

1. r:,i;~ieJ~~~tX"!

2. Piastowo, -
. :. -, ~: ",,I " " '..;; ; . • . '. ,_,.

J J:3p~cin?.
4. Gr~bocin,
'S;. Rogowö, ". .. /
'6: M<ikökzyn,'

t ',- j .'iMale P4Ikowo; '.
I • ,. "

8.obiow"" " ,
I I ',f"'':;' ,oe ,Ill '.;c ~ .... , "9:'Sokolow~, ..,'

, \

Voivodeship

,
.'j

", .

Table 3.3.3.1. Priority list of obsolete pesticide landfills for elimination in different
voivodeships on the backgroUIid of the total npmb~r of these landfills requiring elinti1:1a.t.i9!1.;!: .

." . - ,

remain in the priority list of the National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water
Management .. i ,{ '. .,'" ,. , , ... ,",.
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DÖlnosl4,skie •

,

K~jawsko-
Pom6i'skie'

,~ ;

,..
,;;

;. ' ,
Ii:'.,

Lu~el~kie

Lubuskie"

L6diIde'

,
:

Mazowieckie

Opolskie - . 2 36

Pddkatpilckie - 0 0

Podlaskie
;

7 80-
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" Amounts of pesticides deposited in places, about which no information is available, have not been included in
the total estimate.

o
953

777

1299"

Estimated total waste
quantity [Mg]

180

125"

o
16

13

28

Number of pesticide
landfills

4

91. Cieszyn-Guldowy,
2. Zabrze-Grzybowice.

1. Warlity Wielkie,
2. Kotkowo,
3. Nowe Guty,
4. Konopki Wielkie,
5. Cierzpi~ty,
6. Lipowa G6ra
7. Rywociny

Priority list for eliminating
obsolete pesticide landfills

1. Osiek Drawski,
2.0sina,
3. Dalewo,
4. Dobra,
5. Kolom~c,
6. Golaiicz Pomorska,
7. Drzonowo,
8. Wiewiecko,
9. Modrzewo,
10. Wi~claw,
11. Kurzycko,
12. Smolnica.

Pomorskie.

Sl~kie

Voivodeship

Swi~tokrzyskie

Warmmsko-
Mazurskie

Wielkopolskie

Zachodniopomorskie

At present the elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills is carried out under the supervision
of the State Geological Institute and the funding institutions, but the comPanies involved.in
this activity are not required to obtain permission or to provide evidence of their competences
in the field of elimination and remediation procedures for contaminated sites after the removal
of pesticide waste. Therefore, the next step will be to elaborate guidelines enlisting
requirements concerning documenting the elimination of pesticide landfills, giving
instructions on technical investigations to be performed before and after the elimination of
landfills and on providing information to the public on the effects and costs of the operation.
The guidelines should include requirements regarding preliminary and executive
documentation for activities connected with the elimination of pesticide landfills and stocks,
and other landfills.

Due to the improvement of the national capacity to eliminate pesticide landfills in 2003
enabling domestic treatment of all pesticide waste found in Poland, which is significantly less
costly (Annex 10), export of such waste should be suspended.
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The 2 actions proposed within Activity 3.3.3 are described below.

Action BI. Preparation of guidelines for the elimination of obsolete oesticide land:fi11s,
including its monitoring, and required documentation.

These guidelines shall determine the requirements and rules of implementation of täskS
connected with the elimination of landfills and stockpiles of obsolete pesticides purslliirit' to
the provisions of environmental protection and monitoring procedures to control the process.
The guidelines will include requirements regarding preliminary 'and fin:al documentation for
the elimination of waste and remediation of sites as well as the technical outline of disposal,
the scope of work and preliminary cost estimates and requirements connected with the use of
best environmental practice (BEP) for the elimination of landfills. Introducing the guidelines
will satisfy the provisions of Articles 5,7 and 11 of the Convention and of the NatiQnal Waste
Management Plan and regional77 waste management plans.

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.

Executing institution: appointed by the Minister of the Enviromi1ent.

Costs and their category: 0.01 m1n PLN; baseline costs.

Source of funding: foreign assistance.

Implementation deadline: 2004/2005.

Action B2. Elimination oflandfills and stocks of obsolete pesticides.'

This action satisfies the provisions of Article' 6 d) of the 'Convention and of the "State
Envir0DIl1ental, Policy", the National Waste Management Plan and D~ctive 79/117/EEC78•

The executioii of this action will lead tothe ultimate elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills
with! parallel" treatment of POPs waste; decontamination of soil and improvement of the
quality of ground waters and remediation of former storage sites. Details on the justification
of estimated costs are presented in Annex 10.

Inyestop ,voiyodes, sfarostas (poviat goyemos). ' , .
• , ,;', 1

Executing mstitUtion: entities appointed by the'investor. "

~~~ts"~~d't~e~~ategory: ~9.25; II1l~;PLN (8.46.mhl PLN ann~lyin4004-2Q09and 8.49min PLN in 2(10);, bas~Ü.n~costs. ".. .' , ...' ,

S0a.rce off1inding: ~ti6nal envirönmentälfunds (50%)and foreign assistance (50%).

IlDpie~entation period~ 2do~20't O.

77 Regional waste management plans meaning plans for voivodeships, poviats, and communes (gminas).
78 Council Directive 79/117/EEC of21 December 1978 prohibiting the placing on the market and use of plant

-- --protection products containing certain active substanGe~ O.-J.L-3J, 8/0211-979.
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Work plan for different actions under Activity 3.3.3:
Type of action Action implementation schedule

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Organisational BI

Services B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2 B2

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Environment.
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 59.26 mln PLN.
Baseline costs: 59.26 mln PLN.
Incremental costs: 0 mln PLN.

3.3.4. Activity: production, import and export, use, identification, labelling,
removal, storage and disposal of PCBs and equipment containing PCBs (Annex A,
part Ii chemicals)

Objective. Elimination from use of PCBs in electrical equipment and other articles, and
decontamination of PCB-polluted equipment.

Background. In line with the provisions of the Stockholm Convention the final elimination of
PCB-containing equipment from use should take place by 2025, whereas the Polish law as
well as the EU legislation25 (Chapter 2.3.2):

• Allow the use of PCBs ~ the operating equipment until 30 June 2010 with its gradual
decontamination and elimination;

• Require decontamination of PCB-containing equipment in a manner safe for human health
• and the environment, and special labelling prior to its further use;

• Impose an obligation to eliminate and treat PCB waste by 2010 at the latest.

One of the goals of the present NIP is to urgently accomplish. these ,tasks. According to the
es~atescarried out within the framework of the Project. [23], it is necessary to eliminate
PCB-contaminated equipment and waste, as presented in Table 3.3.4.1. However, it should. be
taken into consideration that the figures specified are only estimates. It was the first inventory
carried .out and many enterprises were not prepared well enough for it and provided
overestirilated values. Furtherinore, the inventory did not cover individuals, who are obliged
to submit such information only since 2004.

Table 3.3.4.1. Inventory of PCB-contaminated waste and equipment

Item no. Specification Mass [Mg]

1. PCB-contaminated oil 3000

2. Capacitors and other equipment requiring elimination 1380

3. Transformers and other equipment requiring decontamination 5652
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In order to eliminate PCBs and decontaminate PCB-containing equipment it is necessary to:

• Carry out further inventories of PCBs and equipment containing at least 5 elm3 of PCB-
contaminated liquids with concentrations of at least 0.05%,

• Determine the requirements for the development and control of voivodeship databases on
PCB equipment and stockpiles,

• Implement a Target Contracted Project, ''National system for the collection and disposal:.
of phased-out electric and electronic equipment,,79with regard to tecJ:mologies and. . "
dismantling techniques for the phased-out equipment, as well as waste treatment
technologies, , , , .

; • • , •• ~ 4

• Prepare and disseminate guidelines on the replacement and decontamination of electrical
equipment-containing PCBs pursuant to the provisions of the EU Directive8o,

• Estab~s\J:,~~ ~rg~:z:ea.l?9llecti9p system for ph~e,d,-:oll~s~~ ,electrical ~quipment from
..hou~~,hp~q~.~tended for dism~tijng and ~eC;Qp.taflrn;lation.(~e :requJr.edl1ll1l?:berand
location of such collection stations will depend on the evaluation results on the number of
equipment still in operation), . , "

• Eliminate PCB-contaminated liquid waste (oils) in existing domestic hazardous waste
incinerators, , . " ,,'

• Decontaminate equipment after its PCBs content has been drained out. This Will apply to:' .
- t:ra.lli;formersboth ~thdfawn from use and still in use after the cdollilg oil has' beeri

replaced, by means' of the eXisting installation of the ANWIL Company;' the
installation can be extended, as required, , ';

- capacitors containiiJ.g over 5 litres of oil~ constituting the outfit of capacitor
stations at power distribution stations - either decontamination abroad or building a
decontamination facility in Poland. The latter option requires economic analysis.,

Taking into account the present poor involvement of enterprises in the eliniinatiOll and
decontamination of their equipment and oils containing ,PCBs fin~cial mechanisms should be
developed, and put in place to encourage enterprises to undertake such activity. Financial
supporthas proved to' be atieffective mechanism for ent~rpri~es, which deCided on solvllg
t1:i~;problemeadier. It would enable gradual elitnitiation of PCBs preventing the a~cumulation
oftäsks m,the period closer to the deadline, required by the Polish ~aw, i.e. 2010.

,'. , ,.' ,"l: .' ' " '. ,'.,' "

A~tions on awareness raising for enterprises to provide information on the possibilities for
oQ~ainingsupport from the European Union financial resources to earlier eliminate PCBs oils
and decontaminate PCB-containing equipment, were taken.

It will be necessary to carry out a studl on the possibilities of identification and phasing out
of equipment containing over 0.05 elm of PCB constituents at concentrations >0.005%, and
to evaluate the level of PCB releases into the envIronment from such' sources, arid assess the
risks .. The results obtained will serve as a basis for a feasibility study covering activities
leading to the elimination of equipment from use and special treatment of its waste.

79 To be completed by 2004.
80 Directive 2002/96/WE of the European Parliament and of the Council of27 January 2003 on waste electrical
.aOJhl~cÜ"onic_equip-me:Qt;O.J. L 3713/2/2003.
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Reports submitted to the Voivodeship Marshal concerning waste records contain information
also on PCB waste. 1bis information is made available for the purposes of waste management
in poviats (districts) and gminas (communes). Annual voivodeship reports submitted to the
Minister of the Environment to prepare national reports, pursuant to the requirements of the
Community Regulation68, will also be based on the data collected.

The 6 actions, described below, have been proposed under Activity 3.3.4.

Action Cl. Monitoring of data on PCB sources and Quantities.

The aim of this action is to control and update information on PCB-containing equipment still
in use. Enterprises and private persons are obliged to carry out annual inventories of PCBs,
.from 2002 and 2003, respectively. Voivodeship inspectorates for environmental protection

e~' will use the information on PCBs supplied to voivodes during their routine inspections in
~. enterprises. The inspectiOns/controls will aim at the monitoring of progress in eliminating
'PCBs m an enviromilentally sound manner and will review compliance With the regulations

concerning PCBs iri force (e.g. related to labelling). These activities satisfy the provisions of
Article 6 of the Convention, the Regulation26 on handling PCBS, Directive 96/59/EC25 and the

, national and regional waste management plans.
Supervising body: Chief Inspector for Environmental Protection.
Control institution: Environmental Protection Inspection.
Costs and their category: 0.2 mln PLN/year (total of 1.4 mln PLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: state budget.
Implementation period: 2004-2010.

Action C2. Development and management of voivodeship databases on PCBs.

Tö fu1fiI the provisions of the National Waste Management Plan and the Regulation26

iilformatioD received by the voivode on the quantities of PCBs, on PCB":containing equipment
mid on pcn treatment or elimination methods should be collected in electronic databases. The
Mmlster of the Environment should lay down the conditions for maintaining such databases
by, voivodes. (Action AI). A uniform structure of the database in all voivodeships will
facilitate the use of data, which' is currently available' only at a voivodeship level, for PCB
Illähagement and for preparing national reports.
SuperviS,ing body: Minister of the Environment.
Executing institution: voivodes.
Costs and their category: 2.0 mln PLN in 2005 +0.8/year (total: 6.0 mln PLN); baseline
costs.
Source of funding: state budget.
Implementation period: 2005-2010.

Action C3. Review of the possibilities for the identification and inventory of other articles
containing over 0.005% of PCBs

The aim of the review according to Annex A part II paragraph f of the Convention, is to
investigate the possibilities of assessing hazards posed by other sources of PCB releases into
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Action 'C4.,'Organization,'of 'collection stations /föt small atJPliances:and 'PCB-containing
w~~e (~0.005%) that are in thenossessiofi ofiiidividuals."" ",
. i' .....,.~:.'I iM. .' , :..' , . .: . _ • • :. t. , . i : " ._ ' _ I : :' :., ' .' • ,: .' ! ..-! '~": ~'.,"

PUrsuant to the National' Waste Managenient Plan each comriiune '(imzna); should' have
C?1~~9ti~~';~oints'fofh~~()~~ast~~,Selec!ed '~oll~c~i~~,p~i#ts :(one"fO~~~f~'.voivo4~klllI?)'
sp:(n~~dserve as vOlv()deshipcollection stations toens\ll"e safe and envrronwentally sound
c;(),~~~ponof waste and small appliances containiilgPCBs: ' ," ' ,
Supervising body: voivodes. , "
Executing institutions: appointed chiefs,of gminas (w6jt), mayor or city pres~dents."'
Costs and their category: 3.2 mIn PLN; incremental costs. ' ,
Source of funding: self-governmental budget, (30%), WFOSiGW (70%). '
Implementation deadline: 2007. ':,,' "
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the' enviroIiment and elaboration of guidance which allows to' identify equipment
appliances containing PCBs and draw conclusions regarding their elimination
S~p~rvislng body: Minister of the Envrrori:tnent.

.' ,I ' ",'

Executing institution: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.12 mln PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: state budget.
Implementation deadline: 2007.

" .' : \ - .. ., ~ ,., _. 1? ~" ~ .f ,~ •• > ... ;, ," ••

Action CS. Speeding-utJof PCB-elimination and decontamination ofPCB..:d>niäiilinii ' ,,",
equipment.
The obligation to eliminate PCBs from electrical equipment-derives ,from ArtiCle 6 ofithe
Conyenti,on and frqm ,the ,National, Waste, ,Managem.ent,:PI(Ul as" w~l1 ~', fr9m, the
¥:<?,f~m~~#~~lt~d,ßeiUia~~n26,D~YStiv~96/~cj$G~5.~~ p4~c~y~'~p~2/9~ffic80.)A~,.~a#m~w
15t~iInP8St;~~ ~plig~~on ~11" ~r ßolders,;of. p~J~s,tq, e~iml~~t~)~<;~\\Y,~ "1:>>,, 2010",Tp:~
holders have. to "cover the, elimination costs themselves. ,The execution. of this obligation'.-.I~,""'~"~'" ~.. '.' ._~'.'~.,' .j; .. i.',' ,"'I';~:':~",:;: I'!" 'i,!:i:':;. ;'j"'::':-;:",_ . : _"'iI',; ,,',,,::','

o.~~~ry~i ~<?:ß~~e:pr()ve~ß1~trG~,h<?14ers.s~o~g, take,a,~v~ta~e o~for~i~.: ~~istfit1c~,fund~
andcenvrronmental funds (see Action C6). Additional financial mechanism will speed.up the

; _' 1 , . , . I .' • ' , , • 4 '.' • • ~ • ',,! \ .',,i .• :" ,;:;,; . .; ~ ,l 1 : ..•. '. 'I.; 1 .: " .' , ~.' 'i \ ..r: .: ,! . : ',' , :; '.' - , •

decontamination process of PCB':containing eqUipment.,Ra,tiQnal.performan~e ,of tWs ta~j,(
• '. ,; j , •. J, '.:.' _. I , ~ . .~'. ';' ..1, • " .. '. " '! _.' . !..- I . ,., '.

requires the use of a financial mechanism encouragip.g, enterprises to, undertake' such
measures. Furthermore, depending on future n~~ds::the possibility of setlmg 'lip;all"~(iditi'b:riat
installation for the decontamination of PCB small-sizedeqtiipment:-wil1' be; tak~n<intd
consideration(seeprojectdescriptionunder3.3.17.3)., :,::' '. 'J', ;, ~!,:

Initiating body: Minister of the Environment.
A body responsible for managing assistance funds: NFOSiGW,;
Institutions interested in eliminating PCBs: voivodes, enterpri'ses..
Costs and their category: 0.02 mIn PLN; baseline costs.
Sour~e of funding: state budget.
Implementation deadlines: 2004 and 2009.
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Action C6. Decontamination of PCB-containing eQuil'ment and treatment of solid and liquid
PCB-contaminated waste.
The national regulations impose an obligation to eliminate and treat PCB waste as well as to
decontaminate PCB-polluted equipment by its holders by 2010. A financial mechanism
referred to in Action CS can be used for that purpose, which includes, inter alia, the
possibillties for obtaining resources from the European Union Structural Funds for activities
under Action 2.4 of the Sectoral Operational Programme on Strengthening Competitiveness
of Enterprises (SPO-WKP), through NFOSiGW, which serves as an Implementation Agency.
Action C6 consists of three groups of tasks: the elimination of liquid waste containing PCBs,
treatment of capacitors containing PCBs, and the decontamination of transformers containing
PCBs in Poland using the national technological capacities (see Annex 6).
Responsible body: the holders of PCB-containing equipment.
,Implementation body: appointed by the holder of equipment.

. Costs and their category: 36.88 mln PLN (5.26 annually in 2004-2009 and 5.32 in 2010);
baseline costs.
Source of funding: business sector (25%), EU assistance (75%).
Implementation period: 2004-2010.

Work plan for different actions under Activity 3.3.4:
Type Action implementation schedule

of action 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
Organisational Cl;C5 Cl;C2 Cl;C2 Cl;C2;C3;C4 Cl;C2 Cl;C2; C5 Cl;C2
.Services C6 C6 C6 C6 C6 C6 C6

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Environment.
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 47.62 mln PLN.
Baseline costs: 44.3 mfuPLN.
Incremental costs: 3.32 m1n PLN.

3.3.5. Activity: production, import and export, use, stockpiles and wastes of DDT
(Annex B chemicals)

DDT is not produced or used in Poland (Chapter 2.3.3). Specific actions related to the
elimination of existing landfills contaminated with DDT are described in Chapter 3.3.3.

3.3.6. Activity: registerfor specific exemptions and the continuing needfor
exemptions

In 2000 Poland requested for specific exemption, according to Article 4 of the Convention,
for the use of PCBs in electrical equipment and HCB as a closed system site limited
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intermediate. The relevant wording has been included in the list of requests from countries for
specific exemptions (document UNEPIPOPS/CONF/INF/Rev.2 of22 May 2001).

The reSults of the recent survey carried out under the GEF Project (Chapter 2.3.7) proved that
in a view of the actual situation requesting for specific exemptions is unjustifiable. Therefore,
Poland is planning to withdraw its request.

3.3.7. Action plan: measures to reduce releaSesfrom uni'ntentional production

Objective. The aim of this activity is to take action, pursuant to Article 5 of the Convention;
tor~duce unintentional releases of PCDDsIPCDFs, HCB and dioxin-like PCBs formed in
certaih industrial processes.

Background. Unintentional production of substances listed in' Annex C to'the Convention
take~iplace during the processes of chlorinating hydrocarbons in the chemical ind,ustry, in
metallurgical processes and in processes of fuel combustion in energy production as well as
during thermal treatment (incineration) of waste and in secondary aluminium production.,
Other processes causing PCDDIPCDF en:lls'sions in Poland are ofmaigfual fulportance.

The major source,of dioxin emissions to the air from fuel combustion processes is the housing
(residential) sector using mdividual heating boilers and stoves for cooking purposes, fired by
solid fuels (coalaiId biomaSs). The problem ofPCDDIPCDFemission from these sources is
considered important, not only due to its significant share (over 36% of the whole emission
level of dioxins and furans in Poland), but also due to the generally unsound conditions of
incineration and co-incineration of household waste in furnaces and stoves.

:. ." ~" :-';: .;! } :: :; .. :

Apart from the above emission, sector~()ther major PQllute~~; asJaras PCDplPCOF .r:ele~e~
. . _' . " \. t.. , ~ - .' . • ", • , _ . " . .. :,... ~ ~. : , . . ..,". ~.,. .

into the air are concerned, are metallurgical processes,' pID:ti~uiarly iron'~re 'sint,ering
processes and steel oxidation converting as well as secondary alUminium: production: rn: 'the
latter case specific substances enhancing intensive PCD DIPCDF releaSes are \ised.; :. ;'" -,. :

Emissions ofPCDDsIPCDFs, HCB and PCBs are formed in the regeneration of catalysts used
by th~ p~troleum industry are negligible in the total Polish emission level.

",_~ "'~_ ~ '~'_ '. '. • .' ":., ',.;" ~ "~': .," ",,::.", •. "••• '. : "'.'; ";',', " ';'c.', .,',.:- •

The' energy sector remafus underspedal supervision' 1:hiöugh,~Ii,~qpmen~; r~gulation
enforcing the use of protection measures (emission control), especiauy'flue gas dust removal
and desulphurisation processes, which prevent, to a great extent, PCB, HCB and
PCDDIPCDF releases into the air. Concentration levels in residues (fly ash) have not been
iiiveritori~d,so fat: However, m this caSe no'ptotection facilities (APCS)can be used, nor
releases' reduced;' as incineration 'processes are conducted tirider optimUm' conditions:' . .

Reduction of unintentional emissions from industrial production. Due to unintentional
emissions ofPCDDs/PCDFs, HCB and PCBs into the air in metallurgical processes there is a
need to improve technological processes, particularly -processes of preparing iron ore
sintering. Despite that PCDD/PCDF emissions from those processes are lower in,Poland than
in the Western European countries, efforts aimed at their further gradual reduction are
required. The scope of these activities depends on the actual emission levels. Investigations
carried out in Poland revealed considerably lower levels of such releases than might be
expected by using the UNEP Toolkit [84].
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Metallurgical processes that require additional analyses include processes conducted in
oxygen converters, which have not been tested indetail in Poland so far. 1bis issue should be
taken into consideration in the government's restructuring plan for the metallurgy sector as a
task for the future owners of enterprises from this sector.

Production of aluminium as another important source of POPs emissions. During the recovery
of aluminium in the process of refining the aluminium scrap cWorine compounds are used.
Theoretically, these processes should be accompanied by significant releases of
PCDDs/PCDFs into the air. Also, production of secondary copper may generate dioxin
emission. Therefore, it would require more thorough analysis of these processes to determine
in detail the emission levels of these substances into the air and their releases with production
wastes.

In the case of industrial processes in steel metallurgy and secondary aluminium and copper
..'.,~productionaction should be taken to:

• t~

• Determine through chemical analyses the actual emission levels ofPCDDs/PCDFs, PCBs
andHCB,

• Compare the results obtained through measurements with the emission factors,
measurement data from other countries and BAT requirements with respect to the entire
processes,

• Facilitate the decision-making process in industrial enterprises on the necessity to take
action to reduce POPs releases into the environment,

• Develop and implement PCDD/PCDF, PCB and HCB emission reduction plans in
individual enterprises.

Actions mentioned above will be possible to carry out when emission standards for these
processes are introduced. If the standards are exceeded entities will be obliged to prepare and
implement action plans to reduce emission levels to the standards in force.

Reduction of unintentional emissions from combustion processes in individual household
furnaces. Individual and municipal heating systems in Poland are considerable emission
sources of gaseous, particulate and aerosol pollutants. containing substances of mutagenic,
teratogenic and carcinogenic characteristics, including dioxins and furans adversely affecting
the environment and human health - and "consuming" coal in technically unjustifiable
quantities.

The reduction rate of PCDD/PCDF emissions from these sources is affected, inter alia, by:
the composition of fuel used (through increasing the share of gaseous and liquid fuels), the
development of central heating and hot water supply systems for the public, the
modernization ofindividl~al heating systems, and the use of biomass.

Despite the fact that solid fuels represent the major source of primary energy in Poland, so far
no regular studies on PCDD/PCDF emissions have been carried out for different types of
technologies and techniques of energy production, which would enable detailed evaluation on
the levels of amounts released.

To eliminate PCDD/PCDF emissions from individual households an update of the low
emission sources' action plan is required, targeted at POPs emission reduction from fuel
burning in the residential sector of individual households not covered by the central heating
system. It should determine in detail proposals of activities aimed at the reduction of POPs
releases into the air and into the residues from burning solid fuels.
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Im:plementation of the above action plan should be addressed, most of all; to areas of high
health risks caused by the presence of PCDDslPCDFs adsorbed on the sUrface öf particulate
matter (inter alia in the area of Upper Silesia).

arie of the fastest ways of introducing economically and environmentally feasible solutions
fotobtaining primary energy in indiVidual and municipal heating systems is the introduction'
of "coal and biomass clean combustion technologies".

Introducing environmentally clean fuels, such as gas .and electric power, would be the most
effective solution. However, social, economic and technical reasons would not allow' for
replacing coal for clean sources of energy within a short period of time .. Considering the
present legislative, social and economic circumstances, the undertaking of initiatives
cori.,cerning the elimination of emissions from residential areas from solid fuel combustion
shquld in future take into account multi-targeted measures (i.e. investment, legislative~
orgflIlisational and educational activities).

Undertakings requiring capital investment in Poland that affect reduction of furan and dioxin
emissions, should be aimed at: '

• Energy saving and reduction of emission by replacing old heating systems of low
efficiency with new high energy efficiency installations with appropriate certificates of
compliance with existing standards and cooperating with specially adjusted flue gas
cleaning systems. By replacing "conventional" furnac~s or 1?oiIerswith retort boilers it is
possible to achieve over 80% [73] reduction in PCDD/PCDF emissions, reducing other
pollutants at the same time;

• Saving energy and fossil fuels by introducing "clean" biomass, which does not
accumulate POPs, ot other soUrces ofrenewab1e" energy, as well as BAT/BEP in energy
'production; .

• :Energy saving by applying thermal modernisation of residential houses and automation of
, lOcal heat distribution syStem:s;. .' . .

:.l .' . _,,';
• '. UJilis;ltion of local surpluses of heat energy by linking local systems with central heating

, networks;

• . Placmg on the market of adequately processed and standardized coal assortments, low-
emission coal fuels and biomass through involvement of small and medium enterprises in

. t4eir production. .

Additionilly, the possibility of promoting "cleaner" fuels; especially gas instead of coal,
should be considered. 1bis could be döne by introducing financial programmes for individual
heating systems.

The 11' actions proposed within Action plan 3.3.7 are described below.

Action Dl. Analysis of technologies used in economic activity with regard to their emission
levels.

The expected output would be a list of technologies applied in those types of economic
activities that are responsible for the largest share in the national emission, and a review of
emission levels for specific technologies and perspectives for emission reduction. The results
obtained will be used in the public statistics programme and for emission inventories as well
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as for reporting purposes as required by UN ECE/E.MEP and the European Environment
Agency (EEA).

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.03 mJn PLN every 3 years (total 0.06 mhi PLN); baseline costs
Source offunding:NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006 and 2009.

A~tion 02. Evaluation of possibilities for applying alternative methods for PCDD/PCDF
emission reduction.

. This evaluation will be based on gathering a wide range of materials concerning alternative
'r processes, including those used in individual household and municipal heating systems" and

on an expert assessment of the possibilities for their use in Poland,.This action win:fulfil the
provisions of the EC Strategy for Dioxins, Furans and PCBs and the provisions of Article 6 of
the Convention.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.12mJn PLN; baseline costs. '
Source of funding: foreign assistance.
Implementation deadline: 2004/2005.

Action D3. Verification of air emission factors for PCDDs/PCDFs.

This action covers verification of emission factors for PCDDs/PCDFs from secondary non-
ferrous !petal production, sintering processes in metallurgy and industrial and hazardous
waste, incineration. Changes of technologies, mod~misation of facilities and plants has a
considerable impact on emission factors. Therefore such factors should be subject to
sy~tematic verification. This is particularly valid for the major emission sources. Estimates of
emission frOIp. some sources show a high level of uncertainty. During the last 2 years
activities to improve data quality on PCDD/PCDF emissions were performed ,by
supplementing or updating a number of. air emission factors for PCDDs/PCDFs. It would be
advisable to carry out measurements of dioxin emissions from metal production processes and
from the incineration of industrial and hazardous waste. Verification of emission factors will
fulfil the provisions of Articles 5 and 11 of the Convention and its results will be used in the
public statistics programme on inventory of emissions of air pollutants ~d for reporting
purposes as required by UN ECE/E.MEP and the European Environment Agency.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.06 mln PLN every 3 years (total 0.12 m1n PLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005 and 2008.
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Action D6. Review of emission factors for the maior sources and determination' of total. and
per unit costs.

The review of the scope of verification of emission factors will cover the major types of
emission sources. The results obtained will allow to:
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Action D4. Analysis of POPs emission reduction in the metallurgy sector.

The review will cover POPs emission leveis from processes of secöJidary- aluminiuni
production and steel production in oxygen blown converter furnaces an:d production of iron
ore sinters. The share of this group ofprocesse~ amounts to 8.5% ofto.tal)?Of.s emissions. in
Poland. The smelting installations emitting POPs are quite nmnerous., The.~i~' of Action D4
is to determine the actual emission through chemical analyses. The results' obfaiiied Will'be
compared with emission factors from different countriesari.dwith BAT: 'Thisan81ysis: will be
the basis for developing the POPs emission reduction plan. This action is connected with the
prograrmne, for res~ctu.ri.Q.g apd Priv~tising tl1~~etal1urgy, ip.dllstry.In,th~. ~~e of s~pol,l~~
productibii otalufuiillümsuch a programme haS riot beend~b"örated.lt wo~4b~necess~ll1f):Q
perform a detailed analysis of technologies to apply them in aluminium processing to replace
th~ ~hloio'orgimic' compounds still Used in: some plants. The situation With 'emissions from this
se~to~ ~asimprovedcörisldt~rabl)', buf its share in the total. POPs t?mission is'stilisignificant. .
$np~rtl~iiig'b~dy:MiiristetoftheEnyirorinient. . ";!" •. ~ .... , .. ,' ., ... ;'

:,~ ,\, ': - l'~! . , .'.... '....; '. - :! 1 .' : I. . ' i .' .' • '. ,I'; ,," ~ ",.. ". . ,'..

Implementation body: Institute of EnvironmenW Protection in Warsaw, Krak6wUmver~ltY:
of:Technology, Metallurgy and Mining Academy i1! Krak:6~. ,'; , \.: "
Costs and their category: 0.2 m.ln PLN; baseline costs.

)': '::, ! . '; , ',; ';J::, l' I ':' i-

Source of funding: foreign assistaD.ce funds (DÄNCEE resources).'
'. .

Implementation deadline: 2004/2005.

Action D5. Verification ofHCB and PCB air emission factors.

Changes in technology an4 D;1odernisation ~f in,d~e~, have a. co~s,i.gy~a?le.impa9~ ~I1;~~
change of emission factors, especially with reference to the main enrission sources. Therefore,
it' is: particUlarly important"to 'regclarly update the emission faCtors~' eSpeCially:för major
eriii~siOii'sources .. ill 2001: the emis~ion' factors' fot HCBwere: V'erifi~d' at sinter: 'plants äiid
ceniehtfactöries by. measuring' HCB'einission'levels:It is liecessäty to -ehibötaJenatio1ial
eri::rissioD.ifactors for seCoridarymetal production: During the läst 2 yearssonie'einissiöIi
factors Were amerided' arid modified 'on the' basts of measureinentdata. It is. i.ii1portarit in'the
case'; of PCBs'to. update the' inventotydäta onie1ectricä1 equipmenfCüntaiillng PCBs
(capaCitors, trimsfoin1ers)~ and t6 verify ettussion factors'for HCB inthe sec'oridary production
of non-ferrous metals' (p~cul3rly copper).' These factors: will be::used foipublic statistics
programme' bn the iiiventöry of emissions of air pollutants 'and' fot reporting as requited by
tJN; ECEiEMEP ~ the" European EnviroIinient' Agency arid: the' Stockholm" Convention
(pUrsuant to its Articles 5and Ü). .
sti~~rvisiIigbo~y: MiniSt~roftl1eEnVironment. . .
Implementationbt»dy: N<iti'onalEmission Centn~. . ~ . ", \ ','
Costs and their category: 0.06 m.ln PLN every 3 years (total o.~2m1n P:L~;baseline. ,costs.'.,, , , , . ", '. , .. , .'

Source of funding: NfOSiGW. . .
,'. .', 'I:,),' I" .. ' , " " ",: : , ":,,

Impleme~tation deadline: 2006aud 2009.
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• Indicate emission sources and the scale of measurements essential for the verification of
emission factors;

• Prepare a tender specification for carrying out measurements;

• Evaluate the total costs and costs of single measurements.

These emission factors will be used for public statistics programme on the inventory of
emissions of air pollutants and for reporting as required by UN ECE/EMEP, the European
Environment Agency and the Stockholm Convention (pursuant to its Articles 5 and 11).
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.02 mln PLN every 3 years (total 0.04 mln PLN); baseline costs.

:i Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006 and 2009.

Action D7. Periodical verification of release factors for PCDDs/PCDFs. HCB and PCBs.

There is insufficient data available on release/emission factors in the case of releaSes of
PCDDs/PCDFs, HCB and PCBs into surface waters, soil, products and wastes/residues.
Therefore, it would be necessary to collect more information in this matter. These emission
factors will be used for inventorying releaSes of pollutants into the environment under the
public statistics programme and for reporting as required by UN ECE/EMEP and the
European Environment Agency.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.06 mln PLN every 5 years; baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006.

Action D8. Updating the inventory outline for POPs releases into surface waters and soil.
. .

Review ~f the necessary scope of information on POPs release sources and on the levels of
releases, which is necessary to prepare reports submitted to the Conference of the Parties to
the Stockholm Convention in compliance with its Article 5.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.06 mln PLN every 3 years (total 0.12 mln PLN); incremental
costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006 and 2009.

Action D9. Review of compliance of installations with emission standards and estimation of
the costs of control measurements.

The aim of the review is to evaluate compliance with the national law in force in relation to
the required scope of measurements in line with the Regulation of the Minister of the
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EnvironmentSI. The results obtained from the analysis will be the basis for: indicating
emission sources and the scale of measurements to be performed; preparing tender documents
concerning measurements with a description of methods and estimated' average costs,
including costs of measurements in installations and costs of chemical tests; determining and
analysing representative costs. The results will be used for public statistics programme on the
inventory or emissions of air pollutants and for preparing inventory reports as required by UN
ECE/EMEP, the European Environment Agency and the Stockholm Convention (Article.5).
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment. " '
Costs and their category: 0.02 mln PLN every 3 years (total 0.04 mlnPLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005 and 2008.

Action,D10.' Analysis for the justification of introducing or amending POPs emission
standards'. ' ' . , , , . ,
"'t;:"" '" .' ' '"

The: 'aim, of this aGtion is to review, intema.tional emission standards, as well as to justify and
dete~ethe scope of introducing additional emission standards, to the Reglliation ,of the
Minister of the EnvironmentSI. Furthermore; an analysis for the justification, of introducing a
ban for open 'combustion of certaip. materials/products.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment." '
Costs and their category: 0.02 mln PLN; baselme costs.'
Source of funding: NFOSiGW. '
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action DU. Guidelines on the development ofvoivodeshio databases on sources of POPs
releases into the environment from technology processes. ,

I i ~, " ' . ! :.; ",..' ,", ". ( . I . ..

Theguide1Jlles wiii help in establishing electronic registerso{POPs emissioIlS released from
Ü~chnblö~du :processes. Thi~ 'Will enabie'tne llnplementatlon of tasks gpeci1,ied in the
Natid~h1 Environmental Policy and in'regional eriVironmenWplans' a#d meet the provisions
of Articles 5 and 6 of the Convention. " ,;
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Institution preparing the guidelines: appointed by the Minister of the Eilvrromneht. '
Ihstltiition implementing the guidelines: voivodes. -,
Costs and their category: 0.02 mln PLN; baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

81 Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 4 August 2003 on emission standards for installations (DzU
,,_, __Qf7,QQ~,No,.I~~)iteDl1584}.
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3.3.8. Activity: measures to r~duce releasesfrom stockpiles and wastes

82 Potential Applicability of Assembled Chemical Weapons Assessment Technologies to RCRA Waste Streams
and Contaminated Media EPA-542-R-00-004 August 2000 www.epa.gov.clu-in.org.

I 337dAtior plan or erent actions un er c on plan .. . .
Action implementation schedule

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

Action D2 D3; D9; DI; D5; D6; D3; D9 DI; D5; D6;
D4 DlO; Dll D7;D8 D8

W kIt difti

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Environment.
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 0.92 mln PLN.
Baseline costs: 0.8 mln PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.12 mln PLN.

Objective~ The objective of this activity is to reduce releases of persistent organic pollutants'
and POPs-containing substances from stockpiles and wastes pursuant to Article 6 of the
Stockholm Convention.

nackground
Industrial waste landfill of ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works in Jaworzno. As a result
of former production and depositing of waste in the ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works'
owned landfill, DDT concentration levels in the soil, ground waters and surface waters locally
exceed permissible levels. DDT and its congeners are released from landfilled waste (Chapter
2.3 .5). Analyses of mine waters from the JAWORZNO Coal Mine and leachates from the
RUDNA GORA industrial waste landfill of the ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works also.
demonstrate the presence of POPs.

To eliminate releases of POPs from waste it is necessary to take action on eliminating
poll~tion from soil and ground waters and to evaluate best technology options for the removal
ofthe~e pollutants to ensure effective protection against adverse effects of the landfill (Action
F3. in Chapter 3.3.9).

At. the present stage, the landfill in Jaworzno is planned to be sealed-up. The proposed
technical' remediation solutions for the landfill and contaminated areas suiTounding the
ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works are aimed at:

• Cutting off the inflow of precipitation water and ground water to the mass of deposited
waste by creating local depression for ground waters and sealing the landfill with a top-
cover to isolate the contaminated areas,

• Catching the polluted waters. In this cas.e additional feasibility study of costs and
environmental effects will be required taking account of:

- limited treatment (water oxidation process with about 80% efficiency82);
high-efficiency treatment - 99.99% (SCW083, GPCR84, SET85 processes);
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building of phyto-remediation stations (within the plant's site) and a phyto-
remediation barrier around the landfill. '

Alternative treatment technologies for POPs waste and stocks. Combustion processes are the
most frequently used treatment methods for hazardous substances within the Polish waste
management system. This is relevant, in particular, to substances containing or conta.mi.nated '
withpersistentorganicpollutantssubjecttothe'StockholmCÖnveti?ön: ,. '; ,','. ::, ,i.""

.. : '. '. . f;~ 'J ; .•• ':'~ '. ;':.: ~'. :••. ~f.' '" ";,'" .• "

Industrial plants operate mostly incineration installations for chloroorgamc compounds that
are also capable of incinerating substances covered by the Convention. f, ' , .• , ; • \ ' i ' .,".'. •

. l' ' " ~... . ,. ., . . .. J .• ' 1 I.' ;. ~

Incineration is the most often used treatment method for hazardous' waste contaiiri.ng' orgaIDc
compounds of industrial or natural origin. The higher the heat value of the waste, the more
effective this method is, meaning smaller expenditures for additional conventional fuel and

.L

gi?ater benefits from 'obtained heating energy ..These benefits compensate to a 'great 'extent the
ri~ing costs of exhaust gas cleaning, enforced by more rigorous standards for the purification
o(these gases. However, when the amount of waste to be treated is high, causing significant
rer~ases ofp()JJut+mts, into the air despite stringent requirements, and the heat;value',o(the
waste is, low, tl;lennew technologies, which do not generate POPs and other pollutants, are put
to use, replacing incineration.

Alternative solutions become profitable as opposed to combustion technologiy~,' W4~Il
ppllution concentrations. in ,the, waste are low, the he8;t,val,ue is I,O\v and the amoUn~ of
h6In6g~neous waSte is high: Generally" the costs of instatIati6b.s (expressed pet capäCiiyilirit)
for :a1i~mative.technologies are the 'saine or approx.' 10% 'higher than that of mcm~ration,
wher~as'iriamtenance costs are'app. 20% lower {as in the case of GPCR84 technologies).' ';;,
;~.::!~:::. '_;,' .,'" ,',:' ".-' ~ ".. "; .' . , ~ ,".: ;: 'f', ';;" .," "'~ ".

It;l!or.der to r,educe POPs, emissions fi:omtrea,tment processes ,qf w~te' containing ,Pars or
sl,lq~~ces known as pJ,"ecursors of POPs synthesis in technical processe.s" it i~ neces~ary to
introduce new, non-thermal destruction methods for the irreversible transformation of POPs. ,', . ,/ , .. " ... ", ., .. ," - . :

and t~chDplogies .that prevent synthesis and further releases, of these substances into the
enwonme~t. Such 'a need is paiticuhirly re~evant to waste ge~exited ill processes'üi;:which
u:niiitentidnal .synthesis aiidPOPs' releases 'take place'; :through gaseouS emissions or

I .;. •

wastewater: Such 'a need IS also identified ill 'relation to sewage" sludge', from biologital
treatment of wastewater, bottom sediments from rainwater sedimentary taDks, sediments' from
watercourse' purification (including: excavations from the deepening of. channels and 'ports)
which are the largest secondary sources of POPs,'releases ,into the environment., These
technologies, in particular bio-remediation and phytQ-remedia,tion, are, essential, for soil and
groun,4 water clean-up operations, specifically for treatme,:qt of,residues afierthe elimip.atio~
of ob~ölete pesticide landfills. The following treatment ineth6ds: are most frequently'trsed for
POPs':" ' " .,'

. .. " .
',' :. .;: :: . .!

• Bio-remediation used for wastewater treatment and soil clean-up; the ~elatively low
cost of the method is its significant advantage; ,

83 SCWO - Super Critical Water Oxidation, Foster Wheeler Development Corporation, al._ ahluwalia@fwc.com;
General Atomis' SCWO Technology, General Atomics dan.jensen@gat.com.
84 GPCR Gas Phase Chemical Reduction, ELI Eco-Logic Inc., WoodJaS@eco-logic-intI.com.
85 SETTMSolvated Electron Technology Commodore Advanced Sciences, mjones@commodore.com.
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• Chemical POPs decomposition methods based on transformation of organic
compounds of chlorine into inorganic salts of chlorine and hydrocarbons84/85; the cost
of the process varies between 400 and 800 USD/Mg of waste;

• Phyto-remediation applied for the clean-up of POPs contaminated sites, and also areas
along road transport routes where permanent releases of, inter alia, PCDD/PCDF take
place and where remediation should be an on-going process;

• Oxidation of POPs in the aquatic environment - (SCWO process83), which is more
often used for treating significant amounts of waste with low POPs concentrations. It
is used primarily for sewage sludge from wastewater treatment plants, in which
rainwater is the main source of POPs, and for surface water bottom sediments. This
process allows for .80% reduction of pollutants. Costs for sewage or sediment
treatment do not ex-ceed 70-80 USD/Mg and the cost for the setting up of such an

., installation is expected to be app. 10-20 million PLN.
~.::

Management of sewage sludge should be the subject of greatest concern taking into account
the great volume of such waste and its negative environmental impact. Due to air emission
problems it is expected that direct incineration of such sludge will be restricted and its

- agricultural use abandoned due to serious environmental and health hazards. Furthermore,
facing the development .of new wastewater treatment plants depositing sludge in landfills
becomes more problematic. The obligation to regulate this issue derives from the provisions
of the Stockholm Convention and also from' European Union regulations. Under these
circumstances it is necessary to consider the possibility of building a sewage sludge treatment
facility. A network of such installations should fully eliminate other less environmentally
friendly disposal methods for' sewage sludge and surface water bottom sediments
contaminated with POPs. Present technological capacities allow fully to solve the problem in
relation to sewage sludge contaminated with POPs. However, such solutions mean higher
costs. Application of the SCW083 process is considered to be the most favourable~ .

. .

Other POPs treatment processes, described in technical literature [27, 36], neither comply
with the basic requirement of the Convention demanding irreversible transformation of these
substaJices, nor have sufficient references for their use in practice.

So far ~oland has not undertak~n research on the possibilities of incorporating alternative
teclniolo'gies into industrial management practices for waste containing POPs. In view of the
country's needs regarding POPs waste and residue management it should be taken into
consideration that appropriate processing facilities should be developed for: .

• Decontamination of electrical equipment, especially capacitors containing PCBs,

• Treatment of POPs waste,

• . Bio-remediation and phyto-remediation of sites.

Bwldi.i1g of an underground landfill could be an alternative method fot solving the pwblem of
PCB-containing capacitors, however, it is not accepted by the Convention and the cost of such
a facility is estimated at 200 million PLN. Thus, this option is economically not effective in
comparison with the exporting of capacitors for treatment abroad. Another option under
consideration is adapting a Cement Plant REJOWlEC to PCB solid waste treatment.
Currently, there are no further analyses performed to estimate the costs of such an investment.

In case a decision is made on the need to decontaminate PCB-containing equipment with the
use of alternative technologies, application of the GPCR technology seems to be both
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economically and environmentally most efficient. This process of PCB reduction by hydrogen
is carried out at temperatures arou:ud 850-900°C with the presence of water steam. Poland
should. evaluate the possibility of applying alternative treaWlent methods to waste showing
lower PCDD/PCDP release factors. This evaluation would include:

• Collection of information on alternative processes and preparation of an eXpertise
.,': determining the requirements of their use in Poland;

• I •

• ' Assessment'üfthe national infrastructUre and environmental and economic factors in
relati()n to 3iiernativ~ waste treatment methods aIming at PCDD/PCDP emission
re4uction;' / '

\ I ,."

.; Organisational and economic analysis of POPs waste management iJ.1cludingcost
estimates for different treatment technologies with a cost-effect analysis (in terms of
,c~mp~iap.cewith ~nv4:o~ental standards); . .

• " Assessment of technical requirements in the, field of POPs treatment technologies in th,e.
context of multilateral environmental agreements (MEAs), EU legislation and national,
law;,.

.: Ptoposals for alternative solutions preventing luiintentional formation öfPOPs in certain
tecMology processes. .

..i,

Within the NIP a technical report on alternative technologies, which may be considered for
treatment of waste or substances contaminated with POPs; will be elaborated. This report will
also include. conclusions and suggestions concerning justification of the application of these
teclniologies: inPoland. It will be limited only to technologies likely to be used in relation to
substances subject to the Convention. All the information gathered there may also be relevant
t9, ~~yr chloroorganic comp.()Und~,as several pr~cesses would eff.ectively elimina~€?chlo~e
fr:9P: ,?r~~c cOIllP'ounds oth~r ~an POPs. The ;report will also in4icate~asesfo~ whi~h:th~
techiiologies under scrutiny' m~:ybe. used. This analysis ~hould proVideconcl~ions~d
recommendations for action to 'be included in the National Waste Mariagement Plan. .

. .
, ,.,) .l -,> • ~ . I . • • • ..' • • .' :nQw~ver,:oile'shQUld bear in rillnd that ail krJ,owiland applied' alternative' waste treatment

" _ i • • . • (. 'I .' .• .,/ •.

methods, apart from bio~remediation and phYto:'remediätio.o. o( solIs, are significantly less
effecti~e~coriomically th~th~ co~ve~ti6nal methods based on thermal processes. ' '.' .

• . • I. . I •

The 5 actions proposed under, Activ:ity3.3.8 are des~ribed belo~.

Action EI. Review of technology processes in which POPs wastes are generated.
. . . .

The review will present the causes for POPs releaSes and exhaust ga~ and' wastewater
treatment methods as well as treatment methods for waste produced during these processes.
This. ,~ction .. allows '. to . iInplement '.the .•National Environmental Policy and regional
enyrro.llß.lenta1.protection plapS more effectively. The res~ts obtained .will, be. the basis for
preparing guidance on BAT/BEP. . .' . .' .. ' .

I~. . . .. . " .

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment., ..
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.06 mln PLN; baseli1le costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW .

... .ItripJ~m~JJJ~ti~mdeadJme:2Q05.
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Action E2. Guidelines on the principles of managing POPs waste generated as bv-tJroducts
from technology processes.

This action is aimed at the elaboration of guidelines for designing and operating installations
(BAT), in which POPs are generated as by-products. An analysis of the need for developing
an integrated system for the collection and treatment of POPs wastes produced in technical
processes will be required under this Action. Guidelines will help to fulfil relevant obligations
of the National Waste Management Plan, regional waste management plans and the
provisions of Articles 5, 6, 9 and 10 of the Convention.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.12 m1n PLN; baseline costs.

".Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action E3. Evaluation of the possibilities of aptJlving alternative waste treatment methods in
Poland.

This evaluation should comprise technical and economic analysis to justify introducing these
methods into practice in co-operation with potential future operators. Such an action is
planned under the National Waste Management Plan and it will allow to fulfil the provisions
of Article 6 of the Convention.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.06 m1n PLN; baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006.

Action E4. Stabilization of waste in the ORGANIKA-AZOT industrial waste landfill in
Jaworzno.

The aim of the action is to seal up an area of around 14 ha of the landfill and to develop a
depression drainage (app. 2.5 km long). For details see background above and project
description in Chapter 3.3.17.1.
Initiating body: Minister of the Environment in consultation with the Silesian Voivode.
Control authority: Environmental Protection Inspection.
Responsible body: ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works.
Implementation body: appointed by the Chemical Works.
Costs and their category: 17.0 mln PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: business sector (25%), foreign assistance (75%).
Implementation deadline: 2007.

Action ES. Installation for waste treatment based on alternative technology.

The aim of the action is to set up an installation based on a POPs oxidation process under
aquatic conditions. The operation of this installation will reduce emissions of POPs from
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waste treatment processes, and will allow safe management of waste from flue-gas cleaning,
wastewater and sludge treatment. A detailed description of this action is presented in Chapter
3.3.17.2.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: investor.

, ,

Costs and their category: 15.0 m1n PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: own sources (25%), foreign assistance (75%).
Implementation deadline: 2009.
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Work Ian for different actions under Activi 3.3.8:
Action im lementation schedule

2005 2006 2007
El;E2 E3' E4

3.3.9. Strategy: identification of stockpiles, articles in use and wastf!~,',,'" ' ;

<;oordinator Of the entire activity:: Minister of the EmTiro~ent. ,
T~t~j, impiementation cos,ts of tlie a~tivity (2004-2010):/32.24 mln, PLN. "
Baseline costs: 0.24 m1n PLN.
Incremental costs: 32 m1n PLN.

, ,

Obje.c~iv~. The goal of the strategy is to develop procedures facilitating identification of
POPs fölind in unidentified landfills and in equipment still m.use (concerns' PCBs).; ; , ',' j , '.

, ,

Background. The problem of identifying landfills and wastes containing POPs has beeil
described iii'Chapters 2.3.5,' 3.3.3. and 3.3.8.The on-going identification 'activities carried o~t
on' me basis of available döcumentationand field cOlitrols resulted in ~e tip~atingofthe list
of existing obsolete pesticide landfills, which is presented in Annex 4. However, it is expected
that there is still a number öf landfills that are likely to be identified in the future,'.finding
them would rather be a coincidence. Due to, significant costs of such investigation and low
probability of fmding unknown landfills regular survey ~ this fj~ld is not pl~ed. ' ,

Plant protection products based on POPs have been produced, in Poland in .four chemical
plants. According to the information obtained from the man~gerial' staff of the~e.pl<Wt~fOPs
are not used in the present production processes. The formerly gene:r~ltedpOPs waste, iti the
förm of used packages for the active substances, waste fro~' Cleaning insulIlations' and 'the
premises are accumulated in small quantities in the industrial waste ländfills at the 'sites of the
former producers, i.e. the Chemical Works ORGANIKA-AZOT in Jaworzno, the ANWIL
Company in Wloclawek and the Nitrogen Plant in Tarn6w-Moscice. Therefore thes~ laIldfills
should be subject to;permanent control as far as releases to neighbouring'groUnd waters 'eire
concerned in order to obtain data on the actual level of POPs releases.
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Moreover, POPs waste are very likely to be found also in landfills of at least three other
chemical plants (the Organic Industries ROKlTA in Brzeg Dolny, the Chemical Works
GAMRAT and the Chemical Works in Nowa Sarzyna), but this information requires
verification by setting up periodical monitoring.

Identification of articles still in use mainly applies to PCBs. According to the law in force all
electrical equipment containing PCBs are specially labelled (Chapter 2.3.2). This duty lies
upon their holders.

The 4 actions proposed under Strategy 3.3.9 are described below.

Action Fl. Assessment of the presence of POPs in selected industrial waste landfills.

This will require detailed specification of information and complementary data obtained from
:' chemical companies through questionnaires on the condition of the stored production wastes
. contaminated with POPs. This assessment will satisfy the provisions of Article 6a) of the
. Convention and the National Waste Management Plan as well as regional environmental
protection plans.
Supervising body: voivodes.
Control authority: Environmental Protection Inspection.
Responsible body: appointed by GIOS.
Costs and their category: 0.1 m1n PLN; baseline costs
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action F2. Preparation of guidelines on permanent monitoring of POPs-containing industrial
landfills. which so far did not prove to cause POPs releases .

. Investigations concerning POPs releases into aquatic environment from industrial waste
landfills likely to contain POPs that were carried out so far did not reveal such releases
(except for the ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works). These landfills require permanent
supervision by setting up control wells for testing ground water contamination at the landfill
site and within its vicinity. Preparation of guidelines will help in establishing operational
monitoring of these landfills (Chapter 3.3.16).
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.1 m1n PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action F3. Risk assessment of the ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works' industrial landfill.

Evaluation of the ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works' industrial waste landfill as a source
of POPs hazard will cover the characteristics of POPs waste from the former production of
the Chemical Works with the specification on production periods and construction study
landfill control systems, geological conditions with an indication of possible POPs
contamination routes and endangered areas. The assessment results will serve as a starting
point for analysing the technical methods for reducing the adverse effects caused by the
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Detailed actions regarding PCB-contaminated equipment are proposed under Chapter 3.3.4.
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d Str t 339t ti. or, .plan or eren ac ons un er a e~ . .. .
Action implementation schedule ' '

Year 2004 2005 2006 2007' 200S' :" , .. 2009 ,,2010 !

Action FI; F2;F3; F4 -"
,.

3.3.10. Activity: management of stockpiles and appropriate measures for handling
and disposal of articles in use

lan.dfill (e.g. through stabilization of the waste mass, reclamation or elimination of the landfill
to eliririnate POPs releases into the environment) by taking account of environmental,
economic and social issues. The results obtained will serVe as a baSis for decision makers for
deciding on the implementation of an optimal solution and for applying for foreign assistance
funds, e.g. from the EU, GEF, the World Bank. Action F3 results from the National Waste
Management Plan and the regional plan for Sl'l.skie (Silesian) Voivodeship, and is in
conformity with Article 6 of the Convention.
Control authority: Environmental Protection Inspection.
Responsible body: ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical Works.
Implementation body: appointed by the Chemical Works~'
Costs and their category: O.14mlnPLN; baseline costs.
S~~rce offundfug: business sector (25%), foreign assistance (75%}
I~~Jle~entation 4eadline: 2005.

Ac!ion F4. Establishing a database on treatment technologies. including alternative solutions.
for'pOPs waste generated as by-products in technology processes." , ,'" '

The database will serve as a tool for decision makers'and, enterprises (busines~men) for
deciding on new installations, taking into consideration the enyironmeptal, ap.deconqmic
process efficiency of the treatment methods used for POPs waste from flue-gas de~g and,
wastewater treatment. ! ,,' " ' ,,:' '" ;,'

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment. ' " ~" ,
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
CostS and their category: O.l2mln PLN; baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

W k I ti difti

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Environment., '
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 0.46 mln PLN ..
Baseline costs: 0.36 m1n PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.1 mln PLN.
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3.3.12. Activity: facilitating or undertaking information exchange and stakeholder
._involvement

3.3.11. Strategy: identification of contaminated sites (Annex A,B and C chemicals)
and remediation in an environmentally sound manner

Issues connected with the identification of contaminated sites are presented in Chapters 2.3.5
and 3.3.9, and partly in Chapters 2.3. I; 2.3.2, 2.3.3 and 2.3.4 with regard to bottom sediments
from Odra andWisla Rivers and Wloclawski Reservoir. Actions connected with the
remediation of contaminated sites are included in Chapters 3.3.3, 3.3.8 and 3.3.9.

.e: Objective. The aim of this activity is to establish a system of information exchange on POPs
at national and international levels.

Background

Legal basis for access to and. exchange of information. Pursuant to the provisions of the
Convention, Parties should provide public access to and update information on POPs, as well
as promote and disseminate all available information regarding persistent organic pollutants.
Inforination on POPs lImy be' circulated -within the existing system of information
dissemination (Chapter 2.3.8).

Information exchangt!. The ~xchange of information shall apply to information significant in
terms of: (a) reduction- or e~miri~tion of production, use and releases of POPs, and (b)
potential risks for humans ai1d the enviromDent, including inforination on accompanying
economic and social costs.

In line with the provisions of the Stockholm Convention, iI?foim.ation on health and safety of
hu.rriaD.sand the environment is not regarded as coirlidential. However, Parties that exchange
information, under this Convention, will protect any confidential information as mutually
agreed. InPoland protection of certain information subject to confidentiality is regulated by a
special Act86• - -

To initiate the exchange of information, it should first be obtained from different level
administration bodies and entities from outside the administration and then should be
adequately inventoried. Information on POPs may be distinguished as: information on
pollutants, on release and emission processes, on technologies applied, on health and
environmental threats and on substances alternative to POPs. -It is necessary, in compliance
with the Stockholm Convention, to:

". Further develop the POPs emission inventory system,
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86 Act of22 January 1999 on the Protection of Confidential Information (DzU of 1999 No. 11, item 95; of2000

1 No. 12, item 136, No. 39, item 462; of2001 No. 22, item 247, No. 27, itein 298, No. 56, item 580, No. 110, item
1189, No. 123, item 1353, No. 154, item 1800; of2002 No. 74, item 676, No. 89, item 804, No. 153, item 1271;
of2003 No. 17, item 155; of2004 No. 29, item 257).-1-- -----------
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• Establish a system for gathering information on POPs other than on emissions.

For -'tl1~pUi-po~~s-offnternationa{ilij'ofmatihh #chal1getiie f61Iö~g 'täSks" '~f the national
focal point for the Convention cali b~d1stIDgrnsb:e'(i:' ,'-:' :' , ,",' ,-- --, - - . .

• Preparation of information on activities performed under the Convention and for the
- Plll1,'9,~~sof tp-eC:~pferen~~,of :theP~i~s, ,_," , ;, ':' " .' _",' _ _-

• ; Taking account of the provisions öfArtide 9, paragraph2 of the Conventionwhe,n _,
, signing'and implementing bilateral agreements" ' .. , _

• Preparation' and reguiai-ripda~g 'of a'li~t of state authöiities -invoived in sünilar activities -
on other international forums.

The exchange of information at a national level, similarly to that at the international level,
shoUld be based on emission data: and other relevant information (nOli-emission data). '_

The key role in these activities in relation to information concerning emissiö'iis"an"drel'Jases of
POPs should be assigned to the National Emission Centre (KClE) at the Institute of
Environmental Protection, and with reference to non-emission information - to the
EJ\ritonmental: Irifoinlatiöi1: Centre (eIOS) at the Ministry öftheEnvfrohm~nV,: 'p '-l',.i"(-:?:'

The scope of duties of the existing Environmental Informatio~' centre should be eite'ilded' ~d
the following actions undertaken: '~":':' ::":~.';

.,,: Iiiclusion of POPs issuesarict Moi1riätiöri on POPs bycöllectmgahd 'dissemitiatlng nÖn",'1,\
'i"'emisslo'n införri:iation OIl POPs,';' ' ., " ,.' : ' ':, ,'; . ,'" , '

.(::!'Ai~igcing:GI9S th~~k()f~~üiliringac~ntr~ datilb~~ orimiörin~tioriregarilink$~', use of the envrromnent, -' - , - - ,. - , " " , q J .. " - - •

: : { ; ,'..:'~' ; , ! ,:.~"

~,' .~~WRpspm(f~t:?f a j9int el~ftronic ~ys~~Ill~uppl~g t~~:S~n~(s inf.<?~~~~~~~~~,t(, ;,_~;\
( . 'Yith other InternetßataresOtrrces owned J?yqthe.r ms~~tu4{)nsand orgamzatl0ns? WIth" '
; , t1_~k$ito WonnatiOIf on enllssions andrel~ase~ made' av~labl~' by ~IpSand: oilier :" ,,'::

•• • ~ 4 I .; .: _' ) : .' • .' : • •• • • '.' i .'; ',' . : .' '. ~.~, . .' I .'. ' • , ,.,! .
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• Linking, in terms of their functions; the activities of CIOS with selected activities carried_
out by the Information Centre on Environmental Education of the National Furid for
Envir0nmentaJ Protec~on an4,Wa.ter Management,

• The possibility of delegating certain tasks connected with the distribution and .
dissemination of environmental information on POPs to non-governmental organizations. ' .

The n~n:-erirission information on POPs includes, inter alia:
• Information on risk assessment and threats connected with POPs, including informationin

the form of labelling products and substances containing POPs, _

• Information on reducing health related risks connected with the presence of POPs in the
environment,

• Results of monitoring and research activities,

• Information encouraging elimination of POPs or restricting their use,
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• Information about integrated projects on combating pests and diseases in agriculture,

• Information on economic and social effects of the elimination or restriction of the use of
POPs and the reduction of their releases and emissions,

• Information on POPs substitutes and risk assessment estimates concerning the impacts of
such substitutes on the environment and human health as well as information on economic
and social effects of their application,

• Information about producers of POPs substitutes,

• Information on best available techniques (BAT) concerning POPs,

• Information on best environmental practices (BEP) for POPs,

• Information about public administration bodies and other institutions on their
competences and responsibilities regarding POPs-related issues (so called competence

'. tables as an instrument facilitating public access to information).

-As potential sources of information on POPs, among the available ones, the folloWing
; registers should be taken into account:

• Publicly accessible registers of hazardous substances, lists submitted to environmental
protection authorities for the purpose of calculating fees, and documents drawn up for
waste recording purposes;

• Registers maintained by poviat governors (starosts) containing information about areas
where soil pollution standards were exceeded;

• Electronic environmental databases maintained by regional governors (voivodes) and
starosts within the framework of the State Environmental Monitoring System;

• Register of substances posing special threat maintained by the voivodes;

• Register of hazardous substances, in stocks of industrial companies posing potentially
significant risk, managed by the Voivodeship Commands of the State Fire Service;

• Emission measurement and reporting system conducted by the Voivodeship Inspectorates
for Environmental Protection (WIOS);

• Reporting system on environmental fees for utilizing the environment managed by the
voivodeship self-government authorities (Marshal Offices);

• State central database comprising enterprises obliged to apply BAT;

• Voivodeship databases on waste management established by the self-government
authorities (Voivodeship Marshals);

• 16 voivodeship databases and one central database on information about the use of the
environment managed by the Minister of the Environment;

• Voivodeship databases on PCBs and POPs-containing waste landfills, the creation of
which is planned.

To reduce unintentional emIssIons, particularly of dioxins and furans, promotion and
educational activities targeted at effective and environmentally sound heat production
methods for housing purposes should be considered, by providing information to the public
on threats connected with ineffective combustion of solid fuels and biomass and on reducing
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municipal waste incineration. Furthermore, information on proper handling of PCBs and their
waste should also be disseminated.

The 2 actions proposed within Activity 3.3.12 are described below.

Action GI. Preparation of a lJlan for the collection and exchange of information.
'. .

This plan will satisfy the provisions of the Aarhus Convention and'will '~so take' account of
the legal requirements resulting from relevant regulations on the protection of coirlidential
information. The outline of the plan was prepared u.t;lderthe GEF Project [43].
Supenising b()dy: Minister of the Environment.
~plementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.1 mln PLN;incremental costs.

'!
S~~rce of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action G2. Development of a system for the collection and exchange of information.
, ,

The aim of this action is to establish a system for collecting and exchange of information, and
its imPlementation. Pursuant to Articles 9, 10 and 11 of the Convention, Parties should
establish a system for international exchange of information. For the time' being no such
operational system of information exchange exists.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs a~d tl1eir category: 0.06 mln PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW. '
I~pl~m~n..tation deadline: 2006.

Work plan for different actions under Activity 3.3.12:
Action implementation schedule

Year 2004 2005 2006 • 2007 2008 ,2009 2010 :

Action GI G2 .

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Enyironment.
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 0.16 mln PLN.
Baseline costs: 0 mln PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.16 mln PLN.

33.13. Activity: public awareness, information and education

Objective. The goal of this activity is to incorporate into the national educational system an
.-.- information package on POPs-related issues, pursuant to Article 10 of the. Con..vention,..to .
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raise public awareness. An outline for such a package has been prepared under the GEF
Project. It will serve as a basis for further work on the package, which will finally be
incorporated into the National Strategy for Environmental Education (NSEE) [64].

Background. The need for the development and implementation of a national action plan on
education, training and raising public awareness on POPs is a clearly defined obligation
imposed on the Parties to the Convention. Pursuant to the "National Strategy for
Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic Pollutants" [71] - "it is necessary to
raise public awareness and extend environmental education by introducing issues regarding
POPs in the environment".

One of the main educational goals regarding POPs should be to eliminate or at least to reduce
the negative approaches causing POPs emission and releases. The public must become aware
of the fact that only "clean" organic matter should be burned and that other types of wastes
may only be incinerated in facilities specially designed for that purpose.

The procedure of public participation will be conducted in line with the provisions of the Act
- Environmental Protection Law. Below are some of the most important items to be
considered:

• Raising awareness of politicians and other decision makers having impact on emission
and release reductions;

• Providing the public with information, which according to the provisions of the
Convention, is not considered confidential;

• The development and implementation of a variety of educational and training programmes
.concerning POPs, their health and environmental effects. and their substitutes/alternatives,
addressed to the general public and to certain target groups, especially women, children,
fariners, medical staff, teachers, scientists as well as workers and technical and managerial
personnel of enterprises.

The scope of educational activities. Educational activities concerning POPs should focus on
the following issues:

properties and characteristics of POPs,
their sources,
application and uses,
emissions and releases,
effects and impacts,
methods for preventing and avoiding threats from POPs,
health hazards,
management and treatment of waste containing POPs.

These activities should be of multi-level character, and cover the public in general, since
everyone may, to some extent, contribute to the generation of POPs and everyone is
threatened by their negative impacts. However, particular attention should be given to the
"groups at risk", i.e. scrap collecting persons, construction industry workers and service teams
(particularly those handling timber waste, e.g. railroad sleepers) and people involved in the
elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills, obsolete pesticide treatment companies, holders of
PCB-containing equipment, stokers of coal- or biomass-fired boilers and residents of houses
with individual furnaces, stoves and boilers.
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The major task to be undertaken within the framework of the NIP regarding the promotion of
education, training and awareness raising is the development of an educational programnie on
POPs. Activities envisaged in this programme should mainly be targeted at th~ following
groups:

• farmers;

•. children,

• higher primary level and secondary level school children and academic students,

.' i teaching and medical perso~el,

• users of individual heating systems based on coal-fired stoves.

Sqme proposals regarding educational programmes are presented in Annex 7.

Awareness raising. Aiming at awareness raising a series of training sessions for selected
target groups (e.g. public and private decision makers, businessmen, NGOs) should be Garried
out. In addition, an Internet website with basic information on POPs should, be prepared"
together with an information bulletin in hard copy and electronic version; which should be
published by the CIOS. All this should be supplemented by a series of publications presenting
results of scientific, research and development acti~ties and resWts of 'monitoring iri
periodicals for professionals. A significant role in raIsing public awareness regaidmg' health
hazards caused by POPs would be assigned to mass media. "

Involving nop.-governmental organizations is' a key element of the action' plan for the
pr()ill<)tion of education, training and awareness raising with. regard to POPs and may be
peIformed in different ways, biter alia, by:

• Contracting the services by the public administration, pursuant to the Act on activities
profitable 'to the public and on voluntary: organizations; , " .' " ','

• Involving NGOs in the process of preparation of programm~s at regional and local levels
on the protection against POPs emission/release effects, as well as sustainable
development programmes for communes (gminas);

• Developing programmes and preparing environmental campaigns, and seeking
appropriate financial resources for this purpose from foreign assistai1ce funds;

• Carrying out promotion campaigns.

The 5 actions proposed under Activity 3.3.13 are described below.

Action HI. Preparation and implementation of a countrywide information and educational
campaign concerning hazards posed by POPs:

Pursuant to Articles 5 and 10 of the Convention, the NGOs will prepare and conduct a
campaign on hazards posed by POPs to the environment and human health. Within this
campaign the following, inter alia, actions shall be performed: the preparation and publication
of educational and informative materials for schools; preparation and performance of a series
of courses and seminars/workshops for selected target groups; developing an Internet web site
as well as dissemination of information on health hazards caused by POPs among mass media
representatives.
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Action H3. Incorporating POPs risk-related issues into the National Strategy for
Environmental Education (NSEE).

Action H2. Developing and issuing a set of educational materials on handling POPs for
schools.-

Action H4. Implementation of educational programmes on POPs for target grOUpS(teachers
and doctors).

-----~
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Coordinator: selected NGO.
Implementation body: interested environmental NGOs.
Costs and their category: 0.6 m1n PLN in 2005 + 0.04 m1n PLN annually (total 0.88 mIn
PLN); incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW (20%), local budget (30%), foreign assistance (50%).
Implementation period: 2004-2010.

Elaboration and editing educational kits on handling POPs requires defining the topics for
presentation and the level of detail of educational materials for different types of schools, i.e:
-for secondary, high and academic schools. Dissemination of the results of this action will
allow teachers to incorporate POPs-related issues into the educational programmes and meet
the provisions of Articles 5 and 10 of the Convention.

:Superv~sing body: Minister of National Education and Sport (MENiS).
.Implementation body: appointed by MENiS.
Costs and their category: 0.06 m1n PLN; mcremental costs.
Source of funding: state budget (50%), foreign assistance (50%).
Implementation deadlfue: 2006.

Issues connected ~th health and environmental hazards caused by PUPs ~s w~ll as methods
for preventing such hazards will be incorporated into the National Strategy for EnVironmental
Education [64] on the basis of relevant outlines for public and target group education prepared
under the GEF Project [42]. Experts in teaching methodology should be involved in amending
the Strategy. An amendment shall cover detailed educational materials for Primary, s~condary
and high schools as well as for two target groups, i.e~ me<li,calpersonnel and teacher~. The
strategy should also include an outline for a public information campaign regarding POPs.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.06 mIn PLN; incremental costs.

- I, -

Source offunding: NFOSiGW (50%), state budget (50%).
Implementation deadline: 2005.

These educational programmes are aimed at raising awareness on POPs hazards among
teachers of environmental issues and medical doctors dealing with toxicological threats. A
draft outline of the educational programme was prepared under the GEF Project [42].

Supervising body: Minister ofHea).th, Minister of National Education and Sport.
Implementation body: Entities appointed by these Ministers.
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Objective. The goal of this activity is to establish a system for the evaluation of the
effectiveness of activities under the NIP and its verification and updating pursl.l.aiitto ArtiCle
16 of the Convention. ' " '

Action HS. Preparation and publishing of a guidebook about PCB handling and management.
and leaflets on threats posed by dioxins.

This guidebook will'be addressed to differentUlr'get ~oup~ throughout the country to provide
information on proper PCB handling. It will contain, inter alia information about compaoie~
ip,volvyd ~ PC~. elit;ninati()fi in different voivodeships. Leaflets on threats posed by dioxins

" .f" .:" '.' • ,. i . , ( . • • . ~, " . , '. - , .., ;. I . .) , . . . . . ; . ! .' : .: " I '. '"', • :

geQ.erated,in, Pidividua!' heating sY~t~IIls'.shoUld' provide the followmg' information' to the.P:R~1l9::," ,.' ",',: :', ' ' , " ',",; ,
: 7:l-~';_'"', dioxin formation mechanisms; '.
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Costs and their category: 0.2 mln PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: state budget.
Implementation deadline: 2006.

Work' plan'fordiffereid actions under'ActiVitf3.3.13:' , ", ",
" "

':; '1 j ',: ~"j; /. j : ; :r ; " ! Action itllplementatiöfts'cHedi1le ,
" : " ,;

,"
'".. "

2004
I .. , I"; • ; ; ~ j ,

200'1
.... . ,

Z008 .. '

2009 ~01(jYear 2005 2006 ,

Ill;H5
•• 1, .. ~

ill'
; " ; ): ,~ 1 .,~ '. , "Action Hl;H5 HI;H3 HI;1f2;H4 HI HI-,

_,_",1, ,
"

environmental and health risks,' '
f .• ' _' ~ _: .' . :. • ...." • . - I

guidance on risk rllillim1satiOJ1,,
.-.' .'

methods for avoiding or elimipating adverse effects. ,
, .. ' J.", ." ,.) ,.

Draft leaflets on PCBs [49] and dio~ [50] to be publisb,edh,ave ~~en P!~p.ar;edunq~r,the
GEF Project. They are addressed to enterprises, local administration an<J. ,thygen~r~ pUQlic. ,,, '

.1. "~:"l;::.~ •.•• ~:~"~:' "~;'.",.:.':!j

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: institutioß$ appointed by the Minister of th~ Environment. "
Costs and thei{cat~goJ1r:'b:Ö6:DiinPLN;'hi6tell1entiicösts,;'!;',/!"" ';,.:J':'" ":i, ';,;;; ,;.; :', '

S~~~e,c;»f~~ding: st~t~bu~get (20%),.~OSiGW (30%), fmeignassistance (50%).
~#ip.~~~n;t~ti~n'd~~~~e,:'igq4'.apd'290i ,"',',",' :;""',' ",,',: ',' ','",",""

Y';:, 3.3.14.Activity: effec#vene.ssevaJuation,

. "

Coordinator of the entire activity':" M'i.riister'~fthe Envii-omhe~t. ; "
• 1 ". '. Ii. : i ':. J. , ' ~ ", ' '. ',.:- • '::,'. ;,J; _'. ."' '\

Total implementation costs of the 'activitY (200~20Ü): i.26 nUn' pLN'~
Baseline costs: 0 mln PLN.
Incremental costs: 1.26 mln PLN.
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Background. Pursuant to Article 16 of the Convention the terms for evaluating the
effectiveness of undertaken action will be defined by the Conference of the Parties. The
assessment will be based on national reports and data obtained from monitoring. The
document of the Intergovernmental Negotiation Colllli1.itteeUNEP/POPS/lNC.7/19, which is
prepared for the first session of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention includes a
proposal on reporting stating that the :first governniental report submitted by 2007 (CoP3) and
a report on progress in eliminating PCBs provided by 2009 will be the basis for the first
effectiveness evaluation. The present NIP foresees the implementation of a system for
periodical assessment of the progress in fulfilling the obligations of the Stockholm
Convention.

Establishment of a timetable and methods for periodical evaluation of the progress of the
Convention's implementation and preparation of relevant reports in accordance with the rules
adopted by the Conference of the Parties to the Stockholm Convention and the European
Commission lies within the competences of the Minister of the Environment. The updating of
the NIP, preceded by comprehensive progress evaluation, should take place not more öften
than every four years as the national reports will be submitted to the Conference of the Parties
every four years.

The 3 actions proposed under Activity 3.3.14 are described below.

Action 11. Preparation of guidelines for the verification and updating of the NIP with due
regard to the documents of the Conference of the Parties to the Convention.

The aim of this action is to develop transparent guidelines for updating the NIP, as required
by the Conference of the Parties to the. Convention. Relevant decisions on the procedures and
methods of assessment of the implementation of the NIPs in different .countries with the
timetable for updating, will be made by the Conference of the Parties (CoP).
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation agency: national secretariat for the Convention.
Costs and their category: 0.02 m1n PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006.

Action 12. Periodical updating of the National Implementation Plan.

Periodical review. and updating of the NIP is required pursuant to Article 7.1 of the
Convention. Future decision of the Conference of the Parties will establish rules and
procedures for carrying out such reviews. The aim of the updating is to adjust the NIP to the
changing socioeconomic conditions and to the technical progress.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Imidementation agency: national secretariat for the Stockholm Convention.
Costs and their category: 0.5 m1n PLN every 4 years; incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2008.
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Work plan for different actions under Activity 3.3.14:. .

Action implementation schedule
Year .. 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 . 2009. 2010. .

Action I3 11 12 I3 ,

Action 13. Periodical updating of the national strategy and policy regarding POPs.
. .

The, National Strategy for. Environmental Protection against POPs, toge,ther with the measures
designed for its implementation require periodical updating. The tiCst updating will take into
consideration the results obtained under the GEF Project during the preparation of the plan for
the implemenUition of the Stockholm Convention in Poland. Due to rapid economic changes
the, strategy should be updated eyery 4 years. .
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: appointed by the Minister of the Environment.
Costs and their category: 0.12 m1n PLN every 4 years (total: 0.24 mln PLN); incremental
costs.
Sou ..ce of funding: NFOSiGW.
I~pleinentati()n deadline: 2005 and 2009.
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., ~ 0, ,;.' '~., .3.3.15.Activity: reporting

~ . , ,

CoordinatC)t of the entire activity: Minister ot'the Environment. '..
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 0~76mln PLN.'
Baseline costs: 0 m.1h PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.76 mln PLN.

Objective. The aim is to meet the. obligatipns of the Con~ention an4 1b.:e.Eur9pean Ynion
legislation concerning the reportillg of information on. POPs emission andielease levels, and
on: progress in the implementation of'the Coirventiön as 'well as to satisfy the' national
re~uITeIllentsiri thi~field: . .. . "

Background

Data collection system. Under the Stockholm Convention Parties are. obliged to carry out
scientific research and monitoring,. as well as to submit to the Conferenc.e ofth~,Part~es
periodical reports on the implementation of the provisions. of the GonventiO,n, inc1u~ing
statistical data (Article IS). . . . . . . ...;- :\ ..'. '. .

It is necessary to establish a reliable information system ensuring the availability of sufficient
and reliable data. Information provided by the system should cover two main areas:

Statistical data on the total production, import and export of all chemical substances listed in
Annexes A or B, which may be obtained from public statistics and estimates from research
institutes and sector chambers or reliable assessments of such data;



Data on current and forecasted emissions and releases of persistent organic compounds listed
in Annex C of the Convention.

International requirements concerning information on emissions and releases. A number
of registers already exist or many new ones are pla.nD.edat the international level for the
purpose of reporting as required by the LRTAP Convention, EU Directives, and other
international agreements and organisations (OECD). Below is a description of registers
regarded as most important from the point of view of the objectives of the Stockholm
Convention, i.e. the EPER and PRTR registers.

EurolJean Pollution Emission Register (EPER). National registers are being established in the
EU member countries within the framework of the European Register (EPER) on the basis of
Commission Decision 2000/479/EC65• The EPER includes a list of 50 substances (or their
groups) released from over 20 major categories of activities. The most important sources, in

The evaluation of current and forecasted emissions and releases of persistent organic
pollutants at the country level can be carried out within the framework of the national
inventory of pollutants using average emission factors along with the simultaneous
establishment and maintenance of registers of sources and release estimates with due
consideration of the source categories listed in Annex C to the Stockholm Convention. In line
with international regulations such registers (EPER and PRTR) will be developed and
implemented at the earliest possible date.

National requirements regarding information on POPs emissions and releases. Domestic
needs with regard to information on emissions and releases of POPs are satisfied by:

National inventory system for emissions and releases,

Developing registers of individual emission and release sources.

The following registers of individual emission and release sources are developed pursuant to
the provisions of the Act - Environmental Protection Law and its relevant regulations:

• Registers of pollutants released into the air. Entities utilising the environment are obliged
to keep records, updated .on a quarterly basis, on types and quantities of pollutants
released into the air and information on the methods used for obtaining such data;

• Registers of environmental fees. These registers are managed by the Marshal Authorities
of the voivodeships and they include reports with information on the utilization of the
environment (air, water, waste) and data used for determining the fee levels for individual
entities; registers contain information about app. 80 thousand economic entities.
Voivodeship databases and a central database will be developed containing information on
the ways ofusing"the environment.

• Register of integrated permits. The Minister of the EnVironment manages a register of
applications for futegrated permits and analyses submitted applications and permits
.granted. Integrated permits are required for installations or devices, which, due to specific
type and scale of activity, are likely to cause significant pollution with regard to different
environmental matrices or the entire environment;

• Register of measurements performed in connection with the o{>erationof installations or
equipment. Such a register does not exist at present, but steps should be taken towards its

.development, to enable processing and comparing information on measurements
performed by economic entities in connection with the operation of their installations or
devices.
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terms of POPs emissions/releases, are: metal production and metal processing, the mineral
industry, the chemical industry (mainly production of organic compounds, plant protection.
products and biocides), the electric power industry, waste treatment facilities (especially for
hazardous waste) and installations using organic solvents.

Pollutant Release and Transfer Register (PRTR). Within the framework of the Aarhus
Convention and on the grounds of the Kiev Protocol signed by Poland and the EU in May
2003 itis planned to develop a pollutant release and transfer register (PRTR). The following
activity categories are to be considered in the PR1R:

•. energy sector' (e.g., refmeries, heating plants and other installations with capacities
>50MW), ,

• production and processing ofmet8.J.s,
0,

• mineral industry,

.' chemical industry,

• waste and wastewater management,

• production and processing of paper pulp and wood;

• agriculture and fish and sea farming,

.- 'anim.a1and plant products from the food and beverage sector,

• others(e.g., Primary treatment or dying of fabrics and mat~rials > 10 Mg/day).

The PRTR covers a' broad list of 'pollutants (86 substances and groups of substances),
extending scope of the EPER register, including, inter alia" certain substances subject to the
Stockholm Convention and/or the Aarhus Protocol, as well as other halogen substances. The
register shell be expanded to cov~r ~e dispersed sources ,.of ymissions and transfer of
pollutants on to other eIiviromnenta1 components apart from air, i.e. water and soil. Pollutants
currently covered by inventories within 'the framework of'selected systems 'are presented in
Table 3.3.1'5.1.

Tabl~ 3.3~~5~1.POPs taken into consideration in selected'systems

Persistent organic pollutants PRTR EPER Fee list Stockholm Large point
Convention •sources

Aldrin x x
Chlordane ' . x' x
Dieldrin x' x
EIidrin x x
Heptachlor x x
Mirdx' x x
Toxaphene

,

x x
DDT x x
Dioxins and furans x x x x ; x
PCBs ' x x x x
HCB x x x x

- --------!-In-aGGEmlanG0 with the UN ECElEMEP guidelines [86].
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The Stockholm Convention refers to the PRTR register in Article 10, paragraph 5 of the
Convention, which states that "Each Party shall give sympathetic consideration to developing
mechanisms, such as pollutant release and transfer registers, for the collection and
dissemination of information on estimates of the annual quantities of the chemicals listed in
Annex A, B or C that are released or disposed of'.

Planned activities. Poland's accession to the European Union and the obligations under other
international agreements create an urgent need for establishing an information system in
Poland, which would provide sufficient information, consisting of data that cannot be
accessed directly from official statistics due to confidentiality restrictions. The scope of
information, which should be included into the register to meet the requirements of the
Convention, can be subdivided into four groups/fields:

• Organisational data (name, address, type of activity - Polish Code of Activity, etc.),

• Activities (fuel consumption, use of raw materials, production level),

• Emissions (annual, seasonal, daily, per unit of production),

• Production technology data affecting emission levels.

At present, it is hard to tell the actual number of entities, which should be covered by an
iriventory' system for the purposes of the Stockholm Convention. According to preliminary
estimates their total number will be comparable with the number of installations/devices that
are: obliged to obtain integrated permits. Table 3.3.15.2 illustrates a comparison of estimated
numbers of entities depending on the type of register. For the purpose of the Convention, just
like for the rest of the described registers, data collected from individual entities are required.
This provision enforces the necessity of developing a new information system oradjusting
one of the already existing.

Table 3.3.15.2. Estimated numbers of entities expected to be covered by the registers

Register Number of entities
PRTR .app.5000
EPER app.2000
IPPC app.2000

In 1999-2001 alternative concepts have been prepared concerning a data collection system for
the purposes of an emission inventory. Many seminars and workshops were held on the
development of an information system satisfying the needs of the EPER, PRTR and other
~mission registers. As a result of discussions carried out between 2001 and 2003 the
following most probable options for implementing the planned register of emission sources
meeting the needs of the Stockholm Convention were identified by linking the planned
register with:

• The system of integrated permits. This requires the extension of the scope of information
collected'from entities obliged to obtain integrated permits. The development of the
register of such entities is complicated due to the fact that some installations can take
advantage of derogations, in line with the Accession Treaty, for several years of
transitional periods;
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• .' The system of emission fees. A significant advantage of such an approach is that the .
'emission fees system has already been operating for many years and data are available

electronically; Developing the planned register would require the'extension of the scope of
information collected from a selected group of economic entities;

•.... The duties of installation operators. The duties of installatioäopenitorsand users of"
. equipment are to a great extent convergent with the information requirements of the .
'. planned registers. The o'p'erators öf inStallations and the users of devices are obliged4 to

.. carry out periodicalmeastirements to determine emission levels'. In2003 a new.
: requrrement1s was introduced to carry out emission measurements depending on:

the type of installation or equipment,

emission standard level for an installation or equipment

,{ parameters describing the output or capacity of an installation or equipment.

BaSed on the review of different options taking' into acco~t' therr suitability for pr~viding
information as well as difficulties/costs of llriplementation; a decision on' the register of
erriission sources. and pollutants shouldbe.made. Developing a countrywide environmental
information syst~m will determine efficient reporting on compliance with, all enviro1llIlental
convep.tions, including the Stockholm Convention. Irrespective of the option, which will be
sele~ted, it- is necessary to undertake the task of developing a methodology for determining
pollutant. emissions, especially for those pollutants that. were nqt sufficiently. estimated in
Poland. so far.

The implementation of an information system connected with the register for individuäJ.
emission sources should involve, inter alia, the following activities:

• Developing and introducing adequate legal regulations;

• Ensuring financing;.

• Oeveloping and introducing an electronic information management system;

• Training of the staff operating the system.

The 5 actions proposed under Activit}' 3.3.15 are described below.

• ,', • • 1

~ction Jl~Preparation of national reports for the Conference of the Parties to the Convention.

Reports on acrl'vities undertaken in Poland aimed at the implementation of the Stockholm
Convention' Wilr be prepared according to the rules and: guidelines .laid' down by,the
Comerence of Parties to the Convention (CoP). The fust report Will be prepared for CoP3 ..
Sfipervisfug body:' MUiister of the Enviionment. ". ' ,

Imple~~ntation agency~ national secretariat for the Convention and a group of experts~
Costs' and' their category': 0.2 mIn PLN every 4 years (total:. 0.4 mIn PLN); mcremental

. .
costs. .
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2006 and 2010
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Action J2. Preparation of reports on progress in the elimination of PCBs.

A report on progress in eliminating PCBs will be submitted to the Conference of the Parties
pursuant to Annex A, Part II, sub-paragraph (g) every 5 years. This report will be prepared on
the basis of the guidelines adopted by the CoP. It is expected that the first report will be
submitted to the fourth CoP.
Supervising body: Minister öf the Environment.
Implementation agency: national secretariat for the Convention and a group of experts
Costs and their category: 0.1 mln PLN every 5 years; incremental costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2007.

A.ction J3. Inventory reports on POPs emissions and releases.

Assessment of the progress in the implementation of the Stockholm Convention requires
access to complete information on changes in POPs concentrations in the environment. For
this purpose an annual inventory on POPs emissions and releases is carried out for the State
Environmental Monitoring System and the. public statistics programme on the inventory of
emissions of air pollutants and for reporting purposes as required by UN ECE/EMEP, the
European Environment Agency as well as in the future for the Global Monitoring Programme
pursuant to Articles 5 and 11 of the Stockholm Convention.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Implementation body: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.1 mln PLN annually (total 0.6 m1n PLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation period: 2005-2010.

Action J4. Preparation of reports for the European Commission.

Reports on measures taken in Poland in order to implement the provisions of the European
Union regarding persistent organic pollutants will be prepared in line with the Community
Regulation 68.

Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
~plen,.entation agency: national secretariat for the Convention and a group of experts.. .

Costs and their category: 0.1 mln PLN every 3 years (total 0.2 mln PLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2007 and 2010.

Action J5. Development of a data collection system concerning individual activities and
pOPs emissions from different enterprises.

The review of a number of enterprises to be included in the system, information requirements
(on activities, emissions, technologies), and necessary legislative changes will be the basis for
elaborating an outline of the system. By preparing such a system Poland will contribute to the
development of the EPER/PRTR registers. It will also satisfy the provisions of the
implementation programme for the national component of the EPER register65, the Kiev
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Prpt9col to the Aarhus Convention, which, will allow for implementing EU Directives on
illtegrated permits, and on CO2 emission trade.
Supervising body: Minister of the Environment.
Executing institution: National Emission Centre.
Costs and their category: 0.12 mln PLN; baseline costs.
Source' of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Work plan for different actions under Activity 3.3.15:
Action lrriplementation schedule: " J

. ,.. ~.
'1

,,- ',:Year ,2004 2005 ,:,2006 };i: : , ~2007:: ,'i2008 2009, .. .2010,_
.., ....~

':Jl'J}" "Action" 13; J5 ; J2;13;J4' , 13 13 'Jl;13;J4
.;. ,

.. ..
..,: .:~~'

Coo~dinat~r öf the entire activity:' Muristei.' ~f th~'Environment:
'f,~~alimpl~mentation cost~ of the acti~ity (200~2()10): lA2~n PLN. ,
Baseline costs: 0.92 mln PLN.
Incremental costs: 0.5 mln PLN.

3.3.16.Activity: research, development and monitoring

Objective. The aim is to increase the lev~l of knowledge on the occurrence of POPs in the
environment and to provide the decisioh~ma.kers; thfotigb.ilit~grnted ilionitofuig~ 1nformati6h
on'the'sfate'ofthe environment with regard to POPs,contalnination, with data on changes in
this area pursuant to Article 11 of the Convention:

Background . "

Research and development. Research activities that are reqUired' to be unde$k~n, for the
purposes of the implementation of the provisions of the Convention lllive' been divided illiö
two groups depending on the level of progress made regarding preparatory activities for the
research projects. Activities Kl to K3 contain certain research projects, which are prepared in
the form for immediate submission to the State Committee -for Scientific Resea,rch CKBl:'J}
Research fields identified below as essential for the implementation of the Stockholm
Convention have not been equipped with detailed resear~h plans, yet.

Fieldsj~r'ongoirig ~esearch on ch~nrica1'sllbstances ~ubje~ttothe proYlsions~f S,~ockhohn '
Convention: ' ,';' ' -

.'" Determination of PCBs in oils used for electrical insulatio~ purposes;
. . . I .' . . . . . .

• '.,.Methods for. the destruction of waste containing PCBs, HCB and other chlorinated
compounds covered by the Stockholm Convention;

• Harmful effects of dioxins, PCBs and HCB on humans;
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• Application of semi-permeable membrane devices (SPMD) for monitoring of persistent
halogenated organic pollutants in aquatic environments;

• Evaluation of the actual presence of PCBs and HCB in the environment and their
concentrations in human tissue, food and industrial products.

Research on POPs unintentional emission reduction techniques should also be continued.

New research fields for the Stockholm Convention implementation purposes are as follows:

• Research on biological treatment methods for halogenated chemical compounds
remaining as POPs in the environment (with regard to dioxins, PCBs and HCB).

• Monitoring research on concentrations of harmful pollutantS - polychlorinated dioxins and
furans, PCBs and HCB - in the air of large municipal and rural agglomerations and
industrial areas.

• Research on possibilities for POPs treatment by plants and living organisms.

• Demonstration and promotion of best practices for the reduction of hospital waste aimed
at the prevention of environmental emissions of dioxins and mercury from medical centres

. (a multi-national project proposed for GEF funding, inwhich Poland is to participate).

•. Risk assessment connected with POPs intake with food in Poland:

• Research on transformations, primarily ofDDT and toxaphene, in soils.

• •Determination of the physical and chemical properties of solid fuels and the effects of
. their combustion techniques on dioxin emissions;

Annex 9 contains a list of research priorities formulated by the European Commission
required for the complete implementation of the strategy for dioxins, furans and PCB
emission and release reduction. This list may be used as a basis for defining the requirements
of Poland in this respect.

Development of pOPs monitoring. The need for the development of POPs monitoring
derives from the provisions of the Stockholm Convention on the one hand, and from the
Global POPs Monitoring Programme on the other. The fundamental goal of the Programme is
the identification of spatial distribution and periodical trends of background conditions~
Irrespective of the requirements of the Programme it is necessary to trace changes at the level
of local POPs sources and hot spots. More specific information on POPs monitoring in Poland
is presented in Annex 8." .

Establishing the POPs monitoring system requires a decision to be made on incorporating this
group of pollutants into the State Environmental Monitoring System (PMS). According to its
work plan for 2003-2005 the voivodeship inspector for enviromilental protection should
include in the voivodeship environmental monitoring plan. substances specified in the
Convention, taking into account the. specific pollution sources located within the voivodeship
concerned.-

Air monitoring should focus on the identification of sources and estimation of emission levels
by usmg emission factors. Categories of emission sources have been defined unlike most of
the emission factors, which will need to be calculated. Apart from the assessment of emission
level it would be essential to establish one or two sites for measuring the background
emission in areas regarded as "clean". The results obtained from these measurement sites
could be incorporated into the global POPs monitoring system. Dioxins and furans, PCBs and
HCB should mainly be subject to monitoring.
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Water monitoring should comprise waters of the main country rivers, coastal waters of the
Baltic Sea and selected lakes The primary goal is the determination of pollutant loads
discharged through rivers into the sea, which determines the location of measuring points at
the river mouths and in the vicinity of larger cities near the coast. To clarify the issues
connected With pollution' transport samples should also be taken at mid- imd upper river
courses.

In the case of coastal waters it is recommended to set sampling points at sites ch()sen for
sampling of bottom sediments and biological material to allow for analysis of the relationship
be~e~n concentration levels in water, sediments and biological materi~.
Apart from the currently monitored concentration levels of DDT and PCBs the monitOl:ing
activities should be extended to include the other substances covered by the Convention. The
monitoring system should be based on the existing measurement network.

, '

Dlieto low concentration levels of certain substances in waters the, monitoring activities
shd'uld be 'divided 'into i\yo groups: research arid operational activities: The research pari
il1dWd cover periodical measurements of substances with" low concentrations, whereas
operational 'monitoring should' apply to substances With' concentrations exceedillg the
standards in force or those" which are monitored in the EU. The key problem is the
development of release factors for discharges into waters

Pursuant to, the, work plan of the State Environmental Monitoring SysteIll the monitoring
programme for bottom sediments should be extended by substances covered by, the
Convention, especially PCBs, PCDDsfPCDFs and chloroorganic pesticides. Research should
in the first place cover sediments in larger water reservoirs and at sites of river mouths (at the
estUaries)along the coastline. '

Th~ ~onitoring of soil should be designed on the basis of'specific conditio~,in particular
regions of the country, taking into consideration the impacts of local POPs' sources and
infoililation concerning historical data on the use and manufacture of products containing
these'substances. ' '

Mo~toring of wast~ landfills. according to the Regwatioll of the M4rister of the
Enviroimi~nt87,should cover th~ monitoring o{surf~ce water~, leachates and ground waters
d~ß both th~,exploitation phase and the post-exploitation phase, as' well as single,sanlpling
of surfacewaters and ground waters in the pre-exploitation phase. ' '

In developing tp.e monitoring system for POPs ,in waste ,landfills the list of indicative
p~am~ters to be mopitored should be extended for selected la,ndfills to cover all pollutants
cl~s~1,iedas persistent orgairi?pollutants. ' ', '

Biological 'monitoring in food products, in accordance with the FAO and WHO
recommendations [74] is defined as the monitoring of food contamination. It should be
carried out on samples representative for specific pollutants and for particular types' of food.
The.l!l0nitoringwithin the food production sector has been established by a special Act88.The
requirements of monitoring provided by the Convention are identical with the monitoring

87, Regulation of the Minister of the Environment of 9 December 2002 on the scope, time, methods and
conditions for conducting waste landfill monitoring (DzU of2002 No. 220, item 1858). '
88 Act of 30 October 2003 amending the Act on Food and Nutrition Health Requirements and some other Acts

, _,__QJz~ ~~2003,No. 208, item 2020).
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develop guidelines for the monitoring and supervision of POPs emission reduction
schemes.

develop guidelines for the standardisation and certification of fuels and
installations,

Action K2. Social and economic background for POPs management in Poland.

The aim of this action is to determine social and economic costs resulting from the use,
depositing, treatment and elimination of POPs. Solving POPs problems has both the economic
and social implications. These consequences should be assessed at a national level and at a
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requirements implemented in line with the provisions of the Polish environmental legislation,
as well as legal acts regulating agricultural production and human health issues.

The monitoring work. plan will aim at representative investigation of temporal and spatial
variation of POPs by determining bio-concentrations of POPs in vegetable oils and animal
fats. Residues of substances covered by the Stockholm Convention according to the fmal
provisions of relevant EU legislation will be subject to testing. Detailed information is
presented in Annex 8.

The 8 actions proposed within Activity 3.3.16 are described below.

Action KI. Assessment of the levels of POPs emissions from burning solid fuels in
individual h.ousehold heating installations not linked to the central heating systems. and an
evaluation on the possibilities for reducing these emissions.

The aim of the action is to supplement research on PCDD/PCDF and PCB emissions from
energy pro,duction processes of the individual and municipal heating sector, and to determine

.measures for pOPs emission reduction as well as recommended preventive measures. The
shar~ of this sector in the country's total emission of POPs specified in Annex C to the. .,~ ;

Convention amounts to 36.7%. Tests of coal, biomass and coal/biomass mixture burning will
be 'carried ~ut in a certified laboratory and in selected installations with capacities between
2.00kW and 50 MW. The results obtained will be used to assess environment8.I risks caused
by POPs emissions depending on the type of fuel used and the combustion technique applied.
The project results will allow to:

identifY the best and available combustion techniques,

verifY the quality requirements of fuels applied in individual and central heating
installation,

This action is associated with the provisions of the National Power Industry Development
PrograDnne until 2025 and with the implementation of the provisions of the Climate
Convention and depends to a considerable extent on the fuel structure of use in the municipal.
sector.
Supervising body: Minister of Scientific Research and Information Technology.
Implementation body: Institute of Chemical Processing of Coal, Krakow University of
Technology.
Costs and their category: 3.28 m1n PLN once every 2 years; baseline costs.
Source of funding: State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).
Implementation period: 2005 -2006.
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Action'K4.'Indication <>[additional' 'areaS of:research and development activities coricenritlg
POPs'eInissionand:rele~ü;'eisslies." "", . , ,;,.. ,., ... ,

. . . ~.,' . . . .'

The results of the project could also contribute to the Community strategy [85] aimed at
reducing human exposure to these ch~inlcals'.' :. ,: ..' '

Stipernsmgbody: Minister of Scientific Research and Information Technology: .'
Implementation body: Institute of Occupational Medicine in L6d.Z.
Costs-slid their category: 0.8mln PLN; incremental costs: ,j '!

Source of funding: State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).
Implementation period: 2005'-2007;

scale of individual regions and social groups. This relates, in the first place, to the impact of
dioxins and furans from individual household combustion installations, obsolete pesticide
la.D-dWls~industrialland:fills and industrial plants reieasing POPs. .
Supervising body: Minister of Scientific Research and Information Technology.
Implementation body: selected through tendering/competition
Costs and their category: 0.8 m1n PLN; incremental costs.
Source of funding: State Committee for Scientific Research (KBN).
Implementation deadline: 2006.

Action K3. ASsessment of envitonin~htal thr~ats posed by diOXIDS and related ~ote~tiai.' ..:-",-
health risks in selected populations in'Pöhuid. ,." . ' ,": .,: ". ' ,

Ä~~,essmentofhumaD expo~ure to :dioxks present in theeriViroiniient iri'three selected areas
~ih:different dioxiri concentration levels Will be subject 'to this research pr~je~t The le'Velof

• ~ ro. t ",' . ,'.,.' ' . I .' • • _ '. • .' : . ',. " '. ',' .' • . ~ . I" " ,. •

dipXinS inhütnan blood will 'be tested. DiöXins can be found in aU enVironmerital cQmpoiients
c*~atihg healtir' haiai-ds through' diffeteritexposure rabtes.' The' results! öf'human blobdfests
serVe' as 'an:' integrated, iiidic~tÖr.of th~ haz~ds posed by'au enllssiori' soUrces"and 'diffeien~
~xposUfe.'pathways. 'Results' 'sublnitted 'td the Enviio1Ünei1tal Protection. Inspe.ctioii:ai:idth~
S~taIy:fuspebtion ;maybe 'the: basis' for eStablishing' an' 'environmental 'and" biofdgIc~
riioHitoririg;sysi~riifor dioxins: " ',', ': .' .,.: .. '. ,.", ,

~. ., t',
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Action K5. Preparing a conce{ltual outline for POPs monitoring in.different environmental. I
c?mponents.

Elaboration of the programme for POPs monitoring in the air, water and soil will Gover: a I
measurement and laboratory network, a list of substances to be monitored for each

.---- environmental component and frequency of data collection . and reporting format. This .. ---- .__ ..1
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programme will be incorporated into the State Environmental Monitoring Programme. Data
_will serve also for public statistics programme on inventory of emissions of air pollutants and
reporting as required by the UN ECE/EMEP, the European Environment Agency and the
Stockholm Convention (Article 5).
Supervising body: Chief Inspector for Environmental Protection (GlaS).
Implementation body: appointed by GIOS.
Costs and their category: 0.2 m1n PLN; baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation deadline: 2005.

Action K6. Implementation of POPs monitoring in terrestrial environments.

The monitoring would cover the following elements:
environmental quality: monitoring of air and soil quality with regard to
concentration levels of pollutants subject to the Convention,

- _emission/releases of POPs covered by the Convention and measurements of these
: pollutants at hazardous waste landfills, including obsolete cWoroorganic pesticide
sites.

Supervising body: Chief Inspector for Environmental Protection.
Implementation body: selected research institutes and appointed voivodeship inspectorates
for environmental protection (WIOS).
Costs and their category: 5.73 m1n PLN + 3.4 mln PLN annually (total: 22.73 mln PLN);
baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW (90%), state budget (10%).
Implementation period: 2006-2010.

Action K7. Monitoring of POPs in aquatic environments.

The objective is to determine the level of environmental risk in aquatic environments on the
basis of measurements of POPs concentrations in bottom sediments and in living organisms
of the main rivers in Poland (including coastal rivers) and the coastal zone of the Baltic Sea
(including bottom sediments in ports and channels). Organic substances, such as
PCDDs/PCDFs and PCBs are practically not found in surface waters, but they accumulate in
large amounts in bottom sediments and in living organisms in aquatic environments. Regular
monitoring of these environmental media is required within the framework of the State
Environmental Monitoring system.
Supervising body: Chief Inspector for Environmental Protection.
Implementation body: Institute of Meteorology and Water Management.
Costs and their category: 2.2 mln PLN annually (total13.2 mln PLN); baseline costs.
Source of funding: NFOSiGW.
Implementation period: 2005-2010.
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, IiWork plan or different actions under Activity 3.3.16: "

Action implementation schedule
"

Year 2004
. '

" "2010 '2005 2006 2007 2008 .. 2009"

Action KI;K3;K4; KI;K2;K3; K3; K4; K6-K8 K6-K8
K6-K8

, : f
K5;K7;K8 K6-K8 K6-K8

.- ' , ,

Objective. The aim of this activity is to achieve support for activities un,d~rtclken. by
enterprises, governmental and, non-governmental organisations to satisfy the provi~i<?p.sof the
Convention (pursuant to its Articles 12and13). ,'". ,,'," " '

. : _~. ~ "0 ;

Background. Implementation of the planned measures, particularly in, the fiel4 of services
and capital investments, requires considerable financial resources. It 'seems 'iÜ:i1ikely1hiltall
associated costs could be fully covered by national sources of funding in the period scheduled
for both the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention and meeting the
requirements of the European Union. However, both the Global Environment Facility and the
European Union are willing to provide assistance to Poland. The elimination of obsolete

_____, p~~!i_~~~~~~~fills could be considered within the fi-amework of the ~tegr~~ed O£erational

;:

Coordinator of the entire activity: Minister of the Environment.
Total implementation costs of the activity (2004-2010): 71.5lmmPLN: '
Baseline costs: 66.43 mlnPLN.'
Iiicremental costs: 5.08 mln PLN: ' '
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3.3.17. A,ctivity: technical and financial assistance

Action K8. Monitoring of POPs bio-concentration illfood products .

.Research performed to date within the framework of the food monitoring system proved that
POPs are found in seeds of oil plants, in the fat tissue of animals and fish, in animal fats
(butter, lard) and in vegetable oils (margarine, oils) as well as in' 'cereal' seeds and some
vegetables. Their content varies depending on time and location of sampliilg and requires
monitoring. Pursuant to the decision of the Minister of Agriculture, the monitoring of
contamination of farmland, farm products and food has been performed ~inc~ 1993 and
satisfies the provisions of the European Community strategy for dioxins"furans,~<l feBs.,
Supervising body: Minister of Health in cooperation with the Minister of Agriculture and
Rural Development.
Implementation body: to be appointed by the above ministers.:
C~~ts and their category: 7.5 mln PLN + 3.8 mln PLN aIinmilly (total' 30.3 'mIn PLN);
baseline costs.

{.

So~rce of funding: state budget.
I~.vle~eritation pen,'od: 2005~201O.

"., .
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Programme on Regional Development (ZPO-RR), whereas the decontamination of electrical
equipment - within the Sectoral Operational Programme on Strengthening Competitiveness of
Enterprises (SPO- WKP). It is necessary to disseminate relevant information about these
possibilities among voivodeships and interested enterprises.

Foreign assistance may come from the GEF (until201O), and from the EU Structural Funds,
i.e. the European Social Fund (ESF), and the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF)
as well as other EU funds, such as LIFE. Additional co-financing of activities connected with
education and awareness raising, particularly in relation to activities performed by NGOs, can
also be so~ght through bilateral co-operation with various countries. However, the
precondition for obtaining foreign assistance for this kind of activity is the ratification of the
Stockhölm Convention by Poland.

The review of the activities formulated in this Plan indicates, that the total sum of expected
foreign assistance until2010 is relatively high. Funds expected for organizational, educational
and training activities are estimated at over 82 million PLN (Table 3.6.2) and cover: the costs
of services (app. 57 mIn PLN), investment expenditures (24 mIn PLN) and educational and
informative activities (0.5 mIn PLN).

International assistance package. Fulfilling the provisions of the contract with UNIDO on
the implementation of the GEF Project, new project proposals, endorsed by the Minister of
the Environment, have been submitted to UNIDO (three investment and service projects and
one educational project) to be considered for GEF financing. Considering the current needs a
proposal has been made to change the project earlier entitled "Elimination of the most
dangerous pesticide landfills and assessment of environmental threats and health risks" to:

3.3.17.1. Stabilization of waste deposited in industrial waste landfill of the ORGANIKA-
AZOT Chemical Works in Jaworzno (Action E4 in Chapter 3.3.8).

The aim of the project would be to eliminate POPs releases (DDT and its congeners) from the
waste mass deposited in the Rudna G6ra landfill within the premises of ORGANIKA-AZOT
Chemical Works, the former producer of DDT. The releases are caused by precipitation
waters penetrating through the landfill and by ground water flowing through the bottom parts
of the waste. The project goal is to close the inflow of waters and eliminate pollution from the
sUrrounding soil and ground waters.

Estimated cost: app. 1200 thousand USD.

Expected launching date of the project: 2007.

Below are the three o0-er projects requested within the aforementioned assistance package:

3.3.17.2. Setting up a semi-commercial installation for POPs oxidation in aquatic
environment (Action E5 in Chapter 3.3.8).

At present a project devoted to the elimination of halogen compounds, particularly POPs, by
oxidation in aquatic environment is being carried out in Poland. The expected output is a
technology project design and pre-design outline of an installation for eliminating waste with
low POPs concentrations, which are difficult to separate. In effect, the project financed by the
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GEF resources, will include: the development of the technical desigri for such a POPs
oxidation installation and the start-up of its pilot version at a semi-commercial scale. '

Expected cost: app. 800 thousand USD.

Expected d~ration of the project: 2005-2006.

3.3.17.3. Installation for decontamination of PCB-contaminated small-sized electrical
equipment. (project not included in the NIP as it exceeds its timeframe).

The initial capacity of this installation is planned at 400 Mg/year. The selection of ad~quate
teelmology will be made in advance. Activity 3.3.4 of the NIP includes an evaluation of the
situation iti this field' Wider Action C5.

~b'"" " i '. "; .' • •

E*pect~d ~ost: app. 400 thousand USD.

E~pected launching date of the project: 2011.

3.3.17.4. Development of a system of public education and information on POPs inPoland
(Actions Hl, H2, H3 and H5.in Chapter 3.3.13).

The goal of the project is to disseminate information on the 12 persistent organic pollutants
subject to the Stockholm Convention. It should cover information about the threats they pose
and methods for the reduction of their emissions/releases and possibilities for their disposal
and treatment. For this purpose various media will be used (publications, the Internet,
seminars'! aiid 'training'activities, educational progianime's. for- young people'at different
schooling levels and for the public in generitl). The long-term goal IS to raise pubIlc awareness
aJlo9al,r~gional, and,.nationalJeyels" Particular emphasis will be placed on the elimination of
obsolete pesticiqesand PCB-cont$ing equipment~,on the identificatiQp ofpol~utionsources,
W91l,ldingdiffuse eIpis,sion ,sour~~s of dioxins and furans, such ~ individual heatqlg sy~tems,
on~e promotion of best available yombustiqn technologies (BAn for: 9O~ and biomass use4
~; :bQUers,and furnaces with. low t4ermal capacities, m.cinerators and other waste treatment
facilities. The educational activity shall also focus on information regarding the current water,
soil, air and product contamination by POPs as well as on the impact of POPs on human
health. . . , y ,

Expected cost: app. 120 thousand USD.

Expected launching date of the project: 2005.

Priority activities aimed at the complete implementation of the ,Stockholm Convention,
indicate areas where strengthening of the potential is necessary. Full implementation of the

, '-
National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention~ developed in compliance with
the provisions of the Convention, requires the strengthening, of national capacities with
respect to, inter alia, reliable information on emissions and releases. This applies to the

3.4.



All these activities require considerable financial resources, research on new technologies and
their implementation. Taking into account that this problem is not only the concern of Poland,
but also remains unsolved in other EU member countries, it seems reasonable to undertake

improvement of the system on data collection and preparation of emission and release factors,
which requires relatively little organizational and financial support. However, this problem
will be solved while developing the PRTR system, in which the POPs subject to the
Convention represent only a small group of the substances planned to be covered by this
system.

Additional technical and financial input as well as human resources will be required to
continue the inventory of POPs-containing or POPs-contaminated wastes, stocks and
equipment, including equipment contaminated with PCBs. Poland has sufficient technical and
professional capacity to implement these tasks but the available financial resources are
insufficient.

A particularly difficult situation is observed in the contamination monitoring of biological
materi~ (animal feeds, foodstuffs, human tissue). However, efforts must be made to develop
and implement new monitoring methods in these fields, which have not been monitored so far
on a regular basis and on a countrywide scale. Methodological research and laboratory
analyses are expensive and will require additional support.

Elimination of stocks and wastes of obsolete pesticides is considered an urgent task. This
process, initiated several years ago, needs acceleration, however the high costs of eliminating
pesticide landfills and the reclamation of these landfill sites present a serious obstacle. The
significant level of uncertainty with regard to the actual location of some of the pesticide
landfills and the amount of deposited obsolete plant protection products poses an additional
difficulty. Further investigation in this matter should be carried out, even going beyond 2010.

A similar situation is observed with the reclamation of industrial waste dumps containing
POPs, where action has been undertaken only by some of the industrial plants. Without
foreign financial assistance implementation of these two tasks will be impossible.

The most difficult and complex task, however, is the reduction of emission from low-
emission sources - the main source of dioxin and furan releases into the air in Poland. To
solve this problem action needs to be taken to:

• Raise public awareness on the harmfulness of burning impregnated wood and waste in
houSehold furnaces and stoves,

• Obtain more reliable information on emission levels from this group of sources; especially
on the influence of burning coal with substances larticles containing cWorine in varying
concentrations on emissions ofPCDDs/PCDFs,

• Modernise heating systems to eliminate individual stoves and furnaces in densely
inhabited residential areas,

• Modernise heating systems fired with coal and biomass,

• Eliminate unclassified coal types from individual heating systems,

• Provide public education on threats and risks resulting from the use of stoves and boilers
with low thermal efficiency and from the burning of wastes other than the types permitted
by relevant legal regulations.
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appropriate steps and try to solve the problem jointly with support from the EU Structural
FUnds.

, ,

, '

Pursuant to Article 11 of Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
POPS68 and to the provisions of the Community Strategy [85], Poland will be entitled to titke
advantage of financial assistance from the EU for carrying out activities resulting from the
Stockholrri Convention. '

3.5~ Timetable for plan implementation and measures of success

Ttl~. itnple:qlentation schedtile of'the National Implementation Plan for the StoCkholm
eünventiöncan be divided futo two periods: during the first phase, covering the years 2004-
2QÖ7~:p'noritywill be given tri organisational, legislative' and administrative activIties, while
the second one, going beyond 2007, will focus malnIy on activities related to the operational
iri;i:plementation of these ~tivities.

Preparatory legislative and organisational, activities should be undertaken in' 2004 leading to
the ratification of the Stockholni Convention by Poland fu 2005. Simultaneously, an
aSsessment is plarined on the state of the eilviroinnent with respect to its contaminatiOli by
POPs,: ~ong wi~ the development <>feducational and awareness raisfug programmes~ In:
2006, inleT al{a~databases should be established and put into operation and implementation of
~,on,:"going actiyities of a ,continuous nature ~hould be accomplished. The year 2007.will be
devQted t9 the evaluation of progress made in implementing the .provisions <;>fthe Stockholm
Convention and to the preparations of reports, which will have to. be submitted to the
C~n:fer~n<?eof the Parties in 2008. A detailed work plan for different activitiesjs presented in
AlUiex3. "',, , " ,
,! ,'

The elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills and the decontamination of fCB-containing
equipment will continue in the fIrst phase of the period covering the years 2004-2010 (Apnex
10). Due to the project preparation cyCle and the process of gathering the necess~ funds, the
remainder of the investment projects connected with the' setting-up' 'of all altemative
technology installation for waste treatment and with the reduction of the negative impact of
the Jandilll in ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical. Works, will be possible during the second
phase of the above period.

3.6. Resource requirements

The overall costs of the implementation of the provisions öf the Stockholm Convention in
2004-2010 amount to 219 mln PLN (Table 3.6.1). The implementation costs of the NIP have
been divided into resources required for three types of activities, i.e.:

• Organisational costs connected with the management of the implementation of the
Convention and facilitating the achievement of the NIP's goals,

• "S,ervice costS, which cov~r the costs of the elimination 'öf obsolete pesticide landfills and
PCBs and the decontamination of PCB-containing equipinent~
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20.65

13.72

o

20.45

13.72

o

0.67

13.72

o

Type of
activity

• Capital costs covering the costs of proposed investments to reduce POPs emissions and
releases.

Table 3.6.1 presents the annual costs connected with the implementation of the provisions of
the Stockholm Convention in Poland divided into above-mentioned types of activities. It
shows that the highest expenses (over 45 mln PLN) will have to be covered in 2007, i.e.
within two years after the expected ratification of the Convention by Poland.

Table 3.6.1. Implementation costs of the NIP in Poland in different years [in mln PLN]

After 2010
2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total (annually)

989Organizational

Services

After 2010 no new projects reqwnng investment and service activity are planned.
Expenditures estimated at app. 9.9 mln PLN annually are expected to be incurred only in
connection with on-going organisational activities. Detailed justification for the costs is
presented in Annex 10.

Implementation costs of the NIP divided into different categories of activities resulting from
the guidelines prepared under the auspices ofUNEP/World Bank:[88] are presented in Table
3.6.2. These activities cover all actions included in the NIP, for which costs are also presented
in Table 3.6.1.

Foreign assistance should be the major source of funding the National Implementation Plan
for the Stockholm Convention. Under current conditions it would be difficult to solve the
pro"blemsconnected with the elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills and reduction of risks
associated with the storing of POPs wastes in industrial landfills as well as treatment of PCBs
". '}o , .".

and"decontamination of PCB':containing equipment by utilizing the national financial
resources. Sources for the implementation of activities assigned to "services" and "capital
investments" should be obtained from e.g. the EU Structural Funds and the EU Cohesion
Fund as well as from the Global Environment Facility (GEF).

The national environmental funds, i.e. a system of funds for environmental protection and
water management and the EcoFund Foundation7o should contribute, significantly to the
funding of activities specified in this NIP. Relatively high support is expected from
NFOSiGW for funding POPs environmental monitoring and the elimination of obsolete
pesticide landfills. The state budget will also play an important role, mainly, in the financing
of POPs monitoring in feed and food~

Financial support from enterprises (business sector) for covering the costs of PCB elimination
from use with the possibility of applying for assistance from,' inter alia, the EU Structural
Funds within the framework of the Sectoral Operational Programme on Strengthening
Competitiveness of Enterprises (SPO-WKP), required for the treatment of PCB-containing
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oils and wastes, and for the decontamination of PCB-containing equipment (transformers and
capacitors), has also been considered by the NIP.
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3.39

59.26

0.10

29.63

0.32

29.63

o

o

Private/busi- Environ- Foreign _Total
ness sector mental _ assistailce** ,,',,'

funds*

o

oo

2.97

State Local
budget _budgets

7.54 0.96 9.22 2.24 27.66 47.6i

0 0 0 0.60 0.32 0.92

0 0 , 8.00 ' 0.24 24.00 32.24
.J ;

0 0 0.04 0.32 0.10 ' 0.46
, , ' '

0 0 0 9.16 0 ,Q.16

: 0.27 0.26 0 0.23 0.50 1.26
- ..

0 0.76 0.76

0" 1.42 ",1,042
, 4.88 , 0:20 • 5;08

'3257 ;33.86 - -(6)1:3

,.: i

Activity type/category

stitutional and regulatory
easures

I',

3.3.1
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Table 3.6.2. Implementation costs of activities, covered by the NIP, _with their sources
offunding in 2004-2010 [in mln PLN]

*Nati()naWoivodeship Fund For Envifonment Protection and Water Management
**Iilcludmg the European Union funds. :, -, , "

From the point of view of the financing institutions, involved in the implementation of this
NIP, it would be appropriate to analyse the fluctuations of costs over the 7-year period of its
iplplementation with respect to each source of funding. The estimated costs are presented in
Table 3.6.3. These figures show that the state budget will need to cover the highest costs in
2095, i.e. the year of the expected organisational preparations for lauching full
implementation of the NIP. Maximum burden will be shared by the national environmental
fuiids ill 2006, -whereas the highest contributions from' enterprises, local budgets (self-
govermilental budgets) and foreign assistance funds are expected ill2007.

No.

limination of obsolete
esticide landfills and

3.3.3 stockpiles
Treatment of equipment

3.3.4, and waste containing PCBs
Reduction of unintentional

3.3.7 releases
.Reduction of releases from

3.3.8 ,'landfills
"' ': ; dentification of landfills

3.3.9 and articles in use

3.~;12 ' ,_xchange ofinfQf11lation
:.:!:; . :Public education and :

awareness raising _, '

Effectiveness evaluation



Table. 3.6.:4. Cost categories of the implementation of the NIP in 2004-2010 depending
on the source of funding [in mln PLN]

bkta concerning these two categories of costs divided into different sources of funding are
presented in Table 3.6.4, which shows that costs connected entirely with the ratification of the
Stockholm Convention do not exceed 45 million PLN. The state budget will need to
contribute app: 14% to the incremental costs. To ensure effective implementation of the NIP it
is necessary to obtain international assistance of app. 55% of the costs (inter alia, from the
European Union and GEF resources) with additional support of the national environmental
funds;
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0.27 16.06 9.41 5.95 5.51 5.52 5.51 48.23

0.01 0.20 0.01 0.97 0.01 0.01 0.01 1.22

1.31 1.35 1.31 5.56 1.31 5.06 1.36 17.26

4.24 7.96 15.39 12.12 10.34 9.95 9.98 69.98

8.22 19.47 8.24 82.31
.~~ '!;M'~Jt;.~".s~~;~';t;~~i.rh~J-¥~ ,~'~~j;r'~3~~

:57/ H5!39~'040:01'\ ;~.z5~m
'';''';I::.~~~1-' ";,N.-:,".i.'_'~'''! Ji".~\:~~;>'.~:"'l~~o;;.~:j....l: ~jl~~f'_"'-';;:'~""~!f:~

The costs connected with the fulfilment of the obligations of the Stockholm Convention are
divided into two categories:

• Baseline costs - covering the costs of activities undertaken to satisfy the provisions of the
Stockholm Convention and other international agreements executed under the Polish and
EU legally binding documents, inter alia, the National Waste Management Plan, Directive
79/117/EEC78 and Directive 96/59/EC25

, Community Regulation on POPS68 and legal
regulations resulting from the statutory activity of the governmental administration;

• Incremental costs - resulting directly and only from the necessity for fulfilling the
provisions of the Stockholm Convention.

Table 3.6.3. Planned annual distribution of costs depending on the sources of funding
the implementation of the NIP in 2004-2010 [in mln PLN]

Source offundmg 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total

State budget

Local budget

Business sector/enterprises

Environmental funds

State Local Business sector Environmental Foreign Total
budget budgets (enterprises) :fuD.ds assistance

Cost category

Baseline costs 42.19 0 9.26 65.55 57.81 174.81

Incremental
costs 6.04 1.22 8.00 4.43 24.50 44.19

I~~;,~;~~:;{~fll~:~//;/~:~~_~:2'~ ., .. -" .,'.... ""., .'- li.~~.\ ...:,' :.-:- ....: ,.>:,:,._ .. '.'..•.. - I::>''-}?\ "':'.;"', ;;'~\,~t2~l99.~,

.. -' .1.22 .. """6998 ,.", ,,~7,.J!..
. ". ", ',,',,';"';;'!':."':, .. ';. ",: :-.> ~':"':,':",:':":'".(,.• " '.
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5. Wanda Kacprzyk: Ocena potencjalu badawczo-rozwojowego i zdolnosci pomiarowej
laboratoriaw w sferze trwalych zanieczyszczen organicznych (Assessment of the research and
development capacity and the laboratory testing capability in respect of the persistent organic
pollutions). Institute of Environmental Protection, 2002. GF-POL-INV-R5

Poland will have to cover the other costs of over 174 mln PLN irrespective its ratification of
the Stockholm Convention and implementation of the NIP. These costs are based on ow;
obligations deriving from 1:he provisions of the European Union and from the Polish
legishltion already in force. '
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GFIPOL/NIP/R.3

29. Wieslawa Bogutyn: Plan wdratania Konwencji Sztokholmskiej w zakresie likwidacji PCB
(Stockholm Convention implementation plan concerning elimination of PCBs). 2003.

_____, Gf{fOUNW/R.4
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30. Joanna Bukowska: Analiza prawnych uwarunkowan imp/ementacji Konwencji
Sztokho/mskiej w sprawie trwalych zanieczyszczen organieznyeh (Review of legal conditions
for the implementation of the Stockhohn Convention on persistent organic pollutants). 2003.
GF/POLINIPIR.5

31. Krzysztof Olendrzy1iski, Iwona Kargulewicz, Boguslaw D~bski, Adam Grochowalski,
Jacek Skoskiewicz: Umoi/iwienie dzialan zmierzajqcyeh do przyspieszenia prac nad
wdroieniem Konweneji Sztokho/mskiej w zakresie inwentaryzacji, monitoringu i
sprawozdawczosci (Enabling activities aimed at facilitation of early implementation of the
Stockhohn Convention concerning inventories, monitoring and reporting). 2003.
GF/POLINIPIR.6

32. Iwona Kargulewicz, Krzysztof OlendrzyTIski: Opracowanie zaleeen do monitoringu
zanieczyszezen obj~tyeh konwenejq Sztokholmskq (Development of recommendations for
monitoring of pollutants subject of the Stockholm Convention). 2003. GF/POLINIPIR.7

33. Piotr Bykowski, Waldemar Michna, Mieczyslaw W. Obiedzmski, Barbara Szteke:
Monitoring biologiezny w zakresie trwalych zanieczyszczen organieznyeh (Biological
monitoring of persistent organic pollutants). 2003. GF/POLINIPIR.8

_i

34 .. Andrzej Silowiecki, Krzysztof Czarnomski: Studium moiliwosci uwolnien TZO ze
sk/adowiska odpadow. przemyslowych Zakladu Organilw - Azot w Jaworznie (Study of
potential releases of POPs from the industrial waste landfill at the ORGANlKA-AZOT
Chemical Works in Jaworzno). 2003. GF/POL/NIPIR.9

35. Andrzej Silowiecki, Krzysztof Czarnomski: Lista mogilnik6w w podziale na grupy wedlug
zagroiefz dia ezlowieka i srodowiska (List of pesticide landfills ranked into groups according
to their threat to men and environment). 2003. GF/POL/NIPIR.I0

36. Krzysztof Czarnomski: OkreSleniepotrzeb w zakresie wprowadzania nowyeh teehnologii,
w tym transferu technologii i moiliwosci rozwoju krajowych rozwiqzafz (Definition of
requirements concerning introduction of new technologies, including their transfer and the
domestic potential for solution development). 2003. GF/POLINIP!R.ll

37. Krzysztof Czarnomski, Andrzej Baranski: Zasady gospodarki odpadami TZO
powstajqcymi jako produkty uboczne procesow technicznyeh oraz zaloienia systemu
uniesikodliwiania odpadow TZO powstajqcych jako produkty uboczne innych procesow
(Principles of POPs containing waste generated as by products of technical processes and
concepts of elim.ii:1ation system of waste being by-products of other processes). 2003.
GF/POL/NIPIR.12

38. Andrzej Baranski, Krzysztof Czarnomski: System ewidencji odpad6w TZO i sk/adowisk
tych odpad6w jako podsystem w krajowym systemie ewidencji odpad6w (pOPs containing
waste and their landfills recording system as a subsystem of the national waste registration
system). 2003. GF/POLINIPIR.13

39. Andrzej Baranski: Studium moiliwosei eliminacji uwolnien TZO ze skladowisk odpadow
przemyslowych. Cz. 2. Inne sk/adowiska (Study of the potential to eliminate POPs releases
form industrial waste landfills. Part 2. Other landfills). 2003. GF/POL/NIPIR.14

40. Anna Bartczak, Jan Rltczka, Marek Giergiczny: Analiza ekonomiczna planu wdraiania
Konweneji Sztokholmskiej w Polsce (Economical review of the National Stockholm
Convention Implementation Plan for Poland). 2003. GF/POLINIPIR.15
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41; Dolnosl'lSka Fundacja Ekorozwoju. Kampania organizacji pozarzqdowych na rzecz
realizacji postanowiefz Konwencji Sztokholmskiej w Polsce (NGOs campaigri in support of the
Stockholm Convention implementation in Poland). 2003. GF /POLlNIPfR.16

42: Magdalena Bar, Jerzy Jendroska, Marcin StoczkieWicz: Podnoszenie poziomu
iwiadomosci i modyfikacja program6w edukacyjnych wzakresie zagrotefz od trwalych
zanieczyszczefz organicznych (Raising the level of awareness and modification of educational
schemes concerning persistent organic pollutants) 2003. GF/POL/NIPfR.17

" "

43. Magdalena Bar, Jerzy Jendroska, Marcin Stoczkiewicz: Koncepcja zorganizowcmia
centrum informacyjnego na temat Trwalych Zanieczyszczefz Organicznych (Creation of the
information centre for persistent organic pollutants. Conceptual. study). 2003:
GF/POL/NIPfR.18

441 Joanna Bukowska, Maciej Cygler: Propozycja zmian w zwiqzku' z dostosowaniem
fJoJskiegoprawa do wymagafzKonwencji Sztokholmskiej w sprawietrwalych zanieczyszczefz
organicznych"(proposal for changes connected with the harmonisattion of the Polish law with
the Stockholm Convention on persistent organic pollutants), 2004. GF/POLlNIPfR.19"

45. Stanislaw Wolkowicz: I1iformacjedotyczqce mogilnik6w W Polsce/zlikwidowanych oraz
istniejqcych i przewidzianych do likwidacji w podziale na wojew6dztwa/ (Information on
obsolete pesticide iimdfills by voivodeships) 2004. GF-POL-NIP-R20

46. Kazimierz Waleczek, Tomasz Stobiecki: Wskaz6w/ä w" sp~awie uSuWania
przetetminowanych srodk6w ochrony roslin z mogilnik6w, kontroli ich "likwidacji i
rekultywacji terenu /zalotenia do wytycznych/ (Guidelines on eliminating obsolete pesticides
from landfills with monitoring and remediation of sites Ian outline/. Institute of Plant
P.rot~ction in Sosnicowice, 2004. GF-POL-NIP-R21

47. Trwale zemieczyszczenia organiczne. Tom 1. Ocena sytuacji w Polsce. IDs' Warszawa,
2003: ISBN 83-85805-87-7 (see item 48)

48. Persistent Organic Pollutants. Volume 1. National Profile - Poland. IEP, Warsaw, 2003".
ISBN 83-85805-88-5 -

49._motM 0 PCB dla przemyslu, administracji i spolecz~fzstwa (Leaflets on PCBs f9f the
#l~ustry, administration and general public). 2004 (draft). GF/POL/NIP/INF.l
50.' Ulotki-0 zagroteniach dioksynamipowstajqcymi w indywidualnych systemach grzewczych
(Leaflets on hazards from dioxins generated by individual heating systems). 2004 (draft);
GF/POL/NIPIINF.2

B. SIGNIFICANT DOMESTIC REPORTS

51. Pa6.stwowa Inspekcja Ochrony Srodowiska: Ocena stanu produkcji i UZytkowania
srodk6w ochrony roslin z punktu widzenia ochrony srodowiska (State Environmental
Protection Inspection: Evaluation of the state of production and use of plant protection
products in the context of environmental protection). Warsaw, 1984.

52. National Environmental Policy (Polityka Ekologiczna Pafzstwa). Sejm. (Parliament)
Warsaw, 1991
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60. II Polityka ekologiezna pafzstwa (the Second National Environmental Policy), Council of
Ministers, GEA, Warsaw, 2000.

61. POLSKA 2025 - dlugookresowa strategia trwalego i zr6wnowaionego rozwoju
(POLAND 2025 - Long-term Strategy for Sustainable Development), Council of Ministers,
NFOS, Warsaw, 2000.

58. Raport 0 stanie srodowiska w wojew6dztwie malopolskim w 1999 r. (Report on the state
of environment in the Malopolskie Voivodship in 1999). WIOS, Krak6w 2000.

59,. Grochowalski A.: Badania nad oznaezaniem poliehlorowanyeh dibenzodioksyn,
dibenzofuran6w ipoliehlorowanyeh biftnyli (Studies on determination of PCDDs, PCDFs and
PCBs). Zeszyty Naukowe University of Technology in Krak6w, No. 272, ISSN 0860-097X,
Krak6w 2000.

62. Wytyezne Gl6wnego Lekarza Weterynarii w sprawie dopuszezalnyeh poziom6w PCB w
mleku i przetworaeh, mi~sie i produktach mi~snyeh, jajaeh i ieh przetworaeh paszaeh oraz
dodatkaeh do pasz poehodzenia zwierz~eego (Directives of the Chief Veterinary Surgeon on
permissible levels of PCB in milk and milk products, meat and meat products, eggs and egg
products, animal feeds and their additives of animal origin). Warsaw 2000.

63. Michna W., Szteke B. (red.): Raport z badan monitoringowyeh nadjakosciq gleb, roslin,
produ~6w rolniezyeh i spoiywezych w 2000 roku (Report on monitoring investigations on
qüalitY-~f soil, plants, farm and food products in 2000). Soil, Plants, Farm Products and Food
QUality Monitoring Council, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2001.

64. Przez edukacj~ do zr6wnowazonego rozwoju. Narodowa strategia edukacji ekologicznej
(National Strategy for Environmental Education - 'Sustainable development through
education'). Ministry of the Environment, Warsaw, 2001.

65. Trzeei raport dia Konfereneji Siron Ramowej Konwencji Narod6w Zjednoezonyeh w
sprawie zamian klimatu. Rzeezpospolita Polska (Third report for the Conference of the Parties
to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change). Institute of Environmental
Protection, Warsaw 2001.
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53. Rutkowski M.: Opraeowanie systemu przeeiwdzialania skaieniu srodowiska naturalnego
w Polsce zwiqzkami poliehlorobifenylu IPCBI (Development of a system preventing PCB
environmental contamination in Poland). Wroclaw University of Technology, Institute of
Petroleum and Coal Chemistry and Technology, 1997.

54. Program Panstwowego Monitoringu Srodowiska na lata 1998-2002 (programme of the
State Environmental Monitoring System for 1998 - 2002). Series of: Biblioteka Monitoringu
Srodowiska, Warsaw 1998.

55. AGENDA 21 w Polsee 10 latpo Rio (AGENDA 21 in Poland 10 years after Rio). NFOS,
Warsaw,2000.

56. Michna W.: Raport z badan monitoringowyeh nad jakoseiq gleb, roslin, produkt6w
rolniezyeh i spoiywezyeh w 1999 roku (Report on monitoring investigations on quality of soil,
plants, fann and food products in 1999). Soil; Plants, Farm Products and Food Quality
Monitoring Council, Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development, Warsaw 2000.

57~Raport'o stanie srodowiska wojew6dztwa kujawsko-pomorskiego w 1999 r. (Report on the
state of environment in the Kujawsko-Pomorskie Voivodship in 1999). WIOS, Bydgoszcz
2000.
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c~INTERNATIONAL REPORTS

66. Inventory of Dioxin and Furan Releases in Poland. DANCEE~Danish Cooperation for
Environment in Eastern Europe~Ministry of the Environment, Poland, 2002.

'67. Uchwala Rady Ministr6w z dnia 29 paidzierntka 2002r. w sprawie krajowego planu'
gospodarki odpadami (National Waste Management Plan' endorsed by the Council of
Ministers) /M.P. 2003 r. No. 11~item 159/.

68. Konwencja Sztokholmska (Stockholm Convention). Unofficial translation of the text of
the Convention; published ih a series entitled "International conventions and decisions of
international organizations" Book 17. Institute of Environmental Protection, Warsaw'2002.

69. Polityka ekologiczna pafzsiWana lata 2003-'-2006z uwzgü~dnieniemperspektywy na lata
2007-~-2010;'(National Environmental Policy 'for 2003::...2006with due Account of the
Perspectives for 2007-2010), Couricilof Ministers, Warsaw, 2002.

, '. .. ,,: . I.'""

7et Program wykonawczY' do II' PoZltyki ekologicznej pafzstWa na lata 2002-2010
(nnpfementation Prograinme for the Second National EnVironmental Policy for the, Years
2902-2010), Council of Ministers, Warsaw, 2002
71. National Strategy for Environmental Protection against Persistent Organic Pollutants,
COlmcilofMinisters, Warsaw, 2002~ '

, ~ . .' . .
f ••• •

72. Badania wplywuprzeterminowanych srodk6w ochrony roslin (mogilnik6w) ita srodowisko
geologiczne. Etap I-III (Studies of obsolate pesticides (pesticide landfills)on the geological
eAtinjDment.Phase I":"'m).State Geological Institute, Warsaw, 2000-'-2003.
73. Kubica K.: Termochemiczne pri~tw6rstwo w~gla i biomasy (Thennochemicalprocessing
of coal and biomass) pp.145-232. ICHPW/OGSMiE PAN Zabrze-Krak6w 2003 '

{~ '. ;'. .' .

74. FAO/WHO: Identification of Contaminants to be Monitored and R~comniendation:son
Sampling Plans and Methodology. Report on an Expert Consultation on the Joint FAOIWHO
Food Contamination Monitoring Programme, Rome, 7-11 October 1974 (Document: FA()';':'
ESN:MON/74.21; WHO..:..FAD/FCM/74.21)

. '.

75~'wHÖ,Assessniellt ofl1ealth,risks in IDfantsaSsociastedwitb,expos~~to PCBs~PCpD~
and PCDFs in breast ririlk. GTandjean P:~Tarkowski S, Kinihrough R., Yijanhaeikki E.,

, __J~@-~~J].J~_~~t~.:E:~Y~He~t!! ~Q; ~9, WHO Regional Office for Europe, Copenhagen; 1988.- --. - ----.-- ... -- - -- - .-- - - ----- -. - .... - - - ---- .--.-_._- ._-_.~_ ..._-
r • . '. l' . . , .~ : . .

76.. Levels of PCBs, PCnDs, and PCDFs in breast mllk. Results, of WHa---:coordimlted
niterlaboratory' qIlality cmitrol studi~s and analYtiCal,field studie~. Ed.' Yrjanhdkki £!.
Ei1viröinnentalHealth Series. WHO Regional Office for Europe, 1989." , ,

ti.lJNITAR: Preparing a National Profile to Assess ,the National Infrastructure for
Management 6fCheinicals. A GUidance.Document, MOC (96D012).

78.Levels of PCBs, PCDDs and PCDFs in human milk. Second round of WHO---{)oordinated
exposure study. Environmental Health in Europe No.3. WHO European Centre for
Envii,"oI1J.hentaIand Health, Copenhagen, 1996.

, . ,

79. !PCS, Hexachlorobenzene, Environmental Health Criteria No. 195. WHO Geneva, 1997.



83. UNEP: Survey of Currently Available Non-Incineration PCB Destruction Technologies,
UNEP Chemicals, 2000.

80. van Leeuwen F., Younes M. WHO revises the tolerable daily intake (TDI) for dioxins.
Organohalogen Compounds 38:295-298, 1998.

81. WHO: Assessing human health risks of chemicals: Derivation of guidance values for
health-based exposure limits. Environmental Health Criteria (EHC) 170, WHO, Geneva,
1994. (polish translation, IMP, L6di 1998).

82. IPCS, Principles for the Assessment of Risks to Human Health from Exposure to
Chemicals, Environmental Health Criteria No. 210, World Health Organization, Geneva,
1999.

84. Standardized Toolkit for Identification and Quantification of Dioxin and Furan Releases,
UNEP Chemicals 2001.

- 85. Community Strategy for dioxins, furans and polycWorinated biphenyls, COM(2001)579
final (not published in the Official Journal).

86. CORINAIR: Joint EMEP/CORINAIR Atmospheric Emission Inventory Guidebook, Third
Edition. Cbpenhagen: European Environment Agency, 2001.

87. UNIECEIEMEP: Draft Guidelines for estimating and reporting emission data, 2002.

88. UNEP, World Bank: Guidance for Developing a National Implementation Plan for the
Stockholm Convention (draft) December, 2003.
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I
Wa<szawa, chüa U AZ 2004 r.

MINISTER SRODOWISKA.

JerrY Swaton

I
I

DPEke.072-I- 1nY04/ML

I
Dr Geoffrey E.Marild
Cbid.öfthe Popsu~it

-"'-~e~~be~en~ .
~dT~~Cof>~on Division
TJnijed .N8«lInsJnlfnStrlal- .
DeveioPlneDt()rgauiZati~D .

I
I

Pragn\; pOÜJfo~ P~ ze w ramach pr*ktU GEF. nr GF/POL/01/004
"Umoz!iwienie d2;ialati zmi=j'lcych do PJ:ZYSpieszeni;1"prac .nl!'!- wdrozeniem Konweni:ji
SZtqld10hnskiej w: sprawi~ trwalych zanieczyszczen. ;~manii:znych" zostalo -zakonczOOe
opracoWll%lie .Kl:-ajQwegoProgramu W~ Konwencjil~khoJms;iej w Polsce. .

Program ten ~tal pilzytywnie oceniony Zlli6w!Io...Brzez Komitet Sterui'lcy Projektu jak i
konf<;rencj\; Zl!inte:resöWm1ych Illproblemat#l instytIIcji (s;takeiJolders workshop).
Na. tej podstawie podj.,.lem decyzj\; 0 akceptacji tego programu jake podstawy Clo dalszych prac
nad przygo~ wniosku ratyfikacyjnego Konwencji iwdraZarUa jej postanowien.

I
I
I
I
I

\ .:l"... "

'':.". '.. .,. ,',

~ ~." ~ .l'~ ~~.!

COURTESY TRANSLAnON
Dr. Geoffrey E. Mariki
Chief of the POPs Unit Programme Development
and Technical Cooperation Division
United Nations Industrial Development Organization

I
I

Dear Sir,

I am pleased to inform you that the preparation of the National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm
Convention for Poland under the Project No.: GFIPOL/Ol/004 entitled ''Enabling activities to facilitate
early action in the implementation of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants
(POPs)" has been fmalized.

The aforementioned NIP obtained a positive opinion both by the Project Steering Committee and the
Stakeholders Workshop. I have, therefore, made a decision on the endorsement of this NIP as a basis
for further work leading to the ratification of the Stockholm Convention and its implementation.
Yours sincerely,

.Jerzy Swatoii,
Minister of the Environment

I
I
I
I
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POSITION OF THE STEERING COMMlTTEE
OF THE GF/POL/Oll004 PROJECT CONCERNING IMPLEMENTATION OF THE STOCKHOLM

CONVENTION IN POLAND

- -
;'.~ 1'0.

',:'/: "'.,"

Warsaw, 26 October 2004

. :;, ..: .". -: ." ....

Warszawa. 26.10.2004 r.
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.' ';".-;"

- -. .. '.' ,- ':., ~';-:'", ~.,..:..... ~{: '..' ~..:

STANOWISKO
KOMlTETU STERUJ.t\CEGO PROJEKTEM GEF .. - -

.. UMOZUWIENIE DZIALAN ZMIERZAJ~CYCH DO
PRZYSPIESZENIAPRAC NAD WDROZENIEM KONWENCß;. 'Ci \. -' ,

SZTOKHOLMSKlEJWSPRAWIETRWALYCHZANIECZVSZCZEN" , : ""
ORGANICZNYCH"

Sekretarz Stanu
w MlNIsTERSTWIE SRODOWISKA

Gl6wny Geolog Kraju '
KIZysztofSzamalek

PFJce.075-~ Iml

Komitet. ~te~~. - ~~j¥YinemOry~~"~~J~'~je~:dW.p.t'-';',:;
nUmoZliW1eme dzialaii znner.zaJl\.CYCh'do przy5pleszenta prac n3d wdroteniem
Konwencji SztokhoImskiej w sprawie trwaIych zanieczyszczeil organicmych"
(GFIPOUOl/OO4) - po zapoznaniu si~ z projektem Kmjowego programu
wdraUnia Konwencji Sztokholmskiej przyjIlll!ie projekt do wiadoJDOSci i
wniosIage, aby Minister Srodowiska wystQlil 0 ~cj~ Konweneji w
sprawie trwaIych zanieczyszczef1 organicznycb, podpisatlll przez Polsk~ w doiu
21 maja 2001 roku w Sztokholmie.

COURTESY TRANSLATION

The Steering Committee, supervising in terms of merits UNIDO GFIPOLIOll004 Project "Enabling
activities to facilitate early action on the implementation of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent
Organic Pollutants (POPs)", after being acquainted with the draft National Implementation Plan for
the Stockholm Convention in Poland takes cognisance of the draft and puts forward the proposal to the
Minister of Environment to table the motion on ratification of the Stockholm Convention on Persistent
Organic Pollutants signed by Poland on the day of 21st May 2001 in Stockholm.

Krzysztof Szamalek
Chairman of the Steering Committee
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I

vdl Endorsement Workshop approving i1i~
NATIONAL IMPLEMENTATION PLAN FOR THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

(Wamaw, 15December21104)

I
I

:.~.

i'

STATEMENT

Participants of the Endorsement Works.hop~after.being acquainted with '
the draft of the' N1:ltional ..lmpler:nen~ation,pl~n~Jc)r. the)S1ocl<h,olm
Convention an,da.fter discussing its basicissuei;'Poa9knowJedgetllafthe .
Plan has beencc:impleted inacomprehEmsive andratiOna.1rnanner.'.'

':-~-:.::::':.: .~.:-.;~:.:•• '~~ .~::- ,'-;" ,', ," Y'," .\ •• ',

Considering the above, the participants of the En(forsemenfWCirkshop
decided to propose to the Government of Poland to approve this Plan, as
a basis for further activities connected with the implementation of
provisions of the Stockhol~, Convention 0':' Persistent Orgcinic,pollu,tants
in Poland. .' '.. ".,.' ,'.,

...••• :.,' \1'.::.'0 "','

Monika esz, M.Sc., Eng.
Chai an of the Endorsement Workshop
CoUnsellor at the Ministry of Environment

; i
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POLISH LEGISLATION VERSUS
THE PROVISIONS OF THE STOCKHOLM CONVENTION

(as of 1July 2003)

Comments

The existing regulations
currently in force derive from
the legal acts mtroduced in
1961, which are regularly
revised and updated.

Stockhohn Convention

Provisions of the Convention'

Polish law
Legal act/regulation,

article and the provision
1 2 3 4
3 Measures to reduce or eliminate Article 31 paragraph 1 of the Act on At present the Polish law does

releases from intentional production Chemical Substances and. not prolubit the production of
and use. Each Party shall: Preparations6 contains an obligation to POPs covered by the
Paragraph 1. (a) Prohibit and/or take enac~ a,regulation o~ ~e prohibition, provisions of the Convention.
the legal and administrative measures restricti?n and c~ndItions for the Full implementation of the
necessary to eliminate: production, placmg on the market and Convention will require
(i) Production and use of the use of dangerous substances and issuing, under Article 31 of the

chemicals listed in Annex A preparations. Act, a regulation concerning
(aldrin, chlordane, dieldrine, the substances listed in Annex
endrin, heptachlor The use and placing on the market of A and Annex B.

. hexachlorobenzen~, mirex, subs~ces as consti~ents. of plant
..toxaphene, PCBs), protectIOn products IS.su~ected to the

(ü) hnport and export of the chemicals Act on Plant ProtectIOn. The
listed inAnnex A in accordance Re~l~tion of 5 March 2002

14

with the provisions of paragraph 2; prOhI?I!ed the ~e of ~esti~ides
b) restrict production and use of the contammg ~3 liste~ bIOactive
che~ca1s listed in Annex B (DDn. substances, mcluding those that are

.Pairagraph 2. Take measures to covered by the Stockhohn Convention.
ensure:
a) That a chemical listed in Annex A Article 160 paragraph 1 of the Act - Itis necessary to meet the
or Annex B is imported only for: Env~r~nmental ~rotection Law

4
provisions of paragraph 3 of

(i) Sound disposal asset forth in prohIbIts the p~acmg on the market or Article 160 of the Act by
paragraph 1 (d) of Article 6; or reus~ or recyc~mg of substances posing classifying and indicating

(ii) Use for purposes permitted under parti~~ar envrronmental threat, other controlled substances as
Annex A or Annex :ß' specifymg PCBs to be regarded as such posing particular

b) Export of chemica. substances a substance (paragraph 2 of Article environmental threat to satisfy
~sted in Annex A or Annex B only: 16~). In 2003 ~uch a ~tatus has .been the obli~ation under paragraph
(1) For the purpose of safe disposal as ~~Ign.ed. also,. zn~eraba, to aldrin, 1 of Article 3 of the

set forth in paragraph 1 (d) of dieldrin,. e~drin and DDT pw:suant to Convention.
Article 6' or the prOVISIonsof the Regulations of the

(ii) For use ~r purpose, which is Minister of the Environmentll.

permitted for that Party under
. Annex A or Annex B' Article 65 of the Act on WasteS sets At present, PCB-containing

(iü) To a State not Party t~this conaitioDs for permitting import of wastes are not permitted for
Convention, which has provided haZardous wastes. Import of waste is import, but such a possibility
an annual certification specifying restricted to the types of wastes CalIDotbe excluded in the
the intended use of the chemical specified in the Regulation of the future, taking into consideration
and the importing State is ' Minister of the Enviroiiinent issued the provisions of paragraph 2 of
committed to protect human under paragraph 4 of Article 65 of the Article 3 in connection with
health and the environment and Act on Waste. . Article 6, paragraph I of the
comply with the provisions of Imp0:t ofh.azardo~ ~astes may be Convention, which allow
paragraph 1 of Article 6 and permItted, znter aba, If proved that they import of substances listed in
paragraph 2 of Part nof Annex B; are intended fo: recycling in Poland or Annex A or Annex B only for

c) ProhIbit export of chemicals listed abroa~ exc1udI?g RIO treatment the purpose of safe disposal.
in Annex A, for which production operations specified in an annex to the
and use specific exemptions are no above Act.
longer in effect, except for the
purpose of disposal as set forth in

h 1 (d) of Article 6.

Art.
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2
Paragraph 3. ~arties shall ~e
measures to.prevent the pro.ductio.nand
use o.fnew pesticides o.rnew industrial
chemicals which, taking into.
co.nsideratio.nthe criteria in paragraph
1 o.fAnnex D, exlubit the
characteristics o.fPOPs;
,Paragraph 4. Parties shall apply

: 'Criteria defined in ADnex D paragraph
1 for the assessment of pesticides o.r
indu~trial chemical substances
c.ulT~ntlyin use; "
Paragraph 5. Paragraphs 1 and 2 shall

" ,,::no.tflpply to.quantitie.s o.fchemicals to
,'be ~ed für labo.ratory-scaJe research;

;1 ,Paragraph 6. Take measures to.
: ;~mi.niri1isereleases into.the environment

: o.fsubstances under specific
;exemption.

: 4 Register: of specific exemptions.
P.arties sho.uld co,o.peratewith the
Secretariat fo.r the Convention, which
respo.nsibie' fqr maintaining a register
o.f specific exemptio.ns.

5 Measures to reduce or eliminate Act 7,'" Environmental Protection
releasesfrom unintentional Law4 ni its section entitled
production. Ealfh Party shall develo.p Com~q;tingppllution,Jays do.wnthe
an a~,tionplan within two. years o.ftl1e; reqtPremen,ts für installa~ons imd '
dat~ o.fentry into. fo.rce of the , equipme.ntin use regarding their ' ,
Co.nventio.n to. identify, characterise (;o.mpli,ance,with emissio.n

,and address the release 9f chemicals stanl;lards, techno.lo.giesused,
listed in Annex; C (PCDDs/PCDFs, , carrying out ,emissio.nme~ements
HCB, PCBs) ang undertak,e measures lIl1<,isUl:>~uw.grepo.rts to,co.mpetent
to achieve a realistic and meaningful autho.rities, a s well as fo.rübtaining
level of release reductio.n o.rso.urce appro.priateemissio.n permits
eliminatio.n. (Articles.137-151 and 180;-181):'

The actio.nplan is determined by the
natio.nal enviro.nmentaIpoJjcy
(Article 13-16 ofthe Act) and
envU;oI!JllentaJprotectio.n plans
(Articles 17and 18 ot:theAct).
Purs~t to.1\rticle 41 paragraph I'
(b) of the Act ~ Water La~ the '
discharge intowaters andßoil of
DDTand PCBs, amo.ng all the
co.ntrolledsu~stances, is prolnbited
Standards fo.r,aldrin, dieldrin,
endrin and H~B o.ntheir permitted
quantities in treated industrial
wastewaters have been intro.duced
o.nthe basis o.fthe Water Law '
(Regulation ofthe Minister of the
Environmentl~, as well as
- permitted emissio.n facto.rs in

treated industrial wastewaters
(Regulation of the Minister of
the Environment17

),

226

4
As !llentio.~ed in the legal
regulatio.nS abo.ve the use o.f
substances, subject to. the
Sto.ckho.lm Co.nventio.n, as
co.nstituents o.fpesticides is
pro.hibited in Po.land.

Effective after ratificatio.n o.f
the Co.nventio.n. '

The regulatio.ns in fo.rce allo.w
to.take measures 'to reduceo.r
eliminate releases fro.m.
unintentio.nal productio.n. The
relevant regUlatio.n o.nPOPs
emissio.n standards fo.t .
installations is to be issued
soon;' PUrsuant to.paragraph 2
o.fArticle 206 o.fthe Act-
Water Law'minimum:
requirements resulting fro.m
BAT, including POPs'
emissio.ns fro.m'installatio.ns
may be set thro.ugh a
regulatio.n, if such it need
derives fro.m the necessity to.
create co.untrYwide unifo.rm
co.nditions für granting
integrated perrilits. To fulfil
the o.bligation to. intro.duce
BAT for new emissio.n
so.urces specified illpart II o.f
Aiinex C o.fthe Co.nventio.n,
withfu 4 years o.fits entry into
fo.rce, the afo.rementio.ned
regulatio.n sho.uld co.ver such
installatIo.ns.
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1 2 3 4
- highest permitted emission factors (for

dioxins and furans) for industrial wastewaters
from flu-gas cleaning in processes of thermal
transformation of waste (pursuant to the
RegulationSI they will become effective on 28
December 2005).

6 Measures to reduce or Two regulations of the Minister of It is necessary to prohibit the
eliminate releases from Economi6,27 concerning PCBs are in force. placing on the market and .
stockpiles and wastes. They introduced in 2002 an obligation to: reuse of other substances listed
Paragraph 1.Each Party - review the existing equipment to determine in Annex A and Annex B of
shall develop appropriate whether it contains PCBs; the Convention under the
strategies for identifying: - determine the PCB content by using gas provisions of Articles 160-
stockpiles, products or chromatography; 163 of the Act-
articles in use and wastes -label and inventory the PCB-contaminated Environmental Protection
consisting of or containing equipment Law. .
chemicals listed in Annex Article 162 ofthe Act - Environmental There is no regulation on
A, BorC; and take Protection Law4 introduced an obligation to irreversible transformation or
appropriate measures to submit to the voivodes information on the on the prohibition of recycling
ensure that wastes are types, quantities and locations of PCBs. of the other substances covered
dispos'ed of in such a way

The Act on Wastes: by the Convention. This
that the POPs content is

- prohibits recovery of PCBs (Article 38, requires undertaking legislative
destroyed or irreversibly

paragraph 1); action to amend the Act on
transformed, not permitted

- introduces an obligation to remove PCBs Waste, which should exclude
to be recovered.

from waste before its recycling or treatment recovery of materials from

(Article 38, paragraph 2); wastecontainingPOPs~~ect
. - recominends incineration of PCBs in to the Convention, to eliminate

hazardous waSte incineration plants (Article the collision of the provisions

38, paragraph 4) with energY recoVery; of the Act with the provisions

- introduces derogations with regard to the of Article 6 paragraph 1 (d) of

prohibition for PCB recovery (Article 38, the Convention. This

paragraph 5); amendment should also provide

- enforces an obligation to iriclude information prolubition of recovery for

on PCB content in waste in the waste record other substances and products

sheet (Article 38, paragraph 7). containing POPs to ei1sure their
treatment in line with the
requirements of the
Convention.

Paragraph 2. The CoP The Basel Convention was
shall cooperate with ratified by Poland on 20 March
appropri~ebodiesofthe 1992. The Chife Inspectorate
Basel Convention on the for Environmental Protection
Control of Transboundary is responsible for the Basel
Movements of Hazardous Convention and serves as its
Wastes and their Disposal in National Focal Point.
relation to hazardous waste
containing POPs.

7 Implementation plans. Each The draft National
Party shall develop a plan Implementation Plan for the
for the implementation of Stockholm Convention is
obligations under the prepared under the GEF
Stockholm Convention to Project.
be transmitted to the CoP
within two years of the date
on which the Convention
enters into force for it; and
monitor its execution.
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1 2 3 4
8 Listing of chemicals in Annexes. Tasks will be formulated by

By cooperating with the the national focal point (or the
Secretariat for the Convention national secretariat for the
and the Persistent Organic Convention) after the,
Pollutants Review Committee ratification of the Convention.
Parties may submit proposals for
listing chemicals in Annexes A,
B or C, satisfying the screening
criteria specified in Annex D and
develop risk profiles in
accordance with Annex E; and
prepare risk management
evaluations.

:,,;9 Information exchange. Parties A proposal has been made
f shall exchange information under the GEF Project ,,

directly or through the, concerning the designation of
Secretariat, which will serve as the national focal point.
a clearing-house mechanism for

" iIiformation on pOPs~ Each,
" Partyshall designate a national

focal point purSuant to
paragraph 3 of this Article.

. ...

10 Public information, awareness Articles 77-78 and 19-24 of the Act- A system for collecting
and education. Each Party shall Environmental Protection Law4tay down information at the level of
provide information on POPs, the obligations concerning tl;1eaccess to individual sources, similar to
educational and public information on the stat:eof the environment EPER or PRTRs registers is

, awareness programmes; and on the results of the state environmental required to maintain record of
establish information centres monitoring system. The Act on Access to POPs emission sources and
and give consideration to Public Inforination42 contiiins provisions' activities
developing pollutant release and 9nt4e,pro,tection of the rigIits t9 information

'" ; transfer registers. on the' environment, which is regarded as
public information. .' ", '

11 Research, development and The provisions of Articles 25-30 of the
monitoring. Parties sha;ll Act - Environmental ProteCtion Law
undertake appropriate research, and of Articles 2 and 23-28 of the Act
development, monitoring and on Environmental Protection
cooperation pertaining to POPs, Inspection41

, create the basis for the

';
takiIi.g into accourit the need to system of environmental monitoring as

: rilinimise duplication of effort. well as for collecting and disseminating
information on the environment.
Article 79 of the Act - Environmental
Protection Law4 contains
recommendations for the state
administration bodies and R&D
institutions to include research
programmes on environmental protection
in their activities.

12 Technical assistance. Parties Provision of.such assistance
shall cooperate to provide should be taken into
appropriate technical aSsistance consid~tation illbilateral
to developing Parties and Parties agreements on cooperation in
with economies in transition. the field of environniental

pro~ection and management.
The Government should create
favourable conditions to get
Polish enterprises involved in
such cooperation.
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13 Financial resources and In future subject to political
mechanisms. Parties provide decisions depending on the
financial support for activities capabilities of the country.
that are intended to achieve the
objectives of the Convention. In
accordance with its national
plans, priorities and programmes.
The developed Parties shall
provide financial resources to
developing Parties and Parties in
transition to meet the agreed full
incremental costs of
implementing measures using a
Ispecial financial mechanism.

15 Reporting. Each Party shall Effective for designated
report on the implementation entities after ratification of the
measures and on the Convention.
effectiveness of such measures in
meeting the objectives of the
Convention and provide
statistical data on production,
import and export of chemicals
listed in Annex A and B.

• An abstract from different articles and paragraphs of the Stockholm .Convention imposing certain obligations
on the Parties to the Convention

-1--- - --- ------.- -
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0.12

0.12

Total

0.12

0.12

0.12

0.06

0.12

0.06

,0.12

Annex3.

2010

O.OQ\

Action

IMPLEMENTATION TIMETABLE
FOR ACTIONS RESULTING FROM THE NIP

No. Action
symbol

;"2. A2~.'
.~.

3. A3

2004

3.3.1. Activity: institutional and regulatory strengthening measures
, 1. Al Enacting an amendment to the

Act Environmental Protection
Law.

" ' "',', ,"
Enacfulg:a regWation on the
prohibi#6n of;'production and

I. t ••.

marketirig of substances listed in
Annex A to the Stockholm
Convention.

Enacting a regulation aimed at
adding the rest of the substances
from Annex A of the Stockholm
Convej1tioiitQ the Pölish legally
hhiding list ~fsubstances posing
particular environmental threat

4. A4 Enacting a regulation on POPs
emission standards for certain
types of installations.

5. A5 Enacting a regulation determining
minimum requirements as to
emissions resulting from BAT,
which should be met by new
installations referred to in Annex
C, Part II of the Stockholm
Convention.

6. A6 Enacting a regulation determining
the requirements, which the
heating equipment used in
individual or municipal housing
must comply with.

7. A7 Enacting an amendment to the
Act on Waste introducing penal
responsibility for the violation of
the prohibition on recycling of
substances covered by the
Stockholm Convention, other
than PCBs.

A8 Issuing regulations at the voivode
level determining the type or
quality of fuels admitted for use
within the given voivodeship or
in parts of it.

A9 Ratification of the Stockholm
Convention.

8.

9.
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0.36

0.35

0.12

0.60

1.00

Total

3.20

0.20

36.88Decontamination of PCB-
containing equipment and
treatment of solid and liquid
PCB-contaminated waste.

C4

C5

C6

No. Action
symbol Action

10. AlO Participation of representatives of
Poland in the work of the
subsidiary bodies of the
Stockholm Convention.

11. All Operation of the national
secretariat for the Stockholm
Convention.

12. A12 Coordination of cooperation
between the Stockholm, Basel
and Helsinki Conventions at the
national level.

13. AB Cooperation and coordination of
activities concerning BAT.

14. A14 Operation of an Information
Centre on POPs within the
Environmental Information
Centre (CIOS).

3.3.3. Activity: production, import and export, use, stockpües and wastes
of Annex A POPs pesticides (Annex A, part 1 chemicals)

15. BI Preparation of guidelines for the 0.01
elimination of obsolete pesticide
landfills, including its monitoring,
and for required documentation.

16. B2 Elimination of landfills and 59.25
stocks of obsolete pesticides.

3.3.4. Activity: production, import and export, use, identification, labeUing, removal, storage
and disposal of PCBs and equipment containing PCBs (Annex A, part H chemicals)

17. Cl Monitoring of data on PCB 1.40
sources and quantities.

18. C2 Development and management of 6.00
voivodeship databases on PCBs.

19. C3 Review of the possibilities for the 0.12
identification and inventory of
other articles containing over
0.005% of PCBs.

Organization of collection
stations for small appliances and
PCB-containing waste (>
0,005%) that are in the possession
of individuals.

Speeding-up of PCB elimination
and decontamination of PCB-
containing equipment.

20.

21.

22.
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28. 06 Review of emission factors for
the major sources and "
determination of total and per unit
costs.

29. 07 Periodical verification of release
factors for PCDOsIPCDFs, HCB
and PCBs.

30. 08 Updating the inventory outline,
for POPs releases into surface
waters and soil.

31. 09 Revi~w of compliance of .", .' ,
installations with emission
standards and estimation of the

, costs of control measurements.

32. D 10 Analysis for the justification of
. introducing or amending POPs

emission standards.

No. Action
symbol

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I
I
I

0.06

Total

0.20

0.12

0.12

0.04

0.12

0.06

0.12

0.04

0.02

0.02

0.06

0.12

0.06

.

. .

\. '"

.f

Action
Implementation costs of actions under the NIP

in different years (in m1n PLN)

2004 I 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010
3.3.7. Action plan: measures to reduce releases from unintentional production

Analysis of technologies used in 111 III
economic activity with regard to
their emission levels. '> "'_.

Evaluation of possibilities for I '"".':~-,..-,'..
applying alternative methods for
PCDDIPCOF emission reduction. '

Verification of air emission t(f.~~~;
factors for PCDOsIPCDFs. .!;r~:J?};l;}l

1
"""".'),"-"-'

Analysis of POPs emission
reduction in the metallurgy .
sector.

Verification ofHCB and PCB air
emission factors.

Guidelines on the development of
voivodeship databases on sources
of POPs releases into the
environment from technology
processes. >

3.3.8. Activity: measures to reduce releases from stockpiles and wastes
Review of technology processes
in which POPs wastes are
generated.

Guidelines on the principles of
managing POPs waste generated
as by-products from technology
processes.

Evaluation of the possibilities of
applying alternative waste
treatment methods in Poland.

232

EI

E2

E3

011

23. Dl

24. D2

25. D3

26. D4.

27. 05

33:

34.

35.

36.
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0.10

0.10

Total

15.00

17.00

0.06

0.88

0.06

0.06

0.20

0.06

Iii

Implementation costs of actions under the NlP
in different years (in m1n PLN)

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

~:rf:o'if;
~l

Action

Stabilization of waste in the
ORGANIKA-AZOT industrial
waste landfill in Jaworzno.

Installation for waste treatment
based on alternative technology.

3.3.9. Strategy: identification o/stockpiles, articles in use and wastes
Assessment of the presence of
POPs in selected industrial waste
landfills.

F2 Preparation of guidelines on
permanent monitoring of POPs-
containing industrial landfills,
which so far did not prove to

. cause POPs releases.

F3 Risk assessment of the 0.14
- ORGANIKA-AZOT Chemical

Works' industrial landfill.

F4 Establishing a database on 0.12
treatment technologies, including
aiternative solutions, for POPs
waste generated as by-products in
technology processes.

3.3.12. Activity: facilitating or undertaking information exchange and stakeholder involvement
GI Preparation of a plan for the 0.10

collection and exchange of
information.

No. Action
symbol

37. E4

38. E5

39. Fl

41.

40.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

G2 Development of a system for the
collection and exchange of
information.

3.3.13. Activity: public awareness, information and education
HI Preparation and implementation

of a cOlmtrywide information and
educational campaign concerning
hazards posed by POPs.

H2 Developing and issuing a set of
educational materials on handling
POPs for schools.

H3 Incorporating POPs risk-related
issues into the National Strategy
for Environmental Education.

48. H4 Implementation of educational
programmes on POPs for target
groups (teachers and doctors).

49. H5 Preparation and publishing of a
guidebook about PCB handling
and management, and leaflets on
threats posed by dioxins.
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0.02

0.50

0.24

0.40

0.10

0.12

3.28

0.2

0.80,

0.80

0.20

0.20

:,::,~:;~~Io'X'~f%t 22.73
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Il.e"'~";'~"i"""w'Il'iti
Activity: reporting

Action
Implementation costs of actions under the NIP Total

in different years (in mln PLN)

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010

3.3.14. Activity: effectiveness evaluation

Preparation of guidelines for the I
verification and updating of the
NIP with due regard to the
documents of the Conference of .
the Parties to the Convention.

Periodical updating of the NIP.

Periodical updating of the
national strategy and policy
regarding POPs.

3.3.15.

Preparation of national reports for
the Conference of the Parties to
the Convention.

Preparation of reports on progress
in the elimination of PCBs.

Inventory reports on POPs
emissions and releases.

Preparation of reports for the
European Commission.

Development of a data collection
system concerning individual
activities and POPs emissions
from different enterprises.

3.3.16. Activity: researcll, development and monitoring
Assessment of the levels of POPs
emissions from burning solid
fuels in individual household.
heating installations not linked to
the central heating systems, and
an evaluation on the possibilities
for reducing these emissions.

Social and econoinic background
for POPs management in Poland

Assessment of environmental
threats posed by dioxins and
related potential health risks in
selected populations in Poland.

Indication of additional areas of
research and development
activities concerning POPs
emission and release issues.

Preparing a conceptual outline for
POPs monitoring in different
environmental components.

Implementation of POPs
monitoring in terrestrial
environments.

II

12

13

J2

11

No. Action
symbol

50.

51.

52.

54.

53.

55. 13

56. J4

57. J5

58. Kl

59.. K2

60. K3

61. K4

62. K5

63. K6



Total

13.20

30.30

235

Action
No. Action

symbol

64. K7 Monitoring of POPs in aquatic
environments.

65. K8 Monitoring of POPs bio-
concentration in food products.
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Annex 4.

LIST OF OBSOLETE PESTICIDE LANDFILLS
TO BE ELIMINATED IN DIFFERENT VOIVODESHIPS OF POLAND

(as of 1June 2004)

20
2 B~dkowo 50
3 Brojce 8
4 Chlopowo n.a.

5 Dalewo 60
6 Dobra k. Nowogardu 17

7 DoUce 73
8 Drzonowo 54
9 Golaticz Pomorska 27
10 Kolomllc 21
II Kurzycko 56
12 Modrzewo 49
13 Niemierzyno n.a.

14 Nowa Dobrzyca 100
15 Osiek Drawski 57
16 Osina92 53
17 Piaski 30
18 Pomieti 15
19 Rymaii I 2.5
20 RymaiiII n.a.

21 Smolnica 21
22 Stara D~browa 6
23 Starzyce 20
24 Wierzbica 227
25 Wiewiecko 80
26 Wi~claw 210
27 Wislawie 21

90 Pesticide landfills marked "in bold" are considered to be the priority landfills requiring elimination in the first
place.
91 The total quantity of obsolete pesticide waste deposited in landfills in the given voivodeship has been
estimated due to lack of information on certain landfills.

_____ ~_J:,~~@ l~~~~~~on_peat.
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93 According to the Voivodeship Authority all existing pesticide waste landfills have already been liquidated.
94 Currently, steps have been undertaken towards initiating a tender procedure for the second phase of
elimination of the remaining obsolete pesticide landfills within the territory of the voivodeship.

IS

10

135

20

31.6
57

21.6
189.5

100

57.7

25.5

14

160
28.3

56

15.4

75

70
20
31.5

Estimated amount of waste [Mg]

21

237

No. Name of obsolete pesticide landfill90

28 Wolczyn

1

2
3 Sierino

4 Tuchomie

Czerwonka

2 Kamiennik Wielki

3 Kobiela

4 Konopki Wielkie

5 LipowaG6ra

6 Matyski

7 NoweGuty

8 R6Zyna

9 Rywociny

10 Siniec

11 W«gajty

12 Wozlawki

13 Cierzpi~ty

14 Kotkowo

15 Warlity Wielkie

16 Babi~ta

Czempitl 72

2 Franciszkowo 164
3 GlaZewo 25
4 G6mica 40
5 Klotyldzin 36
6 Kopanki 10

7 Lasocice 1.5
8 Mlyn6w 120
9 Niediwiady 1I6
10 NowaObra 140
11 Ostrolesie 22
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n.a.

n.a.

72

70
77
12

3

7
3.5

267
30

12

17.5

3.5

5

42

Estimated amount of waste [Mg]

. .1Q
20

Name of obsolete pesticide landfiU90

Piotrk6wko

•.•_••..., ä. ;" _.".• " '•. t.,,-ql~.._," .
D1!br6wka

G6ry Witkowskie

.... Glfbocin

Lisie K1!ty

Male Pulkowo

Pi~tkowo

Puszcza Miejska

Rogowo

Sokolowo

Stanomin
Sliwice

Bozacin

Malocin

M1!koszyn

Piastowo

Jankowo

No.

12

13

1

2

3

4

5

6

....7

8

9

to
11

12

13

14

15

16

Dobieszyn-CYcel6wka

2 Du..zyLas

3 Garlino-Krzywonos

4 Gr6jec

5 IlZa

6 Kamion I

7 Kamionll

8 Nag6rnik I Zajezierze

9 Oronsko

10 Osiny

11 Podrog6w

9S Landfills in this voivodeship have been situated in unsuitable geological conditions. In most cases they are
located on permeable formations of sand and gravel. Furthermore, landfills in Lisie K~ty, BOZacin and Piast6w
are situated within the area of the Main Reservoirs of Ground Waters. Many objects are situated less than 2 km
away from large ground water abstraction points. Due to the landfill age (at least 30 years) they posea serious
threat connected with likely migration of the released pollutants into water supply wells. This may be the case
especially regarding the following landfills: Lisie K~ty, Gr~bocin, Rogowo, Male Pulkowo and Piastowo.
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No.

12

2

3

4

5

6

7

Name of obsolete pesticide landfi1l9o

Wielgie

Baciuty

Folwarki Tylwieckie

D~bniki
Ryboly

Bielany

Lapy

Majdan

Estimated amount of waste [Mg]

0.1

2.5

46
B.a.

n.a.

0.7
n.a

20
1.5

39.2

Krasnik G6rny

Iwiny
Lisowce

Skladowice

Ludwikowice I

Ludwikowice TI

Por~ba

Jelenia G6ra

Spalona

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Bogumil6w

2 Chorzyna

3 Cmentarzyk

4 Czerniewice

5 Dobk6w

6 Jadwin6wka

7 Ksi~Za W6lka

8 Ladzice B.a.

9 ModIna 15
10 Nowy Swiat 7

11 Ochotnik n.a.

12 Pawl6wek 5
13 Piotrk6w Trybunalski 20
14 Przer~b / Wola Przer~bska 3
15 Radomsko 1
16 Sepno-Radonia 50

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I

I

I
I

II
I
I

n.a .

n.a.
(uncertain location)

6
0.5

10
(uncertain location)

n.a
(uncertain location)

50

58

n.a.
(uncertain location)

Wojkowice

Pilchowice

Grzybowice

Lipowa

Czatachowa

Cieszyn

Sosnicowice96

Adamowie / Raszczyce

Radzionk6w

.••.:,~:~,lrif~~~'.fm~LV~~~J~~,~.;"~~fJ~1t~;i;;~}~~~~G;.;;.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

No. Name of obsolete pesticide landfill90 Estimated amount of waste [Mg]

17 Sierzch6wI 15
18 Sierzch6wTI 20
19 Strob6w 12
20 Sulmierzyce n.a

21 Wielgomlyny 3
22 Zadzim / Kazimierzew 7
23 Ruda n.a

24 Las n.a

25 B~
n.a.

(uncertain location)

26 Bujny Szlacheckie n.a.
(uncertain location)

27 Niewiesz n.a
(uncertain location)

28 Podd~bice n.a
(uncertain location)

29 Ptaszkowie
n.a

(uncertain location)

30 Roch6wek n.a
(uncertain location)

31 '. Wartkowice n.a.
~' ,:' . (uncertaih location)

96 Only obsolete pesticides are planned for elimination (without the landfill); the landfill is monitored by the
Institute of Plant Protection.

. ------------.------
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1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

Name of obsolete pesticide landfill90

KIoBowI

KIoBowll

Libillz
Czch6w

DftbBO

Gnojnik

Iwkowa

Lipnica DoJna

Szczurowa

Wadowice

Wielka Wies

Wojnicz

Zakliczyn

Mucharz

Raclawice

UScie SoIne

Strysz6w

Estimated amount of waste [Mg]

app. 40

0.271

0.073

0.300

0.251

0.034

0.100

3.166

B.a.

0.050

0.100

B.a.

5
B.a.
B.a.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

n.a; - cIata not available

97 The first 3 landfills have been physically found and the total amount of waste stored in them has been
estimated. The remaining pesticide landfills (13 objects) are most likely to be ground pits, which, at this stage of
the investigation, have not been definitely proved to exist. According to very rough estimates the total quantity
of landfilled waste amounts to about 20 Mg. This amount does not significantly affect the global mass of
pesticide waste requiring elimination in Poland.
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Annex6.

LIST OF INSTITUTIONS AND ORGANISATIONS INVOLVED IN POPs ISSUES

rYtzYiS.t:lite$fftJ~f;~}j8tllj{i~~~1~Efß~,~i;~~~~i:~J~~~1~!J~WJJY~JFfj&1r~(~;~~W;WFO iGW (Dolnosl~kie Voivodeship)
Traugutta 1/7, 50-449 Wroclaw
Tel. (+4871) 343 95 88; Fax: (+4871) 3426349

(
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wioS L~boratory WSSE Laboratory
Sienkiewtcza 32, 50-34,9 Wroclaw , " " .Mickiewicza 12b; 66-400 ~~6w Wielkop!llskj ,

.~ .. :- 'ic~ ... '~ .... '.' .' " 'r ~ .'.": ~"-'
I. I, ~

. .' , '- ' '. -. . . . ...." .', ~ ,. ~
Tel. (+48 71) 37213 06; FaX: (+48 71)3221617 ' 'Tel. (+4895) 722 60'57; Fax: (+48 95) 722 4652

WIOS Laboratory WSSE Laboratory
I'", :.

Piotra Skargi 2,85-018 Bydgoszcz Jagiellofiska 68; 25-516 Kielce
Tel. (+4852) 22 1744; Fax: (+48 52) 27 05 63 Tel. (+4841) 345 23 64; Fax: (+4841)345 1873

WIOS CZl<stochowa Branch Laboratory WSSE Laboratory
Rzllgawska 24/28, 42-200 Cz~stochowa futdnic1m 76; 31-202 Krak6w
Tel. (+4834) 364 35 12; Fax: (+48 34) 360 42 80 ,. Tel. (+4812) 61620 91; Fax: (+4812) 416 20 93

WIOS Laboratory WSSE Laboratory
20 078 Lublin, Obywatelska 13 Zolnierska 16; 1O-56001sztyn
Tel. (+4881) 718 62 00; Fax: (+48 81) 718 62 55 Tel. (+48 89) 527 9500; Fax: (+4889) 527 97 88

WIOS Laboratory .. WSSE Laboratory
Plac Szczepanski 5, 31-011 Krak6w Libelta 36; 61-705 Poznan .
Tel. (+48 12) 421 09 38~ Fax: (+48 12) 42236 12 Tel. (+48 6Ü 85448 18;Fax: (+4861) 854,48 14 .

,WIOS Laboratory WSSE Laboratory
Langiewicza26, 35-101 Rzesz6w ul. Zelazna 79; 00-875 WarSzawa

' ,

Tel. (+4817) 854 36 83; Fax: (+48 17) 8505377 Tel. (+4822) 620 90 04; Fax: (+48 22)620 ~7 19

WIOS Labo1'lltory WSSE Laboratory .
CiOlkowskiego 2/3,15-264 Bialystok D~binki 4; 80- 211 Gdafisk
Tell Fax: (+48 85) 74253 78 Tel. (+48 58) 344 7300; Fax: (+48 58) 3023253 .

WIOS Laboratory . Laboratory of the Wood ,\echnology Institute.
Czama Rola 4, 61-625 Poznafi Winiarska I; 60~654 Poman
Tel. (+48 61) 82705 00; Fax: (+4~6I) 82705 22 Tel. (+4861) 8492431; FID!:,:(+4& 61) 822 4372

WIOS Konin Branch; Laboratory
. . ..

Laboratory of the Institute of Ecology of Industrialised Areas
Wyszyfiskiego 3 A, 62-510 Konin Kossutha 6, 40-832 Katowice
Tel. (+48 63) 242 56 86; Fax: (+48 63) 242 23 47 Tel. (+48 32) 254 60 31; Fax: (+4832) 2541717

WIOS Kalisz Branch, Laboratory,
" , ". ,

Laboratory of IMOW
"

Piwonicka 19, 62-800 Kalisz Tel. (+4862) 764 63 30; Fax: Podlesna 61,01-673 Warsaw
(+4862) 764 6332 Tel. (+48 22) 83418 51; Fax: (+48 22) 8341801

WIOS Pila Branch, Laboratory Laboratory of the State Geologicat Iristi1ilte
'.'

Motylewska 5a, 64-920 Pila Tel. (+48 67) 212 23 12; Fax: . Rakowiecka 1, 00-97? Warsaw . . :. ;

(+4867) 212 72 35 . Tel.: (+48 22) 849 5351,8494921; Fax: (+48 22) 849 8490

WIOS Leszno Branch, Laboratory . Laboratory ofPZH .;

17 Stycznia 4,64-100 Leszno Tel. (+4865) 529 58 56; Fax: Chocimska 24, 00-971 Warsaw
(+4865) 5294841 Tel. (+48 22) 8494051; Fax: (+4822) 849 74 84'

WIOS Laboratory Laboratory of the Institute of Plant Prot~c~on ,
Waly Chrobr~go 4, 70-502 Szczecin Miczurinä20 a, 60-318 Poznafi '
Tel. (+48 91) 430 37 25; Fax: (+48 91) 434 05 54 Tel. (+48 61) 867 57 13; Fax: (+48 61) 867 II 75 ., -,'

WIOS Laboratory Laboratory of the Military Institute of ChemiStry and RadiOlt.etry
IX Wiek6w Kiele Ave. 3, 25-516 KielCe . gen. A. Chrusciela 105; 00-910 WarSzawa

Tel. (+48 41) 344 4972; Fax: (+48 41) 344 55 34 Tel. (+48 22) 5169935; Fl!i! '(+48. Z:2)673 5851

WIOS Laboratory Laboratory of the Marine Fisheries Institute
I go Maja 13,10-117 Olsztyn .. Kolll!taja I, 81-332 Gdynia
Tel. (+48 89) 527 2382; Fax: (+48 89)527 32 84 Tel. (+48 58) 6202831

.

WIOS BieISko"Bnmch, Laboratory .
, :. t • .. '

Laboratory of the Institute ofEnvironmentaI Protection:

Partyzant6w 117, 43-30Q Bielsko Biala. Krucza 5111,00-548 Warsaw
Tel./Fax: (+4833) 812 49 30 Tel. (+4822) 625 10 05; Fax: (+48 22) 629 52 63

WSSE Laboratory Laboratory of the Institute Chemistry and Technology of
Legionowa 8; 15-009 Bialystok Petroleum and Coal Wroclaw Technical Institute

Tel. centro (+4885) 73260 II; Fax: (+48 85) 732 70 22 Gda6.ska 7/9,50-344 Wroclaw
Tel. (+48 71) 320 65 07;Fax: (+48 71) 32215 SO
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Institute of Environmental Protection
Krucza 5/11, 00-548 Warsaw
Tel. (+48 22) 621 3670; Fax: (+48 22) 629 52 63

Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy
K. Miarki 12114,44-100 Gliwice
Tel. (+48 32) 234 51 20; Fax: (+48 32) 2345300

3221580

Institute of Non Ferrous Metals
SOwIDskiego 5, 44-100 Gliwice
Tel. (+48 32) 238 0329; Fax: (+48 32) 2316933

Marine Institute
Dlugi Targ 41/42,80-830 Gdatlsk
Tel. +48 58 5520093; Fax: +48 58 301 35 13
Institute of Plant Protection
Miczurina 20a, 60-318 Poznan
Tel. (+4861) 867 57 13; Fax: (+48 61) 867 II 75

Nofer Institute of Occupational Medicine
Sw. Teresy od Dziecilllka Jezus 8, 90-950 L6di
Tel. (+4842) 6314843; Fax: (+48 42) 6314572

Departrrient of Environmental Chemistry
National Foundation of Environmental Protection
lwirki i Wigury 101; 02-089 Warsaw
Tel./Fax: +48 22 822 30 35
Laboratory of Environmental Protection
Pulp and Paper Institute
Sldodowskiej Curie 19/27, 90-570 L6d~
Tel. +4842 63803 51Iub Tel.lFax: +4842 6368831
Laboratory of the Institute of Chemical Coal Processing
Zamkowa 1, 41-803 Zabrze
Tel. +4832 2710041; Fax: +48322710809
Department of Water and Soil Analysis of the Faculty of
Chemistry
A Mickiewicza University
Michala Drzymaly 24; 60-613 Poznan
Tel. +4861 8293447; Fax: +4861 8293400
Laboratory of the Faculty of Chemistry
Gdahsk University of Technology

~ Narutowicza 18, 80-952 Gdatlsk
Tel. +4858 34503 72; Fax: +48 58 347 03 57
Department of Food Analyses Institute of Organic Industry
InstitUte of Agriculture and Food Biotechnoiogy Annopol6, 03-236 Warsaw
Rakowiecka 36; 02-523 Warsaw Tel. (+4822) 811 1231 ext. 288
Tel. +4822 6063837; Fax: +4822 8490426 Fax: +4822 811 0799
Water Quality Monitoring Section, Institute of Meteorology Wood Technology Institute
.and Water Management, Wroclaw Branch Winiarska 1; 60-654 Poznan
Parkowa 30,51-616 Wroclaw Tel. (+4861) 849 24 00;
Tel. +48 71 3200230 Fax: +4861 82243 72
Department of Coastal Belt Water Protection, Institute of State Geological Institute
Meteorology and Water Management Rakowiecka 4, 00-975 Warsaw
JaSkowa Dolina 29,80-286 Gdaftsk Tel. (+4822) 849 53 51 ext.96;
Tel. +4858 3412079; Fax: +4858 3412078 Fax: +4822 8495342

ill!lS.E;{ile1iJ.jiEkfJ:(jpKijf1fljt.if!r$t.tt,tjTlo.if!$i)ij?1tiJlJJfl{'L~~; National Institute of Hygiene
Economic University in Cracow, Chocimska 24, 00-791 Warsaw
Rakowicka 27,31-510 Krak:6w Tel. (+48 22) 849 3332
Td. +48 12 2935332; Fax: +48 12 293 50 50
.K. Marcinkowski Academy of Medicine
;Grunwaldzka 6, 60-780 Poznan
Tel. +4861 86595 66
Central Institute for Labour Protection - National Research
Institute
Czerniakowska 16, 00-701 Warsaw
Tel. (+4822) 623 46 81; Fax: (+48 22) 6233695

Military Institute of Chemistry and Radiometry
Gen. Chrusciela 105,00-910 Warsaw
Tel. +4822 5169936;Fax +48226735851
Institute ofIndustrial Chemistry
Rydygiera 8, 01-793 Warsaw
Tel. +48 22 633 92 91; Fax: +4822 633 92 91
Institute of Chemical Coal Processing
Zamkowa 1, 41-803 Zabrze
Tel. +4832 271 00 41; Fax: +4832 271 08 09
Institute of Building Mechanisation and Rock Mining, Field
Branch inKatowice
"Centre of Waste Managemenf'
Barbary 21 a, 40-053 Katowice
Tel. (+4832) 251 7454;
Fax: (+48 32) 2517591
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MALEX Waste Treatment Plant
Wemera23,9I-I69L6di
Tel. (+4842) 714 02 78; Fax: (+48 42) 714 0149'.

TIGRET Co. Ud,
Rumunska 29B, 05-816 Michalo'Vice
Tel. (+48 22) 753 02 62; Fax: (+48 22) 753 0394

Chemicals Works ANWIL (hazardous waste incineration
plant) '.' "\ ,
Torunska 222; 87-805 Wloclawek .
Tel. (+48 54) 236 30 91; Fax: (+4854) 236 1983,
Chemical Works ROKlTA (hazardous waste iricineration
plant) .' '
Sienkiewicza 4, 56-120 Brzeg DoIny
Tel. (+48 71) 319 25 12; Fax: (+48 71)319 2570

POFRABAT Co. Ltd.
Heliotrop6w I; 04-796 Warsaw
Tel./Fax. (+4822) 872 26 42

LOBBE Co. Ud.
Koksownicza 16; 42-523 Dllbrowa G6rnicza,
Tel. (+48 32) 795 5767
Fax. (+48 32) 795 5768

Institute of Labour Medicine and Environmental Health
KoscieIna 13, 41-200 Sosnowiec
Tel. (+4832) 266 0885
Fax: (+4832) 266 I I 24

Institut!,: of Meteorology and Water Management
PodleSna 61,01-673 Warsaw
Tel. (+4822) 835 4926
Fax (+48 22) 835 49 26

Lowersilesian Fundation of Sustainable Development
Bialosk6micza 26
50-I~4 Wroclaw
Tel. (+48 71) 34308849
Fax: (+4871) 3436035

Secretariat of "Responsible Care" Programme in Poland
Toruiiska 222, 87-805 Wloclawek
Tel. (+48 54) 237 21 76,23735 06
Fax: +4854 2372412

tißitlli!ij;ftlijlf\'fJEffi@$JJtf;!k?i~~~:~wi!~~{'i!JA~~~~~}j!j~~~1~i~;
Environmental Information Centre
Wawelska 52/54 00-922 Warsaw
Tel. (+4822)57922 I I; Fax. (+48 22) 57 92 215

rNtL4ftlijJt.if~Ni:@t[jl!1~rmrllfls.r&liQ'{jJ.~¥J~~t~?i'&:~ljt/lmfi:~gril4fim~~?/JlfJ1lJ,¥:~;rt~~fi~!~~1~ff~';~~1~
Centre of Ecological Law PROEKO Co. Ltd. "
Uniwersytecka I, 50-951 Wroclaw Environmental Protection Consultants
Tel./Fax: (+48 71) 3410234 Tamka 16, 00-349 Warsaw

Tel. (+48 22) 827 59 00; Fax: (+48 22) 827 58 57
CHEMEKO Expert and Designing Services Enterprise, Co.
Ltd.
ul. Toruilska 222; 87-805 Wloclawek,
Tel. (+48 54) 237 3506; Fax: (+48 54) 237 24 12

,Nature Protection League
Tarnka37/2
00-355 Warsaw
Tel.(+48 22) 828 81 71
Fax: (+4822) 828 65 80

Consumers Federation, National Council
Powstanc6w Warszawy I
00-030 Warsaw
Tel. (+48 22) 827 6891
National Foundation of Environmental Protection
Erazrna Ciolka 13, 01-445 Warsaw
'Tel. (+48 22) 877 2359; Fax: (+4822) 877 2359

Waste Prevention Association "3R"
P.O. Box 54
30 961 Krak6w 5
Tel./Fax: (+4812) 4210909,6549986
Polish Chamber of Chemical Industry
,Association ofEmploy~rs .' ,
Czackiego 15/17, OQ-Q43Warsaw , '
Tel. (+48 22) 828 75 06; Fax: (+4822) 8267339.
Polish Ecological Club
Mariacka 1, 40-014 Katowice
TeI./Fax: (+48 32) 25175 90
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Annex 7.

AN OUTLINE OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMMES ON POPs

Educational programmes for schools

The preparation of programmes requires determination of topics, selection of communication
meaDs. and deciding' on the degree of detail for different educational material packages
depepdirig on 'the types and'levels of schools (post-primary, secondary and high schools).
Arid, thus, stich programmes should contain the following scope of information for different
levels of education: . ,

• Post-primary schoo~ (gymnasiums) - general information on persistent organic
pollutants; such as basic definitions, physical and chemical properties of POPs, their ways
of generation, uses and examples of POPs in the enviroIiineilt, their negative
environmental and human health impacts as well' as possible disposal methods. POPs
characteristics should include information on their resistance to physical, biological and
chemical destruction processes; their solubility and toxicity.,

• Secondary schools - apart from the above information the programmes should include
broadened information on the physicochemical and toxicological properties of persistent
organic pollutants. Programmes for these schools should also include information on
generation processes, including uniI;ltentional production of POPs, their use in the
economy and every day life, emission sources and releases; These programmes should
also cover information on POPs circulation in the food web and"effects on living
organisms, iricluding human health and enviroinnental impacts. Programmes should also
include information on acceptable intake of different POPs, with special attention to the
effects of exceeding permissible levels;

• Academic schools - issues connected with POPs generation sources, environmental
pa~\\,ays"effects of environmen~ con~ation, human health impacts and technical
solutions preventing POPs emissions and releases.

£4ucational programmes, apart from general issues, depending on the type of high schools,
should be extended with elements adjusted, to their educational interests. The scope of
educational programmes for universities of technology should provide knowledge on best
available techniques, includiDg techniques and technologies used in the industrY and energy
sectors, metal processing, construction, production of plant' protection products, in the
municipal sector (waste incineration) and, in transport, which will lead to high level of
environmental protection, also in terms of protection against environmental threats and effects
caused by POPs.

The programme of education for agricultural academic schools should include detailed
information on the composition of chloroorganic pesticides (pOPs listed in Annexes A and B
to the Convention), about their activity and environmental threats that they pose, resulting
from POPs misuse and inappropriate storage and treatment of obsolete pesticides.
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Additionally, the programme should provide information on modem measurement methods of
~OJ;>,~mfood and feedstuffs, as well as on alternative plant protection products.

Whereas, education programmes designed for medical academies should be based on
information on effects of POPs on humans and animals, on ecotoxicity and toxicity, POPs in
the food chain;: meaSuremeht methbds foFPOPs'm' livin:g:organisms{as'well as'on preventive
measures and medication methods.

. ", ',' • • t:
.:"; ~;~ '.i -"~', ~,,' i.; f; "i r~~"! '.",$:;" ~ ' ; ~.,;:; ~~:. ,:; ~:' q ~

E~ucational'progr~mm~s addr~ssed to different profession groups" ..
q~':'.~,>.~l;",' '::". !!. ,. ",',', -J "Ji,' ::.;- '::. "::: "~li':'; >,';/ i~ ": J; if ,.'; ::'.:'J:",-:,,~ ....:\,

~4y~~t~,<?nal,~cnyi~e~Jar~~te4at ffi~9!llPgs~ a,n~ in~di~a.!,docto~~sho~4,~(,),ye{,fi~~träin/".g
S~p~m,y~;'T1li~s~oWd,be aC~O~J?li,s~~4,b~revie)Ving~urre~~¥ ~y~~bl~ }~orrnati9n d.isp~r~~
iq.: ,WffeJ;e~t,edll~~tio~ "progr~es. ,41t~~d~~fo~.~~; t}V~, ~~l,~cted,'pF.9fe,s~jpH,~o*-P.~rij9~
outlines should contain the existing data on POPs tak:illg account of new ,reqriii;~,t;D,emslai~l
down by the Stoclch0~ Conventi9,n,as well as the provisions of the A,-arhus'i>roto~o[: " '

) f: ',.i: ;.,:.) .. J.'l_!.; ,::)'; ::.;,:11:'1. :.:'; ",'i ':~":'. "~:;,\\': ..'~ _~i r}:)t;;i'~'f:; r':,;";fnr:i!p';;"i,i'~ ...

• ,;New research ,results and informati(,)n sources onPOPs,.l~gal15äckground,for aGtiyjtie~.
.'tcl.kenat inter:na~i.ol1aI',~d'~ti<>p~ le~yi~ ~. t1i~field of'~nwp~~~~ pmt~p~~?ti,~g~i~~t
persi~t~nt org~~ P?lllltan,t~HWtivjty areas;. ; ,', ,r,,: , ;', " , .,'

.Persistent orgaDic :pollutants,::; " , "" ; '",; '.!;".
. . . ,

! :'.: .; .. {; • '. . , ... ~ .

, . .DdiIritions. ~characten~ti~s, identification andpropeities) ! .' ,. / ',"

. ,;;_ ' , Current'andhistorlciu use's, ., 'c: ':!' : !~.,,; :- .i;;;n.;'\:"
~ • I . . • .' . '. ""'; .. : ...~... ,. :'.' . ; i' :, ( :"";~.. . .'

Propagation pathways, .. ,. ., :.;, I

;'Iinpacts on living ~rgamsm.sarid the en~rronmeht; "',~ ,';;~ . . ' ',e"
I): j j' ," ';: 1 • ~" '. ',.', ,," \; . :,,", ..... \: .• . . . " ; r"., .. , .. , I, J , ," • ~ :::. • ., .' .. I

• Responsibilities of medical su.rlfldoctors. in providing b1formation to tlte pu~lic on health
,risks ~ausedJ~y tl1epresenc.~"of :POPs,in th~ enyirQnm~p.t (preyen~y~ ];lle,as.~esi,cijaW19sis,
medical trean.nent).' . " ,:,;':;' 0', : ,.". ,;! ;:r' ,:!; ',i"hn!

,'! - ,:': •,.;~., . f:' ',.<: ~T !

Educationalp(ogrammes forQtheJ:' target groups +i\') .,' ',,:w'i1liL'

Loc~) ;self~government .. adiliiriistratioii ahd'other' 'stakyholders' . sh.ocl.d':.be~':provided "\vith
guidelines for raising public awareness on human health'ahdenvrronmehtaH:lir6atS' caused by
POPs in relation to waste management as well as on possible preventive measures.

fublit"'eduditi6n 'on' pOPs' should'also' iriclude'! aSpects"of' effective: beat' ~eneiatioä fat
nouseholdpllrposesandcoVer-the'followingissues:''''. :,:. '. '., "',',",, ,.:,.!i.

... ~ •• , ; . J .,;,' .; .' : , ' !. ; " ! ; ; . . ;,.. : .' . r; ,._' '_ . ' " ,- . . ,'. .{:'~: ..... ,:';' . '= i, .', ;;'; :: :; i _:;.'i .. ,'

• '_.,~azards c~~,ed. by,~effe~#ye SOIll~ustion of ~olid:fu~Js ~d.plo,~JA~s',.~~R~~i~y , , .'~','.:, i .

,;!: compoll1)l4~c~assif}~4,as PO~s, ,.e;' . J " ,:,-, "" , ,', , .,',

." Restricti6ns for bulnirig houSehold waste, grass-burning, etc; " . " ;'~'.' "
,i ;,.~l'~'J .:':' ,';, ", •. ,: - ":.t I:;': :" " . ',''', '. , j"'; :'~l -',"'. ":~l"" ;:"\'~'j.:':t .. :~. ,.e '. Promotion of effective techhiqües aild teclniologies of heat' gerienition 'by pupli~liii1g. "

information materials promoting and enabling selection of environmentally sound and .
cost effective heating systems fot housing purposes, . , .'

. .'. .. . .
, ~ .'....'. • . • .' ' 'I ' ( , . • . " .' . .' , • • " • , ' . • ",' .

• . Ed~cation for the owners ()f smail epterprises producing low capacity heiitirig installations
". :'~~p:rpmotedevelopmenrorsuchactivlty: . '.", . .,;"

The framework scheme for educational programme foresees subdivision of the task into two
phases. Within the first phase selected target groups should be provided with basic knowledge
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on POPs hazards, as public awareness in this field is varies among different groups. Therefore
the aim of the first phase is to make the commonly known information on POPs, uniform. The
second phase will focus on supplementing, broadening and updating the knowledge on POPs
for different target groups. .

Methods for raising awareness

Awar,eness raising, in the first place, requires a series of training courses (sessions) for
selec;ted target groups (for example, public and private decision-makers, businessmen, non-
governmental organizations) .and developing an Internet website with basic information on
PÖt.~~1hen training piogrammes should be prepared and training carried out having in mind
regulfll".extension of information proyided throughtJle Internet and preparation and publishfug
bYtl1e Environmental. lnformation Centre a hard and electronic copy of an infoin:l,ation
bÜlJ~~. All this shQuld be complemented by a cycle of scientific articles propagating the
res1ll~ öf scientific research and monitoring published in periodicals directed to experts.
Sp~cjfllattention should be given to the development and regular updating of an information
pac~ge on. POPs. This package should be targeted at the public as a whole, but especially
decision':'makers of appropriate levels of the management staff of enterprises causing POPs
emissions. The scope of information transmitted to the target groups should be based. on the
framework programme covering the same issues as in educational programmes and targeted
accördiiiglytö the-type'ofgtotip: ..

'. , .

Invo~ving non-governmental organizations into the proce.ss should be the key element of the
strategy for promotion of education, training and raising awareness on POPs.
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POPs hio-concentration monitoring plan. The monitoring plan anticipates annual sampling
of selected foodstuffs, food products and double diets in certain regions throughout the year,
so as to collect within a three-year period full research data to carry out risk and exposure
assessment for the whole country. After the first year's survey research should be deepened to
identify transmission and accumulation pathways of selected compounds in the food chain for
farm products containing the highest loads of POPs and groups of products significant in
relation to fat consumption. Research shall cover, in a proportional way to their share in the
diet, products imported from EU and other countries. Food products referred to in the EU

In developing the extended monitoring system and compiling recoiinnendiltiöi1s' 'conceri.1itig'
th~ s~l~ction of sites, periods and, frequency of sampling, i~is necessary to take account, inter
alia,' or irifonmi~(m' on the ~Urrent and' past produdioiiand use ofsnbstatlceSJprepähiiionS
<?~ii~iIii1hlgpd~s;;cufre~iand hi,störical!4a'taori eII1iss16n~in ih.e reii6n,. fi'6'Ws" ofp~lluti,hts in
$e, ~nyrrOnmeIltCÖnbdth local' ancllörig~fange 'transboUndary flUxes)~the level of bacJ(gr0uP.d
c~h8e~tbitions' fof'~ iliyestlgate'd ~riYironmental~oDipon~nts; 'nöted also üritside ~ecountry.
If ls,$p6rtafti .tcrtake, into accoUnt th~:p6sitlöti. of tile otgamsm:s ill the,;trüph1~;chain' 'ahq 'the
di~#11rllp(~nfd(spe<?ie~ Wiiliih'the country; arid its:tt~iglibdw:hood '~en; sei~ci#lg~101Öii~~:
rIlated~'fot,testiiig' ur order to obtain "cühiparable 'sainpl~;s: It isatso neCessary 'to ensure' 'a
täi'iönaJIfuknigöfthe new m.omtc>rillg'scheme witlt'fue'preVlouslydtablishedand bpeciitiiig'

, '.", ' ,. ," .' - .~. J ' : --: .' • __,' :. • - I, " " • __;" ,'" " ., __' ,.. "".. ,"' __' ": ",,' , "-' , ' " I , "-- .. f' ",'.:, ,. i ",' .-"systems ' (at locaI~ 'regiörnil, 'natihrial' 'an<l jntemational'levels)~ 'to' make, us~.' Q:( 'the' arready
eiiStfug'researchpotential. 'M~mitonhg ot)subStaUcessUbjectt(jth~ Sto~kho1ID,Couvelltiöh
eti~6~piiSse~'thefoIiowihgmai1itasks:"" " '.-','" I , .. ; ;". "" ',': f,"-':.;
)f~' ;,1,: :~__:.' .. J" "':,; .' ". _, .:~" ",":;!; "l, r~ I:' !!':

Determining concentratioll!? of POPs cov~re4' by, theCQJl,venti<,>u.in yariol,lS ep.vironmental
media: air, water, bottom sediments, soil and living organisms ,;;is well as projections em future
trends concerning the concentration levels of these pollutants;' , '

Coll~.cti0ll of data on short-term spatial changes and fluctuations allowing to determine the
mamsouites 'of POPs within:'the~oUritiy'(afi4l?ossibiy neigltboUrfugareaS), citctllnstarices of
pollutant emissionS,theiC' traD.sporfu:ti6il' arici deteirIiihiitiöi1 of theirbackgröund lever;" '" .,'

Observation of levels of pollutants in long-living animals, belonging to the higher levels of
the food chain accumulating POPs, to determine the state of environmental pollution by these
substances and to undertake comparisons with situations in other regions.

High toxicity potential of the substances covered by the Stockholm Convention, the complex
character of the congeners found in field samples and in biological matrix (including food)
and the level of their occurrence in sub-trace quantities (picogrammes per gramme of sample),
requires extremely sensitive and type-specific analytical' analyses. Properly taken samples
require labour-consuming processes to isolate the analyte from the matrix, to remove the
background compounds through complex and column chromatography, to separate isolated
extracts using high resolution gas chromatography (HRGC) and qualitative and quantitative
determination by mass spectrometry.
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RECOMMENDATIONS REGARDING POPs MONITORING,
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regulations concerning feed and foodstuffs will be tested. Furthermore, tests of double diets
and human milk will be carried out in regions to be monitored.

The monitoring programme will focus on representative tests of time and spatial variability of
POPs through determination of POPs bio-concentration in vegetable and animal fat. Such
products will, inter alia, include:

• Rape seed, rapeseed oil, ground rape seed/rapeseed cake;

• Butter;

• Fresh water and sea water fish, predatory fish with high fat level (e.g. cods, herrings,
Baltic salmons, eels, carps);

• Poultry, pigs and wild swines - kidney area fat, back fat;

• Maize and other products of significant share in the diet and of high fat content;

• Double diets;

• Collected human breast milk.

Table 8.1 presents the estimated annual ,costs of the implementation of the POPs bio-
monitoring programme, including costs for single measurements, sampling and sample
preparation.

During the initial phase of the development of the POPs monitoring system for wastes, it is
recommended to carry out preliminary measurements to evaluate environmental impacts

. caused by obsolete pesticide landfills or any other landfills identified as sites potentially
contaminated with POPs. Individual measurements are also reconimended when significant
changes linked to a given landfill likely to cause environmental threats are observed, as well
as when assessing the state of the environment after the landfill has been removed/eliminated.

, Momtoring is also required for the obsolete pesticide landfills referred to in Chapter 3.3.8.
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Cost of anal sis
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No. Biological material analyses PCB protection PCBs samples [pLN]
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2520.0.0.

3548160.

Annual cost of sampling and sample preparation [average150. PLN/sample]
[pLN]

;":
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Annual costs of analyses [pLN]
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Table 8.1. Annual costs of POPs blo;..monitonng "

• Assessment of the costs of dioxin and furan analyses, assuriting that 20% of samples will be analysed by using
HRGC/HRMS techniques.

1. 240, ; 4560.0. 4$,60.0. 177 60.0. 48 238.0.80.

2. Butter 240. 4560.0. 4560.0. 177 60.0. 48 2380.80.
.,.\ :

3. Fresh water and sea water 240. 4560.0. 4560.0. 177 60.0. 48 2380.80.
fish, predatory fish and/or

,";.

with high level of fat tissue
(e~g. cods, l.1errings, eels, ,,"
c, s . , . .

4. Poultry, pigs and wild 240. 4560.0. 4560.0. 177 60.0. 2380.80.
, swines- kidney area fat,

back fat \.' . l .
:,.' ;, 48,

, ,

5. M~eando~er pr6dtic~ ' 240. 45'60.0. 4560.0.' 177 60.0. 48 2380.80.
, of sigInficant shafe iD:tIi~,.

' '

,"diet and'ofhigh fat 'content . '

6. Double diets " 240. 4560.0. ' ,45,60.0. , 17760.0. ',48, 2380.80. '

7. Collected human milk 240. 4560.0. 4560.0. 177 60.0. 48 2380.80.

I.
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Annex9.

RESEARCH PRIORITIES FOR PCDDs/PCDFs AND PCBs

(based on the Community Strategy for Dioxins,
Furans and Polychlorinated Biphenyls [85J)

Atmospheric environment
Measurements of wet and dry deposition

Modelling studies on PCDD/PCDF behaviour in the atmospheric enviroiunent

Long range transport (over Europe)

Terrestrial environment
The significanCe of root uptake; especially in respect of interspecies variability

Assessment of air to soil transfer and of the various deposition'mechanisms to vegetation (wet, dry particle,
and dry gaseous)

Fate and transport of PCBs and PCDDs/PCDFs in landfills

Studies on the levels ofPCDDs/PCDFs associated with burning PCP treated wood

Studies on tbelevels aDd sources üfPCDD/PCDFs in composted material imd the environmental fate
of the PCDDslPCDFs in the composted material and in sewage sludge' '

.Modelling studies ofPCDD/PCDF behaviour in the terrestrial environment

.Selection of appropriate plants to be used as bio-accumulators of PCBs and PCDDIPCDFs'

MöremeasiJrements <>fbackground concentrations of PCBs and PCDDslPCDFs illvegetation and animal
tissue 3ll~ definition of reference values

. .

Aquatic environment (geneialresearch has been very extensive, therefore it is proposed to focUs on more
specific g?iPs):

DeveloPIllent of sta.I1dardised'samplmg strategies for determining representative PCDDIPCDF
concentrations in fish .and sediinents . ..

Avmlablllt}' of orga.ßic carbon-assocüit~ PCDDs/PCDFs in sediments for aquatic ecosystem

Modelling studiespfPC~ andJ~CDD(PCDF biö-acc~u.lation/bio-magnificatiöli in the aquatic
environment and thefood'chaiß \' .. ', '. ....

Degradation of PCBs into ~et:tbolites in water and sediments

Estimates of human exposure todioXlnsand PCBs thfough mgestion, inhalation, skin contact

The effects of chronic or periodic exposUre to PCBs (and metabolites) and to dioxins

.Identification of particular vulnerable species as bio-indicators for the monitoring and protection
of "at risk" habitats or sites

Elaboration of a methodology to set limit values for lower effect levels in fauna

Upgrading knowledge on bio-accumulation factors in the trophic chain

Establish a Toxic Equivalent Factor for non-coplanar PCB congeners with thyroid interaction
or neurotoxicity
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RESEARCH PRIORITIES
• '" ~ • • , • ~ t. ,," - ~ < ~

Significance of climate, agricultural practices and dietiuy'regillies toPCBatid dioXin\~xposure
in Southern Member States ofth~ ~U, which differ fro-91,those ofthe Northern Member States

Epidemiological studies, including target groups like foetus, infants; etc.

Studies on the carry-over and establishing 'pertinent transfer factors for the different PCBs and
PCDDs/PCDFs from soil, sediment and feeding stuffs to animals tissues, including fish (e.g. meat, fat)
an:d products (e.g. milk. and eggsJ:Particulitr attentiöri.':iieeds to be'paid to the dioxin-like PCBs:
- :Dete~ination of transfer factors for dioxin-like PCBs from soil and feedingstüffs to änimaHissue ;
and products (milk) for cattle (ruminants).,. ;,
:..:.Determiriation of transfer faptofS for P(:PPs/PCDFs and PCB~ (iri particular <fioJcin-li1cePC~s)
from soil and feeding stuffs to animal tissues and products (eggs) for poultry
- Determination of transfer factors for PCDDs/PCDFs and PCBs (m p&.:lcular di6xin:-lik:ePCBs) , ,
from feeding stuffs to animal tissues and products for pigs .' ' !". 'x" \ ....

- Determination of transfer factors PCDDslPCDFs and PCBs (in particular dioxin.,like PCas) . . " .
lr~qi~;~p~ent and feedingstuffsfor ~sh, . , . I; , ; '" , ...

AssessIlJ.ent of agricultural or industrial practices (such as hot, air feedstuff drying, use öf ~heiriicäl.; . ,', !

substances like solvents, pelleting aids etc. for the production offeedingstuffs~ ferm~ntation,etc).- ,':;
for their potential to pr()d.uce..rCpDs~GDFs .' "

QU~~ification of potential ,rC.a.~4 PGDDIPCDF irip~t into animal feedstuff via recy<;late.s,~~ch,~, u,s~d
edibfe oils & fats~'sbiughterhouse~aSt~s etc:' " .,' ',. '., ~." :',,"; "'; ':.,'; . "

Source data onp,CBs ii ;"; :.!; , _.' 'Ii,'

, .CQ~tQl>~tionofw~te and iecyclirig of waste (including processes) to tO~,~llliss,ioJ;1~intoen~i9.r;np,epl
jfood chain " .",' , ,", '.

, '- ", .

,Contribution of products to tqiaJ. emission into the envifo:runent (e.g ..cosmetics.,.pe~qcide~,. textil~,s, ".,
plastics, paper, etc.) ..;., ,',"";'.

DomesticinciIIeration: ofwoodan4 coal combustion (dom~stic + ind~31),.: ' ,i -'; , • '.

Reseryoir sources (bel1aviour, degradation processes, decontamirill:tiori methods;: etc.) . ' .. i • ;.1 i"' ... ,

.~;~'~!~%~1~Ü
' ..,...lQQ~;~i

Development of a Geographical Information System (GIS) integrated in the global environment GIS.
strategies

~ ...r," ,~
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Annex 10.

COSTS OF TREATMENT AND ELIMINATION OF POPs IN POLAND.

Non-capital expenditures required for the implementation of the Stockholm Convention
This group of costs primarily covers the costs of legislative~ .organisation8I and institutional
activities as well as activities cODnected with research and development, monitoring and
education. To determine the costs connected with legislative activities a scale of charges
based on the Act on Public Orders98 was used taking into account the need for further
expertis.e in this field. The required costs of different activities included in the NIP have been
estunated by relevant experts. .

As)t~ay be conclude~from Table 3.6.2, the highest costs are connected with IIlOnitOring
activiti<:?s. POPs monitorfug is the moSt costly undertaking of all organisational costs.
However, without updated information onthe state of the environment in the context of POPs
hazards, it will not be possible to de~ollstrate to the Conference of the Parties progress made
in compliance with the provisions of the Convention.

Most of the financing required for carrying out the activities foreseen iri this NIP will come
from the state budget. Poland will be responsible for raising these funds, and thus the.burden
of bearing these costs will be shared between the state budget and the voivodeship .budgets.
Enterprises, the National Fwid for Environmental Protection and Water Protection and the
Voivode~hip Funds should also make their contribution in the funding. It is also possible to
take advantage of foreign assistance funds for the implementation of the NIP~

.Capital expenditures required for the implementation of the Convention
Costs discussed under'this section have been split into two groups: costs of services and
capital. iilvestments. The first group of costs refers to activities, where no investments are
required; and the on-going activities allow for the treatment of POPs waste. This mainly
relates to activities connected With the elimination of PCBs from operating and discarded
electrical equipment and with the elimination of ob~olete pesticides from the en.vironment. In
this case costs have .been ..calculated on the basis of information obtained directly from
companies involved ill the decontamiilation and treatment of electrical equipment and
disposal ofliquid PCB waste and pesticide waste, as well as on information obtained from the
National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management.

The second group of costs - connected with capital investment - deals with the introduction of
new solutions, which have not been applied so far in Poland. Such capital. expenditures are
planned in connection with the prevention of PCDD, PCDF and PCB emissions generated
unintentionally, with the reduction of POPs emissions in waste treatment processes, with the
management of waste from combustion processes (flue gas cleaning), wastewater treatment
and treatment of other POPs containing wastes from industrial landfills.

COSTS OF SERVICES

98Act of 10 June 1994 on Public Orders (DzU of 1994No. 76, item 344; as amended); repealed by the Act of29
January 2004-Public Orders' Law (DzU of2004, No. 19, item 177).
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2) LOBBE CO.,,~td.in J;>~l?rowaG6rnicza, ..
~~.., .,~ ~:,,:.' '<' " .~~~t.;:: :;'},> ..'~(~:'~~.,"'~ (~.:. ~.~, .-'~';! •.. ~,.'" .. }-,.,~ ":,':;i: ;.

i (. ' ~aximum cap~city of~e tre~~ent installation: ~OO?.M~1~~ ',' d ' :,:.,. .

:;:Treatment cost: ..25QO PLN(Mg (ijQlli4,. ~aste.IAW?~
,,,, , ,'i ha,ye a h,ya,ting v~ue' gr.eater,tb~
" .." , )5 MJ/kg)'iii ',I' .,:"

3) . Chemical W?rkS R9KlTA Co~IJic. in Brieg Domy ! :; . . .,

~.,,' ..::' .. ,' ! ; , '. : , ,; . ; . ' •. :'..'.. . : : .' ':i . \ ~ ' " .)' , ..

.'l M~um capacipr of the treatment installati()ll: .'~OOOMglye,~ . ',. ,

. ,., i" :Tteatrrieritcost: app> 5500 'PLN/Mg! (it may vary
.depending"on . the toW, PCBs

". ., ... " 8op~;ent 0r1V~t~). ..; i

The above compilation shows that the total capacity of operating installations' for treating
PCB;.;containingdiquid waste in Pölatid amounts to .9000' Mg/year.' According' to. the
"Preliininary Plan for the Elimination of PCBs'~ (29]~ the totalamolilit of these' wastes (oils
removed' from transformers, discarded capacitors and other equipment; such as, switches,
rectifiers, waste oils and liquids from decontamination processes) is'estimated in Poland. at
3000 Mg. This means that, annually, each of the listed facilities is ..cap~ble,of tre.3;ting.WS
amount of waste by itself. Overall capacities of the existing installations are3 times higher
than the existing stocks of liquid PCB waste in Poland.

Elimination of PCBs from electrical equipment. The following authorised enterprises are
involved in the collection, decontamination and treatment of PCB-containing equipment and
waste inPoland:

.' ;0' :' , ... ~ i .' .. " .'': .' • ... " _.' .' . ~ .' . .' . ,_, ,",' . .. ; ., ";.

• AmVILiriiWl6~la~ek with b inst~iati~~ for the therfu~treatineht ofPCB-hontakinated
liquid waste;

• i,' CHEMEKO'Cd. Ltd; in,Wloclawek,' belongirig to the ANWIL Group performiilg .
: .' .rl;e~o,n~~tipR- 0r,transrormer~ :ando!ganizing deliveries ofP~B ,waste for treatment iJ1,

th7A1'{WIL installation .<9~endr CfIE.:MEKO i$ Opel1l#]1gthi~fus~ation);, ..

•. LOBBE Co. Ltd. in D~browa G6rniczaoperating a facility for the thermal processing of .
industrial and hazardous waste;

, , .

• "'Chericai W6~ks ROKITA Co.Irrc: in Hrzeg Dolny with an installatiOlifor the thermal' "
treatment of liquids containing PCBs; . .

• "POF~AT. Co~üä Ü1War~a~ d~~ing ~th the collection ofPCB-coIitalping capacitors
. contammg PCBs arid exportmg theih for complete deStrUction; ill 1999~20Öl about' ..
,.,170~g qfPG~-con~g cap~citors4~ve been e~pori~dt~Fianc,7' '.. , .., .....

Treatment of PCB-containing liquid wastes.' Thermal transformation of liquid waste
c<?l1tainingPCBs is performe~ by:

1).: .•. CHE:MEKO Co. Ltd. in Wloclawek
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1000 Mg/year

6000-8000 PLN/Mg (depending
on the. total PCBs contellt
of waste).

'Mäxmrum capacity of the treatment installation:

Treatment cost:
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The cheapest option of treatment is incineration in the hazardous waste incineration plant in
D'lbrowa G6rnicza. In this case the cost of treatment is 2-3 times lower than the cost of
thermal transformation of waste in any other installations. Since the incineration plant in
D'lbrowa G6rnicza operates only since 2003, it is expected that the other two companies
treating hazardous waste will revise their cost offers and reduce their waste treatment charges
to stay on the market. Thus, treatment costs for all liquid PCB waste in Poland, taking into
account the cheapest option, would amount to 7.5 million PLN, excluding the cost of
transport, which is insignificant compared to incineration costs. According to data obtained
from the Chemical Works ROKITA and the LOBBE Company costs connected with transport
are estimated at 3 PLN/km. Taking into account that the average distance to the incineration
plant is 200 km and there is about 12 Mg of liquid waste in an average tank, we end up with a
unit cost of 50 PLN/Mg. Incorporating the transport cost into the earlier estimate. we obtain
the total treatment cost for liquid PCB waste in Poland, amounting to 7.65 million PLN.
Assuming that PCB waste should be completely eliminated by 2010 and that the same amount
of waste is incinerated annually we end up with an average annual cost of app. 1.1 million .
PLN.

Tr~atment of capacitors containing PCBs. Currently such waste is exported for destruction
ahroad. This is carried out by POFRABAT Ltd. For the year 2003 the maximum amount was
set at 230 Mg (the limits are set on annual basis). The cost of treatment is 10-16 thousand
PLN/Mg. This price depends on the cost of services offered by the foreign partners' of the
company (trailSport companies), on the exchange rate of USD/PLN, the amoUnt of PCBs
tranSporte~ on the state of the contaminated equipment received, on the scope of work
required for its dismantling and preparing for transport, and on environmental fees that are
obligatory abroad. The services include: supplying metal containers for transport, transport
from the p1;ociuctioncompany to the place of temporary storage, storage, transport to France
and treatment inthe French company - TREDI.

Between 1999 and 2001 the POFRABAT Company exported about 170 Mg of capacitors with
PCBs 'to Fiance. In 2002 the limit was set at 300 Mg,while in 2003 at 230 Mg. So far these
capacities have not been fully used, as Polish companies were not interested in handing over
c~p~cit9rs for treatment. Thi~ situation m~y change inview of Polish legal regulations in force
and: after the ratification of the Stockholm Convention. Its implementation, along with the
possibility of obtaining foreign financial resources, will encourage the holders of PCB
equipment and waste to dispose of them in an environmentally sound manner.

Taking into account the current annual limit set by French authorities, the elimination of all
ideiitifi~d Polish capacitors, on similar terms, would take 6 years, i:e. until 2009: The annual
coSts <>fthis operation would in this case amount to about 3 million PLN.

Table 3.3.4.1 shows that the total mass of capacitors and other equipment containing PCBs
requiring treatment amounts, presently in Poland, to 1.38 Gg. Assuming that the average cost
of treatment is 13 thousand PLN/Mg, the total cost of solving the problem of capacitors would
require an input of 17.94 million PLN. If the problem were to be solved by 2010, then the
annual costs of this operation woUld be app. 2.56 million PLN.

Decontamination of PCB-containing transformers. Decontamination is carried out by
CHEMEKO Co. Ltd. from the ANWIL Group. The maximum capacity is 50 transformers
discarded as scrap (taking into account the limited size of a transformer: up to 6 Mg of weight
and 3.8 metreS high) and 200 transformers planned for further use with rated power up to 4
MVA. The installation capacity for treating liquid oil containing PCBs is 1000 Mg/year. The
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cos(oftreatIDenfis app. 6000 PLN/transformerplus 6-8 pL.Nikg ofPCB-;-containing oil (these
pric~s do not inClude costs of laboratory analyses, which vary between 25~300
PLN!$at:i1pie).. '''. ' .. .. '. ,

. . '" .. - .

The decontamination of transformers discarded as scrap is carried out in a technology line of
"installations for the recovery of hydrogen-chloride from chloroorganic compound waste~" in
ANWIL. In this case the total cost of treatment consists of the costs of laboratory anaiyses;
collection and decontamination of transformers, separating wooden elements impregnated
with .PCBs from transformers and thermal treatment. of these parts; as: well. as safe
management of metal parts regarded as non-hazardous waste. . ' '.

Detontilrlliriation. of transformers intended for further use is carried out on the premises of the
c1ie~~.'Int~is case. the price mcorPoriltes the quantitativeancf q~itative an~yses of oils, the
whole deb6nt8mination process, 'the' filling of transformerS With new, PCB~free' oils aild the
prepflhltiönofequipmendHtoperation. ." . ."f .' . r: ',' " . ',." i '. ."
.I~): ' (), , ( i ~ • ,.' • .' :: •'. ,::' '. • ; : . I • .: :. • • ' ': ',. ~" ' : '. :.

Irrespective of the location of contaminated transformers, whether on the premises of ÄNWIL
or on the premises of the client, the price of a single transformer cleaned up remains the same,
U{ 60ÖO"PLN. Consideririg'that there' are app:'"l882;:'tt1()ü~and transformers' and"other
eqwpm~nt .'to' 'be decoritammated and' that tlleir' total 'initSs amoUnts" to app. 5652 Gg99

,'

tiWtofuJ:costof the process amoJffits to app. 1'1.29 miiIicm PLN: . .
.. ' .' ~: '.' . :.: ' ! : • . • '. ., I. ,'. . '. ." .'t: . ,_,

It;both. trap.sformers intended. for further use .and. those tobe ,4i$<fard~das; scrap. were. to ,be
1te~tedjoint1yilie duration of the deconUuni:ilati<;>nproce~s, in»olm".d_.wqul~ t>eestirru:it~da~5
y.~'JI'S,consideriIlg ,th,euse of the lllaximum capacity of ~. The aY~fage ~tIal co~t <;>(
thj~process,~til20l0 wouldamountto1.61 million PL]'.J".,:' ,"-

There is a possibility for exporting small transformers'discaräed as scrap for treatnientabroad.'
It is estimated that the costs of such services (iricluding costs' of decont:iuninatlon) would be
clqse t()1~~ .cost of export ap.d treatment, of gapacitors cQntaining. PCBs, aIld, i$ estim~!e<l ~t
app ..;il~000 P~N/Mg~ In this case the relllafuing parts of the, tr8;llsf0fll?er~.are n()~.qeposited in
P<;>lapd,.;,;'.:' ; , " ',. " . . .I, " .•

The10tal cost of the elimination 'of PCBs (accumulated in'discarded electrical equipinent arid
those 'still' in Use) 'from the environment' would' aniokt to :-;'according to calcuIations ~ Iabout
36.88 niillion PLN. Fot these estimates only- methods already applied in Poland fot the
decontamination aild tieatnient of equipment and ,,"vastes:'containinated' with; PCBs' were
9().n~iß~r~cl,fofaltefl1~th.~esolution,~~~r~ found to b~ eitp,erWO,~eeJCpep'si,:,~.<;>r~not~ven w~gh
e&ffn:1~tes"wereayailable.~ to the cos,t~ incllITed. The.cost,~alys,is doeV~9t, iI;l.slude~,ce~
amount of equipment, which" although have been jdentifi~d;have, I)ot,qeeri ey~uated for their
mass .and PCB content.

ih;~'~~~costs, of'~ctivities analys~d are estimated at 5.76 nrillion'J,>LN:.1bi.~,es!in.ta~er~fers
tq,ßW implementation period lasting from 2004 to 2010. 'Ihe industry .and,private sect()r\¥i11
1::>~:1l1<HI1ly charged .with the costs. of implementing this pri<;>rityThe eq~ slistribution:of
planned expenditures over the years is obviously a simplification. In r~ality the tasks, hence
th~ annual costs, will depend on the government and the pressure ex~rted by the industry on
de'ciSi'6hmakers to create mechanisms supporting' these activities. ' '. ' '.'
,- ", ;' ;.; ," .-

llemovaI of obsolete pesticides from thl!,environment. Obsolete pesticides deposited m~y
years ago in pesticide landfills have undergone processes resulting in large amounts of toxic

99 It was assumed that the average mass of equipment for decontamination is app. 3 tonnes.
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mixtures üf pesticides belünging to. different chemical grüups. The eliminatiün üf an übsülete
pesticide landfill means an integrated actiün that sülves the problem üf übsülete pesticides
ünce and für all. In practice three üperatiüns are required to. clean up a pesticide landfill:

• Extractiün, packing, preparatiün für transpürt, transpürtatiün and treatment by incineratiün
üf the pesticide waste accumulated in pesticide landfills and stürehüuses; this is the ünly
ratiünal methüd to. eliminate these substances,

• Dismantling af the cüncrete canstructian üf the pesticide landfill füllüwed by extractian,
transpürt and decantaminatiün üf the Süil früm the landfill site, and dispüsal üf cüncrete
residues,

• Reclamatiün af the area surraunding the remüved landfill.

Accarding to. data gathered by the State Geülügical Institute (pIG) pesticide landfills are
hülding at present app. 1500 Mg üf pesticide waste - this amüunt has been taken into. accüunt
in this analysis.

The average Cüst üf the destructiün üf 1 Mg üf übsülete pesticides with the use üf
technülügies applied in projects financed by the Natiünal Fund für Envirünmental Prütectiün
and Water Management during 1999-2002 was 13358 PLN. This cast was estimated ün the
basis üf executive cost-calculatiün sheets für 12 projects. The müst significant elements
included: the cost üf transport, incineratiün, site remediatiün, purchasing üf prütective suits,
üper~tiün Cüsts üf equipment, purchasing special cüntainers arid münitüring. Accürding to. an
ongoing prüject that is financed by NFOSiGW: "Eliminatiün üf clüsed düwn landfill~ üf
hazardous waste", the average tütal Cüst üf eliminatiün üf übsülete pesticides is 10344
PLN/Mg, where the Cüst üf incineratiün alüne is 4166 PLN/Mg. Two. üptiüns für the
eliminatiün üf übsülete pesticides have been taken into. cünsideratiün based ün data and
infarmatiün früm the Institute üf Plant Protectiün~ and infürmatiün ün service prices üffered
by LaBBE früm D~browa G6rnicza:

. .

• Expürt and thermal destruction in the Netherlands, Belgium or Germany, as practiced so.
far;

• The use üf the thermal industrial and hazardüus waste treatment installatiün üf the
LOBBE Cümpany at D~brüwa G6rnicza

A cOip.panson af tbesetw6 optionS is illustrated in Table 10.1. Cüsts presented in the table
were 'calculated pe~.1 Mg of pesticides from an "average pesticide landfill" (the total costs üf
~r-öperatiönsfor alilaridfills divided by the tütal mass üf peSticides thereIn). It is clear that
the costs. of activities, such as site remediation, depend ün the type üf landfill (concrete rings,
land pits, stüres ür stockpiles). Für stüres thecüsts cünnected with extractiün and site
reclamatiün are much lüwer than in the case üf land pits ür landfills made üf cüncrete well
rings.: However, due to. lack of detailed data average Cüsts are presented belüw withüut any
specificatiün für different types üf landfills. Therefüre the Cüsts üf reclamatiün belüw shüuld
be treated ünly as rough estimates (these are average Cüsts üf reclamatiün für several düzen
landfills, which contained app. 3000 Mg üf übsülete pesticides, in tütal).

The data ün treatment Cüsts abroad cüme früm the final reports üf projects financed by
NFOSiGW, whereas infürmatiün ün treatment costs in Püland cümes früm the LaBBE
Cümpany. The cost üfincinerating übsülete pesticides (classified, in terms üftüxicity, as class
I and II) is 2500 PLN!M:g in the case üf a certain type üf waste. If the waste dües nüt cümply
with certain conditiüns, an additiünal charge is taken, depending ün the physical and chemical
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Tabie'lO~t. A 'comparison of tWo di~posal options for:obsole~e pesticides
....;~: .' i:

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

, : I ~

, " . '.

7 9o.~PLNlMg; ...
: 2500 PLN/Mgi' ~:

100PLNIMg .'"

2 800 PLN/Mg .

.:\: .

.i

I,"

10700 PLN/Mg~'

4500PLN/Mg

900PLN/Mg

2 800 PLN/Mg .

.. i,. '... Cost df waste treatirient
.Cost of.waste treatment abroad. m Poland

•••• J

Cost pet Mg of waste.

Illcmerntion' cost per Mg
•Cost of transport per Mg

Land'redaDi~tion •• cost perMg
E~~2t1ori+ 'seg..egatlon. .' :' .! i': ,

,Iii ',,! ".'1,', '.' .. . 2500 PLN/Mg " , 2500 PLN/Mg."
+. ;19,a4fngc9~~P.~rtvfg' . .' . ,',

. .

SOlll"ce:estimatl;lsofthe NFOSiGW and the. ~OBßECompanY'sbiddiÜg proposal. '.' ." . ." , , .. '. .
• I, • ~.. I J. .! .,,' ,J" l'" ' ,.'. , I;, • •• , .' .!, .';' ' ' '" : l , ...;.'; : ' ; J 1." .. , ,; .' ',' : ":' .• "

.:Averag~ tr:ansport cost - for apro~q: transport ,to the. N~the~Jands, Belw~,' or permany (LeverkuSeIl);.' for,
Polan<t:.trarlsport to Dllbrowa G6rnicza: :Transport costforPoJari.d Jias peen estUD.iltedon the basis ofinfon:i:iatlon
obtairied from the tWo compames: LOBBE and ROKITA (the av~rage trfmsport distance' for 'Poiand was'
esclfuafudat40Ökm).... '.' '., " : :.. ,. ,:'. ". '.'

.~ReClamation of contaminated sites inCludes the folloWing activities: . . ' i
,,'J

:,;,.' Extracti?n,. transport' and deconciuD.in~tioh of polluted 'soil; .
,,( ~: I j ," • ,~ ' ~ ~ ii',

Dismantling, transport and treatment of the solid structure ofthe.pesticide.JanMill; .. '

,Fipin,g ~eemptied ~its<i~~ flean soil; macro-levelling th~ s~te and i!lF;?~~cing "egetati0n"
(forestation, tree plantmg); . . . . .

Geological analyses and monitoring.

p~ö~:erti~~:of~e treated' waSte and It varies' from' SO to 600' PLNlMg'. 'The' :price or 2S00
PLN!M:~;J:1asbd~intaken into account in the cost analysis.' .' ,." .: '.; .' . " ,;.,

, ,. . ' ."; . ~,,

The.LO~BE incineration plant in D~browa G6micza. has a .capacity to eliminate 2000 .Mg of
p~~9Ide~~~allY:When tIle qu~tities ~f w~te; ar~'~~',~e P:lc~e~~ti~~. p~~es ~?~.~~
n~go:9~~~d,.,lp.e qom.pany opefates the only l1l,Stallatio:q11) ,J>olandtb,at c;anmcmerate pesti~ld~~
-", " .': , t ." ,,' .',' : ",' , ,... " ." I ;. , ... ~ i.' '.' . . 'I \ , _ ~ ; \ .' J : ., : ;. .- ,,' " ; .' 1 ,', , ," " ..

in,~C90!d~ce with binding regulations, on. $e basis of an integrated pe~t. JP.e structUre. of
t4~:.insi8naii()nmeets the criteria,pfbes{~~~hlblE;tec.hlliques.' .'."".' '," ',.', ", ,:

, :;.. " : • . .' ',' . i: : ",' J ' , ". : - -'; ,- ' .:. ~ '

The' performed analysis shows that the cost of eliminating obsolete pesticides within the
country is about 25% lower than abroad (7900 PLNlMg).This is mainly'due to the lower
incineration prices in Poland. and - to a smaller extent- lower transport costs. Domestic
capacitY (2000 Mg/year) is sufficient in the context of the obligations: of the Stockholm
Convention. The cost of eliminating pesticide landfills, within the. country. by domestic
incineration would amount to about 59.25 million PLN.

:,i "

The; National Waste Management. Plan envisages complete. elimination of the existing
obsolete pesticide landfills by 20 1O~This allows to determine the annual cost of this operation
at about 8.46 million PLN.

. .However, one must bear in mind that by deciding on treatment of pesticides abroad we also
eliminate the problem of the incineration slag. The quantity of this waste amounts to app.
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150/0---19%of the primary amount of waste and is considered hazardous. Furthermore, there is
additional emission from waste incineration, although the high quality of the process
guarantees minimal environmental impact. Both of these aspects should be taken into
consideration in the price calculation provided by the LOBBE Company (for the purposes of
this Plan the cost of LOBBE services also includes safe depositing of the slag).

The tott!1 costs of services (Table 10.2) of direct elimination of POPs in Poland are estimated
at 96.13 million PLN, of which 36.88 million PLN is ne~ded to eliminate PCBs contained in
the still in use and discarded electrical equipment, and 59.25 million PLN is required to
eliminate obsolete pesticides from the environment.

7.65

17.94

11.29

59.25"

Costs [mln PLN]Sources of funding

Foreign assistance 75%
Enterprises 25%

Foreign assistance 75%
Enterprises 25%

Foreign assistance 75%
Enterprises 25%

Environmental funds
50%
Foreign assistance 50%

Option

Thermal transformation
of liquid waSte
containing PCBs in
Poland

Treatment abroad

Incineration in Poland
or transport and
treatment abroad

Table 10.2. Costs of services

c6- Treatment ofliquid
waste containing PCBs

Action and its number

<:;6 Treatment of capacitors
containing PCBs

C6 Decontamination of Decontamination in
transformers containing PCBs Poland

B2 Elimination of pesticide
landfills and stocks of
obsolete pesticides

" Cost calculated for the cheaper option - incineration within the country.

Average annual costs of decontalnination and elimination of PCB-containing equipment and
waste are estimated at app. 5.26 million PLN, considering that the problem is tö be solved by
2010 (Table 10.4). To eliminate obsolete pesticides deposited within the territory of Poland
the average annual service costs will amount to app. 8.46 million PLN for the covered period.
Thus, the total annual cost of services required to achieve the goals of both priorities until
2010 will amount to app. 13.72 million PLN. The burden of bearing costs, in the case of PCB
elimination, will be assigned mainly to enterprises, especially to power plants. Compames are
eligible for foreign assistance in the execution of these tasks (mainly from the EU Structural
Funds). With reference to the elimination of obsolete pesticide landfills, environmental
protection funds at various levels are expected to be the main sources of financing. However,
taking into account the position of the European Union expressed in Article 11 of Regulation
(BC) No 850/2004 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 29 April 2004 on
Persistent Organic Pollutants and amending Directive 79/117 IEEC, it may be expected that .
the EU will also provide assistance for solving this problem. Therefore, the present NIP
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, , , Expe~ditures.. Sourdes of funding
[mInPLN]

.~.:

F~reign assisUince 75%,
E~t~rPris~s 25% '

; _I'

Foreign assistance 75%" , ..
Enterprise 25% " ."

Option

Sealing ~p of14 . "
hll sU#~earea+
depression "
drainage over 2.5
km

Action and its number

INVESTMENT COSTS

Table 10.3. Capital expenditUres'

ES Reduction of POPs emissions in
waste treatment processes
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foresee,s 75% or 50% share of foreign assistance in the funding of serviCeactivities(T~ble
Ül:2):' . . "'," '.

, ..~.,

Invesiliient activities for the reduction' of POPs emissions from'theprocesses of'waste
treatirient andmari.agement' of waste deriving' from the: 'Cleanlng of flue gases, wast~wtiter
tT~atnieritand processilig of other POPs-contaiDing wäste'are considered jomt1y, because the
characteristics of pollutants subject to theS'eactiVities atlöw,:'to cl substantia1degfee~ for
applying one type of technology for their elimination.

Taking into account the solutions proposed by experts, the investment cost of b~ding. aJ1
. .,J.,

installation based on the process of oxidation of organic pollutants iri water was estiiliat~d"at
I? million PLN, and the year 20Q9 was proposed forlaunching the proje~~(Table.10.3).

The NIP envisages the sealing-up of the exi~g waste ~~dfill containing POPs at the
ORGANIKA-AZOT Ch,emical Works in jawo~o t<?, requce POP~ releases, in~o t4e
envITonment.It has been proposed to ,undertake the,foll.owing investmentstasks:,sealing-;up
the RUDNA G6RA landfill (an area of 14 ha) and building a depression drainage system for
this area (2.5 km long). The cost of investment has been estimated at 17 million PLN. The
required scope of work iridtides: levelling work, excavations, traJisportation and preparation
of a 0.5 metre thick loam isolation and geo-membranes; delivering of humus and planting
low-growing plants, as well as carrying out drainage works (depression drainage 3 metre deep
with,collective wells and pumping station). The starting of the project is scheduled for 2007..

Enterprises will be the sources of funding for all of these capital, investment projects;
However, they will require support and it is expected, that assistance will be pro'vided from
foreign sources and co-financing from the National Fund for Environmental Protection and
Water Management. As the first two projects are considered a novelty in terms of application

. ,

'lj"i_n'" .... _. i., ','" . "\ . .,", '.

E4',;,StabiliZatiot;l of waste in . ,
okdANIKA:"'AZOT Ch~micaIWorb'
ifiailStrifti '",aste landfIÜ '
;r:.;£}j,)II ;,.'

'Ptittillg' mtö
operation an

~~, i. ., ¥anageme~t of w3$1:efrom flue, installation based
g~'c1.e~fn~~'wastewater tre~tm~nt and on'aJtemative' '
p~($9~s~iiigofother'wastes cpntailling" .te'cllrlology .'
PÖ});;'" i" .. ', ,'. ,'/ •.
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in Poland a considerably high share (75%) of foreign assistance in their financing may be
expected. The total capital expenditure for the above three projects are estimated at 32 million
PLN (Table 10.3).

Table 10.4 presents a summary of planned capital expenditures and costs of services for the
different years of the implementation period.
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Annex 11.

CONSULTATION PROCESS FOR THE NIP

1. An Inception Workshop on the. "Implementation of the Stockholm Convention"
initiating the execution of the GEF Project in Poland was held on 21-22 March 2002
in Warsaw. A two-day meeting created a good opportunity to enhance public
awareness on risks posed by persistent organic pollutants at a national ieveI, and to
develop business contacts within the Project. Around 70 representatives of institutions
throughout the country involved in POPs-related issues, including decision makers,
representatives of the industry, R&D institutes, non-governmental organisations and
international experts attended the Workshop.

2. An Inventory Workshop intended to review all reports that had been accomplished to
date under the Project took place on 2 December 2002 in Warsaw. Its aim was to
discuss the problems that the experts involved in the Project faced in the course of
their inventory activities.

3. "Priorities of the National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention" were
discussed at a National Priority Validation Workshop, which was held on 26 May
2003 in Warsaw. Its major aim was to evaluate the criteria, priorities and goals
proposed, which were to be considered in the NIP. Additionally, the results of the
second phase inventory of POPs covered by the Convention were presented during the
Workshop, with the general overview of the situation with POPs in Poland. The
invited experts discussed the approach proposed and presented a positive opinion
regarding the criteria and priorities emphasising their importance for proper designing
of the Plan for the implementation of the provisions of the Stockholm Convention.

4. A Consultation Workshop on the "National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm
Convention - preliminary draft" was convened on 15 January 2004 in Warsaw. Its
main goal was to present the preliminary draft of the NIP to discuss the approach and
solutions proposed, and to take note of the comments, suggestions and amendments
for further improvement of the draft. The Workshop was attended by 83
representatives of institutions involved in POPs-related problems. Comments supplied
during the meeting were taken into consideration in the draft NIP submitted for review
to UNIDO.

5. The National Project Manager, Prof. Maciej Sadowski, presented the preliminary draft
version of the NIP at a workshop on 24 February 2004 in Vienna. His aim was to
collect comments to take them into account in the further work on the Plan. That
presentation, which was the first out of the three projects carried out simultaneously in
the Czech Republic and in Hungary, was successfully approved by UNIDO experts.

6. The results obtained under the GEF Project (i.e. POPs inventory results, major goals
and priorities of the NIP and successive drafts of the Plan) were presented by the
Coordinator - National Project Manager at a number of meetings with the Project
Steering Committee. The Committee was designated by the Minister of the
Environment to coordinate and supervise the Project. It is chaired by the State
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. : f . ,Secretary Mr. Krzysztof Szamalek and consists of representatives of all the
stakeholders: ministries and public institutions involved, scientists, the industry sector
and NGOs. Comments provided by the members of the Steering Committee were
taken into accOliÖiduiilig tIle preparation;'oftliePiojectJ i',.","

7. The last Endorsement Workshop under the GEF Project was held on 15 December
2004 in Warsaw. Its aim. was to present the final draft "National Implementation Plan
for the Stockholm Convention" to the stakeholders (representatives of governmental

'. ; ,,'mstitUtions; ;,;'umversities, - research - . i:ristitut~s, laboratories~ iotgariizittions and
::'3;;,~: ';\C'onip~es) 'for 'discussi6i16ri the ways of it~ iiriplementatioil-lliideri the äciuai Polish
'J: ";,.', coriditI:pns:iThe'draft was subject to final'endorsement; :'i;,' ,r' iti;,'; ;:, ,',
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Aarhus Convention

Aarhus Protocol

ADI

ANWIL
APCS

Basel Convention

BAT

BEP
BIP

ClOP

CIOS

Climate Convention

CoP

CORINAIR

CORINE

2,4-D

DANCEE

DDD
DDE

DDr
DFE

DIOS

d.m.

DMDT
DNOC

Annex 12.

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-
making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (UN ECE)

Protocol on Persistent Organic Pollutants to the Convention on Long-range
Transboundary Air Pollution (UN ECE)

Acceptable Daily Intake .

Chemical Works former Nitrogen Works WLOCLA WEK

Air Protection Control System

Convention on the Control of Trans boundary Movements of Hazardous
Wastes and Their Disposal (UNEP)

Best Available Techniques

Best Environmental Practices

Public Information Bulletin
(Biuletyn lnformacji Publicznej)

Central Institute for Labour Protection - National Research Institute
(Centralny Instytut Ochrony Pracy - Panstwowy lnstytut Badawczy)

Environmental Information Centre at the Ministry of the Environment
(Centrum lnformacji 0 Srodowisku)

United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC)

Conference of the Parties

CORe INventory AlR emission
. .
COoRdination d'IN/ormation Environnementale - an experimental
.programme for gathering, coordinating and ensuring the consistency
of information on the state of the environment and natural resources
in the ~uropean Community

2-methyI4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid

Danish Environmental Protection Agency

I ,1-dichloro-2,2-bis( 4-chlorophenyl)etharie

1,1-dichloro-2,2- bis( 4-chlorophenyl)ethene

1,1,1-trichloro-2,2- bis( 4-chloropheny1)ethane

Lowersilesian Foundation for Sustainable Development (NGO)
(DolnoslC{ßka Fundacja Ekorozwoju)

Department of Environmental Protection Instruments, Ministry
of the Environment
(Departament lnstrumentow Ochrony Srodowiska)

Dry matter

I, I, l-trichloro-2,2- bis(metoxyphenyl)ethane

4,6-dinitro-o-cresol
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DPE

DSB.

DWZ

DzU

DZW

EC
EDI
EEA.
EINECS

EIONET

ELINCS

EMEP

EPER

ERDF
ESF';

EU

FAO

GAWIWMO

GC-ECD

GC-MSD

GEF

GIORiN

GIOS

GIS

GLP

GLW

GNP

Department of Environmental Policy, Ministry of the Environment
(Departam'entPolityki Ekologicznej) ,
Permissible concentration in human. biological material

Departin~Ii~ o.fInternational Co-op~ratioJ;l, Mini~tIy of the Envirol1lll,ent
(Departament WspOlpracyz Zagranicq)
Official J01lll!a19fLaws of the Republic of Poland
(Dziennik Ustow Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej)
Department otWater ResoUrces, Ministiy of the Environment
(Departament ZasobOw Wodnych w Ministerstwie Srodowiska)
European Community

Estimated Daily Intake

European Environment Agency

European Inventory ofExistiIig Commercial Chemical Substances

European Environment Informatioriarid Observation Network

European List of Notified Chemical Substances

Co-operative program for monitcirirtg and evaluation of the long-range
transmission of air pollutants in Europe

EUropean Pollutant Emission Register.

European RegIonal Development Fund

EUropean Sdcial, Fund " .

European Union
.. .

Food and Agriculture Organization

Global Atmosphere Watch! World Meteorological Organization
• .: to" • ,

Gas chromatogfaphy/electron capture detection (used for e.g. PCB's)

,(J~,chroma~ogr~phy/mass spectrome~ detection (used for e.g. PCBs)

Global Environment Facility

Chief Inspector foTPlant Health and Seed In.spection Service (or Chief
Inspectorate for Plant Health and Seed Inspection Service)
(Gl6wny Inspektor OchronyRoslini Nasiennictwa lub Gl6wny Inspektorat
Ochrony Roslin i Nasiennictwa)
Chi~f~p.ect9r f<?f.Environmental Profeqtion (or Chief Inspectorate for
EnvirOilmental ProteCtion)
(Gl6wny lnS'pekt'orOchrony Srodowiska lub Gl6wny Inspektorat Ochrony
Srodowiska)
Chief Sanitary Inspector or Chief Simitary Inspectorate
(Gl6wny Inspektor Sanitarny lub Gl6wny Inspektorat Sanitarny)
Good Laboratory Practice

Chief Veterinary Surgeon
(Gl6wny Lekarz Weterynarii)
Gross National Product
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GUS

HCB

HCH; (y-HCH)

HELCOM

HELCOM/EGAP

Helsinki Convention

HPLC

HRGC

!ARC

IChP

IChPW

IETU

lMGW

!MN

IMP

IMPiZS

IMZ

10MC

lOR

lORN

lOS; lEP

IPO

IPPC

IR

Central Statistical Office
(Gl6wny Urzqd Statystyczny)

hexachlorobenzene

Hexachlorocyclohexan; Lindane

Helsinki Commission - Baltic Marine Environment Protection Commission

Helsinki Commission /Group of Experts on Airborne Pollution of the Baltic
Sea Area

Convention on the Protection of the Marine Environment of the Baltic Sea
Area

High performance liquid chromatography

High resolution gas chromatography

International Agency for Research on Cancer

Industrial Chemistry Research Institute
(Instytut Chemii Przemyslowej)

Institute for Chemical Processing of Coal
(Instytut Chemicznej Przer6bki W~la)

Institute for Ecology of Industrialized Areas
(Instytut Ekologii Teren6w Uprzemyslowionych)

Institute of Meteorology and Water Management
(Instytut Meteorologii i Gospodarki Wodnej)

Institute of Non-Ferrous Metals. .

(Instytut Metali Nietelaznych)

Institute of Occupational Medicine
(Instytut Medycyny Pracy)

Institute of Occupational Medicine and Environmental Health
(Instytut Medycyny Pracy i Zdrowia Srodowiskowego)

Institute of Ferrous Metallurgy
(Ins.tytut Metalurgii Zelaza)
Inter-Organization Programme for the Sound Management of Chemicals
(UNEP, MOP, FAO, WHO, UNIDO, OECD)

Institute of Plant Protection
(Instytut Ochrony Roslin)

State Plant Health and Seed Inspection Service
(Inspekcja Ochrony Roslin i Nasiennictwa)

Institute of Environmental Protection
(Instytut Ochrony Srodowiska)

Institute of Industrial Organic Chemistry
(Instytut Przemyslu Organicznego)

Integrated Pollution Prevention and Control

Infrared spectrometry
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.;:" .

ISiPCh

IUPAC

KBN

KCIE

KGPSP

Kiev Protocol

KPGO

LC
LIFE
LOAEL
LRTAP Convention
MAR
MCPA
MENiS

MF

MGiP
MGPiPS

MI ..

MNiI

MON

Montreal Protocol

MP

MPV

Inspector for Chemical Substances and Preparations
(Inspektor tis. Substancji iPreparatow Chemicznych)

International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry
State Committee for Scientific .Research
(Komitet Badafl Naukowych)

National Emission Centre at the Institute of Environmental Protection
(Krajowe Centrum Inwentaryzacji Emisji w lOS;

National Headquarters (or ChiefComIna'ndor) of the State Fire Service
(Komenda Glowna Panstwowej Straiy Poiarnej lub Komendant Gl6wny
Panstwowej Strai)' Potarnej)

Protocol on Pollutant Release and Transfer Registers (PRTR) to the Aar:i:ms
Convention (UN ECE) .
National Waste Management Plan '
(Krajowy plan gospodarki odpadami)

Liquid chromatography
Financial Instrument for the EnviroIiment '
Lowest-observed.;.adverse-effects level (concentration)
Convention on Long-range Transboundary Air Pollution (UN ECE)
Maximum acceptable residue
. .

2-metbyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid
Minister of Niltiona Ir:d~cation.and Sport .'
(Minister Edukiicji Narodowej i Sportu)

Minister of Finance
(Minister Finansow)

M,inist,•.er of Economy and Labour (currently)
.(Minister Gospodarki i pracy) .
formerly Minister of Economy, LaboUr and Social Policy
(Minister Gospodarki, Pracy i Polityki.Spolecznej)
MiniSter of lnfraStnicture
.(Minister InfraStrUktury) ,

Minister of Scientific ResearCh arid Iiifonnation Technology
(Minister Nauki i Informatyzacji)

Minister of National Defence
(Minister Obrony Narodowej)

Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer to the
Vienna Convention (UNEP)
Polish Moriitor - similar to ,,DzU" (see above) an Official Journal
for publishing regulations, orders, statements and other legally binding
official documents in Poland
(Monitor Polski)

Maximum Permitted Value
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Minister of Agriculture and Rural Development
(Minister Rolnictwa i Rozwoju Wsi)

Maximum Residue Limit

Minister of Interior Affairs and Administration
(Minister Spraw Wewn~trznych i Administracji)

Minister of Foreign Affairs
(Minister Spraw Zagranicznych)

Minister of the Environment
(Minister Srodowiska)

Minister of Health
(Minister Zdrowia)

National Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management
(Narodowy Fundusz Ochrony Srodowiska i GospodarId Wodnej)

Non-Governmental OrganiZat~ons

National Implementation Plan for the Stockholm Convention

No-observed-adverse-effects level (concentration)

National Strategy for Environmental Education
(Narodowa strategia edukacji eli%gicznej)

At present Chemical Works ROKITA
(Zaklady Chemiczne ROKITA S.A.)

Organization for Ecoriomic Cooperation and Development

Waste Prevention Association "3R." (NGO)
(Ogo/nopo/slde Towarzystwo Zagospodarowania Odpadow "3R")

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons

Polychloririated biphenyls

Polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins (dioxins)

Polychlorinated dibenzofurans (furans)

Pentachloronitrobenzene

Pentachlorophenol

Polychlorinated terphenyls

Predicted environmental concentration

State Geological Institute
(panstwowy Instytut Ge%giczny)

National Labour Inspection
(paiistwowa Inspekcja Pracy)

State Sanitary Inspection
(paiistwowa Inspekcja Sanitarna)

Krakow University of Technology
(politechnika Krakowska)

-----~

I
I
I

MRiRW

I MRL

I MSWiA

MSZ

I MS

I MZ

"

I NF'oSiGW'

I
NGOs

NIP
NOAEL

I NSEE

I NZPOROKITA

OECD

I OTZO

I
PARs

PCBs

PCDDs

I PCDFs
pCNB

I PCP

PCT

PEC

I PIG

I PIP'

I PIS

PK

I
I
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PKE

PLN

PMS

PNEC
POPs

Preparation

PRTR
PVC

PZH

PZGS '

Rotterdam Convention

SC

SNAP
SPMD
SPO-WKP

Stockholm Convention

Substances

. ;. :. . /, '

Polish Activity Classification
(Polska Klasyfikacja Dzialalnosci)

Polish Ecological Club (NGO)
(Polski' Klub Ekologiczny)

Polish Zloty (accordirig to average exchange rate of the National Bank
of Poland BP as of31.122003 used in the NIP: I USD = 3.7405 PLN)
State Environintmtal Monitoring System
(panstwowy Monitoring Srodowiska)

Predicted no-effect concentration
Persistent organic pollutants' .
The term "preparation" means, in'case of peSticides, a mixture or solution

'. :, composed of two or more subStances containiilg one or more activ~ sl;lbstm;lces,
", which, in accordance with the Stockholm Convention, may be chennCä" "

individual or.amixture of chemic&,~dividua1s. In respect of such prep~qn~
in Poland often the term ''ready form" of pesticides (plant protection products)
is used. Applicatiofi Of pure active substances as pesticides is not practiced; "" ,
,!tis necessary, almost in each caSe,to match, along with active substances,
an adequate,composit;on of supporting sub~ces (solvents, carriers
aIid e.mulsifiers), toniake the safe and comfortable use possible.
Pollutapt Re~ease and Transfer Registers
Polyvinyl ch~oride , .
l'fational In,;st~tu~eof Hygiene .
(panst}Vowy Zak/ad Higieny)

,rRyiat Assodationof Commune ~o-ol?erl:ltives
(powiatowyZawiqzak Gminnych Sp61dzieln} Samopomoc Chlopska) ,

, ,

Rotterdam Convention on the Prior Infoimed Consent Procedure for
Certain Hazardous ChemiCals arid'Pesticides in International Trade
(UNEP/F AO) ,

Customs SerVice of the Republic of Poland' ,
(Slutba Celna Rzeczypospolitej Polskiej),

Selected Nomenclature for Air Pollution .
Semi-Permeable Membrane Device, "
Sectoral Operational Programme on Strengthening Competitiveness
of Enterprises , , . .
(Sektorowy,Pr~gram Op~r:acyjny Wzrost Konkurencyjnosci
PrzedsiflbiorsiW) . "

Stockholm Convention on Persistent' Organic Pollutants (UNEP)
Substances mean chemical compounds (chemical individuals or mixtures ,
of chemical individuals' of similar'biologicai activity) obtained in technical
processes. These substances may contain, and contain in most cases indeed,
contaminants generated during the production process depending
on the selectiveness of that process. In relation to pesticides,
these contaminants include HeB, PCBs, PCDDs, PCDFs generated
in trace uantities during. roduction rocesses. This is also relevant
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SWOT analysis

TDI
TEQ

UNECE

UNEP

UNEP Chemicals

UNIDO

USEPA

UV-B

Vienna Convention

WFOSiGW

WHO

WIGS

WMO

WSSE

ZPO-RR

for the production of polychlorinated biphenyls. In the latter case quite
close relations exist between the amount of pollutants (pCDDs and PCDFs)
and the content of chlorine in PCB molecules.

Strengths;. Weaknesses, Opportunities and Threats Analysis

Tolerable Daily Intake

Toxic Equivalent

United Nations Economic Commission for Europe

United Nations Environment Programme

UNEP Chemicals Programme

United Nations Industrial Development Organization

US Environmental Protection Agency

Ultraviolet solar radiation having biological effects

Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer (UNEP)

Voivodeship Fund for Environmental Protection and Water Management
(Wojew6dzki Fundusz Ochrony Srodowiska i Gospodarki Wodnej)

World Health Organization.

Voivodeship Inspectorate for Environmental Protection
(Wojew6dzki Inspektorat Ochrony Srodowiska)

World Meteorological Organization

Voivodeship Sanitary and Epidemiological Station
(Wojew6dzka Stacja Sanitarno-Epidemiologiczna)

Integrated Operational Programme on Regional Development
(Zintegrowany Program Operacyjny Rozwoju Regionalnego)
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